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FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT/ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
CULLINAN RANCH SPECIFIC PLAN

CITY OF VALLEJO, SOLANO COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
REGULATORY PERMIT APPLICATION NO. 14775E57

MAY 1984

ERRATA SHEET (3)

1. Page 1 -he subject document. Add the following: "IV.N. Addendum to
the RMA/Krone Rep August 1983".

2. Page i of the Ch - x IV volume. Add the following: "IV.N.
Addendum /Krone Report, August

3. Regarding the Chapter 13 -tComments and Responses volume:

a. Page 105, response 90, 3rd sentence. Chang See ppendix III.B
of the Draft EIR/EIS)" to (See Appendix IV.N. of the EIR/EIS)".

b. Page 106, response 91, 2nd sentence. Change " ...Appendix III.B of the
Draft EIR/EIS." to "...Appendix IV.N. of the EIR/EIS.".

c. Page 120, response 106, 1st paragraph, last sentence. Change the "...

study included in the appendix to the Draft EIR/EIS." to "...studies included
in the appendices to the EIR/EIS.".

d. Page 271, response 306, Ist sentence. Change "...Appendix I.B..."
to "...Appendix III.B...".

e. Page 295, response 328, Ist sentence. Change "Appendix IV.B. of the

Final EIR/EIS..." to "Appendix III.B of the Draft EIR/EIS...".

f. Page 308, response 352, 2nd sentence. Change "... Appendix III.B of

- ' the Draft EIR/EIS." to "... Appendix IV.N. of the EIR/EIS.".

g. Page 308, response 353, 1st sentence. Change "(See Appendix III.B
of the Draft EIR/EIS)" to "(See Appendix IV.N. of the EIR/EIS)".

h. Page 308, response 357, 2nd sentence. Change "...Appendix III.B." to
"... Appendix IV.N.".

i. Page 334 response 400, 2nd sentence. Change "See Appendix III.B of
the Draft EIR/EIS." to "See Appendix IV.N. of the EIR/EIS.".
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INTRODUCTION

U bhapter XI. to the Final Environmental Impact Report/Environmental Impact Statement
of May 1983 contains written comments and those given at the public hearing on the Draft

EIR/EIS submitted during the public review period. In addition, it contains individual

responses to each comment on the Draft EIR/EIS as suggested by California EIR and

Federal EIS guidelines.,

The Comments and Responses are arranged by category of commentor as follows:

SComments

o Individuals 1-137

o Special Interest Groups 138-249

o Local Agencies 250-275

o Regional Agencies 276-281

o State Agencies 282-350

o Federal Agencies 351-421

o Applicant & Consultants 422-504

o Persons Testifying

at Public Hearing A-I - A-37

The comments requiring a response are numbered in the left-hand margin of each

commentor's letter. The corresponding responses are found immediately after the

commentor's letter In the order they appear In the letter.

In the revisions to the text of the Draft EIR/EIS and in the Responses to Comments, EIP

and JSA used information available from existing literature; the Draft EIR/EIS; field

studies and reports of the applicant's consultants; State and Federal agency letters,

reports and personnel; and the Interested public. Sources of data wer cited. Extensive

use was made In the biological section of the Harvey & Stanley Associates reports, the

only detailed, specific biological studies of the site. Where data from existing sources

seemed factual or where evaluations of data seemed reasonable, the materials or

individuals were quoted directly or paraphrased with direct citation of sources.

-.
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COMMENTS ON DRAFT EIR FOR CULLINAN RANCH

I I only have a few comments on the Draft EIR/EIS. The first concerns the
.I maintenance and wear and tear on the levees on both the north and south

sides of Dutchman Slough. What will be the impacts of increased boat
traffic and resulting wave action upon the dykes? Who will be respon-
sible for repairing the dykes and the long term maintenance of these
dykes?

q ZB The second concern, which I wish to address, has to do with the private
dock facilities for each of the residences. What will these docks look
like including cross sections and diagrams of their configurations? What
will the draft requirements of the anticipated boats that will be using
these docks be? Will these private residential docks be built before or3 after the dykes are breached? Where does BCDC fit into the construction
of these private docks?

The third question I have concerns the financial section of the document.

-The Planning Department has informed me that the financial section is
'.- "N going to be completely revised. Since I cannot make comments on a docu-

6meitt which I have not seen, I will reserve the right for comment at a
later date when I have had a chance to review the financial section.

>. ~ Please read or record these remarks into the minutes of the Planning
Commission meeting of July 6, 1983.

BARBARA KONDYLIS
Vice Mayor

BK/vm
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LITTR #1-1

1. The Increased boat traffic and resultant wakes may cause some bank erosion. The

extent of damage will depend on the size of the boats (particularly hull displacement),

their speed and water depth (see also response 323). The boat traffic likely to result from

* the project is described in the revised text under Marina Design.
up!

The levees are currently maintained as a shared responsibility between the property owner

and the State of California under the Cullinan Ranch Boundary and Exchange Agreem.ent

(see Appendix IV.F). If the proposed project were Implemented, this responsibility wculd

* shift to some type of local reclamation or special assessment district similar to a

homeowners association but with policing power and the necessary water-related

experience. The Vallejo City Attorney's office has prepared a memorandum summarizing

possible options for the creation of a district to take care of levee maintenance as well as

maintenance dredging. That memorandum Is attached as Appendix IV.I.

The district to be established for levee maintenance would be responsible for planting

vegetation on the levees, maintenance dredging of Interior waterways and maintaining

slope stability of the banks. The outbor side~ of the levees to the mean high water mark

would remain In state control If the levees become a public park, such as they are,

responsibility for their care and maintenance would shift to that agency.

2. Private residential dock design Is described In Exhibit 11-3 of the Final EIR/EIS. In

addition, the Cuilinan Ranch Specific Plan contains various renderings of the proposed

project that provide a visual Interpretation of the project. The plan, which Is available

for Inspection at the Vallejo City Planning Department, Is Incorporated herein by

reference.

As Indicated In Figure 11-3, the draft requirements for boats would be a minimum of eight

feet at MLLW.

The residential docks would be built In phases according to the project phasing plan.

However, within each phase, the docks would be constructed before the dikes are

breached.

3. San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development Commission (BCDC) approval will be

2
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, -~ required for construction of private docks. Once the dikes are breached, BCDC will have

jurisdiction over the newly created waterways. BCDC's jurisdiction over the boat docks is

listed among regulatory approvals in the Final EIR/EIS.
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LBTER # 1-2

* 4. Section III.K. of the EIR/EIS, Utilities and Services, recommends mitigation measures

to avoid "deterioration" of services as a result of the project. Section III.L. of the Final

EIR/EIS, Economic/Fiscal, indicates that the project would have a positive fiscal impact

on the City.
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LE-ER #I-3

5a. See responses to comments 66 and 71.

", 5b. The project applicant will provide bus turnouts and shelters. Bus service would be

p4 provided by Vallejo Transit Lines. New bus routes are determined by a transit authority

and are generally established when sufficient demand is evident. At the current time new

bus routes to the Cullinan Ranch have not been approved. However, it is anticipated that

such routes would be approved as the project developes.

5c. A grade-separated interchange at Highway 37 could cost as much as $13 m

depending on design. Along major highways, a grade-separated interchange is ge: -

considered to provide greater traffic safety than an at-grade interchange. Whet.-he a

grade-separated interchange will be required is, in the case of the proposed project, the

responsibility of the State Department of Transportation.

6. See response to Comment 309.

7. See response to Comment 309. -
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LETrR #1-4

8. Commented noted, no response necessary.
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I.. July , 1983

Planning Commission
Vallejo City Hall
Vallejo, California 94590

Dear Planning Commission:

1 do not agree with the proposal for massive 7
development of North Bay parks, bayshore accesses, wet-
lands and fisheries totaling 1550 acres, known as the
Cullinan Ranch, on the shore of San Pablo Bay, north of
Highway 37 and south of Napa's marshes and Leslie Salt
Pond.

Annexation of the ranch would enable the
development of 4,500 dwellings, 1,700 boatslips, and 60
acres of restaurants, offices and shops while taking
away the largest remaining area of agriculture and
wildlife habitat in the entire San Francisco Bay area.

In addition to the "domino effect" of urban
pressure on surrounding wildlife and agricultural lands,
there is also a seismic hazard and structural instability
of building on 50 to 90 feet depo bay mud. There will
also be a problem of traffic con estion aggravating theIO already existing problems on Highway 37.

The proposed development would burden the
-I | urban services of Vallejo, cut off the wildlife habitats

of Napa Marshes and the Leslie Salt Pond and destroy
productive agricultural land -- all to put people in
expensive, unsafe housing.

Please, let's preserve this area with respect
for its previous and present productivity. No more
ucbanization for the sake of convenience.

Sincerely,

911 0

S..

•. -* - -S * . " .. • . " r ' % - . .% - . % • %



LrTRi #1-5"

9. Concern has been expressed regarding ability to predict seismic ground motions

~.' because the mud may be significantly deeper. The total thickness of bay mud underlying

the Cullinan Ranch is known to be at least in the 90- to 110-foot range. While bedrock

may be several hundred feet deep, the consolidated alluvium underlying the soft bay mud

tends to behave more like rock than like mud in its ground motions. Therefore, the ground

S." surface motions for the design earthquake can be predicted with relative accuracy.

The ground motion for sites underlain by soft bay deposits is of a large amplitude and low
frequency; i.e., a swaying motion. The design and construction techniques to ailow

structures to resist this swaying ground motion are well developed and proven within the

bay area and throughout California. 1 One- and two-story wood-frame structures supported

on shallow, stiff foundation systems, such as planned for Cullinan Ranch development, are
considered one of the safest types of foundations to resist earthquake ground motion.

The final soil investigation will provide the basis to adequately predict total and

differential settlements, including the variations due to mud thickness and peat content

for safe project design. The over-consolidation of the upper bay mud is known; the final
soil investigation will provide specific consolidation characteristics for design of site

elevations, underground utilities and buildings. Structures can be designed to resist

differential settlement.
2

10. Traffic impacts are summarized in Table 111-6, page 88 of the Final EIR/EIS. As
indicated in that table, the EIR/EIS acknowledges that certain streets and highways will

experience significant congestion problems in the future. Even without the project,

future (2005) traffic conditions will degrade to extreme congestion (service level E-F)

along Route 37 from the project to 1-80 (except over the Napa River Bridge), 1-80 north of
Route 37 and between Tennessee and Redwood, and Redwood Streets east of 1-80. (Route

29 north of Route 37 would continue to experience heavy congestion.) With the proposed

project, further degradation (to service level E-F) would occur on Route 37 over the Napa .
River Bridge, Wilson Avenue south of Route 37 and Sacramento Street between Route 37

and Redwood Street.

In response to identified impacts the Final EIR/EIS recommends extensive physical

12



improvments to the street network. These improvements would involve the following:

0 widening of Route 37 to a four-lane divided arterial along the project frontage

'2 * wideing f Rote 3 to si-lane arterial between Wilson and Fairgrounds

* widening of Wilson Avenue to a four-lane arterial south of Route 37

.9 widening of Sacramento Street to a four-lane arterial between Route 37 andI

* widening of Redwood Street to a four-lane arterial west of 1-80 (the City is

already constructing this improvement)

Since preparation of the Draft EIR/EIS, an improvement project has been proposed that
would affect the recommended mitigation measures along Route 37. Caltrans is planning

-. to improve and widen Route 37 from 1-80 to the Napa River Bridge. The improved

* highway would initially be striped for four lanes with sufficient width to eventually be

striped for six lanes. It may be a full freeway; this decision will be made by Caltrans

during their planning process. Although planning for this project is at a preliminary stage,
the project is included in the five-year State Transportation Improvement Program (STIP).

While construction may be delayed beyond the five-year time frame, it appears that this

project will be implemented along Route 37.

With the mitigation measures outlined in the Final EIR/EIS and the proposed improvement

of Route 37 most of the area's street and highway peak-hour flows would be returned to

service level D or better. Although congestion criteria are somewhat tenuous, it is

generally acknowledged that urban peak-hour flows up to service level D are reasonable;

4 during most of the day, flows would be service level C or better. The various street and

highway improvements would not completely mitigate traffic flows on several street and

* highway segments. Redwood Street west of 1-80 and 1-80 north of Route 37 and between

.~ ~ Tennessee and Redwood streets would remain at service level E-F during the peak hours.

It is noted however that, of these remaining problems, only the Napa River Bridge

congestion is directly attributable to the proposed project. The remaining congested

segments reflect existing problems and/or problems arising from other cumulative

development to the year 2005. The Cullinan Ranch project would account for 2%-4% of

13



the traffic along congested portions of 1-80, and 8%-9% of the traffic along the congested

portion of Redwood Street.

..

11. Comment noted. All of these concerns are discussed in the Final EIR/EIS. Section III

K. of the Final EIR/EIS, Utilities and Services, recommends mitigation measures to avoid

burdening the urban services of Vallejo; Section III.F. discusses the impacts on wi.Idl!fe

habitats; and Section IlI.E. discusses the safety of housing built on filled land.

12. Comment noted; this .*mpact is identified in pages S-15, 49-50, and 149-150 ,' .

Final EIR/EIS and response to comment 21.

1 Applied Techology Council (ATC-3), Recommended Comprehensive Seismic Design
Provisions for Building, 1977.

2 Dennis H. Furby, CE 24480, Harding Lawson Associates, letter to W. R. Williams, Inc.,
August 26, 1983.

414



24 June 1983

Dear Planning Commission,

A new threat looms over our North Bay parks, bay-
shore accesses, wetlands and fisheries. This is the pro-
posal for a massive development of 1550 acres, known as the
Cullinan Ranch, on the shore of San Pablo Bay, just north of

i "  Highway 37 and south of Napa's marches and Leslie Salt

Pond.

Vallejo is currently conqidering annexation of the
ranch to enable the developmentd4,500 dwellings, 1,700 boat-
slips,60 acres of restaurants, offices and shops.

This development would represent the first inroad of
urbanization in the largest remaining area of agriculture
and wildlife habitat in the entire San Francisco Bay area.

In addition to the "domino effect" of urban pressure
on surrounding wildlife and agricultural lands, removal of
this acreage from farm production would directly harm other
agricultural operations that depend on local seeds and hay.

13 There is also a seismic hazard and structural instabil-
*ity of building on 50 to 90 feet deep, bay mud, There

will also be a problem of traffic congestion, dangerously18 aggravating existing problems on Highway 37.

The proposed development would burden the urban ser-
vices of Vallejo, cut off the wildlife habitats of Napa
Marshes and the Leslie Salt Pond and destroy productive ag-
ricultural land - all to put people in expensive, unsafe3 housing.

Please, let's preserve this area with respect for
: it's previous and present productivity. No more urbaniz-

ation for the sakeconvenience.

Thank you for listening,

Nancy arin

&kr y (?A -0'
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LETTER #1-6

13. Please see Response 9.

14. See response to Comment 10.

15. Comment noted. Section III.K. of the Final EIR/EIS, Utilities and Services,

recommends mitigation measures to avoid burdenfing the urban services of Vallejo. -:

Section III.D. of the report discusses the loss of agricultural land. Section III.F. of the

report discusses the impacts on the wildlife habitats of the Napa Marsh.

16. Comment noted; this impact is identified in pages S-15, 49-50, and 149-150 of the

Final EIR/EIS and response to comment 21.

An;
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A statement prepared tor pre:entation to the. Vallejo
City Planning .onumission hearing on tht. Cullincn Ranch
Developm ent Project, Vallejo it Lall, Vallejo Calif.

July o. 1985 3

E.verett 1. Rolff"""

407 El C,_mino Real
Vallejo, C& ifom ia

94590

I. of 4
18,-S-5
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.~ :.Note to the Vallejo City 11nnning Commission, Vallejo, Ca.

Six generations of my family have resided in

Californial for the most Part -.around San Francisco

Ray, We have seen whrnt continued encroaichment of

* building on the shoreline and tidal marshes can do

to the character of our beautiful bay. In my lifetime,

tie following have disappeared: SIellmound Park at

* El Cerrito, Neptune Beach at -,lameda; South San

SFrancisco Beach t Oyster Point; Pradise Cove in Mrin

Not County (also known as California City); S y Beoch in

Vallejo; Mineral Spring Reach in JRenicia; just to name

xa few. This is my concern about the ecology by the bay.

However, aI m now primarily concerned about the

residual economic problems that might confront the

tax payers of Vallejo; particularly those who are retired

1 like myself --- and there are 12,000 of us living in

the Vallejo area.

4-°"

);'ert Rolf

2 f
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some considerations and questions regarding statements
presented in the document entered before the Vallcjo
City Plpnning Commission titled:

"Beneficial impacts of the proposed Cullinan .xanch
Deve lopment"

Item 2. "Project will provide increased recreational boating
oprortunities .........

: What contact has been made with Coast Guard, hare Island
Naval 'hipyard, San Froncisco Bay Model at Sausalito to
obtain evaluations and recommendations?.:::.

Item 3. "Provision for school and park facilities....

.'ho will pay for the land acquisition, development and

construction of school and park lands, construction
S and equipping of facilities, utilities on-site and off-

psite?

"No exisiting facilities will be impacted by the addition
of students from the proj-ct."
Note: Both Vallejo high schools are presently at capacity;

14 even if they were not, how would project high school students
get to existing high schools.

.

, One plAn locates the schools immediately adjacent Highway
7jL 37 which would submit them to highway noise and traffic.

S'[e alifornia State Division of rnd athat school buildings be located away from the flight

V pattern of all aircraft; the project is directly below
the Napa Airport flight pttern.

... Item 4. " Increased wildlife...."

What is economic impact of loss of present agricultural ]a n ..
Does this mean more dairy hay will hi-.ve to be imported from
Nevada? Similar land in SAcramento Delta most productive.

,,, "Widening and planting of levees in this area,.."
Who is to do the planting and maintain same?

3 of 4
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Item 5. "Project will increase total water area...."

What studies indicate that current silting will not

continue or not be accelerated by project?
Current San Francisco bay Navigation charts are al-
ready obsolete because of annual silting ta' .4n place.
Mare Island Channel must now be dredged ever several

-years to maintain appropriate depth/
0 A -tudy at the San Francisco Say Area Model could confirm

o.' valid, te the speculations made in the report-

N :" lJ[ Item 6. "Ernhance existing water quL:lity ....... "

What objective evid.-nce supports this statement?

Is the rather enormous amount of fill recuired to ihe.

2S imported? If so, by .,hat method )nd b,, which route?

"' Item 7. "Positive image....."

.4l Who will pay for a d be responsible for the indicated
lndscaping,etc?

Item 8. "Net public revenues,.....,."

.~4 Developer provided these figures; who, seperately and
I-Of independently verified these rather interesting figures?

lte* 9. "Project will pay all costs; streets, utilities,
" ." .sev~erage trestaint facilities..."

Who, specifically, in the project will pay these costs?
'ill developer pass these costs on to the school di.ntrict,
the park districts, the residents by way of a fee or
assessmant? What method will be utilized to insure the
maintenance, repair, or replacement of levees, locks,
dredging, landscaping, and other related costs? City water
and sewerage treatment plants alreadv at cappcity?
Item 10. "lEwnrloyment....."i

No commpnt.

.". . Item II. Project 4i 11 assist in providing off site and
2.01 highway improvements."

How will the 'project' accom.,lish and finance such assist-
ance. When will such assistance be accomplished? Ooes
language "project" mean "developer" or,with initiation
of project,the "residents"?

4 of 4
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17a. Comment noted.

17b. In preparing the Draft EIRIEIS, the San Francisco office of the U.S. Coast Guard

was consulted concerning navigation aspects of the project. The person contacted was

Mr. Ken Johnson.

In addition, representatives of the U.S. Coast Guard were sent copies of the Notice of

Preparation on August 26, 1982 and attended a public scoping meeting on November 29,

1982.

The Mare Island Naval Station officials were also sent a copy of the Notice of

Preparation, attended the scoping meeting, and attended and spoke at the Draft EIR/EIS

public hearing and submitted written comments.

a, The Bay Model is a branch of the Corps of Engineers, San Francisco District, which is onej
of the lead agencies for the Final EIR/EIS. Subsequent contact with the Chief of the Bay

s Model indicated that the model is not capable of detecting changes associated with such a
relatively small area (Sustar, pers. comm.).

18. The developer will pay for necessary on-site facilities such as water, sanitary sewer,

* gas and electric utilities. In terms of necessary off-site improvements to these utilities,
ft. the developer would pay for all but the following items, which would be shared by the

developer and the respective service providers:

0 Sewer - Upgrade and renovate the sanitary sewer interceptor on Wilson Avenue

from Tennessee Street to Sears Point Road.

a Water Supply -Upgrade the existing trunk system.

* Electricity and Gas - Extend electrical transmission to the site and construct a

new substation. Extend gas lines to the site and construct a gas regulator

station.

* In terms of parks and schools, determination of responsibility for costs of required off-site

* facilities requires further negotiation between the developer and the school district. The

City of Vallejo does collect development fees to cover the costs of schools and parks. The

22
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School Impact Mitigation Tax and the Park and Recreation Fee are usually collected at

the time building permits are issued.

19. The commentor is correct that the senior high schools in Vallejo are at capacity.
When alternative facilities are found, plans for student transportation will need to be

formulated.

20. Comment noted. Potential noise impacts on the schools are discussed on pages 96 and

97 of the Final EIR/EIS. The developer has proposed relocating the school away from the

flight paths of the Napa County Airport.
li

21. While the quantity of oat hay production lost due to the proposed Cullinan Ranch

project would be relatively small it is part of a larger trend towards cumulative loss of 1

haylands which could seriously impact North Bay Dairy operations. The dairy agricultural

advisors for Marin and Sonoma Counties consider the North Bay Dairy Shed (Marin,

Sonoma, Napa and Solano counties) to be an integrated regional economic unit, in which

forage producers, dairies, and farm equipment and services providers rely on each other

for markets and services. They also depend on the existence of a sufficient quantity of

economic activity in these sectors which must be maintained for the economic health of -

the industry.

The principal forage for dairy cows is alfalfa hay, which is grown in the Central Valley

and which has increased in cost to the dairies from $80/ton to aproximately $135-145/ton

over the past decade. Alfalfa is a water-intensive, chemical-intensive and energy-

intensive crop, and agricultural advisors expect alfalfa prices to rise significantly in the
future.

Sonoma County Dairy Advisor Dr. Richard Bennett has stated that in the face of these

cost pressures, "Our ability to produce local forages is essential to the economic survival

of local dairies." He cites as an example the very rapid price increases for imported

alfalfa hay in the early 1970's due to energy costs and foreign grain sales: prices went

from $35 to $90/ton in two years. Marin County farmers responded by increasing forage

acreage from several hundred to several thousand within two years. Matin County

Agricultural Advisor Don Brittsen believes that North Bay dairies must be able to

substitute local forages for expensive imported forages in order to continue competing

• "with Fresno dairymen who grow their own forages. He believes that as alfalfa prices

23



continue to rise local growers may harvest oat silage rather than oat hay. While oat hay
is not a substitute for higher-protein alfalfa hay, oat silage can reduce alfalfa require--
ments for lactating cows. In some areas sewage effluent may be available to convert dry
hay lands to double-cropped silage production.

22. The levees are currently maintained as a shared responsibility between the property
owner and the State of California under the Cullinan Ranch Boundary and Exchange

qk Agreement (see Appendix IV.F). If the proposed project were implemented, this
responsibility would shift to a local reclamation or special assessment district which
would be similar to a homeowner's association but would have policing power and the
necessary water-related expertise (Neuhausen pers. comm.). This port authority or
district would have responsibility for the planting of levees, maintenance dredging of
waterways, and maintaining dredging of waterways, and maintaining interior slope banks.
The outboard side of levees to the mean high water mark would remain in State of
California ownership. If the levees are to provide public access and use (such as a public

park), they would be offered to a public agency such as the California Department of Fish
and Game; if accepted, the responsibility for levee planting and maintenance would come
under State jurisdiction. For further discussion of the legal and financial aspects of

creating a special district, see Appendix IV.C.

23. Studies by R. B. Krone and Associates/RMA on dredging indicate that sedimentation
will occur in the project waterways at a rate of approximately 0.5 feet per year. A
maintenance dredging program is proposed to mitigate this effect.

24. A discussion of water quality appears on pages 37 through 42 of the Final EIRIEIS.
The physical effects referenced in this comment are treated in the discussions of tidal
prisms, flushing, and flood gates for each alternative.

25. The total amount of fill needed for the proposed project (Alternative A) has been
recalculated at 14.8 million cubic yards. About 6.8 million cubic yards would be imported

* since the entire amount is not available on-site (see calculations below).

TOTAL FILL SOIL NEEDED: 14,815,000 cubic yards
(compacted in place)

Material Available On-Site:
a) Main channel & marinas 11,601,500 cubic yards

(uncompacted mud)

b) Interior side channels 2,549,500 cubic yards

24
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.~ :~(uncompacted md

SUBTOTAL 17,651,000 cubic yards
LESS ESTIMATED PEAT MATERIAL 1,725,000 cubic yards

* 15,926,000 cubic yards
x .50

-~ -50% ESTIMATED VOLUME AFTER 7,963,000 cubic yards
*DRYING &COMPACTION (compacted in place)

Material Required Off-Site:
Total fill soil needed 14,815,000 cubic yards

06 -7,963,000 cubic yards
6,852,000 cubic yards
(compacted in place)

The amount of fill soil material required from off-site would thereby be 6.8 million cubic

yards rather than the 13.2 million cubic yards as originally reported. About 13 million

cubic yards might be required if bay mud material were used due to the reduction in

volume from drying and compaction. Bay mud material would not be used unless a source

were available in close proximity to the property, such as the potential source of dredge
spoil materials at Mare Island or from the Napa River.

The project sponsor is currently discussing the use of Mare Island or Napa River dredge

spoils with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. The sponsor is also investigating several

~~ sources of land-based fill within seven miles of the project site.'

If these land-based fill sources were used, the total number of truckloads would be
approximately 456,800. The amount of material and number of truckloads (149 daily) for

Phase A would remain unchanged. Subsequent phases, Phases B through G, would amount

to 362,055 cubic yards or 24,137 truckloads (155 daily) over a 30-week construction period
2

each year. Additional environmental assessment will probably be required for the
ultimate fill source, and traffic and other impacts will be determined at that time.

The reduction in the total amount of fill needed is the result of the following .Yianges in

the project design.

0 The main channel and marina areas will be deepened to a maximum -30 feet

MLLW (mean lower low water) instead of -20 feet MLLW.

~ '' * The Interior side channels will be deepened to elevation -20 feet MLLW instead

25



of -10 feet MLLW. i
" The dredge disposal site will be excavated as a borrow site to a depth of -30 feet

MLLW.

* Land areas with structures will be developed at an average elevation of +12.5

*feet MLLW insteadof145fe LWb inoprtn rasd ulig

foundations. o 1. etb asdbidn

26. The responsibility for providing and maintaining the buildings, open spaces,
landscaping, etc. will be identified in the covenants, conditions and restrictions, zoning

regulations for the property and/or future development agreements (see pages 76 and 77

of the Cullinan Ranch Specific Plan).

27. The fiscal analysis has been reviewed by the City of Vallejo, MacDonald & Associates

and EIP Corporation.

* ~28. The specific method of financing schools and parks has not been determined; further "r

negotiations between the school and park districts are necessary. The developer has told

the Vallejo Unified School District that he will provide the schools. Waterways
maintenance could be achieved by creating either a local reclamation district or a special

1 assessment district (see responses 1 and 22 and Appendix IV.C). In either case, the

property owners within the project would be assessed for the cost of dredging and levee

maintenance, etc. The cost of expanding the sewage treatment plant would need to be

shared by the developer in proportion to the capacity required by the project.

29. The Final EIR/EIS has not attempted to identify specific responsibility for funding 7
j street and highway improvements in the project area. It is likely that such improvements

would be accomplished through a combination of governmental funds (federal, state and

local) and contribution by private developers. To the extent that the proposed project

generates traffic, it is likely that the project sponsors would also contribute

proportionally to the private portion of improvement financing. The proposed widening of

* Route 37 adjacent to the project site would occur on the project property and the

developer would participate in the cost of such widening.

The details of Improvement financing would be subject to further study by appropriate

26
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1 "." agencies. Such study would be necessary to establish a methodology and schedule for

improvement financing.

1 Carl Neuhausen, W.R. Williams, Inc., telephone communication with EIP Corporation,
January 16, 1984.

2
Carl Neuhausen, W.R. Williams, Inc., letter to Assistant Planning Director, City of

*Vallejo, December 14, 1983.
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11 Combs ILane
Vallejo, Ca. 94590
July 5, 1983

Attn: Vallejo Planning Coiesion Members
Comments an the Draft EIR/EIS for the Cullinan Ranch

V,

As a Vallejo taxpayer for more than twenty years, I am most concerned
about the adverse economic and social impacts to the current Vallejo
residents and to the would-be homeowners on the proposed Cu1linan
Ranch project. Will ten thousand people, 4,5O0 dwellings and 1,700
boat slips on this historic diked baylands (now used as productive
farm lands) improve the quality of life for the citizens in this
priceless area???

- Many potential costs to the Vallejo taxpayers appear exce931ve and only

3, partially identified on the draft ZIR/EIS. Will the present Vallejo
-. taxpayers be required to provide services if the Cullinan Ranch is30.' annexed? Will all taxpayers in special districts(uch as OVRD and the

Sanitation and Flood District) have to share the costs for this develop-
mint??? Will connection fees, user fees, and other development fees
be set befoke the development begins???

31 Who will finance the proposed police/fire facility???

S' 53. tWill the city spell out specific assessments to finance street lighting???

r oWho will be for all the maintenance cost of waterways and other
maintenance problems???

KWho will pay for the necessary schools?? When will they be built????Will
all the children in Vallejo suffer because of this project???

I Will additional demndd on the Vallejo water supply cause all taxpayers
. an additional burden???

SWho will have to share the cost to put the utilities under the Napa River?56 Is a substation to pump gas and electricity technically and economically
feasible???

• Who will really p, for the additional problem caused by this

win W all present residents of Vallejo have higher *ur bills because of
' 3 "  the Cullinan???

Isolation of Cullinan Ranch
Vallejo has a very proud history and works hard on image. Will the future

residents of Cullinan really consider themselves to be residents of Vallejo
or of a special place *Cullinan?* They will be isolated by the Nape River
and Highway 37. The value of this wetland cannot , measured by a dollar sign.

28
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LETTrER #1-8

30. If Cullinan Ranch is annexed to Vallejo, then the City will provide general

government services. The revised economic/fiscal analysis in the Final EIR/EIS indicates

that revenues generated by the project would offset the cost of these services. The

special districts serving the project may experience higher costs than at present, although

~ it is not clear that all taxpayers within the district would be required to share these costs.

The developer would be required to pay the capital costs, and special assessments may be

- levied on project residents (e.g., through a park maintenance district) to pay a major

portion of the ongoing costs. All fees required of the developer or project residents will

likely be set asconditions for project approval.

31. The City of Vallejo would pay for these facilities. City revenues generated by the

project would cover these and other costs.

32. Under the Landscape and Lighting Act of 1972, a district may be formed to set

* assessments for maintenance of landscaping and lighting. Formation of such a district and

II specific assessments would likely be made a condition for project approval.

.,33. Either a local reclamation district or a special assessment district could be formed
to facilitate project residents payment for waterway maintenance. See response to

comment 1.

34. The developer will pay a school mitigation fee to the City at the time the building
permits are issued. Schools will be built in phases as the project is developed. During

Phase I when only houses are being built, children from the project will have to attend

other Vallejo schools. However, eventually the project's schools will serve residents of

the project.

35. It is unlikely that the City of Vallejo's costs for providing water service to the

., ..*project would be substantial enough to require rate increases.

36. According to the Water Superintendent and Vallejo Sanitary Flood Control District

(VSFCD), the water and sewer mains would need to be positioned on the Napa River

Bridge rather than under the river. The costs of this would be shared by the developer and

29 '
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the appropriate agency. The required utility substations are feasible and the costs would
be shared by the developer and PG & E.

0

37. Improvements to Highway 37 on the Bay side would be funded by Caltrans. On the

Highway 37 frontage adjacent to the project and all interior project streets would be -hfunded by the developer. The City would need to make some improvements to adjacent

City streets and might have to provide some matching funds for Highway 37
* improvements.

38. The specific financial responsibility for increasing the capacity of the sewer

treatment plant has not been determined, but it is likely that the developer would be

required to pay a fair share of this cost, thus mitigating financial impacts to the citizens -

* of Vallejo.

30U
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LETTER #1-9

IJ
39. A frequently expressed concern is whether the current level of exploration and

' testing is sufficient to provide accurate site characterization. Field exploration and

laboratory testing performed in 1981 was directed towards confirming anticipated soil

conditions. This confirmation, combined with Harding Lawson Associates' (HLA) 25 years

of experience with similar bay margin sites, is sufficient to provide a reasonably accurate

characterization of the Cullinan Ranch site for purposes of preliminary planning.

Another expressed concern is that detailed evaluation for hazard mitigations should be

performed prior to accepting the Final EIR/EIS. The purpose of preliminary investigation

is to confirm anticipated soil conditions, define the geotechnical concerns, determine that

suitable methods are available for proper design and construction, and assist the project

sponsor in evaluating the economic feasibility of these measures. The proposed final soil

investigation is to provide the specific soil engineering design parameters for the project,

and it will occur as part of the City's tentative subdivision map approval process. The

- scope of the final soil investigation appears in the Geotechnical Appendix (IV.J.) of thisU
Final EIR/EIS. Liquefiable soils and peat characteristics are discussed under Point 3,
Geotechnical engineering items, of that Appendix. 1

40. Please see Response 39.

41. Many of the commentors express concern about liquefaction. The phenomenon of

liquefaction occurs in loose, cohesionless soils (sand) below the groundwater table in

respo;ise to strong groundshaking. Bay mud is predominantly silt or clayey silt that is not

* subject to liquefaction. Isolated sand lenses that occur within the bay mud can be

susceptible to liquefaction. However, the primary concern is not the actual liquefaction

but the resultant ground surface effect. Typically, the sand lenses are at sufficient depth

or contain sufficient amounts of silt/clay binder to preclude the risk of damage from

liquefaction. Where loose sand layers occur near the surface, they will be removed,

adequately densified, or sufficiently confined by the overlying compacted fill to preclude
1

the risk of damaging ground surface effects for the completed development. Soil

engineering design parameters will form part of the proposed final soils investigations

(See Point 3, Geotechnical engineering items, Appendix IV.J).

33
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42. The final soil investigation will provide the basis to adequately predict total and

differential settlements, including the variations due to mud thickness and peat content

for safe project design.

"4 Excavated bay mud has been successfully used as compacted fill, even with peat, provided

it is dried to a suitable moisture content. As a construction expediency, a cap of select

fill is usually recommended to provide a better working surface, but this is not always

necessary. The amount of consolidation and post-construction settlement resulting from

bay mud fill will depend on the amount of drying and compaction specified. Within the

limits of good engineering and construction, this additional consolidation will be -

-. insignificant compared to the consolidation of underlying natural bay mud. The potential

small magnitude of differential settlement within a building area resulting from either fill

consolidation or the remaining isolated zones of peat is easily mitigated with proper

8 foundation design.

Settlements resulting from consolidation of natural bay mud, fill and peat are predictable

within normal foundation design tolerances. Differential settlements resulting from

- variations in bay mud thickness will be gradual over relatively large distances; this will-

also be predictable with a limited number of additional test borings within specific

development areas. These total and differential settlement determinations will then be

used in designing surface drainage and underground utilities. Differential settlement will

* be negligible over the relatively small area of a typical residential structure, and will be

mitigated through foundations designed to withstand this settlement.1

43. The California Education Code requires that geological and soil engineering studies be

conducted on all new school sites (Section 15002.1) and that public schools be designed for

the protection of life and property (Sections 15451 through 15466, Field Act). These

provisions are recognized in the City of Vallejo Seismic Safety Element and would be

* required as part of the normal approval process. Foundation design is covered by the

Field Act.

tDennis H. Furby, CE 24480, Harding Lawson Associates, letter to W. R. Williams, Inc.,
August 26, 1983. -
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411 money have been made. In fact, there is not even a map showing
the existence of the refuge and its relationship to the project.

4T7 a. How will the project affect the Wildlife Refuge?

41L b. How will the project affect the movement of wildlife
1W from the Napa River waterways and marshes across to

* S San Pablo Bay?

~ .. c. What are the holdings of Fish and Game in the Napa River40T near and adjacent to the proposed project?

d. How will the presence of so many residences and people
affect the Pacific Flyway? The project site is in the
center of critical marsh/waterway habitat --r waterfowl.

e. There is no consideration of the ripple effect if this4w~ large parcel on the northern border of San Pablo Bay is
developed. What is likely to happen to adjacent parcels

* to the west?

5. . 35
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Planning Commission
Vallejo, California
Page Two
June 27, 1983

2. What will the effect of the project be on the fishery in the
Napa River and in San Pablo Bay? The net income to the State
of California from its sports fishery is very large.

51a. How will the project affect the striped bass nursery in
rIP the adjacent Napa marshes?

b. What will the effect be on the Dungeness crabs?

c. What will happen in the proposed marina? Will the water53 be saline or fresh, and what will the impact be on the
fishery and the vegetation?

Jr %154 d. How will the pollutants from the potentially hundreds of
boats affect the marshes and hence the fishery?

..J 5; 3. What will be the effect on the waterfowl of so many boats having
151P access to the Napa marshes? And what will the effect be of oil

and other pollutants from the boats?

4.It is not clear where the fill for the project will come from
or how it will get to the project. Will it be through Vallejo?' Napa? Sonoma? Manin? Thirteen million cubic yards will require
many truckloads.

5. Will the developer be bonded for liabilities such as unanticipated
4 amounts of sedimentation (requiring dredging), unpredicted dif-

ferential settlement, maintenance and repair of levees and road-
. ways, sewer lines and additional treatment capacity?

6. Can the city take on such additional burdens as schools, sewer
treatment, roadway improvement without help from the state?

In summary, I feel the EIR/EIS fails to discuss regional impacts which
are estimated to be very great indeed, and fails to disclose the real
fiscal imnpact of the project on the current residents of the City of
Vallejo. It also fails to pin down exactly what costs the developer
would be responsible for and what the city would have to pick up by
default.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Faber
212 Del Casa
Mill Valley, CA 94941

OpI PF/sp
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LETTER #1-10

44. A map showing the boundaries of the Cullinan Ranch site, San Pablo Bay National

Wildlife Refuge, and Napa Marsh State Wildlife Area is included in the Final EIR/EIS as

Exhibit III.I.a. and I1I.1.b. For a discussion of the impacts on the wildlife refuge see

U response to comment 45.

45. The San Pablo Bay National Wildlife Refuge provides habitat for thousands of

wintering waterfowl and other water-associated birds. During the yearlong biological

resources study of the Cullinan Ranch area conducted by Harvey & Stanley Associates

(1983), the majority of canvasback and other wintering waterfowl were observed to rest in

the waters of San Pablo Bay, secondarily on some of the salt ponds, and thirdly, on the

waters of the Napa River. The shallow waters of North San Pablo Bay, including the

Refuge, were the preferred resting area during the aproach of several incoming storms.

.. On one occasion just hours before a major storm, 22,000 ducks rafted up in the North Bay

(Harvey & Stanley Associates 1983).

U An increase in boat traffic in San Pablo Bay as the result of the proposed project could be

disruptive to wintering waterfowl and other birds. Some protection of the birds is

* afforded by the shallow waters of the northern part of the bay which limits many boats

from entry except at the highest tides. The birds are also afforded some additional

protection because the waters are part of the National Wildlife Refuge, and harassment of

wildlife is forbidden in the Refuge. Enforcement of this protection, however, is limited.

.4. *. ~ If fishing in San Pablo Bay increases due to the proposed project, birds resting on the Bay

could be disturbed by the presence of humans even though no overt harassment or

threatening behavior may take place. The distance from a human being that will prompt a

.4 bird to move away or take flight depends on the human activity, the species of bird, and

-. the individual bird's habituation to human activities related to the project. The magnitude

of the disturbance is unknown and its significance to the Refuge as a whole cannot be

projected.

Other impacts on the Refuge may occur, but are not known at this time.

46. There are likely to be changes in the patterns of bird movement between San Pablo

Bay and the Napa Marsh due to the proposed development. The presence of man-made
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structures over a 1,500-acre area may cause changes in the flight patterns of some avian

species. Several observers have noted that certain avian species tend to follow open

water routes from one resting/feeding site to another, while other species do not seem to

alter flight paths to avoid flying over man-made structures (Wetland Evaluation Class

1981).

Based on a literature search of avian mortalities at man-made structures (U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service 1980), Harvey & Stanley Associates (1983) concluded that increased

mortality of birds due to collisions with buildings on the project site or with boats would

not be significant. The canvasback, which winters in large numbers in North San Pablo

Bay, is of particular concern because its flights are low and fast. There is little in the

literature, however, to indicate that the canvasback would be particularly susceptible to

collisions.

Increased collisions for all bird species occur during periods of reduced visibility. Birds

collide with objects that are not readily seen, such as wires strung across their flight path;

objects that deceive by reflecting an unobstructed flight path (windows); or, by structures

that act as attractive stimuli and then disorient and confuse birds on overcast or foggy

nights (lighted radio and television towers) (Jaroslow 1979).

The possibility that birds will occasionally collide with a structure (e.g., building, wire, or

boat mast) on the project site is likely even though it may not represent a significant

cause of mortality. The likelihood may be slightly higher in the North Bay Area because
the project site is situated between two high use areas, the Napa Marsh and San Pablo

Bay.

It has been mentioned that modifying flight patterns to avoid the Cullinan Ranch site

* .* would require additional energy expenditure by birds. It is unlikely that there would be

* additional mortality associated with this energy expenditure.

47. The major land holdings of the DFG in the vicinity of the Cullinan Ranch site

* include: a portion of Fagan Slough (292 acres) in northeastern Napa Marsh near the Napa

* . Airport; 339 acres north of the Leslie Salt Ponds at Huichica Creek; 38 acres of White

Slough, on the Napa River side of Vallejo; and 19.68 acres of' marsh on Sandpiper Point

(formerly Slaughterhouse Point), up-stream along the Napa River toward American

Canyon Road (Sarrow pers. comm.). The DFG also has 66-year leases for the management
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'. "of the Napa River and San Pablo Bay State Wildlife Area on the Petaluma River (Swanson

pers comm.)
"

. The California Department of Fish and Game (DFG) has responsibility for managing the

hunting and fishing easements along Dutchman and South Sloughs. The DFG controls all
-public access along these sloughs and maintains two parking lots along Dutchman Slough.

*The DFG has a lease program (for waterfowl hunting) with the Leslie Salt Company in
several of their salt ponds; hunting on selected ponds is negotiated with the landowner

annually.

Much of the Napa Marsh is subject to uncertainities of ownership due to the existence of

historic tide and submerged lands within the marsh. The largest single landowner of
record is Leslie Salt. Leslie claims 10,906 acres, 23.5 percent of the entire area (Madrone

Associates 1977). Those lands made accessible in cooperative agreement with Leslie Salt

- Company have been established by the DFG as a State Wildlife Area.

48. The Cullinan Ranch lies between two ecologically important areas, the San

Francisco Bay (and the marshes and mudflats of the San Pablo Bay National Wildlife
Refuge) to the south and the Napa Marsh and Leslie Salt Ponds to the north. These areas

support substantial populations of waterfowl and shorebirds, particularly in the winter

months. The North Bay and Napa Marsh are the main wintering grounds along the Pacific

Flyway for the cavasback; over 12,000 individuals have been counted at one time in the
marsh (Madrone Associates 1977). Other species that winter in high numbers in this area

include greater and lesser scaup, ruddy duck, and bufflehead.

It is difficult to predict what effect the proposed project will have on birds using the

. 'Pacific Flyway The project will constitute an island of development in the center of a

, relatively undisturbed area. Millions of birds migrating from northern latitudes such as

Canada and Alaska seek refuge in the San Francisco Bay/Napa Marsh vicinity. Birds now
I;- can fly directly from the Napa Marsh and salt ponds to San Pablo Bay passing over only

agricultural land (Cullinan Ranch site) and Highway 37. Currently, the project site

receives limited use by waterfowl and shorebirds during the winter months due to a lack

of long-term seasonal ponding, although the site is used by large numbers of flocking

granivorous and insectivorous birds. If the project were implemented waterfowl and

flight patterns may change due to the proposed development. As indicated in response to
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comment 46, some species will take a direct route over development, while others may

detour to avoid passing over development. Waterfowl and shorebirds have been observed

to show preference for open water routes. Other potential impacts to Pacific Flyway bird

species may result from increased boat traffic, increased fishing, harassment by domestic

animals, and a reduction of water quality in the sloughs.

49. Much of the Napa Marsh land is subject to uncertainties of ownership due to the

existence of historic tide and submerged lands within the marsh. Sovereign public title to

* the tidal and submerged lands within the marsh was acquired by California upon admission -

to the Union and is still under the jurisdiction of the State Lands Commission. Depending

on the specific parcel, the state interest in Napa Marsh lands is either a fee interest, or

limited to the public trust, with private ownership of an underlying fee.

The private landholdings west of the Cullinan Ranch site have clouded titles. Until these

titles are cleared, no development of these parcels is likely. (See comment 144).

If the Cullinan Ranch site is developed, there may be increased pressure on surrounding

landowners, including the Leslie Salt Company (the largest single landowner), to obtain

title clearance and develop their lands. In the South Bay, as land has become more

valuable, Leslie Salt has discontined use of some of their salt ponds and is tending toward

development of these lands.

The Mare Island Naval Reservation could not be opened for development now, but if the

area were to be declared surplus by the government at some future time, there may be

* strong pressure to develop the Reservation. If government lands were declared surplus

the Cullinan Ranch development would have set a precedent for development in the North

San Pablo Bay/Napa Marsh area.

For a discussion of additional constraints on development in the Napa Marsh see response

to comment 144.

50. Runs of striped bass, sturgeon, steelhead, and starry flounder are present in the

Napa River system along with forage fishes such as shad and sculpin. The Napa River is
anaaroosfish mgaoyroute, and teriver syte is an ipratnursery arafor

juvenile steelhead and stripped bass (Madrone Associates 1977). The Napa River itself
provides approximately 5 miles of nursery habitat with an additional 30 miles in the
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tributaries. The impacts of the proposed development on the fishery in the Napa River

-' and San Pablo Bay are not known at this time. Since no dredging of these areas will

Noccur, the bottom-dwelling organisms will not be disturbed. As long as adequate tidal

circulation is maintained in the project waters, water quality is not expected to decrease.

* (See responses to comments 194 and 195, and Section 1lI.C. of the Final EIR/EIS.) If
* adequate tidal circulation is not maintained, several other factors could affect the

N fishery. These include changes in water temperature, dissolved oxygen, total dissolved

solids, toxic materials (pesticides, herbicides), and salinity. Aside from direct fish kills, a

reduction in water quality, however, could have long-term impacts on the fishery

resource. A water quality change that kills no fish directly may: 1) cause changes in the

response of young and adult stripped bass to environmental stimuli controlling migration;

"I 2) reduce the ability of fish to resist disease; 3) reduce the ability of fish to locate and

capture food; 4) reduce the ability of juvenile fish to escape predators; and 5) reduce the
food resources available, especially to higher trophic level fish (Kelley 1966). This is a

worst case analysis.

51. The Napa Marsh and associated sloughs support large numbers of juvenile striped
bass, especially in high runoff years, when there are high flows in the sloughs. The project

* could have several adverse impacts on striped bass and their habitat resulting from

changes in water velocity, and/or salinity and dredging within the project. The salinity of

water in the slough system reflects that in the Napa River and is not expected to vary

significantly, except for very short periods during storms. (See responses to comments

194 and 195.)

~ :-::Increased water velocities in Dutchman Slough may reduce the populations of plankton or
other food organisms of juvenile striped bass. An increase in flow rate also may increase

erosion which may, in turn, reduce the attractiveness of the slough habitat to striped bass.

Changes in salinity also could impact the food resources. An increase in salinity and

increase in the tidal prism would reduce the abundance of certain shrimp (e.g., Neomysis)

and crustaceans which are preferred food items of juvenile striped bass; these organisms

cannot tolerate high salinity (see responses to comments 194 and 195).

Changes in water quality are also discussed in response to comments 53, 54, and 106.

.. 52. San Pablo Bay, the Napa River, Sonoma Creek, and the major sloughs of the Napa
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Marsh provide nursery areas for dungeness crabs (Madrone Associates 1977, Taste pers.

comm.). Use of these areas may vary considerably from year to year with fluctuations in

*juvenile populations. Dungeness crab distribution changes seasonally and annually

* according to salinity. Crabs are swept into San Pablo Bay on bottom currents; the

* San Pablo Bay area contains the largest populations of Dungeness crabs. Juveniles appear

about May and remain in the Bay estuarine system through February or until the

freshwater discharges exceed the crabs' tolerance level.

Salinity is not expected to change due to the proposed project (see responses 194 and 195).

However, if salinity changes do occur, Dungeness crab habitat would be affected,

assuming any habitat currently exists. Maintenance dredging of any areas utilized by

crabs would cause either loss of individuals or loss of habitat, depending on the time of

year dredging occurred. No dredging is planned for the sloughs or the Napa River.

K Maintained channels and maintained basins generally do not support large Dungeness crab

* populations. If dredging occurred during the spring (March-April), it would reduce the

*attractiveness of the habitat for juvenile crabs arriving in May. In a maintenance

dredging program, such as that proposed, there is little time for the benthic infauna to--

reestablish and become productive, before it is time to dredge again (Taste pers. comm.).

53. As long as there is adequate tidal circulation (as predicted by RMA/Krone), the

water in the marina will be saline with about the same characteristics as the water in the

adjacent sloughs and Napa River. If this is the case, there would be no specific impact of

the project on the fishery or the vegetation. For further information see the Water

Quality section of the Final EIR/EIS (Pages 37-42). For a discussion of impacts from boat

V, traffic see the Marina Design and Function Section of the Final EIR/EIS, page 29. Also

see responses to comments 194 and 195.

54. The introduction of 1,700 to 2,200 boats where very few currently exist creates the

potential for spills or discharge of petroleum products as well as detergents and anti-

fouling agents (California Department of Fish and Game, Carper, pers. comm.). Regular

and seasonal maintenance of boats involves washing, draining bilge water, sanding, and

painting. All of these activities have potentially adverse effects on fish and aquatic life.

* Copper is the most common heavy metal used in anti-fouling paints and is found in high

levels in sea water, sediments, and fouling communities in marinas (Nixon et al., 1973,
Young 1974, 1975 in California Department of Fish and Game, Carper, pers. comm.).
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: .The Office of Coastal Zone Management (1976) suggested that manufacturers need to

develop and market less toxic alternatives to copper-based anti-fouling paints. Until such

U time, the toxic effect of copper will continue to impair marina water and sediment

quality. See also response 179, page 170.

The presence of a large number of boats creates exhaust stirring and wave action as well

as the potential for water contamination by fuel and sewage. All can lead to a reduction

of water quality. Degradation of water quality from upstream nonpoint sources is a

steadily increasing problem in the Napa Marsh (Madrone Associates 1977). See response

to comments 50, 194 and 195.

* Potential water quality problems can be prevented through regular flushing of the

proposed development by controlled tidal action, and through a regular monitoring

V program.

K55. The potential intrusion of large numbers of boats into the sloughs, particularly

during the breeding season, could be highly disruptive to the birds of the Napa Marsh.

- - Clapper rails, black rails, and other secretive birds may be disturbed by the increased boat

traffic, especially during nesting. The use of sloughs for water skiing and other related
* .~ .* ~ activities which would involve multiple trips would increase the likelihood of disruption of

nesting activity and potential erosion of slough banks.

I Waterfowl are abundant during the winter months in the Napa Marsh. Additional boat

traffic along the Napa River and adjoining sloughs would constitute a disturbance to

waterfowl, especially on weekends and holidays when boat traffic would be at its peak.

The increased human and boating activity may result in increased hunting pressure as well

as increased harassment of birds. If disturbances were created, waterfowl may seek

- refuge in the shallow waters of North San Pablo Bay or in more remote areas of the Napa

Marsh. It may be necessary to prohibit boats from entering sensitive wildlife areas,

~ .. especially during nesting season. Controlling access on a permit basis might also be

possible. The imposition of a 5 mph speed limit in the smaller sloughs should be

V .-. recommended to help reduce potential disruption of wildlife and minimize bank erosion.

>56. See response to comment 54.
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Discharge of small amounts of oil from the boats could result in a thin oily film on the

.water surface. Boats utilizing the type of facility proposed would use the lighter

fractions of oil (i.e., gas or diesel), which evaporates quickly. Tidal flushing should be

sufficient to permit a thorough mixing of the water in the marina. Mixing of the water

should prevent any type of buildup that might adversely affect waterfowl.

57. Several options of obtaining fill soil material are under consideration, including

trucking from off-site locations and the possibility piping such material hydraulically to

V the property from nearby dredge maintenance operations. Various sites that would

require the trucking of material to the property are being examined at the present time.

All are with a six to seven mile radius of the property and accessible via Route 37 from

the north and via Route 29 to Route 37 and then westerly to the property. The following

information considers a "worst case" situation wherein all fill soil material would be

transported by truck from off-site the property.

It is now estimated that 6.8 million cubic yards of imported fill soil material will be -

required by the proposed project for Cullinan Ranch. Assuming that the capacity of

trucks to be used would be 15 cubic yards per truck, a total of 456,800 truck loads of

import material would be required over the lifetime of the project - a 15 to 20 year

period. The amount of import material needed during the first phase of the project (Phase

A) would be 335,000 cubic yards or 22,333 truck loads over a 30-week construction period

within the course of one year. In subsequent phases (Phases B through G) the amount of

import material would be 362,055 cubic yards or 24,237 truck loads over a 30-week

construct ion period each year.

Assuming further that construction activity would involve a work period of eight hours per

day, five days per week, the amount of truck loads generated on a daily basis would be 149

for Phase A and 155 for Phases B through G. While the number of trucks would be

insignificant in terms of total daily traffic volumes potentially such numbers could pose

significant negative impacts in terms of noise, traffic safety, peak hour congestion and

appearance.

As mentioned previously, the routes over which such truck traffic is likely to occur would

include Route 37 and/or Route 29 south to Route 37 and then westerly to the property.
Uses adjoining these routes are primarily non-residential and include no critical use

facilities such as schools, parks, hospitals, etc. where truck traffic would pose significant
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saf ety hazards. The residential uses near the intersection of Sacramento Street and

Route 37 would be most affected by project truck traffic.

The intermix of project truck traffic with other existing and future traffic over these

same routes could pose additional traffic safety hazards or congestion, expecially during

peak traffic periods. Most critical would be the potential intermix of project truck

traffic with traffic entering and exiting Mare Island at the Walnut Avenue interchange

during peak periods.

The following mitigation measures are suggested in the event that significant quantities

of fill soil material must be transported by truck from off-site the property.

0 Minimize the distance to site of import fill soil material. Attempt to utilize soil

materials, if available, from nearby dredge maintenance operations.

* Limit transportation routes to those with the least impact on adjacent land uses.

Generally avoid routes in the proximity of residential or critical use facilities (i.e.,

schools, hospitals, playgrounds, etc.).

0 Restrict project truck traffic to off-peak traffic periods by hours and/or direction.

Specifically, avoid peak traffic periods of employee arrival and departure at Mare

Island.

* Consider establishing a special access route to Route 37 for project truck traffic,

to avoid using the Walnut Avenue ramps. (This measure is suggested on the

assumption that truck traffic travelling in an easterly direction would otherwise

have to utilize the existing overpass.)

0 Provide precautionary signing, signals and/or roadway improvements to minimize

traf fic hazards.

* Take various measures to minimize potential impacts related to dust, debris, etc.

from trucks enroute to the property.

X4

'a58. Please see Response 25.

59. The City of Vallejo has not determined whether it will require the developer to be

bonded for liabilities described in the comment.

60. Costs to make necessary improvements to the school system and roadway system

may require state funding assistance. In the case of schools, the availability of the
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required assistance has not been established. However, the developer will be required to

pay school mitigation fees to the City at the time building permits are issued. Currently

these fees are, in the case of a three-bedroom single-family home, $1,350 per unit. The

developer has also told the Vallejo Unified School District Board that he will pay for the

needed school facililties. Improvements to Highway 37, however, have been included in

the Caltrans 5-year plan. Improvements for sewer treatment may also require state

assistance if this is available. The Final EIR/EIS, Section III.L. Economic/Fiscal, states

that the City may delay project approval if wastewater treatment financing cannot be

obtained.
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SALEM J. RICE, GEOLOGIST 433 LOVELL AVENUE Cj
.U MILL VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 94941
"*- PHONE (415) 388-5307

July 5, 1983

Planning Commission
City of Vallejo
P.O. Box 3068
Vallejo, CA 94590

Re: Cullinan Ranch Draft Environmental
Impact Report and Statement

Dear Members of the Planning Commission:

As a geologist working for the State of California
(but retired from State service since March 1983), I have
studied the characteristics of San Francisco Bay mud and

" .. the history of developments of fill placed on it. The
object of these studies was to evaluate the geotechnical
hazards to residential and other developments on bay mud
in Marnn County, part of~a broader study of all geologic
hazards in the county. I am appending to this letter
sections on bay mud from one of the resulting reports,
for these are as pertinent to the Cullinan Ranch site as

"" [to those in Main County. It is with this background
that I have reviewed the Draft EIR/EIS and make the
following comments on the geotechnical aspects of that
report.

Although the Draft EIR/EIS discusses or mentions
.-. most or all of the known geotechnical problems of the

site, these are treated in a nearly benign style. The
discussion is not adequate to give a picture of the very

- - long term nature of these problems and of their progressive
and costly deleterious influence on many bay mud develop-
ments, where they have left a legacy of recurrent flooding
and deteriorating structures. Instead, the report implies
that further study and engineering analysis will solve all
problems, an assumption that has little meaning in practical
and economical reality.

To my knowledge, there is no more unstable setting
for urban development than fill on bay mud. The mud has
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Planning Commission
July 5, 1983
Page 2

been described by knowledgable engineers as "semi-viscous
material similar to jelly which can easily change its
geometric configuration" (Lee and Praszker, 1969, page 47).
Thus it is inherently unstable. Fill placed on it settles
as a result of compression and lateral flow of the mud,
a process that continues for 100 years or more where the
mud thickness is great such as at the Cullinan Ranch.
Engineering proposals for accelerating settlement of the
fill (Draft EIR/EIS, page 55) are largely theoretical and
very expensive. For example, one suggested method would
require about 384,000 vertical drains for the 568 acres
of proposed residential development alone.

Indeed, predictions of long range settlement rates
and amounts are theoretical and not necessarily conservative.
Resurveys of levelling monuments established in Marn
County bay fill developments indicate continuing settlement .2

at rates higher than predicted, a condition that accounts
for the recurrent flooding in them (see page 19 of the
addendum to this letter).

The proposed development is based on gross project-
ions of very widely-spaced bore hole data. In my judgment,
uncertainties (practical, not technical) regarding the
response of fill on the mud underlying the site will not
be resolved by more drilling, but will gradually be revealed
over the decades ahead if the project goes forward. The
Draft EIR/EIS should include this as a significant probability.

V._.
In summary, I do not think the Draft adequately covers

the probable/potential costs and environmental impacts of
the proposed development either for this or succeeding
generations. On the basis of my studies of similar bay
fill developments, I urge you to reject Alternatives A,
B, and C of the report.

Sincerely,

Salem J. Rice
California Geologist
License #2475
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61. Please see Response 39.

62. The engineered acceleration of settlement through such practices as vertical -

draining or surcharging are proven techniques which have been used in various locations in

" the Bay area (Redwood City, Foster City, Bel Marin Keys). The suggestion that the entire

property be provided with 384,000 vertical drains is impractical, particularly when it is -.

recognized that most structures (one- and two-story wood-frame buildings) would be

, ,designed to reduce or eliminate the effects of differential settlement. Sites for large

commercial structures to be used in later phases could be surcharged during Phase A1

grading operations and allowed to settle for 18 to 24 months prior to construction.
.".

63. Please see Response 42.

p.

I Carl Neuhausen, W. R. Williams, Inc., telephone communication with EIP Corporation,Is January 16, 1984.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

General Considerations

The complex geologic environment of central and southeastern
Karin poses significant geologic hazards in places. Many, but not

* all, of these hazards can be mitigated with appropriate use of engineer-
IR ing geology in planning and development for land use. Therefore, it

Is recommended that:

1. All provisions of Chapter 70 of the Uniform Building Code
be adopted as a minimum requirement for land use development.

2. In order to aid the cities and county in the creation and
proper implementation of the recommended regulations, the
cities and county should augment their staffs with appropriate
technically trained geologists and engineers, perhaps on

* a cooperative basis.

Marshlands and Mudflats

It should be recognized, for reasons widely documented and discussed
in the technical literature and summwarized in this report, that, fromS the standpoint of geologic hazards, residential development within
the area of the marshlands and mud flats of San Francisco Bay can create
a very high potential risk to the local human environment. Even under
the static influence of gravity, fills placed on thick, compressible,
soft bay mud are generally unstable for many decades. These bay
deposits gradually consolidate under the load and gradual, but often
differential, settlement occurs. Such fills are particularly unstable

'- and susceptible to settlement and disruption under the influence of
great earthquake vibrations that should be anticipated in this region.

'A ' ~ In short, these are among the most hazardous sites for the location
~ of structures and utilities.

In the light of our accumulated knowledge as to the unstable
nature of bay mud, and because of man's apparent inability to stabilize
thick deposits of It by practical or economical engineering means,
residential developments on fill may not be a fitting use for the
bay plains and marshlands.
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STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE LAND

The eastern, partly urbanized portion of Manin County has two
contrasting topographic settings that define sharply contrasting
geologic conditions and stability problems. The rather steep to -

very steep hills and ridges are underlain by ancient bedrock many
tens of millions of years old. They are part of an upland that has
been partly buried by soft bay mud deposited within the last 10,000
years as sea level rose approximately 300 feet to flood the valley
now occupied by San Francisco Bay. The surface of the bay mud comprises
the flat marshlands, bay plains, and mud flats that contrast so
sharply In appearance with the steep upland slopes that rise abruptly
from them in many places.

* -a These settings present different types of stability characteristics
under both static and seismic influences. In many places the hills
and ridges are relatively stable under natural conditions, with
competent bedrock within a few feet of the surface. In other places,
however, these upland slopes are mantled with landslide deposits
which indicate areas where soil and underlying bedrock materials are
too weak to resist the Influence of gravity under prevailing slope

conditions. -

In the marshlands and bay plains areas, the underlying soft bay
mud is inherently unstable, being so weak and mobile that it compresses
and flows under the weight of any fill placed upon it.

.P Strong earthquakes generally accelerate and accentuate all of
% the stability problems created by the force of gravity alone, but

* . also introduce additional hazards to the human environment.

Stability of Fill Developments on Bay Mud

Developments on fill placed upon the marshlands and mud flats of
San Francisco Bay are susceptible to several severe types of stability
problems. Such developments In Manin County have been the cause of
great distress to Individual citizens and great public expense for
many years, primarily because of continuing subsidence of fills that
results in intermittent flooding of residential neighborhoods and
because of differential settlement of fills In places that disrupts
structures, utilities, and roadways.

.. 4
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The flooding and a small percentage of structural damage receives
newspaper publicity; but the great cost to the general public of flood
control work for these developments Is not generally known to the'Ipublic, nor are many people awar *e of the structural damage caused by
differential settlement In many places.

As discussed later in more detail, the bay mud that underlies
the marshlands and mud flats (and many existing developments on fills

I * placed upon such lands) is an unconsolidated, jelly-like material
r that is both highly compressible and subject to lateral flow when
K loads are placed on it.

Some appreciation of the problems related to Instability of the
bay mud environment can be gained by consulting graphs that show
computed amounts of settlement and rates of settlement for different
thicknesses of fill placed on different thicknesses of typical soft
bay mud (see figures 2 and 3). For example, 10 feet of fill placed
on bay mud that Is 50 feet thick ultimately can be expected to settle

* - approximately 4.5 feet as a result of compaction of the underlying
mud. It will require some 12 years for half of this settlement to
take place, but a total of about 200 years for the total settlement
to occur. In contrast, 10 feet of fill placed on bay mud that Is
25 feet thick can be expected to settle a total of about 3 feet,

* .* half of which will have taken place in a little more than one year,
the rest within about 20 years. Thus It Is in fill developments on

'~ ~.thick deposits of bay mud, thicker than about 25 feet, and especially3 on deposits of highly variable thickness, that major problems of
settlement develop.

SThe settlement of fill on bay mud is well exhited in Sausalito
In a portion of the World War If shipyard development adjacent to
Bridgeway and Harbor Drive, across Harbor Drive from the Big G
Market parking lot. In about 1940, clusters of pilings were driven
through fill and underlying bay mud to help support a huge warehouse-
like subassembly building and a concrete pad that served as its floor.
The building has been removed, and the partially collapsed floor
displays the amount of settlement that has taken place. Deep pilings
are generally relatively stable in bay mud, and the small pads of
concrete directly supported on the clusters of pilings now stand about
3 3feet above the unsupported concrete surfaces that have settled with
the fill. In places large broken portions of slabs are tilted up to
their anchors on the pilings.
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~::.~ ~Structural Hazards Related to Settlement of Bay Fill

Engineering problems related to the stability of various types
of developments on bay mud have been discussed in a readable and
understandable way by Charles H. Lee and Michael Praszker in a report
to the San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development Commission (Lee
and Praszker, 1969). The authors are consulting soils engineers
who have had broad experience in evaluating and planning such develop-
ments. Their report is highly recommended reading for anyone concerned

p with evaluating or approving plans for bay fill development. They
point out the various areas of engineering uncertainty related to
bay fill developments (uncertainty to the engineer, but risk to the
subsequent human occupants). The following quotations from their
report are adequate to reveal the flavor of these uncertainties, or

-~ risks.

.*.~ -~."The history of early bay fills has been recorded by
-:-~ >~various agencies. Some of its marks in the form of

dilapidated buildings, continuously sinking streets
and ruptured utilities are still extant. Evidences

~ of destruction wrought upon certain bay-filled areas
during the earthquake of 1906 have long been covered
up, and subsequent refillings to bring streets up to

~'y 1 ~C.grade are a matter of the past. Some kind of stability
seems to have been reached during the 100 years'
existence of these fills, but in some areas the present
degree of this stability is a matter of speculation.

"It should be pointed out that the very early fills
were placed haphazardly, and It is doubtful whether

.~. ,.Jany attempt was made to predict their future behavior
with respect to either total or differential settlement
or even static stability, let alone behavior during
earthquake.,

"Although recent fills have been placed with the aid
.- of available technological skill, there still exist

... >.some uncertainties with regard to the ultimate behavior
of these fills under static conditions or during earth-
quakes." (Lee and Praszker, 1969, p. 43).

~- "...Problems have developed to various degrees relating
-~ to structures supported either directly by fill, over-

lying mud, or by deep foundations. The problems range
from tilted buildings, cracking of walls, and vertical
separation of buildings, to sinking of surrounding
ground in the case of piled foundations." (Lee and
Praszker, 1969, p. 44).

V.. 14
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It should be noted that numerous examples of the types of
structural damage mentioned above can be found in the various develop-
ments constructed on bay fill in Marin County. They seldom receive
publicity, and so they are not generally recognized -- except by the
distressed owners who must suffer the traumatic experience of watching
their homes deteriorate or disintegrate. Several recent cases have
received newspaper publicity, a somewhat rare occurrence. Many
residents of an expensive, water-oriented subdivision on fill in the
Greenbrae Marina area of Larkspur, constructed after 1965, have sued
the developer for more than two million dollars for damages to their
homes caused by differential settlement of the fill. The Marn
County Tax Assessor allowed reduction of the taxable appraised values
of many or all of these homes by $10,000 to $17,000 because of such
damages as cracks in walls, sidewalks, and garages, undermining of
foundations, and damages to plumbing and electric wiring (San Rafael
Independent Journal, March 15, 1972, P. 34, and other issues). In
an adjacent area, on Lucky Drive in Corte Madera, differential settle-
ment of fill on bay mud tilted and damaged nearly completed condominium
structures in 1973 (San Rafael Independent Journal, May 8, 1973,
p. 3). Corte Madera filed a stop work order on the development
until elaborate and expensive levelling mechanisms could be installed
to adjust for the differential aspects of future settlement of the
fill. K

About half a mile to the west of these, two buildings In the
Larkspur Isle Apartments had to be temporarily condemed and tenants
of 26 units evicted in 1973 as a result of settlement of fill beneath
the structures (San Rafael Ineedn ora September 14, 1973,
p. 12). In this case the srcue (about a year old at the time)
are supported on deep, relatively stable pilings, but settlement of
the underlying and adjacent fill in which utilities are embedded
disrupted sewer lines under them.

One widespread type of damage within bay fill developments that
is important both from the standpoint of civic expense and neighborhood
appearance (and property values) is cracking, disruption, and
differential subsidence of streets, sidewalks, and driveways due to
erratic settlement of fill developments. Such damage can be seen
in most bay fill developments. Because of the expense, these facilities
do not receive the foundation engineering and work necessary for
structures in such an unstable setting.
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Lee and Praszker (1969, p. 49-50) discussed engineering require-
ments for fill material and its placement on soft bay mud for purposesU 3 of recreation, industry and commnerce, and residential development.
With regard to the last, they observed as follows:

*"The construction methods for residential fills are
similar to those for industrial or commercial fill
developments. However, since the avoidance of dif-
ferential settlement in residential areas is of utmost
Importance, with regard to streets, utilities, and
also building foundations, stricter control of fill
quality and method of placement is necessary. Such
control is also necessary for prediction of future
behavior of developments. It is impractical to
support residential structures on piles while streets
and adjacent areas are allowed to subside. Foundation
support for residential buildings should therefore be
taken upon the settling fill. Residential develop-
ments on fill placed upon bay mud are the most exacting
of all possible uses. Any miscalculation, faulty
placement, or undetected condition may result in
rapid deterioration of residnilsbvsos

?beyond practical repair." (Underlining added here
for emphasis.)

The observation might be added that any significant deviation

from well-qualified soils engineering recommendations might have
similar deleterious results. As pointed out by Karl Steinbrugge,
Professor of Structural Design, University of California, and Manager,

~ .~.Earthquake Department, Insurance Services Office, San Francisco,

4, "...lIt is usually the province of the structuralp engineer, architect, and/or developer to weigh the
soils engineer's recommendations against estimated
costs for reducing differential settlements to some

'J.,~ tolerable limit. This tolerable limit is a matter
of judgement, and no commonly accepted standard
exists. In too many instances costs have probably
influenced judgements, and this may explain some of
the observed differential settlements in relatively
recently placed fills." (Steinbrugge, 1969, p. 110-111).

The Uniform Building Code, a basic guide to sound building
practices, does not adequately treat long range foundation stability
problems such as those posed by the bay mud environment. Considering
the highly unstable nature of bay mud, and the poor performance of
many fills (even recent ones) placed on it, the lack of commonly
accepted standards mentioned by Steinbrugge in the above quotation is

.1 clearly detrimental to the public interest.
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In their report to the Bay Conservation and Development Commission,
Lee and Praszker (1969, P. 50) made the following recommendations for
placement of fill on bay mud for residential subdivisions:

"For the specific purpose of developing mud flats
for residential subdivisions, the following require-
ments are deemed necessary:
(a) The first fill blanket must consist of well-
graded granular material, carefully placed. The -

method of placement must be such that at no time is the
mud surface distorted or broken with resulting mud waves.
(b) Compaction by heavy equipment of the first
three-foot fill blanket should not be allowed.
The only material that can be thus placed without
future shrinkage of the fill material itself is
either windblown sand or dredged sand. Both
can be hydraulically placed.
(c) The rate of filling should not be In excess
of three feet a year.
(d) Ultimate elevations and slopes should be
adequate to provide drainage, flood control, and
safety against tidal waves.
(e) Settlement markers should be carefully placed
and read at regular intervals to establish a

0 settlement pattern.
Mf No construction should start prior to the lapse
of five years after the fill has been completed."

The last of these recommendations Mf is particularly important,
for differential settlement patterns on bay mud fills may take a
long time to become sharply defined, and it is this type of settlement
that is most damaging to structures, utilities, and drainage.

We recommend that Manin County and cities along the bay margin
adopt these recommendations within their building codes for residential
developments on fills on bay mud. We also recommend that the technical

* aspects of all proposed bay fill developments be critically reviewed
by the appropriate City or County departments prior to approval of the
projects.-

The foregoing discussion refers only to the unstable aspects of
fill on soft bay mud under static conditions -- that is, simply the
effects of gravity acting on a load placed on this 'semi-fluid'
material. As discussed later, strong earthquakes can be expected to
accentuate these effects in addition to introducing other potentially
disruptive aspects of instability to the setting.
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Flood Hazards In Bay Fill Areas

Perhaps the most distressing and expensive by-product of bay fill
developments in Marin County has been the re-current flooding of some
residential neighborhoods. The flooding of homes receives newspaper
publicity, but the great private expenditures required to help alleviate
flooding of these neighborhoods are largely hidden in local property
taxes and Federal income taxes.

Various aspects of bay fill developments lead to the potential
for flooding. The fill is always placed on a marsh or mud surface
that is at or below mean sea level, thus as much as five to six
feet below highest tide level. The long term settlement of the fill

.-' "that always takes place lowers the new surface toward the tidal
level. (Marin County ordinance presently requires that commercial
and residential subdivision developments be at least 7 feet above
mean sea level after 30 years of predicted settlement.) Another
aspect is that many bay mud fills are across the mouths of major
streams draining the Matin County uplands, thus they occupy the natural
flood plains of these streams.

Examples of flood-prone bay fill developments are Gallinas
Village, in the Santa Venetia area, and the Crest Main and Kay Park
subdivisions in Tamalpais Valley.

Filling on bay marsh land for the Gallinas Village area started3in 1914, and was continued in the 1950's and later. The following
quote from a 1971 consulting engineering report to the Marn County
Flood Control and Water Conservation District, Zone 7, outlines the
problem there (Nute and Nute, 1971, P. 1-4).

"The Gallinas Village area experiences major flooding
at least once a year, although during extremely wet
seasons flooding has occurred several times. The
primary reason for the high incidence of flooding is
the low elevation of the land with respect to the
tidal water of Gallinas Creek.

"The existing drainage system consists of a combination
of pumping stations and gravity drainage culverts dis-
charging to Gallinas Creek. Since most of the area is
below the elevation of the higher tides, tide gates are
used to prevent backflow of the tidal water from the
creek. Consequently, if a storm occurs during a very
high tide, the gravity drainage system cannot carry off
any water...During the highest tides, water from Gallinas
Creek has actually topped existing levee sections and
directly flooded low-lying areas, rendering the pumping
stations completely inadequate...
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"Basically, the need for correction of flooding in
the Gallinas Village area is urgent. The area con-
tinues to subside as the underlying bay mud con-

.,v solidates; consequently, flooding problems are becoming
increasingly severe."

Since 1963, when the Marin County Department of Public Works

established 5 settlement monuments in Gallinas Village, subsidence has
continued at all but one at a rate of approximately I foot per 10
years. One of these monuments is located on fill placed in 1914,
and the settlement rate there since 1963 has been about 2 inches per
10 years.

The cost for long range drainage and flood control improvements
in Gallinas Village was estimated in 1971 to be $1,143,000. In 1971,
the total assessed value of all property in zone 7 of the Marin County
Flood Control and Water Conservation District was only $3,757,807._,

(Nute and Nute, 1971, p. 5-13).

Similar problems exist in lower Tamalpais Valley, where the
adjacent Crest Marin and Kay Park subdivisions are on bay fill
athwart Coyote Creek, a major channel that drains the Tamalpais
Valley watershed. Fill was placed on bay marsh land in the 1940's,
in effect robbing Coyote Creek of its sea level flood plain. Con-
sequent repeated flooding of these residential neighborhoods led to a
major project in 1965 by the U.S. Army, Corps of Engineers, to
straighten, widen, and dike the creek channel -- supposedly adequate
to protect the area from the maximum 20 year storm (meaning there is
a 5 percent probability of flooding during any given year).

However, continuing subsidence of the bay fill in lower Tamalpais
Valley has led to flooding of these neighborhoods many times since
1965. Much of the Crest Marin subdivision is only 4 to 6 feet above
mean sea level, and observations of settlement monuments established by
the County in 1962 indicate a continuing subsidence rate of about half
an Inch a year. When the highest predicted midwinter tides coincide
with strong storm winds from the southeast, a high tide level of about
6 feet above mean sea level is considered probable in upper Richardson
Bay at the mouth of Coyote Creek. Since our heaviest rains generally
accompany strong southeast winds, the probability of recurring floods
through these subdivisions could have been predicted from the beginning.
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In a consulting engineering report to the Marin County Flood
Control and Water Conservation District, Zone 3, the cost for long

- range flood control protection for this Tamalpais Valley area was'p estimated to be $595,335 (Murray-McCormick Environmental 
Group, 1973,

,, p. 6-7). Zone 3 of the flood control district must pay for all

correction work done (exclusive of any Federal contribution); it
includes all private property in drainage areas tributary to Richardson
Bay.

Stability Problems of the Uplands

Landslides and swelling soil onstitute the incipal geologic
hazards to structures, roads, utilities in t uplands of central
and southeastern Marin Count Both are widely ut unevenly distributed
in the area, and both are lated to the bedr k geology and the surface
soils and colluvium der d by weathering o the bedrock.

In Appendix A we have compiled a 1o g, but incomplete, lst oflandslide damage occurrences in centra and southeastern Marnn for about

a 1 year period 
, h e ost ofthis age was great, 

but we were no 
V

" .. able to obtain t ~t information. T re are, however, many example in

" California of te great costs of d mage to residential 
developmens
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ares -- costs to the individuals 

ho

owned houses/that were 
damaged "destroyed and costs to the p dlc in

"j repair of s reets and roads an in other emerency services.
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* In another cumented example, Nilsen 
Brabb (1972) mapped and

' -'researched the 
damage and costs related to aslide movement within

' the San Jose ighands subdivision, built/ aty on old landslide

' --. deposits nea Alum Rock Park in San Jose,' 
Costs of actions taken by and

"""_financed by the City 
of San Jose due t( landslide activity 

in that

.I subdivi ig between 1968 and mid-1971 s about $760,000. Total

1969-7 a lss in market value for all oses and lots in the subdivision

'"was e t ated by the Santa Clara C n Assessor's Office to be 
4LL, 20.

' As subded up by Nilsen and Brabb:
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R.H. Wright, formerly of the U.S. Geological Survey, was tacted
in an effort to determine the precise location of these fea res. He J
stated that these features were air photo lineaments and at he had
not checked them in the field. The photos he had use ere flown In
1971; he had not seen photos of an earlier date (R . Wright, oral
comMunication, Oct.,' 1975).

Earlier photos (Cartwright Aerial Surv s, 1965, approx. 1:12,000
scale and U.S-. Geological Survey, 1952, prox. 1:26,000 scale) showthe edge of a plowed field and a (now andoned) farm road alopg the

easternmost lineament. The western t lineament lies in aterrain
modified'about 1965 for constructi of a golf course. W could notfind "ry corresponding lineamen in the earlier photo In general,

we d4,d not observe any linear eatures in the area tlt could not
bexplained as resulting f m man's activities. Ft

1f The Berkland refer ce, to which Wright ha related his eastern-
most lineament(s), st es: "it is probable th t the Tamarancho Shear
Zone is relatively y ng...The assumed youth f the shear zone is
based partly on th fact that it parallels e San Andreas fault..."
(Berkland, 1969, 92-93). Berkland's d cription of the shear zone
is typical of e zone of Franciscan mel ge that occurs there, and
does not men n any of the features co nly associated with Holocene
faults. No ere in Berkland's report, in fact, does he cite evidence
for Holoc e fault activity in this ea.

I conclusion, we did not obs rye any features indicating recent
faul Ing in the San Geronimo Vail y or elsewhere in central or south-
e ern Matin County, either in he field or on air photos.

Seismic Hazards in Existing and Filled Marshlands and Mudflats J

Abundant evidence from many great earthquakes througho, the world
has shown that damage to buildings and utilities tends to be Lonsiderably .
greater where they are located on deep, loose, compressible deposits,
such as the soft bay mud, than where they are on hard bedrock sites.
The reasons for these selective damage patterns are complex. Well -

consolidated rock transmits seismic waves at relatively high velocities,
and does not selectively amplify input waves transmitted to it from
earthquake-producing fault displacements. Unconsolidated materials such
as bay mud transmit seismic waves at relatively low velocities. Where
thick deposits of such loose materials occur, the higher frequency
content of the input waves received from the underlying bedrock is
damped, leaving a wave with the lower frequencies relatively amplified.
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Thus, structures on bedrock are likely to be subjected only to
the effects of relatively high frequency, relatively low amplitude
vibrations for relatively short durations, and the ground surface inS such settings is not likely to suffer permanent deformation. On the
other hand, structures on compressible deposits, such as bay mud, are
subjected not only to the effects of relatively low frequency vibrations
of relatively high amplitudes for relatively longer durations characteristic
of this setting, but potentially are also subjected to tilting, dis-
tortion, or disruption caused by accelerated settlement, lateral
displacements, or liquefaction of the loose materials within them (see

~-: : ~ especially Borcherdt, Brabb, et al., 1975, and Youd, et al., 1975).

This relationship of earthquake damage to ground conditions was
first recorded as a result of detailed studies of the great San

~ ~:-Francisco earthquake of 1906 (Lawson, et al., 1908, p. 241). In
* recording his observations of structural damage in San Francisco for

that report, Wood concluded:

"This investigation has clearly demonstrated that
the amount of damage produced by the earthquake of

b April 18 in different parts of the city and county
of San Francisco depended chiefly upon the geo-
logical character of the ground. Where the surface
was solid rock the shock produced little damage;
whereas upon man made land great violence was
manifested."

*Seed (1969, p. 96-97) argues that the damage observed by Wood
was principally caused by such secondary effects of the earthquake as
settlement and lateral displacements of the fill rather than simply
by the primary effects of shaking.

It has been pointed out earlier in this report that differential
settlement under the influence of gravity alone probably is unavoidable
in fill placed on soft bay mud, and that numerous structures on recently
placed fill have suffered damaging deformation. Steinbrugge (1968, p.
27) points out that differential settlement of a building prior to an
earthquake introduced stresses that can substantially weaken it and
n.,;..e it more susceptible to later damage by earthquakes. He suggests
that such differential settlements prior to and during an earthquake

% are a major reason for greater observed earthquake damage on man-made
*% fill.

However, there is evidence that the primary effects of wave
vibrations in unconsolidated deposits can be highly destructive,
particularly tr, buried utilities. In recording some of the effects

-. of the great Arvin-Tehachapi (Kern County) earthquake of 1952 (7.6
% magnitude), Newmann and Cloud made the following comments about some

observed effects of the quake on farm lands underlain by deep alluvial
depos its:
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"The other type of ground disturbance that attests
to the unconsolidated nature of the terrain was the
wrecking of miles of underground concrete irrigation
pipes, the furrowing of fields, and the appearance
of innumerable ground cracks. These, it appears,
were the result of the violence of the ground vib-
rations which could have represented possibly a 10-
or 15-fold amplification of the vibrations In the
basement rock" (Newmann and Cloud, 1955, p. 209). -

Thus we should expect water, gas, and sewer pipes to be ruptured
in places by strong earthquake vibrations, especially where they are
embedded In fill on bay mud.

In the summary of his recent report on seismic risk to structures
on filled lands, Steinbrugge comments:

"From the earthquake standpoint, the use of engineered
fills over deep bay compressible-soils for building
foundations must be considered to be experimental to
some degree." (Steinbrugge, 1969, p. 114).

"" ." After summing up the many earthquake-resistant design precautions
desirable for the least hazardous development of bay fills, Seed (1969,
p. 99) similarly concludes:

"...it is clear that construction of buildings
on fills overlying bay deposits involves con-
siderably more potential hazards than construction
on rock or dense, hard soil deposits. On the

.,.., latter materials, in areas away from the fault
trace, the only hazard resulting from an earth-
quake is likely to be the shaking Induced by the
ground motions. On the other hand, for earth
fills over bay deposits, major hazards to be
considered in addition to ground shaking include
subsidence and settlement due to compaction,
landslides due to various causes, and liquefaction."

Landsideeand Fires Tr iggepdby Earth uake

e predomina s of earthquAke damage to be e- e int ,h upedofmant.>eso
th uplands of Mar°County are from otindslides and fires triggered
Wthe shaking Ile
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Co U1v i um

. K. Colluvium is a gen~r~l term for deposits of unsorted and Pon-

solidated soil mater 'and weathered rock fragments that a mulate
on or at the base oV slopes by gravitational or slope wa processes.

% - '-(By this definiti , colluvium includes landslide dep ts; however,
where recognize , landslide deposits were mapped s rately, and they
are discussed/fSere separately.) Soil and rock di ris In colluvial
deposits were derived by weathering and decompdtition of the bedrock

" "materials .u.nderlying the slopes on which theoare found, and are present
on most slopes in the central and southea~sern Marin area.

a erosion prevents colluviug~1rm accumulating to dep of
mory than a few feet on the steepewf'slopes in the area. Ho ver, it

- ac9pJmulates in deposits many feee'to many tens of feet th 1 in places
"" the slopes, particularly lVI avines, draws, and swal that
.eparate the spurs of the rdges.

Colluvium is also 4  sent in blanket-like ac mulations many feet
thick on the steep, h vily-wooded north slopes f many ridges in the area.

, Commonly the south cing, grass covered slop of these same ridges
4% slope more gencly han those in the north s e, but have only thin
.% coluvial cover Clearly, dense tree cov inhibits erosion of the

colluvium and tabilizes it -- an impor nt factor to be considered
before remo of these forests. Bel unconsolidated, colluvial
deposits a weak and subject to la sliding, particularly when
saturate . Many landslides of th debris flow and avalanche types in
southe tern Marin originated i colluvium. Therefore the naturally
prot ted deposits of thick c luvium on steep slopes are potentially
hi y susceptible to lands ding if subjected to careless clearing or
g ding operations.

Bay Mud

The present and former marshlands and mudflats bordering the bay
:- are underlain by various and uneven thicknesses of bay mud (also called

"soft bay mud", "Younger bay mud", and "recent bay mud" in various
"; ' " reports). This mud is soft, unconsolidated, water-saturated silty

clay, containing peaty plant remains and mollusk shells. Its general
/. .- physical characteristics have been appropriately pictured as "...semi-

<- viscous material similar to jelly which can easily change Its geometric
'configuration" (Lee and Praszker, 1949, p. 47). In central and south-

eastern Martn, the bay mud not only underlies the existing marshlands
and mud flats, but also many residential and commercial developments
on fill placed on such lands within recent decades.
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The characteristics of the soft bay mud are the result of Its
origin and youthful age. As little as about 12,000 years ago, during
the Pleistocene epoch (the "Ice Age"), sea level was some 300 feet
lower than it is now because of the irmense amounts of water stored in
the glacial ice piled on the continents. The basin of the present
San Francisco Bay was a deep valley of the Sacramento River, with
tributary streams (such as Corte Madera Creek) eroding sharp, steep -

sided valleys, gorges, and ravines in the adjacent uplands.

With the melting of the great glaciers, sea level rose gradually
to flood the valley system and create our Bay. During the drowning
process, much of the clay and silt carried in the flood waters of the
Sacramento River were deposited within the now quiet waters of the
flooding valley system, rather than being carried out through the gorge
of the Golden Gate as before. Lenses of peat and peaty clay within
the resulting soft bay mud deposits Indicate intermittent marshy
growths that were successively buried by floods of new silt that
accompanied surges in the rise of sea level.

By about 7000 years ago the sea had reached its present level,
and the old valley system had been partially buried by the soft,

water-saturated, organic silty clay we call bay mud. It has not had
time to consolidate, to have the water squeezed out of it by slow
natural compaction processes.

Indeed, samples of soft bay mud taken at various depths in bore

holes normally contain much more water, by weight, than solid matter.

Such samples, when dried, typically range in dry density from less
than 40 pounds per cubic foot to about 55 pounds per cubic foot (pure
water has a density of 62.4 pounds per cubic foot, and common rock about
150 pounds per cubic foot). So, as stated by Lee and Praszker
(1969, p. 44), "...the voids In the bay mud, which are the spaces
intervening between solid particles, are roughly twice the volume of
the solid particles. Thus a cubic foot of bay mud Is made up of one

S third of a cubic foot of solid particles and two-thirds of a cubic
foot of intervening space which is occupied by water or air." This
high porosity, combined with its low permeability, the result of its

-4fine grain size and its jelly-like matrix, make the soft bay mud low in
strength and incapable of supporting appreciable loads. Not only is

It highly compressible, but, when saturated, It will flow laterally
under the influence of localized pressures such as thick fills placed
on It too rapidly.

'.443
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Peat is by far the most compressible of the components making
up the soft bay mud. Typically, it occurs as discontinuous lenses
erratically distributed throughout the layered sequence. The presenceS of an appreciable thickness of one or more lenses of peat that are
unknown or unaccounted for is likely to-result In significant differential
settlement of fill placed over It and disruption of structures on the
fill. The known presence of such lenses can be expected to increase,I

' significantly the cost of site preparation, engineering, and construction
of structures.

Because it overlies an irregular topography, the thickness of the
bay mud is variable from place to place (commonly abruptly so),
ranging from 0 to well over 100 feet.I

Since the potential for consolidation and settlement of the mud
varies from place to place (especially caused by lateral variations in

SIts thickness and by the presence of discontinuous lenses of peat within
it), and these variations can be extrapolated only broadly from sparse
samples obtained from widely-spaced bore holes drilled for engineering
exploration (commonly more than 1,000 feet apart), subsidence of large
areas of fill can be expected to be differential -- more in some places
than in others.

.4,. Landslide Depositsk

I Landslide deposits are widely but unequally distributed in south-
eastern Manin County. These are surficial deposits of rock or soil
materials that have separated from original positions on slopes and
moved downs lope under the influence of gravity; thus they indicate an
existing or past condition of instability of those slopes.

P The principal criteria for recognition of such deposits are the
characteristi~c topographic expressions that result from the downward
andf outward displacements of the landslide masses. Prominent topographic
features that commonly develop in landsliding include scarps, terrace-

* like benches that commonly have topographic sags or depressions on them,
hummocky or disrupted ground surfaces, and anomalous drainage patterns.

Figure 4 illustrates basic types of landslide movements and their
topographic expressions, with names often applied to them. Most land-
slide deposits in southeastern Marin County are debris flows, but manyI
or most of these were composite in their develgpment. Typically such
landslides originate as rotational slumps, but disintegrate with further I

'444
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d.a /250 West K Street

Benicia, CA 94510
5 July 1983

Ann Merideth
Vallejo Planning Department
P.O. box 3068
Vallejo, CA 94590

RE: Cullinan Ranch Draft EIR

Dear Ms. Merideth:

Below are my comments on the Draft EIR for the proposed Cullinan Ranch
project.

Page 14: There is a question regarding the extension of the City's Sphere

of Influence by LAFCo to cover this area. Please review June 11, 1982
"i " '  letter to City of Vallejo from Solano County Planning Department and July

29, 1982 letter to Solano County LAFCo from BCDC. Each point raised in
these letters must be responded to because there is some question as to
the legal sufficiency of the action taken by the City of Vallejo and LAFCo
to extend the Sphere of Influence to cover this area.

For example, Solano County stated in its letter that it was a timely appeal
"" to the City's proposed Negative Declaration. What was the result of this

appeal? Also, please provide a list of all actions (and dates) taken by bothg the City and LAFCo regarding the change in the Sphere of Influence.

Page 15: Describe in detail all the policies of the City of Vallejo's General

Plan that relate to the project site. It is difficult to believe that the only
'.j o_, criteria for General Plan consistency is whether or not the project site would

a 1 be filled, as stated on page 16. On page 53 it states that 50 year settlements
of three feet could occur in some areas of the site, this would appear to

P indicate that the site is unsuitable for urban development as discussed in
the General Plan. Please respond.

- Page 17: Provide additional information as to how the project is consistent
with each of the eight housing goals discussed on pages 15 and 16.

Page 20: Solano County LAFCo is under a court order to prepare new
L- standards for evaluation of LAFCo proposals. Describe how adoption of

a' V I new standards will impact this project.

Page 53: The impact of importing 13 million cubic yards of fill to the site"" will be significant. The EIR must describe the source of this fill material
. -. and the impacts associated with excavation and transportation of the fill.

Without this data the EIR is deficient.

. Page 96: The noise section was apparently prepared without any on-site
S" measurements being conducted. IncLude in the Final EIR existing and future

-' *noise levels based upon current on-site measurements.

Page 116: Newspaper articles over the past years have described numerous
problems at the VSFCD's sewage treatment plant. Describe these problems
and the impact on the project.
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Ann Merideth
Vallejo Planning Department
Page 2

Page 126: The Economic/Fiscal section has several problems including:

The entire section is based upon the assumption that the proposed project
(Alternative A) is feasible from a marketing point of view. There is,
however, no evidence that there exists a market in the City of Vallejo for
the type and cost of housing proposed. This is important because the costs
and revenues are based upon a rate of sales resulting in the proposed phasing
scheme. If, however, there is not an adequate market for the project and
the sales' estimates contained in the fiscal analysis do not occur this would
significally change the cost/revenue analysis. The EIR must, therefore,
contain a market analysis and a discussion as to whether or not the proposed
project is realistic given current Vallejo market conditions.

The EIR is silent on the ability of the proposed project to finance the necessary
capital improvements. What is the cost for each of the necessary improvements
to the City's infrastructure and how will these improvements be financed?
Is it possible to provide these improvements at no net public cost? Can
this project financially support the necessary public improvements requried
for the project?

Page 151: The Growth Inducing Impacts section is deficient. The project
will set a precedent of urban conversion in this area and result in growth
inducing pressures along Highway 37 west of the Napa River. This project
is the first inroad of urbanization in the largest remaining area of agriculture,
open space and wildlife habitat in the entire San Francisco Bay system.

Growth pressures will come in this area as the result of the extension of

public services across the Napa River and the construction of 4,500 '.

residential units plus 1,600 to 1,700 boat berthing spaces. Describe in
detail the growth inducing aspects and the pressures for urbanization that
will occur along Highway 37 to the west in both Napa and Sonoma Counties
as a result of this project.

I would appreciate a copy of the Final EIR and notice of all public hearings
concerning this project.

Yours truly,

Bob Berman

cc: U.S Army, Corps of Engineers
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LETTER #1-12

64. On June 1, 1982 the City of Vallejo requested the Solano County LAFCO to extend

the sphere of influence of the City to include the Cullinan Ranch property. On June 3,

1982 the City certified a negative declaration for that extension. On June 11, 1982 the

S..County received a letter from the Solano County Planning Department questioning the

validity of the request to extend the sphere of influence. On June 29, 1983 the County

Clerk certified the Notice of Determination on the City action triggering a 30 day statute
of limitations to challenge the City's aetion. No legal challenge was filed during that

- period.

On July 29, 1982 the County LAFCO received a letter from BCDC requesting that it not

approve the sphere of influence extensions raising a variety of environmental reasons. In

August 1982 the County LAFCO granted the City's request to expand the sphere of

" "influence. A notice of determination was not filed until June 29, 1983. No litigation was

filed during the 30-day statute of limitations period.

UThe Vallejo City attorney has issued an opinion indicating that the statute of limitations

had run out on those approvals (see Appendix IV.C).

Since the statute of limitations has run out on the sphere of influence extensions, even if

those actions were legally deficient, it is too late to challenge the City's or LAFCO's

action. However, the concerns raised in the letters of June 11, 1982 and July 29, 1982 are

discussed in Section III.A. of the Final EIR/EIS.

0 65. The text of the Final EIR/EIS discusses the relationship between the proposed

- project and the Land Use and Circulation Element and mentions the policies of the

Housing Element (pages 15-16). In addition to these elements the Vallejo Comprehensive

MPlan 1983, contains the following elements each of which is discussed separately below:

- Urban Design

q Housing

e Business and Industry

e Transportation

- Schools and Parks
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- Public Facilities and Services

* Environmental Resources

Urban Design

The goal of the urban design element is to establish a strong city identity. Cullinan Ranch

is mentioned as an area designated for future development. Several elements of Urban

Design each have their own goals stated in the plan.

Creating neighborhoods is the first sub-element. The goal of this sub-element is to "have

each neighborhood have an image, sense of purpose and means of orientation." Since the

proposed project would be an entirely planned water-oriented community containing

diverse housing types, parks and other neighborhood amenities it appears to be consistent

with the goal.

A second sub-element is Business Street Design, the goal of which is "to have attractive,

exciting shopping areas." Although this sub-element is designed primarily to address the

revitalization of downtown Vallejo and other older areas of the City, it appears that the

commercial areas of the proposed project would be designed to satisfy this goal.

The third and fourth sub-elements of urban design deals with historic preservation and

hillside development and are not applicable to the proposed project.

The fifth sub-element is waterfront development and the goal of having "a waterfront

7-.. devoted exclusively to water oriented uses, inlcuding industrial, residential, commercial

and open space uses that permit public access. This sub-element specifically mentions

that Cullinan Ranch is "unsuitable for urban development, unless extensively filled."

Since the project developer is proposing to fill the site, the sub-element would allow urban

development. However, the sub-element further indicates that if Guadalcanal Village

area is developed, it should be buffered from the wetlands. Such buffering may be

difficult if Cullinan Ranch is also developed under Alternatives A, B or C. Alternative
"E" would provide such a buffer.

The sub-element allows water oriented residential development. However, it indicates

such developments should have "continuous" public access to the waterfront. Although

there would be public access along Dutchman Slough and at select points throughout the

develop nent, such public access would not be "continuous" within the interior of the
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marina. In fact, private residential backyards would abut the water throughout much of

the project.

The final sub-element of urban design is scenic highways, the goal of which is "to protect

and enhance the visual corridors of designated scenic routes." However, this sub-element

allows for new development so long as certain screening, landscaping access and design
U

standards are satisfied. Thus, while Route 37 is being considered for state scenic highway

status, the plan would allow development to occur. The design, and access in the proposed

- project appear consistent with the standards in the plan.

. b. Housing

, ,Housing is discussed in Response to Comment 66.

c. Business and Industry

* . This element contains four sub-elements: Major Commercial Areas; Industrial Develop-

ment; Agricultural Production; and Mineral Resources.

The goals of the commercial sub-element are "to have an adequate amount of area for

each type (neighborhood, community and regional) commercial development." Additional

goals are to "have neighborhood convenience centers to serve new and existing residential

areas" and to "have healthy commercial shopping areas..." The commercial development

.nm proposed for the Cullinan Ranch appears to be consistent with these goals and the policies 6

set forth to implement them.

. : The industrial development sub-element is not applicable to the proposed project.

' '. The agricultural sub-element only encourages the preservation of "prime" agriculture land

and "specialty crop land." Although Cullinan Ranch does not contain prime soils, the

production of hay and oats could be considered specialty crop because of its importance to

the local dairy industry. The plan contains no definition of "specialty crop land".

There are no known mineral resources on the site.

d. Transportation -

The transport ition element of the plan encourages increased transit usage, especially
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among commuters and better service for dependent residents. Developments are required

to include bus stops in large scale developments. At the various stages of development of -

the Cullinan Ranch projr t the developers would work closely with the Vallejo transit

lines to locate an appropriate number of bus stops and related facilities.

The Cullinan Ranch specific plan contains a complete street and highway system that

appears consistent with the street and highway system sub-element of the general plan.

The proposal of the State Department of Transportation to improve Highway 37 would be

compatible with the project, and in fact would improve the current traffic situation near

the project site.

The developers will work closely with the City of Vallejo traffic engineer to assure proper

street layouts and reduce hazards to increase traffic safety.

4,. .l

The Cullinan Ranch Specific Plan will contain a complete network of bicycle trails that is

consistent with the General Plan's goal of encouraging bicycle use for recreation,

commuting and shopping.

e. Schools and Parks

See Response to Comment 112 (Parks) and Comments 34 and 60 (Schools).

f. Public Facilities and Services

The goal of the public facilities and services element of the Plan is "to provide an

efficient and financially sound system of urban services to protect the health, safety and

general welfare of Vallejo residents." The element contains specific policies dealing with:

* Water Service

0 Street Maintenance

* Solid Waste Collection

* Fire Prevention

* Crime Prevention

The plan also requires new development to pay for the cost of extending services and to

provide a cost-revenue study. Such a study has been prepared and updated and included in

this report. The proposed development appears consistent with this element. For detailed
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discussion see Section IlI.K. of the Final EIR/EIS dealing with Public Services, and

Section III.L. dealing with Economic/Fiscal impacts.

g. Environmental Resources

The final element of the Vallejo Comprehensive Plan deals with environmental resources.

These include:

* Risk Definition

" Seismic Hazards

* Slope Stability

. Soil Related Problems

* Floodplain Hazards

" Fire Hazards

* Noise Hazards

" Air Quality

" Water Resources

- Fish and Wildlife Habitats

* Energy Resources

- The relationship of the proposed project to the goals and policies of each of these sub-

elements are described in the relevant chapters of the Final EIR/EIS.

66. The text has been revised to include a discussion of the relationship of the proposed

project to the goals of the Housing Elemen+. The relationship between the proposed

project and the goals of the Housing Element of the Vallejo General Plan are discussed

below, in the order they are presented on page 15 and 16 of the Final EIR/EIS.

I. Vallejo's fair share of non-market rate housing is detormined by the Association of

Bay Area Governments and approved by the State Department of Housing and

S(',),nmunity Development. According to the General Plan, the City is requ;-ed to

1, 35.6% of its housing in the non-market rate category.

' to '980 census data, approximately 60% of the households in Vallejo are

moderate income range.

I ing housing, Vallejo is exceeding its share of the Bay Area's needs
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t for low and moderate income housing.

However, the Housing Element of the General Plan is currently being updated and a

new fair share allocation will be made. At this time the new percentage is not '
known. The City wants the percentage of non-market rate housing reduced to 30%

and ABAG wants it increased to 40%.1

The final percentage selected and approved will determine the City's future

obligation for providing low and moderate income housing.

However, under either formula, Vallejo would be responsible for contributing some

low and moderate income housing in the future.

For a variety of reasons, the Cullinan Ranch project will not contribute significantly

to the low and moderate income housing needs. The costs of land development

including filling the site, introducing public services and constructing marinas would

preclude the construction of non-market rate housing. Other, non-water-oriented

sites within the City of Vallejo would be more appropriate for low and moderate

income housing due to their lower development costs.

However, there may be some opportunity within the Cullinan Ranch project to

introduce some moderate income housing among the medium density units. The

* developer could, for example, construct one-bedroom or studio condominiums which

would be marketable to moderate income households. The City's P.U.D. zoning

ft. allows a developer to obtain density bonuses for providing low and moderate income

units. The inclusion of some moderate income units could contribute to the City's

share of non-market rate housing.

2. The Cullinan Ranch project due to its high development costs and water-orientation

offers only limited opportunity to provide for the needs of the four special .roups-

identified in the housing element. However, some opportunity does exist specifically

for the handicapped and senior citizens. The Vallejo zoning ordinance allows density

bonuses for including handicapped or senior housing. The developer should consider

including handicapped units, medium density units and also should consider a special

complex designed for active seniors. The size of the project and number of units

makes such units feasible without jeopardizing the developer's goal of a high quality
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marina-oriented community.

I 3. The goal deals with existing housing and is not applicable to the proposed project.
4'

j v 4. The proposed project is a planned community which would include facilities and

public and commercial services. It is located very close to downtown Vallejo and

- -would offer easy access to both local and regional employment centers.

5. The Housing Element specifically encourages the development of new housing serving

middle and higher income households to provide a greater housing diversity. The

proposed project is consistent with this goal.

6. Housing in the proposed project would be sold on a completely non-discriminatory

basis. The developer would work closely with the City Human Relations Office to

handle any complaints of discrimination.

7. This goal is not applicable to the Cullinan Ranch project.

8. This goal is directed at City programs, not private developments.

" 67. As a result of recent ligitation, the Solano County LAFCO was ordered to prepare

new standards for consideration of annexations. In response to this court order the

County hired a consultant who drafted proposed standards and prepared an EIR. In

November, 1983 the EIR was circulated for review and comments received. The draft

standards are currently being revised and will not be adopted until April or May of 1984.
~Until that time, no annexations (with certain exceptions for minor projects) may be

approved by LAFCO. This moratorium applies to the Culinan Ranch project.

The draft standards (January 1984) are stated in Appendix IV.E.

68. Please see Responses 25 and 57.

69. On-site noise measurements were taken in preparing this Final EIR/EIS and the

results have been included in Section 111.1.

70. The present wastewater treatment facility does not meet discharge standards and
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plans call for a biological addition to resolve the problem. This will not add to its present

capacity, however, which is necessary to accommodate the project at its full buildout.

71. Market data have been submitted by the project sponsor and evaluated by the City

of Vallejo, MacDonald and Associates and EIP Corporation, and it has been determined

that the data justify the market values projected in the analysis. The study, entitled

"Cullinan Ranch Housing Market Analysis: Vallejo, California, June 1982," prepared by

Alfred Gobar and Associates Inc., is available for inspection at the City of Vallejo

Planning Department.

* Both capital improvements and on-going costs for public services and facilities will be

-j assessed against the proposed project and can be financially supported by the developer
and future residents of the project with no net public costs to the City of Vallejo. Public

revenues are projected to exceed public costs for the project.

72. Much of the area immediately west of the Napa River is in salt pond use, and other

land would be difficult to develop because of land title problems (See response to

Comment 144). The Final EIR/EIS has been revised to describe growth-inducing impacts, -

on page 15 1.

1 Hal Boex, Business Development and Planning Director, City of Vallejo, letter to ABAG,
Dec. 7, 1983.
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4300 Dry Creek Road
Napa, California 94558
June 28, 1983

.. Ann Merideth
"" Planning Department

P. 0. Box 3068
- Vallejo, CA 94590

RE: Draft EIR/EIS for Cullinan Ranch

During last fall's evening scoping session for the Cullinan Ranch EIR/EIS in

Vallejo, I asked that the acquisition of fill to be used in the project be included

in the EIR/EIS.

I have read the draft carefully and find only a small percentage of the fill

included. The EIR/EIS is surely deficient if the source of some 16,000,000 cubic

yards of fill is not identified and the impact of taking that material as well as the

the method of transporting it is not described and evaluated.

If the fill's source is not defined, how can its engineering -prioperties be ascer-

tained?

If the fill's source is not defined, how can the Corps or thecityknow who else is

impacted by the project? How can the impactee(s) know?

Also, I thought I remembered someone's asking that the EIR/EIS address the

problem of induced growth. Growth is addressed in the draft as if this project were

not of regional importance. Intense urbanization of an area virtually uninhabited,

p without structures, even, is certainly mementous. Vallejo is considering extending

its services across a significant body of water and into a really new geographical

area and land type. The whole north bay is going to feel repercussions from Vallejo's

actions, but that is not even mentioned, let alone addressed in the draft.

Sincerely,
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Residents' Plea
For Higher Taxes

The city council Tuesday heard a about $1,000.
plea from residents they may never That is a small price to pay when
bear again: Please raine our taxes. , your home Is ding towards the

The people aing to pay more Napa River, said area resident now, or some type of private finmc-

taxes are from the River Park Terence Savory. One piece of his land ing may have to be arranged, Bopf

Marina Association, and the reason is is only about four feet from water and said.
that their homes are coming Ulmmo coming cuser, be told the council In setting tax rates for the district,
fortably close to the Napa River. Tuesday. the council acts as its board of direc-

Winter storms have seriously ",Wearest.iwanting tofootthebill tors.
eroded banks and damaged boat
docks at the river edge developments in the form of tax liabilitis or
off Marina and River, whatever," said Lewis Way resident
Repair costs have been estimated at RobertCudaback.

S0,000 by City Public Works Direc- i Mayor Phyllis Moore observed thattor John Lild
The money for that win cme from , some properties in the area may not
Rie s= r th esel survive another winter.

Rim repa dents themselves, Staff was directed to set up a public
taop to the city for repair h earing before the council as soon as
tmainteance possible on tax increases.

For the past two year, they have
paid X percent per $100 of actual The need for immediate repairs
value of their property. Thus, a poss a special problem for River

homeowner with a $100,000 home pald Park residents and the city. The
$300. special assessment district is already

But thatasaess manthasonlyraised in the hole about $60,000 from a city

$100,000- far short of what is needed advance last year, City Manager Wil"
to make repairs this year. In order to iiam Bopf said, and higher tax
raise enough funds, the rate might revenues wouldn't be realized unti
have to be raised to about $ per $100 next year- after winter storms have
dactual value, said Finance Director done more damage.
John Dannewit today.

A PU tax bill then Increas to The council may consider floating a
tax anticipation note to raise money

er"
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2: Please see Responses 25 and 57. 1
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LETTER #1-14

%ie 75. Comment noted.
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LETTER #1-15

* 76. Comment noted. 
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June 29, 1983

Ann Meredith
- iPlanning Department

City of Vallejo
P. 0. Box 3068
Vallejo, CA 94590

Dear Ms. Meredith,

I am writing in response to the Draft EIR/EIS on the Cullinan Ranch
prepared by Torrey and Torrey, Inc. in May of this year.

I am very much disturbed by the document, and by the role that the
residents of Vallejo might be required to fill in enduring the costs
of such a project--not only a possible heavy financial burden via
revenue bonds (see deficit balances on page 133 of the Draft EIR),
but costs in overcrowding of schools; in sewage pumping, transport-
ing and processing; in transporting thirteen million cubic yards of

-. "n mud fill over a three-lane road; in contingency liability for main-i tenance obligations; in police protection that is already strained
by the high crime rate within ',-,llejo; and in the loss of an endan-

:2 gered species--open space (e i,. .ially out-of-line when the city of
Vallejo has space available tor building development within its boun-

." caries--and a tremendous need for a quality shopping mall).

It seems to me there are projects that need to be undertaken closer
in than the Cullinan Ranch area. I have observed in the few years
I've lived in Vallejo that this city lacks identity and cohesiveness,
and I don't believe the Ranch proposal would provide that for Vallejo.
It would diffuse the context of the city even more. It almost cer-
tainly would reinforce the division between the rich and the poor in
this community.

What would the Cullinan Ranch development bring to Vallejo residents
in the way of benefits--in the short run--in the long run? Would
they exceed the costs to the residents of this conunity?

Respectfully,
- .

Dorothy Christian

Vat~j042A d5%
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LETTER #1-16

77. Comment noted. The primary benefit to the City would be the provision of new

housing and increased tax revenues. The project applicant's statement of benefits is

* -. included as Appendix WV.A.
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~.1 Sqn Francisco, 6-q--7

Planning Commission
Va.leJo City H.ll
Vqllejo, CA. 94590

Gentlemen:

We want to express our ge.-ral objection to the inappropriate

extension of urban services to the massive development of

.. ~ 1550 acres known as Cullinan Ranch on the shore of San Pablo

Bay, Rs well as to the conversion of agricultural land and

to the incompatible development adjoining major natur.l habitat

nreas.

We thank you for your consideration and help in this vital

matter in advance and remain,

Sincerel ours,_-.

Mr.&Mrs. Edwiard A. 3ayeler
1914 Balboa St. SP.CA.941_1
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Gn OWN& e4PCA

CITY OF VALLEJO

OFC OF THE PLANING DEPARTNENT

NOTICE

CULLINAN RANCH DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
REPORT AND STATEMENT

The ullnan Rach Draft EIR/[IS is now available for review. T is mentdecribes the enimta l impacts of a propsed ISO_ ac project locte
west of the Rape River and north of Highway 37 (Sears Point Road). adjacent
to the City of Vallejo. This docuent will serve as the Master EIR for the
Culliman Ranch area.
The land Is currently used for dry farming. The proposed project Includes

".1a complex of waterways. 4,500 residential units on 568.5 acres. 70 acres
" of waterfront commercial uses including hotel, restaurants, shops. offices,

marina service and storage facilities, 1,600-1,700 boat berths, 304.5 acres
of open space. 95.5 acres of park land, two elementary schools and one junior- / high schol./

, Primary areas of adverse Impact include water quality, geology and sels-
* icity. traffic, urban services. and land use.

A Technical Appendix is also available for review. The Appendix Includes
more detailed information submitted by the applicant as well as back-up
data from the City's environmental consultant. A list of the contents Is
included in the EIR/EIS.

The City1's pblic herinq on the Draft LIREIS has been tentatively sched-
uled for 7:3p.m., July 6. 1083. before the Planning Commission, Council
Ch mbers, City Hall, 555 Santa Clara Street, Vallejo. A presentation onI the Project and on the Ell/EIS Is scheduled for May 17, 196, at 7:30 p.m..
before the Planning Comission. At this tim, the project and the concerns
addressed by the [IR/EIS will be described.

The Draft EIR/Els and Technical Appendix are available for review at the
locations listed below. Please call for business hours.
1 1) J.F.K. Public Library., 50 Santa Clara Stret,.

* Vallejo. (707) 553-5348

SFlaming Dpartmet Office., 555 Santa Clara Street,
L,.Vallejo, (707) 553-4326.

'43) ArW Corps of Engineers, 211 Nain Street, ,
a,,.' 4tSan Francisco, (415) 974-0444 - 8 ,.

Na e Lirary, 1150 Division Street,
5) pri (707) 2S3-4241

.qP S) NorioCivic Center Library, Adinistration Bw
SCivic Center, San Rafael. (415) 499-6058 17

6) Berkeley Public Library, Shattuck & Kittredge
Berkeley. (415) 644-6100

7) $alonel (707uni Colleg3 Library. Suisun Valley Road. 3 ~ j J C.L

.4. C Dealne for coments is July 1. 1963. Mail cemments to Arm Nerideth, -

.*.'~ .'Flaming Department, P.O. Box 3050, Vallejo, CA 94590. If you have any
qusin.pes call Ann Neridoth, ( 707) 553-4326.

HAL A. BWX
'.4 Business DeveoNpmet-

and Planning Director -ot

-~~o~e 
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Mtarn Ytnxey Dyrefficb 6a
* flox 5226 - Q)a(nut "'reek 9a, 94596

June 4, 1983

f Planning Commission,
Vallejo City Hall
Vallejo, CA. 94590

re: Development of Cullinan Ranch

Dear Sirs:

". The proposed development of the Cullinan Ranch poses yet more problems for
the ecology of the already fragile balance of the waters of the San Francisco
Bay and its supporting water areas.

Not only would the development create the domino effect of urban pressure
on the surrounding wild life and agricultural lands, but removal of that land
from farm production which would directly ham other agricultural operations
which need and depend on local seeds and hay.

Direct problems which need addressing are those of possible seismic hazard
and structural Instability created when building in deep bay mud (Treasure
Island is sinking); traffic congestion which would aggravate already exist-

__ qing problems on Highway 37 over the Napa River, the scene of many an uncomfor-
.S. table driving problem for me personally; and economic burdens on the public

,i to extend full urban services to that area.

I am strongly opposed to this project and hope you will consider the oppo-
• -sition to this proposed development before issuing carte blanche for further

rape of our natural and rapidly disappearing landscape.

Sincerely,

Karen K. Drellich

..
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UTERr #1-20

81. See response to comment 72.

82. Please see Response 9.

83. See Response to Comment 10.

84. Comment noted.
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PI2ASE RtePY Tot COMMITTKEE&(3f

%arle ~ ITF'orct WAYS AND MEANS
1 . 1143 ALPINE ROAD. SUITE 103 CRIMINAL LAW AND

W"UI0T CREEK. CA 04094 PUBLIC SAFETY
X 14151 2.2-237 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND

NEW TECHNOLOGIES

CONSUMER PROTECTION AND
A(TOXIC MATERIALSU ( alitorutu e3 i U.L4A.ue SM( NTCTO

%WILLIAM P. BAKER
ASSEMBLYMAN. FIFTEENTH DISTRICT

ASSEMBLY MINORITY WHIP

t S I : "'--

. .. .,-

* July 7, 1983

Karen Drellich
P. 0. Box 5226
Walnut Creek, CA 94596

Dear Karen:
*..-

Thank you for your nice letter and your comments regarding
Cullinan Ranch.

U The development of this property is under the jurisdiction
of the City of Vallejo. Therefore, it is a local planning
matter and does not involve a state agency.

However, I have taken the liberty of forwarding your letter
to the City of Vallejo Planning Department so that they may
be aware of your concerns.

I appreciate your taking the time to write and express
your views. Thank you again for your letter.

Sincerely,

WILLIAM P. BAKER
WPB:w Assemblyman, 15th District

Copy: Vallejo Planning DepartmentV

% .97
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.ox 5226 - 4afnut 'e , 94596 7

June 9, 1983

Bill Baker, State Senator
1000 Ygnaclo Valley Road
Walnut Creek, CA. 94596

re: Development of Cullinan Ranch

Dear Bill:

Remember me? We enjoyed lunch togethet. at the Bank of Walnut Creek through
the kindness of Jim Ryan. I was impressed and admit I crossed my registered
party line and indeed pushed down a dot next to your name. Now, I am going
to ask your help--or rather, request that you do indeed represent my interest
in the government body to which you were elected.

:" My concern is the development of the Cullinan Ranch. It happens to be one of
* the most delightful areas through which I pass on my frequent journeys to the

wine country, Renaissarice Pleasure Faires, Scotch Gathering and Games or quilt
shows at Santa Rosa, or Sears Point. There has always been something serenly
pastoral and unspoiled about that area. That there should currently be a move
afoot to destroy that natural beauty is of great concern to me. The fact that
my small gas-conserving auto does tend to hit a sizeable and unpleasant bump
as I cross onto the western side of Highway 37 just over the Napa river hardly
seems need to punish ranchers, taxpayers, and the ecology as well.

It would be more than a shame to see the urban crunch crush out the cranes who
loll there; and just as bad (if not worse) to remove that land which is being
used as agricultural from production and penalize both producer and the buyer
depending on that seeds and hay.

Planning such an ambitious undertaking on what would be fill in view of our
earthquake status and the continual sinking of Treasure Island is more than
courting danger. Sinking 50 to 90-foot piers in such a fill is hardly an an-
swer to a much deeper problem. That area is not able to handle well what tra-
ffic it has to cope much less more. The congestion would doubtless ruin the
verdant beauty of the Columbus Parkway with exhaust fumes. And if that wouldn't
be enough of an insult the injury of encumbering taxpayers with the financial
burden of having to pump sewage uphill would surely create a stink of great mag-
nitude.

Please help to preserve this piece of land in its current status. The develop-
ment would be in the interest of very few and to the detrement of many. I am
asking you as a personal representative to wield as much power as possible to
prevent the rape of that precious land.

Thank you and sincerely,

.4 9
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85. Please see response to comments 9 and 10.~. 4,
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June 20, 1983

Ms. Ann Merideth
Planning Department
P. 0. Box 3068
Vallejo, CA 94590

Dear Ms. Merideth,

I am both a citizen of Vallejo and a professional biologist.
I wish to contribute my comments and concerns on the Cul-
linan Ranch Development Proposal before you now. I feel that
the EIR has inadequately addressed a number of issues critical
to our community.

How can a 100% increase in traffic on Route 37
not increase accidents and congestion?

Inadequate geotechnical data has been provided
in order to conclude that the occurance of an
earthquake will not damage homes, roads and
utilities. All of which the taxpayer ultimately
pays the repair bill for.

This is diked historic tidelands which could be
returned to tidal action if no longer used for
agriculture. The proposed development virtually
eliminates this option.

Allowing this development to occur at this
location sets a precedent for development in
the San Pablo Bay Region. The marshlands of
the Bay have all ready been reduced 80%. They
are critical to the quality of our life in
Vallejo.

Attached you will find my specific comments and questions
concerning the Water Quality Section of the EIR. The largest
single problem is: How will the water quality be protected

DEMVGEN AQUATIC BIOLOGY
118 Mississippi S. Vallejo, CA 94590

(707) 643-5889 100



n during the first twenty years, the construction period, before
the second tidegate becomes functional?

Sincerely,

Francesca C. Demgen

FCD:clt

Enc.

cc: Karen Mason, Army Corps.

e.. Mike Rugg, California Fish and Game

Ruth Pratt, U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Alan Pendleton, BCDC

Vallejo City Council

Rep. Tom Hannigan

Rep. Barbara Boxer

*. .

DEMGEN AQUATIC BIOLOGY

118 Mississippi g. Vallejo, CA 94590

3 * (707) 643- 5889 101
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Comments on the Water Quality Section

of the Cullinan Ranch Environmental Impact .?~port

In any restricted impoundment of water circulation and

flushing are critical to maintaining adequate water quality.

This topic is indeed discussed at length in the EIR. Maximum

residence time at project completion will be seven days. This

is deemed adequate for promoting good water quality. However,

the developer estimates that it will take twenty years to

finish the project and the tidegates at the northwestern end

will not substantially affect the flushing until the project

is completed. These tidegates will not be able to be installed

until the project is half completed. Therefore, residence times

within the impoundment at partial project stages will be up to

twelve days, nearly twice that at completion. This may likely

create conditions conducive to water quality problems such as

algal blooms, odors and depressed dissolved oxygen levels.

These conditions could also affect Dutchman Slough and the Napa

River.

The statistics and formulas used to calculate the potential

algal growth given the above residence times, under various

flushing regimes in the EIR Appendix is based on sampling done

in the Carquinez Straits, The major factor in the formula used

is the Extinction Coefficient which applies to the fraction of

light reduction for each successive foot of depth. However, data

ADEMVGEN AQUATIC BIOLOGY

118 Mississippi . Vallejo, CA 94590

(707) 643-5889 102
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Z gathered from Carquinez Straits, a very turbulent and high

velocity waterway would not be at all applicable to the pro-

ject site which is an enclosed body of water subject to only

partial flushing. Turbidity here will probably be much less

g due to settling. Therefore, more data is necessary in order

* ~* to make accurate predictions.

'p, Maximum project depths will be in excess of twenty feet.

Under these circumstances stratification of temperatures and

dissolved oxygen levels may exist. This can be the source of

odor problems due to hydrogen sulfide production in anaerobic

h sediments. No provisions appear to be stated in order to pre-

vent this condition.

~ Very little water quality data is included for the Napa

lob River, Dutchman Slough or impounded sites similar to the project.

.. , This makes accurate prediction of resultant conditions difficult.

Even a good computer model is only as good as its input data.

In order to minimize the effects of nonpoint source urban

- runoff pollutants, the discharge from storm drains should be

made outside the project impoundment.

The Corps permit should require a water quality sampling

~\ program which would include pre-project conditions in Dutchman

Slough. Monitoring should be delineated for at least two sta-

tions in the project from start-up through project completion.

DEMVGEN AQUATIC BIOLOGY

118 Mississippi Sr. Vallejo, CA 94590

(707) 643-5889 103
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Review of Primary Questions -'I

1. How will adequate water quality conditions be maintained .

prior to installation of the northwest tidegate?

2. How will algal blooms, anaerobic dissolved oxygen condi-

tions and odors be minimized? How will they be dealt

with if they occur in order to minimize the impact on ,.d

adjacent waterways?

3. Should not the storm water drainage be discharged out of

the project site?

4. Should not a pre-project and construction 
phase water

quality sampling program be required?

0 DEMVGEN AQUATIC BIOLOGY
"" __118 Mississip i Sr. Vdeo CA 94590"

(707) 643 5889 104
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- , LB"ER #1-22

86. With respect to traffic congestion, please see the Response to Comment 10.

Concerning traffic accidents, an increase in traffic volumes would probably result in a

proportional increase in traffic accidents. Thus, a 30% traffic increase on a roadway

segment would probably result in a 30% increase in accidents along that segment.

, Although research is limited, there is some indication that increased congestion can

increase the frequency of accidents, but reduce their severity (ITE, Transportation and

. Traffic Engineering Handbook, 1976). A more detailed discussion of accident rates would

require a comprehensive analysis of specific accident characteristics and vehicle speeds.

87. Please see Responses 9 and 39. Further proposed geotechnical studies are outlined in

" -" the Geotechnical Appendix (IV.J.) of this Comments and Responses document.

88. It is true that development of the Cullinan Ranch site would result in the loss of an

area which is potentially restorable to tidal marsh. According to the project proponent,

however, the proposed project is not responsible for eliminating the potential to restore
.-4 the site to a productive salt marsh habitat. Such a decision and action has already been

taken in regard to the property under the Cullinan Ranch Boundary and Exchange

4'. Agreement in which Coon Island was given to the state as wildlife habitat (see

Appendix IV.F). This interpretation of the Agreement has not been supported by some

commenting agencies (e.g., U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Port, pers. comm).

.89. Comment noted. For a discussion of why other lands in this area may not be readily

*' .developable, please see response to comments 49 and 144.

90. Tide gates would be installed at the northwestern end of the project when the project

is half completed and relocated with each subsequent project expansion. However,
,>.-.e because the channel volumes have been increased since the original Krone/RMA study was

made, residence times will be greater than seven days. Additional studies taking account

' fof the new channel configuration were made by Krone/RMA and indicate a maximum

residence time of 10 days (See Appendix III.B. of the Draft EIR/EIS). Evidence at a

IS similar development, Bel Matin Keys, indicates that no significant adverse impacts on

water

105tp4, .



quality will occur with these longer residence times.

91. It is difficult to know if the use of a light extinction coefficient from Carquinez

Strait is appropriate. Whether it is or not the model used to calculate the growth of

algae, while the best available, is still subject to several technical limitations noted in

Appendix III.B of the Draft EIR/EIS. Probably a better indicator of whether nuisance

growths of algae will occur is comparison with similar circumstances elsewhere in the

Bay. The nearest comparable development, Bel Marin Keys, with a lower circulation rate

than that proposed for the project, does not experience severe nuisance algae problems.

92. It is expected that water in the project channels in common with the Bay itself will

I be well-mixed vertically. It is estimated that summertime dissolved oxygen levels will
not be depressed below 5.0 mg/s.

93. It is true that the accuracy of predictions using the water quality model would be

improved if more water quality information was available. However it is doubtful that

the results of the analysis would be altered significantly because the data used reasonably

represents likely conditions.

94. While some water quality benefit to the project lagoon might result from this

suggestion it is doubtful if it is technically or financially feasible. Another viewpoint is

* that diverting stormwater away from the lagoon would prevent early recognition of a

pollution problem. Krone/RMA believe that storm water discharge will not result in

water quality problems in the lagoon.

95. Such a program is proposed as a mitigation measure in the Final EIR/E[S (page 42).

~10
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Ann Merideth
Planning Department
P.O. Box 3068
Vallejo, CA 94590 July 6, 1983

Re: Cullinan Ranch Draft EIR/EIS

I have been asked by the Save San Francisco Bay Association to review the
sections on Geology and Seismicity of the Cullinan Ranch DEIR and offer the
following comments.

The DEIR does not m adequately address two key issues, potential damage to
structures and utilities from the effects of ground shaking and the potential
for liquefaction. The DEIR states (p. 59) that "liquefaction should not impact
this site" and that impact from ground shaking "on structural adequacy can be
mitigated to an insignificant level". In making these assertions, the DEIR
overlooks a number of factors critical to an analysis of seismic impacts. The
DEIR should not be certified until these points are addressed.

1. The DEIR does not consider historic activity on the Rodgers Creek Fault and
the likely impact on Cullinan Ranch of earthquakes on this fault.

The DEIR mentions historic activity only on the San Andreas, Hayward, Calaveras
and Concord faults (p. 52), not the Rodgers Creek Fault, although the latter is

the closest fault to the site and the HILA Soils Report notes that two damaging
earthquakes occurred on the fault in 1969 in Santa Rosa.

i The Rodgers Creek Fault is an active fault capable of damaging earthquakes.
In addition to the earthquakes of magnitudes 5.6 and 5.7 in 1969, a magnitude

*4.6 occurred in 1968 and 23 earthquakes of magnitude greater than 2.5 have taken
place since 1961,* The 1969 earthquakes severely damaged Santa Rosa and were

' felt from Pt. Arena to San Jose. Property damage was estimated to be $6-10 million,
including significant structural damage to three relatively new earthquake-resistant
buildings.

The sections in the DEIR on seismicity should be revised to include the effects
of earthquakes on the Rodgers Creek Fault. Earthquakes comparable to those on

*. the Hayward Fault can be expected and should be consiaered in evaluation of
seismic risk and engineering design.
2. 7he DEIR does not adequately assess the liklihood of severe ground shaking

at the site.

Since ground shaking is the cause of the most widespread damage to structures

in an earthquake, it is essential that impacts be correctly identified and
mitigated. As presently written, the DEIR minimizes such impacts. The DEIR
argues that since soft bay mud attenuates high frequency ground motions, "the

..- ' impact that the ground shaking would have would not be significant" for structures
of five stories or less (p. 59). No mitigation is proposed for the impact from
ground shaking.

* Cloud, W.K. et al., 1970. The Santa Rosa Earthquakes of October 1969.

Calif. Div. of Mines and Geology, Mineral Information Service, v. 23, no.3.
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This assertion is contradicted by the ULA Soils Report which states (p.13):
"Strong ground shaking from an earthquake generated on the Hayward, San Andreas,
Green Valley or Rodgers Creek faults is probable during the average life of the
planned structures (50 to 100 years) and represents a primary seismic related
geologic hazard at the site". The HLA Report notes that "bay mud damp(s) out
high frequency motion", and it is apparently on this basis that the DEIR concludes
that ground shaking would not be significant.

This analysis, however, considers only attenuation of ground motion, and does
not take into account increases in the amplitude of seismic waves that can
occur in bay mud. The amplitude affecting a site is dependent on three factors:
how high the attenuation (damping) is; how thick the underlying unconsolidated
deposits (alluvium and bay mud) are; and how low the velocity of the seismic
waves are. Increases in amplitude due to velocity changes may more than
compensate for attenuation of high frequency motion.

Studies by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) for reduction of earthquake
hazards in the San Francisco Bay Region* show that thick deposits of unconsoli-
dated materials, such as bay mud, can substantially amplify ground shaking in
certain frequencies. Large seismic amplifications can be expected where
impedance contrasts between geologic units are high. Data from seismic waves
produced by nuclear tests show that maximum amplifications recorded at sites
underlain by bay mud are 5 to 8 times larger than those recorded on nearby
bedrock.

At the Cullinan site, a large increase in amplitude can be expected due
to impedance contrast between bedrock and the overlying alluvium and bay mud.
As high frequency motion is attenuated in the bay mud, amplitudes will increase
and may build up significantly at the surface.

Furthermore, the total thickness of bay mud overlying bedrock must be known
to evaluate the extent to which the seismic waves are attenuated and the
amplitudes increased. The thickness of bay mud is not known at the site because

* .. ~'none of the boreholes drilled by HILA penetrated to bedrock. The mud is at least
110 feet thick (the depth of the deepest borehole), but may be several hundred '

feet thick (HLA, p. 11). 1

Detailed studies, including determination of depth to bedrock and response

of substrate to changes in amplitude, are essential before the extent of ground
shaking in a large earthquake can be estimated. The HLA Soils Report notes that
a detailed seismicity and ground response analysis was not performed (p. 14).
Additional studies should be performed before the DEIR is certified, because
if significant impact from ground shaking due to increased amplitude is likely,
ground shaking should be included as a significant adverse impact and mitigation
proposed.

3. The DEIR does not adequately address the-potential for liquefaction at the
site.

The DEIR argues that "liquefaction should not impact this site" on the
ground. that sand lenses are "not continuous nor- extensive"(p.59). This_

*Borcherdt, R.D., ed., 1975, Studies for Seismic Zonation of the San Francisco S
Bay Region, U.S. Geol. Survey Professional Paper 941-A.
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. conclusion is unwarranted on the basis of evidence in the HLA Soils Report and
on the extent of coring performed to date.

A 4' thick sand lens was encountered in Boring No. 2 (HIA, p. 15; Plate A-2)
which was "Judged likely to liquefy during a strong earthquake" (HLA, p. 15).
Eleven of the 16 deep boreholes drilled by HLA encountered lenses of sandy

J.. silt in the interval roughly between -30' and -90'. The thickness of these
lenses is not given.

A USGS study of the liquefaction potential of sediments in the San Francisco
Bay Region* shows that granular layers in the bay mud have a higher potential for
liquefaction than other types of sediment. "Beds of loose, water-saturated,
well-sorted silt and sand within ... 100 ft of the ground surface" are most
likely to liquefy (p.4 7).

The extent of lenses of sandy silt beneath the Cullinan site cannot be
ad uately determined without additional subsurface data. Sand lenses such as
those being deposited today in Dutchman's Slough (and as found in Boring 2) are
not likely to be found with borings spaced 1300 ft apart. It is essential
that all old channels be identified and mitigated to reduce the potential for
liquefaction. The DEIR itself states that there was "a very small sampling of
the total volume of soil throughout the project" (p. 53).

4- Before the DEIR can be considered satisfactory, additional borings should be
required to delineate the extent and thickness of sand and silt lenses beneath

the site. The DEIR cannot adequately discuss the impact of liquefaction and
mitigation measures until this information is known.

In addition, the DEIR should require mitigation for liquefaction, specifically

the remedy suggested by the soils consultant: "this sard deposit and any similar

1deposits encountered during excavation will need to be removed during custruc-
tion" (HLA, p. 15). The extent of this mitigation should be determined before
the DEIR is certified. Liquefaction should appear as a significant adverse
impact on the summary of such impacts on p. S-8 of the DEIR.

. In summary, the DEIR is based on insufficient geotechnical studies to permit
' -" 'q adequate discussion of seismic impacts and mitigation. The 17 borings taken to

date show substantial differences in soil profile from boring to boring,
. indicating highly non-uniform subsurface conditions. Additional borings need
'A ,to be taken and should be made before the DEIR can be considered complete because

the geologic and seismic impacts of the additional geotechnical data should be
discussed in the DEIR.

Sincerely,

.' "

.INDoris Sloan, Ph.D.
1327 Josephine St.
Berkeley, CA 94703

04

*Youd, T. L. et al., 1970, in Borcherdt, 1970, o_. cit., p. 68-74.
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LITTER #1-23

96. Concern has been expressed regarding the need for further study of the Rodgers

Creek Fault. While this fault will impact the Cullinan Ranch property as indicated in
Chapter 111-3, the more severe or "design" ground motions may be generated from the San
Andreas Fault, rather than the Rodgers Creek Fault, due to larger potential magnitudes
and longer duration. Real concern relating specifically to Rodgers Creek Fault is that it
does not pass through the site, but is located about four miles west of the project.1

97. Please see Response 9 for information on seismic ground-shaking and the
Appendix IV.J for an outline of proposed further studies.

Of other concern with respect to the effects of ground-shaking would be the exposed

earth slopes adjacent to waterways. Significant experience has been gained from similar
marina development elsewhere in the bay area. Proven design and construction

techniques are available to mitigate the potential adverse effects. These techniques
include limiting the slope height and steepness, providing structural reinforcement, and

maintaining safe setbacks for buildings. These have all been considered in the project

planning, and specific design parameters will be provided in the final soil investigation.2

98. Please see Response 41.

99. Please see Response 39 and the Geotechnical Appendix (IV.J.) of this Comments and

Responses document.

tDennis H. Furby, CE 24480, Harding Lawson Associates, letter to W. R. Williams, Inc.,
August 26, 1983.
2 Furby, op. cit.
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T.S. Army Corps of Enagineers
211 Main Street

;- :San Francisco, California 94105

* LGentlemen:

• I am writing to protest vigorously the Cull-nan anch Pro-
-. posal.

S-. There are no 'enefits whatever to such a venture and the

0 affect in ecessive traffic, and destruction of :ildlife, the
everual financial impact it will have is a totallv unaccepta'le
prospect.

I wish my voice to ')e added to otheiwho are ; rotestinq this
action.

Yours very 1.ruly,

, Lorraine ":W.ir DLtta
134 So. Se.-:iour ,;treet4apa. Calirarnia '1155A
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LETER #1-25.

101. Comment noted.

102. The San Pablo Bay National Wildlife Refuge and the Lower Tubbs Island Preserve

would continue to be managed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. See also Responses --

45, 46, and 48.

The Cullinan Ranch is one of nearly 200 privately claimed landholdings in the Napa Marsh

area. The decision to permit its development lies with the City of Vallejo and the U. S.

Army Corps of Engineers as well as other State and Federal regulatory agencies. For a

complete list see page 1 of the Final EIR/EIS. Most of the rest of the Napa Marsh area

lies outside the City and Solano County boundaries.
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David W. Xayfield
555 Moscow Street
San Francisco, CA 94112

July 8, 1983

Mr. Roger Goldens
I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the DEIS for the

Cullinan Ranch. Although I read East Bay Today and the
* ... , ,San Francisco Progress, I did not find out about the project
- early enough to be involved in scoping. Did you advertise the

Notice of Intent/Preparation in either of these papers?

I would have wanted to be involved in scoping because it seems
obvious to me that a full range of alternatives, as required

by NEPA, was not presented in the DEIS. Rather, we have 3
intensely developed alternatives and the no project alternative
from which to choose.

4. If the Notice of Intent was not advertised in either of the two
papers that I regularly read, then I submit that I have the
right to offer an alternative for consideration at this time, as
outlined below,

The Mitigated Residential and Marina Development
' 1. 75 clustered residential units

2. 125 berths
3. Development restricted to the eastward 'OO acres.
4. Restoration of remaining Cullinan Ranch to tidal action.

In addition to providing a fair tradeoff between wildlife values
4and development, this alternative would reduce significant

traffic and aesthetic impacts.

Besides not analysing a full range of alternatives, the EIS
provides insufficient coverage of the following issues,

&U 1. The no project alternative is not given equal weight
I. j compared to the other alternatives.

' For instance, it is assumed that marsh restoration mightI result from "no project". In detail, what would be the

biological impacts of restoration, specifically with regards
to efforts to replenish populations of rare species that are
dependent on our diminished marsh habitat. That is, how
many clapper rail, salt marsh yellowthroat , tri-colored

* blackbird, and salt marsh harvest mouse could we expect to
inhabit 1493 acres of restored tidal marsh?
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p 2. Marine biological studies are woefully lacking, both in
I15 extent of study area and level of detail. According to the

appendix, Cullinan Ranch Wildlife Monitoring Program, "little
is known about the fishes of the northern part of the San Francisco
Bay, especially in the shallow waters and sloughs.? The
report, ignores offsite Impacts of 1700 boats and non-point
source pollution on the marine organisms of the sloughs
Napa River and San Pablo Bay. A 1977 Fish and Game report
(The Natural Resources of Napsa Harsh) rates non-point source
pollution as a major problem confronting wildlife management
In this area.

I Napa Marsh and the North Bay is well known as a nursery area for
Dungeness crabs, striped bass, salmon and other economically
important species. Will increased shore erosion and turbidity,
and decreased water quality at offsite locations have a sig-
nificant adverse effect on any important species? I donot
recall that boat traffic speed and patterns were analysed
outside of the project entrance,

sl 3. Where will 13.2 million cubic yards of fill come from?
-The fill is an integral part of the project and impacts to

the borrow site may be very substantial. Also, quality of
fill has obvious Implications.

The following comments are directed at specific areas of the
reports

it Page S-1. Concerning need for project, Is there any evidence that
additional housing needs in Vallejo cannot be accommodated -

by upland sites?

Exhibit 11-6. State Highway 37 Is shown as a six-lane roadI ,, with shoulders. Will the expected widening occur on C'llinan
Ranch land, or on tidelands to the south? Who will pay for
the widening-- the developer or State taxpayers? I assume that N
no Federal money would be available for road widening because 1Y
this project does not comply with Executive Orders 1198R and
11990. ,

Page 37. Water quality "constituents are transported out of
the project into the adjacent sloughs ." Development of Cullinan
Ranch would result in a significant adverse impact to the
offsite water quality that cannot simply be mitigated by a
monitoring program in the sloughs. If the project is built and
the biota in Dutchman Slough are drastically affected, what then?
Close the marina? Hardly likely.

Page 41. Water quality mitigations concentrate on getting
pollutants out of the lagoon (by flushing) and into the
surrounding natural environment. While pleasant for the resi- al

dents, the effect on the surrounding environment is adverse.
Can tne likely offsite areas of impact be mapped and compared
to maps of Important biological hebitat?

116
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page 3

Page 15. The Vallejo General Plan states that "Proximity toI wetlands will necessitate buf'ering the wetlands from more
intense urban uses." Please note that the wetlands to the
north and west are not buffered by the project as planned Rnd
thus the project is Inconsistent with the plan.

Also, is there a conservation or parks element to the City
or Countys general plans that would be relevant to the discuss'on
of plan conformance?

Page 30. There are more than 2 ways for oil and gasoline

spills to occur in a marina, e.g., faulty equipment on the boat,
and carelessness.

Page 34. The project is designed to accommodate 10 feet of
di -. dimentation--over 3 cubic yards for every square yard of

r cannel bottom expected to accumulate within 20 years. Where
will this sediment come from? Shoreline erosion ? I assume
that the percent contribution from each source has been

"* calculated.

"- Page 44. How much dredged material can be placed on the 88-acre
* - site at the northwest end of the project before the elevation

is raised too high to support marsh plants?
.. * Periodic excavation of the dredging disposal site would ruin

any chances of marsh restoration and thus the description of
that area in this report as "open space wetland" is a risnomer
and shoild be changed.

"-' Page 45. What are the environental impacts of dredglng
V Dutchman Slough "to provide sufficient depth for boats at

5 low tide"? What are the environrental Irpacts of shoreline
S "erosion In Dutchman Slough?

Page 53. Monitoring in the South San Francisco Bay Area has::produced evidence cf regional subsidence, making s'me areas
,'' increasingly flood-prone. Has similar monitoring occurred

in the Naps Marsh area? If not, what is the potential for
regional subsidence?

. Page 59. How can liquefaction be adequately addressed without
knowing the source of fill?

* "Page 71. The last paragraph implies that bird fly-over height
is higher than proposed landscaping and structures and thus
impact on migration is unlikely; but the wildlife appendix
suggests that the wildlife analysts themselves may have produced
enough of a disturbance so as to affect flyover height. Yet on

* -this page it is understated that the birds may be sensitive to
*14 new land uses and/or activity on the ground. I suggest that It

can be predicted that the development will a'fct bird movements.
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page 4

""r Furthermore, increased boat use offsite will adversely a fect
~ those bird species that are especially sensitive to human proximity, .

especially flocking birds. Consider the following species, o1-served
on or immediately adjacent to Cullinan Ranch, that are either
rare, threatened, endangered, or species of special concern,

Observed on Ranch
- White pelican

California gull
-.~ Burrowing owl

Short-eared owl
Marsh hawk
Cooper's hawk
White-tailed Kite

Directly adjacent
*" Clapper rail

,4 Black rail
Salt Marsh Yellowthroat

' Page 84. LOS E and F will severely impact persons that commutei"-. to work using Route 37 past the project site. What will the
traffic impacts be on Route 37 west of the project? What

V... percentage of trucks use the route during what hours? -
What will be the economic effects of traffic delays on the
trucking industry?

In addition to these specific comments, I would like to point out
that mitigations suggested in the EIS are usually written such
that the developer or the City "should" do X rather than that
they shall do X. The wording in the mitigations, in general,
leaves us with &lot of unenforcable suggestions.

Sincerely,

David W. Mayfield

.11
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103. The City did not advertise the Notice of Preparation in either of the two papers
~ ~. indicated in the comment. The Notice was sent to state and federal agencies and

interested organizations. The Corps of Engineers advertised the Notice of Intent and

Public Scoping Meeting in the Federal Register. The Draft EIR/EIS was advertised in the
Vallejo Independent Press on May 13, 1983.

A The City has developed an additional alternative discussed in the revisions to the draft as

Alternative "Ell. This alternative is a scaled-down version of the project which would
. .~ preserve approximately 629 acres in agricultural uses. This alternative is described in the

text on page 10.

104. Alternative D, the "no project" alternative, would mean that no new development
~ would be undertaken on the Cullinan Ranch, and that the existing land uses (agricultural,

open space, wildlife habitat) would remain. It cannot be assumed that marsh restoration
might result from the no project alternative.

If agricultural operations were to become economically infeasible, and/or a public agency
or private entity were interested in purchasing the site, the area could be returned to
tidal action by breaching the levee along Dutchman Slough and by implementing a salt

I marsh restoration plan. The number of rare or sensitive species that would inhabit the

and mixes of habitats desired.

105. Comment noted. The Final EIR/EIS includes more detailed information on the
fishes found by Harvey & Stanley Associates (1983) in Dutchman Slough (see section on

*.. Vexetation and Wildlife. For further information and life history data, see Appendix IV.L.
~ Pages 62-67. See also Response to Comment 50 for fishery information in the Napa River

- system and 54 for impacts to fish and aquatic resources resulting from boats.

106. Increased shore erosion could be minimized by imposing speed limits on all boats
traveling in the sloughs. The mud banks of the sloughs would be more susceptible to
erosion than the dikes.
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Boats moving at the speed limit would not affect turbidity. Algal blooms could occur

within the project waters unless flushing and light limitation from turbidity restrict algal
growth. Significant algal blooms are not expected to develop for Alternatives A, B and E

since the continual supply of suspended solids with the incoming tides and tidegate flows

probably would keep turbidity high in the project waters. Problems could develop for

Alternative C, however, unless adequate tidal flushing is provided. Algal blooms can

cause odors and deoxygenation of the water column during the night. Depletion of oxygen

can cause fish kills as well as the deaths of other aquatic organisms dependent upon

oxygen. For further information see the Water Quality section of the Final EIR/EIS,

pages 37-42 and RMA/Krone study included in the appendix to the Draft EIR/EIS.

While increased shore erosion and turbidity are not expected to have a significant impact

on the aquatic resource for Alternatives A and B, a reduction in water quality could have

substantial impacts for all four alternatives (see response to comments 50 and 54).

107. Please see Responses 25 and 57. -

108. Numerous other housing developments are being proposed in Vallejo which will

* . contribute to the city's ability to meet its housing demands indentified in the housing

element of the General Plan. Appendix IV.D is a list of current subdivison activity in the

*.*city. However, the proposed project is a marina-oriented community. The other
subdivisions being proposed throughout the city are all upland sites and would not allow aw

* water-oriented community to be developed.

109. See Response to Comment 29.

110. Certain contaminants that find their way into the lagoons could exit to the Bay via

the adjacent sloughs. It is not expected that the amount of contaminants will be great

enough to significantly affect water quality in the sloughs although this possibility cannot

be discounted completely. The monitoring program could lead to development of-

restrictions on certain activities within the project if undesirable changes in water quality

or the biota are detected.

111. Under Alternatives A, B and C the project would not include adequate buffering

and may be inconsistent with the General Plan. Alternative 1101 would provide an

agricultural buffer to the west of the project.
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* 112. The City of Vallejo Comprehensive Plan 1983, contains a schools and parks

* element. Goals of the park portion of that element are "to have a park and open space

system that is convenient and properly designed to serve the needs of all residents of the
community." Specific policies to accomplish this goal are set forth in the Plan and

.- include street access requirements, adjacent land uses, shop, and transportation linkages.

Alternatives A, B and C each contains both neighborhood and community parks to serve

residents of the project and surrounding areas. Alternative "E'l contains no neighborhood

parks due to the reduced number of proposed residences and the ability of residents to use

I ~ school playgrounds as park facilities, although the community park and marina park are

included..

In addition to the parks to be provided by the developer, the project encompasses two

A state-owned parcels that will provide vehicle parking for persons seeking access to the

* dikes adjacent to Dutchman Slough, as well as the state right-of-way along the top of the

* dikes. The facilities will provide additional recreational access opportunities for the

* public.

I Thus, the project appears to be consistent with the goals and policies of the recreation

*., ~-element.

113. Comment noted and text revised on page 30.

-,114. Approximately 80-percent of the sediment entering San Francisco Bay comes from

erosion of soils in the 59,000 square mile Central Valley drainage basin. The remainder

enters with runoff from local tributaries such as the Napa River. In the case of Cullinan

Ranch waterways the sediment sources are the Napa River and incoming tidal flows from

the bay. The proportion of sediment from each source is not known. As the velocity of

flow decreases when water enters the project channels suspended solids settle out.

115. Ponds would be constucted on the 88-acre site for disposal of dredge spoils. If the

dried spoils are allowed to accumulate in the ponds the surface level will rise between 0.53

and 1.0 foot each year during dredging operations. Thus the time for the surface to rise
I V1 to a level appropriate for marsh plants would depend on the initial depth of the ponds.

When the appropriate elevation had been reached and the area restored as marshland,

~" dredge spoils would have to be placed elsewhere.
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Vr% 16a. Agree. Text altered.

116b. See response to comment 1 regarding effects on Dutchman Slough.

117. As far as has been determined, there is no subsidence monitoring program

underway in the vicinity of the Cullinan Ranch site; however, the project itself would not

have the potential for causing regional subsidence. Settlement would be localized and
1controlled through project design.

118. See Response 41.

119. There are likely to be changes in the flight patterns of birds between San Pablo Bay
% .7 and the Napa Marsh due to development of the proposed site. Most birds observed by

Harvey & Stanley Associates (1983) in other marinas flew at heights above 25 m (65 feet),

not 75 m as stated on page 71 of the Final EIR/EIS. The majority of flights at Redwood

Shores, for example, were primarily along the watercourses of the development, although

birds also flew over the tops of structures and bridges. The potential for changes in the

flight patterns of birds maybreduced bythe implementation ofthe proposed mitigation

which specifies the presence of open water passages, with no impeding structures, from

the north to the south of the Ranch. See also Response to Comments 45, 46, and 48.

4'120. The Corps of Engineers has initiated a formal Section 7 consultation with the Fish

and Wildlife Service regarding threatened and endangered species that may be affected by
the proposed project. The potential impacts to rare and endangered species and other

species of concern are discussed in Harvey & Stanley Associates (1983) final report,

A included in the Final EIR/EIS as Appendix IV.L (Pages 94-100). In summary the report

says, the brown pelican is not expected to be directly impacted by the proposed

development. The Cullinan Ranch site was not used by this species although brown
pelicans were observed to use thermals above the Ranch to gain altitude. The proposed

development may alter the pelican's use of the air space above the Ranch (i.e., it may

avoid flying over a large developed area). The Corps of Engineer's Biological Assessment

concluded that brown pelicans would not be affected by the proposed project.

California gulls were observed by Harvey & Stanley Associates (1983) on the Cullinan

Ranch site and on the property adjacent to Cullinan Ranch, along the mudflats and in the

open water of Dutchman and South Sloughs. California gulls are not expected to be
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* adversely affected by the project since they are not particularly shy or secretive birds and

p are known to frequent areas with a high degree of human usage (e.g., beaches).

Burrowing owls were found in low densities on the Ranch. The development would reduce

~ -~ nesting and foraging habitat, as well as eliminate prey items of this species. It is unlikely

that the remaining levee would contain sufficient habitat for a healthy burrowing owl

.~ ,'.population.

Short-eared owls have been observed on the Ranch although there was no evidence of
nesting during Harvey & Stanley Associates (1983) yearlong monitoring program.

Development of the site would reduce foraging habitat as well as constitute an overall

~ ~'- ~ habitat reduction for the species.

Northern harriers (formerly known as marsh hawks) regularly forage over the Ranch, but

are not known to nest there. Development of the site would result in a net loss of
foraging habitat to the species.

Cooper's hawks were never observed on the Ranch although they may occasionally utilize

the area for foraging, especially during the winter months.

4- Black-shouldered kites (formerly known as white-tailed kites) were observed occasionally

p foraging over the grain fields and shrub/levee habitat of the Cullinan Ranch. Foraging

'lei habitat would be reduced by the proposed project, although kites may continue to use the

~ levee habitat if it sustained sufficient population of small mammals and human activity
% was minimal.

Only one clapper rail was heard during Harvey & Stanley's (1983) yearlong monitoring

program. Although this individual was considered a nonresident, clapper rails may exist in

Jd 1.the Dutchman Slough vicinity in low densities. The placement of tidal gates in the dikes
4b could impact nesting birds. The marina entrance breach and boat traffic expected to pass

in and out of the entrance would inhibit movement across the opening by clapper rails
during the breeding season. Boat traffic and increased human activity, in general, would

likely have an adverse impact on this species. The Corps of Engineers Biological

4 Assessment concluded that the California clapper rail may be affected by the proposed

development of Cullinan Ranch.
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No black rails were heard or observed during the monitoring program; however, black rails

were recorded near the western boundary of the Cullinan Ranch by Manolis (1977). The

species is expected to be present in low densities in the South and Dutchman Slough

vicinity. Potential impacts to this species resulting from the project would be similar to

those affecting the clapper rail. The Corps of Engineers Biological Assessment concluded

that the black rail may be affected by the proposed development of Cullinan Ranch.

Harvey & Stanley Associates (1983) found no evidence of nesting activity of the salt

marsh yellowthroat along the sloughs bordering Cullinan Ranch. The species utilizes the

shrub/levee habitat and tidal marsh along South and Dutchman Sloughs during the

nonbreeding season and would be subject to disturbance during any construction and

maintenance activities involving these habitats. Increased human activity along the dikes -'-

also may impact this species. The Corps of Engineers Biological Assessment concluded

that the salt marsh yellowthroat may be affected by the proposed development of

Cullinan Ranch.

121. The most significant traffic impacts (discussed in the Response to Comment 10)

would occur along Route 37 east of the project.

Based upon the percentages of external trips and traffic distribution (outlined in Section

III.H. of the Draft EIR/EIS Appendices), about 8,700 daily trips would be added to Route

37 west of the project site. With this traffic (and traffic generated by cumulative

development) Route 37 would operate at service level F - extreme congestion.

Truck traffic counts were conducted by Caltrans in 1982. Truck volumes on Route 37

were 1,970 vehicles daily at Walnut (12-15% of total traffic) and 1,400 vehicles at Wilson

(6-7%) of total traffic). The truck traffic is generally spread throughout the day with

lesser volumes at night.

To the extent that traffic congestion delays truck travel, trucking would experience some

economic effects. Such effects would however be limited to trucks traveling during the

peak commute hours.

1 Carl Neuhausen, W. R. Williams, Inc., telephone communication with EIP Corporation,
v January 16, 1984.
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Comments on soils engineering aspects of the proposed Cullinan Ranch

Development as covered in the draft EIR.

Prepared by Peter Ouborg on behalf of the San Francisco Bay Chapter -

of the Sierra Club.

Address: 2127 McGee Apt. E, Berkeley, CA 94703. to

Qualifications: M.S. ( Civil Engineering) U.C. Berkeley.

Engineer-in-training.

General Comments 10

Despite obvious budget constraints, as evidenced by the small number of borings,

the soils investigation is thorough and comprehensive. It is the purpose of this

commentary to compare the soils report with the draft EIR and to emphasise and

expand on certain points. . "

To give an idea of the difficult, sophisticated and expensive engineering tasks
r

demanded by the present proposal, I quote Lee and P szker.

Residential developments on fills placed upon bay mud are the most

exacting of all possible uses. Any miscalculation, faulty placement or

undetected condition may result in rapid deterioration of residential

subdivisions beyond practical repair." [(I ) p.50]

Thus, whereas the project may be "geotechnically feasible ",it is probably :2
not realistic to expect careful adhesion to the recommendations of the soils

consultant.

Settlement

:, )'j,'. ( a ) General.

N' Due to the plastic nature of bay mud, settlement predictions are uncertain,

especially near fill boundaries, where lateral movement is possible. Lateral

movement, a function of shear strength, is sensitive to the rate of loading.

Lee and Praszker recommend a fill rate of no more than three feet per year

1[ ( ) p.50 ]. Filling over a one year period, as mentioned on p.21 of the

soils report would increase the possibilitY Of hoUndary lateral flow.
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The proposed development will have a disproportionatly long shoreline ( approx.
100 ft per acre of fill ). This can be compared to former Yerba Buena Cove in

San Francisco ( 31 ft per acre ) and Treasure Island ( 40 ft per acre ).

Construction of such an extensive shoreline will have two consequences. First

- the risk of lateral movement is increased. Second, any benefit which might have

resulted from support by the marsh crust is nullified since the crust will

not be preserved in its unbroken state " [ ( 1 ) p.47 ].

| l Secondary settlement potential should be investigated. According to J.E. Bowles .'°
to soil creep is a major portion of the total settlement for many organic

or peaty soils " [ ( 2 ) p.300 ].

( b ) Impacts. EIR pp.53 and 54

In order to achieve minimum flood elevations, actual fill requirments could well

be greater the 16 million cubic yards, especially if settlements exceed predictions

(quite conceivable ) or if further investigations show that large volumes of

peat must be removed. The nature of peat behavior at the site warrants much

closer attention since only oneconsolidation test was performed ( Plate A36

soil report) and hence there is no way of knowing whether this was a representative

sample.

unacceptable for structures and utilities. In the case of buildings with raft

foundations supported on clay soils, studies show that differential settlement .

should not exceed 2J" [(3) Table 5.5 ]. The soils report predicts as much as 6"

across individual stuctures ( p.29 ). While not explicitly referring to differential

settlement, the UBC limits deflection of structural members to less then L/240

which amounts to 21" over a 50 ft building [( 4 ) Section 2307 ].

, Differential settlement impacts not mentioned in the EIR include the following.

For buildings on piles, attached structures supported by bearing will settle at

a more rapid rate thus rupturing the connections between the two. Tilting of

flat roofs will result in poor drainage and ponding of water.

To emphasise the adverse impact of differential settlements on utilities it is

worth noting that sewer grades are on the order of 5/1000 ( 1' over 200' ) whi-"

j in ht vn,,, .f rmde Aany*5 eue,-l.
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(c )Mitigations. EIR p.55

SDespite implementation of the mitigation measures, above normal maintenance of

buildings and utilities will be necessary. This will include leveling of ll

houses, resurfacing of sinking slabs (( 1 ) pp.72-84 I and possible replacement
of gravity flow conveyances. For example, sewer mains supported on piles could

cause streets to buckle upward as surrounding ground settles. In sum,the succ-

essful design of 4000 dwellings and their service utilities to offset the

impact of differential settlements of the magnitude expected is an ambitious

-~ engineering goal in light of the special soil problems of bay mud sites.

h If further investigation ( as recommended on p.55 of the EIR ) shows that

the lower Young Bay Muzd will contribute significantly to settlements after all,

~ .-. *then ( 1 ) settlements will increase to as much as 5 ft and ( 2 ) these settlements
will take place over a longer time E(1 )Fig. 1 and 2, pp.46 and 47 1

Slope Stability

- ~(a )Impacts. p.56 EIR

121An example of how cost will probably exclude some of the more sophisticated
mitigation measures is found on p.56. The soils engineer states ( p.28, soils

*~ .Preport ) that despite the expense, sheet pile bulkheads should be considered

IWO where space limitations are critical, Yet the EIR claims " this construction

method was discarded in favor of using compacted fills due to cost ~

(b ) Mitigations. p.57 EIR '-

Since slope stability ir very sensitive to 'small changes in strength in the
upper layers of peat' (p.25, soils report) the need for more testing of this

organic material is reaffirmed.

In the interests of safety, lagoon slopes will require periodic inspection and

possible maintenance. Since there are~ about twelve miles of shoreline bordering
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residential property, responsibility for this formidable task should be

clearly designated.

:i ]

Seismici t~

- (a )General.

In his book £(5 )pp.84-89 ]P.1. Yanev gives a detailed assessment of
earthquake risk at bayside residential developments. The conclusion he

reaches is that these developments face " very great risks " from earth-

-* quake damage, despite being designed with " high risk in mind ". Referring

to the soils report for the Redwood Shores development, he writes

Although the advice in the report was sound, the building

codes do not require such special provisions and it is therefore

solely up to the developer to see that the recommendations are

followed. Too often the economics of construction dictate that

such additional precautions be disregarded." [(5 )p.85 -

b ) Impacts. pp.58 and 59 EIR.

More extensive investigation is required to determine liquifaction potential.

According to H.B. Seed [( 6 ) p. 90 ],"liquifaction of saturated sands is
a rather common phenomenon during earthquakes ". Certainly the statement in

the EIR that " liquffaction should not impact this site " is presumptuous

since it is based on such a sparse sampling of soil. Local deposits of

cohesionless soils such as those found at Boring No. 2 may occur at other

locations. In addition, due to the very long shoreline proposed, the potential

liqu~faction of deposits of sand near the exposed slopes increases ±.ef chance

* of failure there.

Wheea shardisplacements at the surface are unlikely, Seed t~6 )p.89J

recommends considering a possible vertical surface displacement of two feet.
nA subsidence of this magnitude would increase the chance of flooding. f1

The statement in the EIR(on p.59)that surface accelerations will be less "

4 . .,.

then tho gh the bedrockea oai in the~ si report was whe, h b d n comare
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to past experiences during earthquakes. The soil report makes no conclusion

as to ground acceleration and admits that " a detakiled ... ground response

analysis is beyond the scope of this report " (p. 14 ). According to Yanev

(5 ) p.84 ], surface accelerations at Redwood Shores were five to eight

times stronger then those in bed rock areas equidistant from the epicenter.

The following seismic impacts are not mentioned in the EIR. As discussed

| above, large differential settlements across structures could impose failure

level stresses on certain elements. In the event of an earthquake , such

prestressed buildings are more likely to undergo damage or failure. Earthquake

shaking could induce lateral flow of mud at fill boundaries causing catastrophic

settlements. From a structural standpoint, such large and sudden settlements

as occured in San Francisco in 1906 [ ( 7 )p.103 et seq. ] are potentially

more damoging then inertial forces due to ground accelerations.

(c) Mitigations. p.59 EIR.

As pointed out, up to a point sudden ground settling can be mitigated by

3.|'I properly placed and compacted fill. It is not practical, however to design

buildings to withstand large and abrupt bearing displacements. Risk of

damage in such cases is inherent on bay mud sites.

Site Innundation

(a) Impacts. p.60 EIR.

Obviously if settlements exceed predictions, the site may be liable to

flooding.

(.b , Mitigation. p.60 EIR

Any estimate of a margin of safety over-and-above the minimum safe site

elevation, in addition to allowance for normal error should include consideration

I ;of the following.

(1) Secondary settlement and compression

(2) Fill settlement

(3) Seismic displacement ( see above
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References ( Referred to by numbers in parentheses throughout text )

1. " Bay Mud Developments and Related Structural Foundations " by C.H.Lee

and M.Praszker,CDMG Special Report 97, p.43.

2. " Physical and Geotechnical Properties of Soils " by J.E. Bowles, Mc Graw-

Hill, 1979.

3. " Foundation Analysis and Design " by J. E. Bowles, Mc Graw-Hill, 1977.

4. "Uniform Building Code " 1982 edition, International Conferrence of Building

Officials, Whittier, California.

5. " Peace of Mind in Earthquake Country by P.I. Yanev, Chronicle Books,1974.

6. " Seismic Problems in the Use of Fills " by H.B. Seed, CDMG Special Report

-+ 97, p.89.

7. Seismic Risk to Buildings and Structures on Filled Lands in San
Francisco Bay" by K.V. Steinbrugge, CDMG Special Report 97, p.103.
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Design parameters for sheet pile bulkheads were provided only for feasibility studies of

the general method; this is definitely not the only means of structural support for channel

slopes. Other proven methods are available, each with their advantages and

disadvantages, and the actual method(s) selected will be a function of final design

requirements. Further, while the stability of sheet piles does depend on butressing effect

of soils in front of the wall, the risk of their removal is sufficiently remote to preclude
3mentioning; adequate factors of safety will be provided for final design.

128. Please see Response 39 and Appendix [V.J.

129. Please see Response 1.

130. Please see Response 41.

131. Please see Response 9 for a discussion of ground motion at the site and

Geotechnical Appendix for an outline of further ground motion studies.

132. Please see Response 9 and Appendix IV.J.

S133. Please see Response 9.

134. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers estimate of tsunami run-up is 3.3 feet above

mean sea level (-4.2 Vallejo Datum) for the 100-year event at Cullinan Ranch and 3.7 feet

above mean sea level (-3.8 Vallejo Datum) for the 500-year event. For discussions of fill,

settlement, compression and seismicity please see Responses 9, 25, 42, 62, 117 and 123.

V..

1 Dennis H. Furby, CE 24480, Harding Lawson Associates, letter to W. R. William, Inc.,
March 17,1983.

2 Furby, op. cit.

•: "3 % 7n i
Dennis H. Furby, CE 24480, Harding Lawson Associates, letter to W. R. Williams,
June 17, 1983.
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12 January 1983

Christine S. HuddlePAssistant Planning Director
City of Vallejo
City Hall
Vallejo, CA 94590

Dear Christy,

This is in regard to the Environmental Impact Report currently in
progress on the proposed development of the Cullinan Ranch
(Island No. 1). As you are aware, I am doing graduate research in
Energy and Resources at the University of California, Berkeley,
and became aware of the proposed project while studying the
resource management implications of alternative uses of the diked
lands surrounding San Francisco Bay. Prior to doing this study, I
had several years experience managing the Coastal Resources
Enhancement Program of the State of California Coastal

I Conservancy.

Based on study of Bay resources and experience with marsh
* enhancement projects at the Coastal Conservancy, it is evident to

me that the Cullinan Ranch site offers an excellent opportunity
for a major marsh restoration project. If a change in the use of
the area from agriculture is contemplated, restoration to managed
marsh should be carefully considered. While I recognize that the.
"scoping' period for the EIR has passed, and that responses to
the Draft EIR will not be solicited for some time, I am writing
now to suggest that you do consider the desirability, in terms of

the ecological and environmental health of the whole Bay and the
Napa area in particular, of marsh restoration on the site.

The elevations of the site make it highly suitable for managed
marsh with very little earthmoving. Existing elevations of zero
(plus or minus one foot) over most of the site would allow it to
flood and drain well through gates on South and Dutchman Sloughs .
The pumps in the center of the site could accelerate drainage to in
Dutchman Slough when water levels are too low for efficient

* .. ~ gravity drainage. Conversely, according to the developer's
studies, the proposed development would require enormous quanti-
ties of fill to be imported (over 13 million cubic yards) to
bring the land up to grades on which housing could be built.

Soils on the site appear similar to some of the more productive
managed wetlands in the Suisun marshes, further indicating the
feasiblity of restoring valuable marshland on site. Similarly,

* the salinity range of the water in the sloughs bordering the site
(based on my observations of the plants growing there) indicates
that highly productive marsh, with good mixtures of plants provi-
ding food for waterfowl in all seasons, could be established.

4 133
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12 January 1983 Page 2

mml
- The importance of the Cullinan site does not just derive from the

1500 acres of marsh that could be established or the opportuni-
ties which would be lost if that acreage were dredged and filled.
I will not address the unfortunate precedent of starting major
development along the shore between the Napa and Petaluma Rivers,
the last open area on the shore of the Bay. I am not in principle/i-
opposed to development near the Bay shore. But the impacts of
development should be assessed in terms of the potential benefits
of marsh restoration, as well as the direct effects mentioned in
the EIR scoping outline.

Development of the Cullinan Ranch would substantially cut off the
Napa salt ponds and Napa River habitat areas from the mudflats,
marshes, and open water of San Pablo Bay. It would thus diminish
the habitat values of both the Bay and the salt ponds.

Conversely, marsh restoration would provide rich feeding grounos
for waterfowl which rest on the Bay and take refuge in the ten
thousand plus acres of the salt ponds. Marsh restoration would
thus have benefits extending far beyond the site, and could be an
important step in bringing back to the Bay the great flocks of
waterfowl and the rich diversity of wildlife that early writers
about the Bay Area recorded.

K-.- There is no doubt that a highly valuable marsh restoration pro-
ject would be feasible on the site. I suggest that you investi-
gate both the desirability of such an alternative for the City of
Vallejo and the resources which may be available to carry it out.

Very truly yours,

Martin J. Cohen
766 Walker Ave
Oakland, CA 94610

cc: Barry Keene, Senator
Tom Hannigan, Assemblyman
William Filante, Assemblyman
Cynthia Kay
Melvin Zell
Calvin Fong, U.S. Corps of Engineers
Richard Myshak, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

IWI4 Gordon Van Vleck, Resources Agency
Michael Wilmar, Bay Conservation and Development Commission
Brian Hunter, Department of Fish and Game
Michael Valentine, State Lands Commission
Joseph Petrillo, State Coastal Conservancy
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0
135. Development of the Cullianan Ranch site would not "cut off" the Napa salt ponds

and Napa River habitats from the mudflats, marshes and open water of San Pablo Bay, but

it would interrupt the continuous open space that exists at present. The flight paths of

some avian species flying between San Pablo Bay and the Napa Marsh are expected to be

altered by the proposed development. See response to comment 46.

Currently, the area encompassed by the Napa Marsh, Leslie Salt Ponds, Cullinan Ranch,

and San Pablo Bay is relatively undisturbed by the human presence (people, boats, man-

made structures). The attractiveness of this region to wildlife has been documented but it

is difficult to quantify the importance that isolation plays. Whether the habitat values of

the Bay and salt ponds are diminished due to development of the property is a difficult

question to answer, see Response 48. There are many potential impacts which may result,

and these can be dealt with as specific issues; the cumulative impacts of the development

on the surrounding areas can only be surmised.

136. Comment noted. Marsh restoration would have definite beneficial impacts to

wildlife; however, it is not one of the alternatives being considered in the Final EIR/EIS.

See page 150 of the Final EIR/EIS.

137. Restoration of the Cullinan Ranch to marshland appears to be technically feasible

from both engineering and biological standpoints; however, there are other issues such as

land ownership and financial constraints for purchase of the property which would have to

be solved before any type of restoration plan could be proposed. See page 150 of the Final

EIR/EIS for discussion of marsh restoration.

.- 5-
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People for Open Space
512 Second Street 9 San Francisco, CA 94107 * (415) 543-4291

July 5, 1983

Mr. Harold Boex
SBusiness, Development and Planning Director

Vallejo Planning Department
555 Santa Clara
Vallejo, CA 94590 RE: CULLINAN RANCH

SPECIFIC PLAN DEIR

Dear Mr. Boex:

People for Open Space is a non-profit conservation organization
concerned with the regional planning and open space needs of the nine
county San Francisco Bay Area. We wish to submit the following comments
on the DEIR prepared for the Cullinan Ranch Specific Plan dated May, 1983.

In general we find the DEIR to be inadequate to the statutory
requirements of CEQA. We therefore recommend that the DEIR be revised
and reissued for further public review with the necessary information.

I. THE DEIR FAILS TO STATE PROJECT OBJECTIVES

CEQA Guidelines section 15141(b) requires a statement
of "objectives sought by the proposed project". No such
statement is provided in the DEIR. A statement that the
project is in conformance with the goals of the city's
Housing Element (p.17) does not, in our view, meet the
CEQA requirements.

When prepared, we believe these objectives should
answer public concerns about the relationship of the pro-
ject to meeting the broad social, environmental and
economic needs contained in the goals of the city's
General Plan. As is, the only rationale for the project
appears to be the profit-making intent of its proponent.
Post-facto rationalizations about the project's benefits
do not, in our judgment, constitute a statement of
affirmative objectives.

yI II. THE DEIR FAILS TO ADEQUATELY PRESENT PROJECT ALTERNATIVES

(A) Because no objectives for the project are presented,
it is not possible to generate or evaluate alternatives
to the proposed project. The validity of a project

BOARD OF DIICTORS ADVISORY COMMITTEE

lrosdenl Contra Costa County San Mateo County Howard Allen Irwin Luckman EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Lennie Roberts* Elizabeth Kilham Robert Augsburger Joseph Boclovitz Dr Bradford Lundborg Larry Orman
Vice ftelldents Clement Shute' Sanfi Clara County Lewis H Butler Theodore Osmundson
Leslie S Ayers" Marin County Robert Mang Laurence Dawson Met Scott ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
Bartara Eastman' Lawrence Livingston, Jr.* Ciddy Waorell Potricia K DiGiorgoo Mrs William Sir Betty Weekes
Williaom D. Evers* George A. Sears Beth Wyman Rene di Rosa Mrs Carl Stern
Michael MrstotV Karin Ujrquhart Joseph H Engbeck. Jr John H Suffer

'S t~ttrTF@05Ma ta" ou n ta ~t 1Solano County Eileen Rr Growald Mrs Otto H Teller
Sc eolory-Treavireo NapaB County Bob Bermon Alfred Heller John Tuteur. Jr
James D Hobbs* Volker E#1ee Sonoma County I. Michael Heyman Mrs Robert Watson
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Mr. Harold Boex -July 5, 1983 -Page 2

alternative lies in its achievement of a common
objective through a different concept of development
(or conservation), and it is the objective(s) which

.~' **%'is used to measure such validity.

(B) When the DEIR identifies the "no project"
alternative as environmentally superior, it must also cite
which of the other alternatives is environmentally
superior (Guidelines, section 15143(d)). The DEIR
does not do this.

(C) Guidelines section 15143(d) requires that the DEIR
"describe all reasonable alternatives to the project,
or to the location to the project, which could feasibly
obtain the objectives of the project, and why they were
rejected in favor of the ultimate choice" (emphasis added).
The DEIR fails to accomplish any of this requirement.
It focuses only on alternatives on-site, and even these
are not substantially different in terms of type of
development or environmental protection. For instance,
was the option of a clustered housing project and
conventional marina with large amounts of dedicated open

~ -~ space considered?

ILII It is a fatal error that no off-site alternatives
116 were considered. Why is there no discussion of WhiteI Slough or other places as alternative sites? CEQA

clearly requires that the alternatives be based not on
the unique characteristics of a project, but on
alternative approaches to meeting defined needs and
objectives. Again, the DEIR's failure to address objectives
is critical.

Further on the issue of alternatives, we would observe

that the DEIR is woefully inadequate in its discussion
I'1~ of the residential densities of the various alternatives.

----. 4No attempt is made to consider either the total amount
%4 ~,of vacant land the city has available or the magnitude

of the opportunities it has for other types of infill
- housing, and to relate that land resource to alternative

4 densities that would allow meeting projected housing

need without sprawling onto the Cullinan ranch.

III. THE DEIR FAILS TO DISCUSS ANY INCONSISTENCIES WITHI~l'?)APPLICABLE REGIONAL PLANS
14

" v CEQA requires that the DEIR consider any relevant
regional plan and discuss any inconsistency between the
plan and the project (Guidelines, section 15142(b)). In
particular, the DEIR should consider the goals and policies

of the ABAG Regional Plan.
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iv1
IV. THE DEIR INADEQUATELY CONSIDERS THE CUMULATIVE IMPACTSjLqq ~ OF THE PROJECT

CEQA Guidelines section 15142(a) requires specific
references to related projects, existing and planned,
in order to determine cumulative impacts. No such
analysis is provided. A survey should be done of all
North Bay diked wetlands in order to meet this requirement.

In evaluating these cumulative impacts, the effect
on agricultural operations of a general climate of

I4 uncertainty should be considered. POS and many
national studies have found that what is called the
"impermanence syndrome", or the "urban shadow" can
cause the under-production or idling of much more
farmland than just that converted (see POS Background
Report #4: Bay Area Farmland Loss:Trends and Case

Studies (1979), and the Final Rep rt of the National
Agricultural Lands Study (1982)).

In conclusion, we believe that the DEIR is legally inadequate.
It represents the crudest of attempts to rationalize a poorly-conceived
project and should be prepared anew.

Sincerely,

Larry Orman
Executive Director

138
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LEI'ER #G-1

*138. Developer's Objectives. The objectives sought by the project proponent are to

develop a water-oriented planned community that will bring market rate housing to

middle and high income households in the North Bay area. This is intended to be aj

marina-oriented environment that will take advantage of the unique waterway setting. In

* addition, the developer expects to make a profit.

- City's Objectives. The City of Vallejo has a need for additional housing units, particularly

those that will serve the middle and higher income households in the community, as stated

in the Housing Element of the General Plan.

139. See response to comment 138.

-~ 140. The newly proposed Alternative E is the environmentally superior alternative, for

purposes of Section 15143(d) of the CEQA Guidelines.

141. Off-site alternatives were not considered in the Final EI/E[S because the City of

Vallejo does not contain any other developable sites suitable for a marina-oriented project

* of this size that would accomplish the developer's objectives. With regard to White -

* Slough, although portions of the White Slough area have been recommended for

development in a recently prepared specific area plan, the White Slough site has numerous

constraints as a residential marina development. First, the area is approximately 320

acres, considerably smaller than the Cullinan Ranch property. Second, the draft of the

specific area plan recommends that White Slough develop as light industrial, offices and a

*small amount of high density residential. Such recommended land uses would not

accommodate a marina-oriented community. Third, BCDC has claimed jurisdiction over

White Slough and its policies could preclude marina development. Fourth, State Highway

37 is proposed to be improved as it crosses through White Slough which would further

decrease the developable acreage. Finally, the State Lands Commission has stated the

* area is uninsurable by title companies.

142. The text has been revised to include a comparison of residential densities. The

residential densities of Alternatives A, B, and E are similar. :

3C
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The City has other vacant land for housing with these densities, however it is

inappropriate for a marina-oriented community due to a lack of water access. See list of

current subdivision activity in Vallejo in Appendix IV.D.

143. The ABAG Regional Plan 1980, contains a variety of broadly stated goals and

objectives dealing with planning and development in the Bay Area. The plan sets forth

guidance for local governments and private developers in the areas of: housing, economic

development; environmental quality; safety; recreation; transportation; and health. In its

comments on the draft EIR, the ABAG staff found only three areas of possible

inconsistency.

a) conflicts between the Napa County airport and how they relate to the Regional

Airport Systems Plan; -

b) whether the project will contribute to Vallejo's share of low and moderate

income housing-, and

c) the adequacy of the proposed surface runoff mitigation measures and their

vi relationship to ABAG's Oil and Grease and Urban Runoff Report dealing wit'i

water quality.

These three concerns are discussed in more detail:

o airports, responses 268-271.
o low and moderate income housing, response 66.

o oil and grease, responses 56 and 179.

144. The commentor is concerned with the "cumulative" impacts on North Bay diked
wetlands. CEQA guidelines requires a discussion of the impacts of the proposed project

together with other past, present and reasonable forseeable future projects.

At the current time there are no current or forseeable projects proposed in the North Bay

diked wetland area. Thus, the real concern is not the "cumulative" impacts, but rather

what is called "growth inducing impacts'" or more specifically whether the conversion of

this parcel to urban uses will result in other loss of agricultural land on surrounding

properties.

0i

As correctly pointed out by the commentor, studies have shown that placing urban

development adjacent to agricultral uses often does result in an impermanent attitude on

5.. the part of the remaining farmers causing under production or idling of neighboring land

leading to further urbanization. For a discussion of the "impermanence syndrome"' see
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page 49 of the Final EIR/EIS.

However, such results are much more likely to occur when that neighboring land is itself

developable. In the unique setting of the North Bay diked wetlands, such an

S°-"impermanence syndrome" may not occur because many parcels are "undevelopable".

Further urbanization is unlikely.
U

Numerous constraints exist to the development of other North Bay diked wetlands. First,

. *: Cullinan Ranch is distinguishable from most other parcels because clear title has been
- "legally determined in a Boundary and Exchange Agreement with the State Lands

Commission (see Appendix IV.F). Without the benefit of clear title, it is unlikely that

other parcels could be properly insured by title companies to allow developers to finance

new development. It is equally unlikely, though not impossible that the State Lands

Commission would allow such development, as it did in the Cullinan Ranch Boundary and

Exchange Agreement in 1974.

The map following page 151 in the Final EIR/EIS indicates areas of the North Bay deemed

-' uninsurable by title companies.

In addition to the constraint on development caused by unclear title, the fact that much

o: the North Bay diked wetlands is under BCDC's jurisdiction would act as a likely

deterent to further development. The Bay Plan prepared by BCDC discourages

• "development in wetland areas as well as in agricultural areas surrounding the Bay. Many

of those areas are within the 100-foot shoreline band that falls within BCDC's jurisdiction.

As such, it is unlikely that BCDC would allow development in many areas of the North

Bay.

Another constraint on development in the wetland area is the unavailability of utility

connections to serve new development. The Cullinan Ranch project proposes to bring

*utility connections sized only for the development across the Napa River Bridge, without

tunneling under wetland areas. Development beyond Cullinan Ranch would be limited by

the impracticality of serving parcels with sewer, water, gas and electric which would have

to be buried under the Napa River.

p-

As far as the possibility of strip development occurring along Route 37, the lack of clear

title, as discussed previously, would preclude most development along the highway (see

141
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response 49).

145. Based on discussions with planners and agricultural advisors in Marin, Sonoma, and

Napa counties, there are no current plans for urban development on diked wetlands in

agricultural use. The last major wetlands conversion in the North Bay was the Bel Marin

Keys Unit 5 project in Marin County. Most of the wetlands area in the North Bay are

somewhat protected from development by their uncertain land title status; they would be

difficult to develop because the State of California also has title claims to this land, and

the State Lands Commission would have to clear title prior to development. This title

issue is discussed in more detail in response to comment 144.

The Soils and Agriculture section of the Final EIR/EIS has been revised to describe the

potential impacts on agricultural activities.

The Final EIR/EIS (page 50) has also been revised to reflect the addition of suggested

iitigation measures for preserving agricultural land.

4~1 4
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SIRI \F. x NAPA GROUP

CLUB Redwood Chapter

3477 Twin Oaks Court
Napa, Ca. 94558

July 8, 1983

Sierra Club
Napa Group
Conservation Committee

* .The Napa Group of the Sierra Club would like to express the
following concerns regarding the proposed Cullinan Ranch Project.

N~. ' The Group is especially concerned about those effects pertaining
to Napa and the Napa Valley which have not been adequately
addressed in the EIS/EIR.

** The EIS/EIR states on page 105 that "due to travel patterns and
to L~ regional wind patterns, project emissions would mainly affect

the Napa Valley." On the same page the EIS/EIR states that
"the federal 8-hour carbon monoxide standard was violated in
1979 and 1980. Vallejo has been identified as one of four locations
in the Bay Area that had not attained the federal standard by
1979 ... the state standard is occasionally exceeded! The EIS/EIR
does not address what effect the increase of emissions caused by
the increase of auto and-boat' traf fic will have on the air quality
of the Napa Valley. Also the cumulative effect of air pollution
is not addressed. As the Napa Valley is primarily agriculture
land, being the most important grape growing areas in the USA, it
cannot afford to be the subject of any increase in air pollution

and therefore, it is recommended that Alternative D be adopted.

Another concern of the Napa Valley il- the cumulative impact of
)4 pollution in the Napa River. This area is not adequately addressed

in the EIR. The EIR on page 38 states that the Cullinan Ranch
development could result in water quality impacts including "water
quality problems occurring in the lagoon may have an impact on the

- , -waters of the adjacent sloughs and the Napa River." The EIR, however,
does not address how the cumulative effect of this deterioration
in water quality will affect the Napa River. There is no guarantee
that there will be adequate circulation of water that will prevent
deterioration of water quality. Also the EIR states that periodic
water quality monitoring (p. 42,) should be conducted .This is

0 inadequate, the EIR should be more specific and state that monthly
* monitoring should be conducted.

LI The Napa Group is also concerned about the effect that the project
will have on the Napa Marshes. No consideration of impact has
been given to the impact outside of the 1,500 acre sphere. With

4 2,000 boat docks being built the EIR does not address the disturbance
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Page 2
Comments
Napa Sierra Club

factor on the Napa Marshes especially the effect of sailboats,
P, power boat traffic and water skiing. This is the first intrusion
. . into the Napa Marshes -- will it be the last? The Napa Group

S" is concerned that the building of this project will open up the
"".opportunity for further development around San Pablo Bay.

Other concerns that the Napa Group has that the EIR does not
adequately address are the potential problem of the Rogers Creek
Fault, the sewage treatment facility, increase in salinity,
changing the tidal prism, fisheries information and finally, the
economic and fiscal responsibility of the project.

SThere is over 2,000 acres of undeveloped land in the City of
I7 " Vallejo. Why propose to build on an unannexed area which is

seismologically unsafe, therefore endangering thousands of people's
lives if an earthquake occurs?

The Napa Group requests that the Planning Commission seriously
consider the risks they are taking in approving this project.

The Napa Group of the Sierra Club respectfully submits these
comments be made part of the public hearing comment and requests
that all concerns be addressed and recommends that Alternative D,
no project, be adopted.

Submitted by,

Teresa Matta
Conservation Committee Chair

144
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146. The state and federal 8-hour average CO standards are both set at 9 ppm. This is

the standard which is occasionally exceeded in Vallejo. As noted in the Final EIR/EIS,

prevailing winds will often carry project emissions to the Napa Valley. This would

produce an increase in pollutant concentrations in the Napa Valley and other downwind

areas. The most important pollutant at this scale would be ozone which is formed by

photochemical reactions in the atmosphere over a period of several hours. However, the

increase in ozone concentrations in the Napa Valley would be too small to measure with

conventional equipment or model accurately because of the amount of dilution which

would take place as the project emissions are transported downwind. CO emissions due to

the proposed project would decrease rapidly with increasing distance from the source and

be negligible by the time the wind had transported them as far as the Napa Valley.

. - 147. Any adverse water quality impacts caused by boat operation or storm water runoff

are unlikely to be noticeable beyond the lagoon and adjacent sloughs because of the high

g degree of mixing and dilution that will occur in the Napa River.

148. See response to comments 48, 51, 54, and 55 regarding information of project

impacts on the Napa Marsh.

149. See response to comment 54, 55, and 56.

150. See response to comment 49 regarding further development around San Pablo Bay.

151. All of these concerns are addressed in the Final EIR/EIS and responses to comments

by others. Specifically see: Geology and Seismicity, Section III.E.; Utilities and Services,

Section [uI.K.; Hydrology, Section II.-C.; Vegetation and Wildlife, lll.F.; and

La Economics/Fiscal, Section III.L.

152. The "2000 acres of undeveloped land" referred to areas already allocated for other

development. Please see response 142 for further discussion of other land use and

~ available for housing in Vallejo. For further discussion of seismicity please see responses

39, 61 and 96.
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j-il, History and Political Science

June 9, 1983

Planning Comission
Vallejo City Hall
Vs) 1.030, California 94590

Dear Sirs:

I oppose the proposed massive development -
Irv& of Cullinan Ranch; the latter is the largest
.4J reaiing area of agriculture, open space, and

-=ldldfe habitat in San Francisco Bay system.

There is no need for further shore develop-
ment, and land is available elsewhere for homes;
and there is a need to save San Francisco Bay
and vetlands for future generations of human beings
and animals.

This proposal sounds like a very greedy
real estate plan.

Sincerely yours

Ethel Tinnemann

'p.°

3500 Mountain Boulevard. Oakland, California 94619 (41,5) 436-0111
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THE BAY INSTITUTE
OF SAN FRANCISCO

5080 Paradise Drive
Tiburon, California 94920

415-435-9065

Colonel Edward M. Lee Jr. July 10, 1983
District Engineer .-

U. S. Army, Corps of Engineers ",.
211 Main Street re: Cullinan Ranch EIR/EIS
San Francisco CA 94105

attn. Ms. Karen Mason/Mr. Roger K. Golden

Dear Colonel Lee:

I commend the attempt being made by the Corps of Engineers and the
City of Vallejo to sponsor a joint environmental analysis of the
Cullinan Ranch development (Draft, May 1983, Torrey & Torrey). However,
the present draft does not describe impacts of the project adequately
to meet the statutory obligations of either the national interests
(NEPA, CEQ, Corps Guidelines) or the state and local interests (CEQA,
California Guidelines).

This letter iterates comments the author made verbally at the hearing
held in Vallejo on July 6. 7,

The draft report is particularly deficient in two areas: (1) it ignores
the regionwide, and possible national, effects which approval of the project
would place upon similar Bay bottomlands located in eight counties;
(2) it provides no -- and I repeat, no -- alternative scales of development
for reviewing agencies and especially the citizens of Vallejo to consider. -

On the first point, I am concerned that the draft report does not contain
any discussion of this project's potential approval on the legal, political
and physical prospects of the other 49,663 acres of Diked Baylands surrounding .. .
San Francisco Bay. This potential is not even listed among those (50) in
the summary of Significant Adverse Impacts and Mitigations, pages S-5 to
S-12. Similarly, in the list of Issues (14) on page S-4 this regional and nat-
ional issue of major land conversion is not even cited as a major problem

considered by the report's writers or marked for further consideration, as
half of the issues listed are so marked. Of the Issues list, only "residential
use of diked historic baylands" comes close to this question, and in the
context of the draft report this reference is definitely limited to the "
site-specific acreages given for housing purposes in Alternatives A, B and C.

There are several logical places in the report text where this important
subject could be discussed. Information for quantifying the problem, for
example, is contained in reports of the San Francisco Bay Conservation and
Development Commission which are foeonoted by the authors on page 6 and
on page 28.

The most relevant information which is missing from the report, from the

sources cited above, is the following:
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Col. Edward 4. Lee Jr. Cullinan Ranch EIR/EIS July 10. 1983 page 2

o-. T A B L E I

Habitat Classification"" ""(Acres)

Salt Brackish Pond Freshwater Cultivated/ Mixed County
" County Harsh Marsh Lagoon Marsh Upland Habitat Total

.1i

ALAMEDA 2,049 - 2,427 463 1.,060 - 5,999
CONTRA COSTA 444 423 937 103 827 62 2,796
M, ARIN 945 627 336 29 5,579 552 8,068

.' , NAPA - 169 554 - 2,107 952 3,782
SAN MATEO 220 25 2,143 - 450 91 2,929
SANTA CLARA 1,882 167 814 - 1 80 193 3,136
SO'o-. SOLANO 320 33 731 - 1,600 - 2,684
SONOMA 299 - 286 - 20,895 282 21,762

< ', Total 6,159 1,444 8,228 595 32,598 2,132 51,156
"- .' Percent Total 12% 3% 16% 1% 64% 4% 100%

TABLE 11

_Proposed Land Uses
(Acres)

Urban Open Space/County Agriculture Development Park County Total

ALAMEDA 1147 2,666 3,186 5,999
ONTRA COSTA 0 2,589 207 2,796IARIN 2,709 3,924 1,435 8,068
NAPA 3,176 606 0 3,782
SAN MATEO 0 2,8148 81 2,929SANTA CLARA 0 9112 2,1914 3,136
3OLANO 1,663 975 46 2,684
30NONA 21,013 386 363 21,762

Total 28,708 14,936 7,512 51,156
Percent Total 56% 29% 15% 100%

*Information from recent County General Plans

, a ly Institute of San Francisco 12/27/82
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Col. Edward M. Lee Jr. Cullinan Ranch EIR/EIS July 10, 1983 page 3

I recommend strongly that Tables I and II be used within the text of
the EIR/EIS as integral parts of a discussion of the regional nature of

the decision presented by this project.

Tables I and II are also useable for a more balanced discussion of local effects,
of the city and county, plus attached governmental units, due to approval of
the project. For example, it is worth noting that, as shown in Tables I
and II, the diked historic baylands (Diked Baylands, i defined by BCDC)
total 2,684 acres in Solano County. The project site, classified as
agriculture, must be included in the 1,663 acres designated as Agri-
culture in Table II. Thus, the project's 1,453 acres located within Solano
County amount to 88 percent of Solano County's total lands in this unique
category, and 54 percent of all Diked Baylands in Solano County jurisdiction.
Of course, the availability of 975 acres of Diked Baylands in Solano County
already classified for Urban Development is also worth noting in the draft
report, although many federal and state and regional agencies may also
object to conversion of such sites with their associated values of providing
habitat values for wildlife, serving as flood overflow areas at critical
times and other public purposes.

|5u f The contrast between Solano County jurisdiction over the project site and
City of Vallejo annexing the site is indicated in Table III, shown below.
This table was developed from the same information base which produced
the data of Tables I and II. (It is worth noting that Vallejo appears to contain
all of the Solano County lands shown in Table II as classified for
Urban Development, plus 56 acres more. This may indicate a double counting
of Guadalcanal Village's 53 acres, or some other clerical error. The EIR/
EIS authors are invited to clarify this statistic.)

Table III is included for illustrative purposes. It indicates, for example,
that only 20 percent of the Diked Baylands enjoy some semblance of favorable
pro-open space/park/habitat protection by local governments around the Bay.
The remaining 80 percent of such lands are vulnerable to development, similar
to that proposed at Cullinan Ranch, and this is a telling indication of the
importance of the Cullinan Ranch decision to maintaining the existing
federal/state control systems built around the Corps of Engineers' permit
authority. This is necessary to keep options for these lands open until
the present study being conducted by the San Francisco Bay Conservation and
Development Commission is completed, and recommendations are made to the
State Legislature.

Table III was prepared by The Bay Institute. It was circulated, along with
Tables I and II and other information, to a wide number of organizations and
government agencies in a memorancdum dated December 28, 1982. Full copies
of the memorandum are available upon request.

The remainder of this letter concerns Point 2 above, the absence of discussion
of meaningful alternatives in the draft report. 6
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Col. Edward M. Lee Jr. Cullinan Ranch EIR/EIS July 10.1983 page 4

TABLE 1110L+

Jurisdiction Number of Sites Total Acreage

Class A -- Fair-to-good local protection of diked bavlands available

Hayward 18 2672

- Marin County 35 5514
Corte Madera 2 42
Menlo Park 9 218

Santa Clara County 3 326
Solano County 2 1653

Class B -- Some local protection of diked baylands available

Fremont 5 1037

Union City 1 147
Pinole 1 20
Novato 14 2053

* Napa County 23 3077
San Mateo 4 86

,. .Sunnyvale 5 571

Sonoma County 56 21,266

i Class C -- Little or no protection of diked baylands at local level

Alameda County 1 228
Alameda 2 71
Newark 5 650

Oakland (Port) 5 826
San Leandro 3 278
Martinez 1 41
Contra Costa County 29 2196
Richmond 6 539
Larkspur 1 3
Mill Valley 1 5

San Rafael 7 451

Napa 4 705

w Foster City 5 58
So. San Francisco 1 51

Redwood City 14 2487
- Palo Alto 2 1236

San Jose 7 939
Vallejo 8 1031
Petaluma 3 496

*This table does not include all public agencies owning diked historic baylands,

.: : e.g. City of Berkeley (Aquatic Park), City of Mountain View, sewage districts,

mosquito abatement districts, and flood control districts. All acreages are

approximate only.

:* : Listed per alphabetical order by county: Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, Napa,
San Mateo, Santa Clara, Solano, Sonoma. San Francisco is omitted because it

contains no unfilled diked historic tidelands.

Bay Institute of San Francisco 12/27/82
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Col. Edward M. Lee Jr. Cullinan Ranch EIR/ElS July 10, 1983 page 5

Alternatives B and C make little sense as presented in the draft report,
and offer little of substance for the report authors to evaluaLe and for
the report's readers and decisionmakers to pass judgment upon. This Is
true for the following reasons:

Alternative A, 4500 dwelling units, is the developer's proposal. -

Alternative B, 4500 dwelling units, merely shifts around the
land and water base used by the developer's proposal.

Alternative C, 10,000 dwelling units, presents such a pre-
posterous scenario for developing these lowlying and sensitive p
lands -- more than double the developer's scale of development -

that any analysis of its impacts is patently useless from a
practical point of view.

Alternative D is the no project alternative required by both
federal and state guidelines. Q

:: iS'~ Thus the only viable options presented in the draft report are A, the
developer's urnodified proposal, and D, the no project alternative.
Conceivably these two alternatives may satisfy the federal requirements.
However, this approach is dreadfully shortsighted in terms of providing
needed information to state and local reviewers and decisionmakers. -

Alternatives B and C add nothing to the information base needed by the
officials and citizens of Vallejo, for example, who are expected to make
a fair and balanced judgment about how much (if any) development they
might be willing to allow the developer to have. The answer to this question
determines the project's effects on Vallejo's total community carrying
capacity -- schools, hospitals, streets, traffic, transportation, air
quality, sewage service and water supply, for examples -- for at least the
next ZO years and probably longer. Differert scales of development,
obviously, will affect the City's human and natural resources in different
ways. These differences should be noted, analyzed and spelled out.

~ In fact, including Alternatives B and C in their present forms throws doubt
on the entire joint EIR/EIS approach by raising questions immediately
about how these alternatives were selected. Because of the importance
of alternatives to the planning process, the method of selecting them
should be explained in the draft report. This explanation should include
the role of each of the sponsors in selecting alternatives, as well as
the role of the consultant in exercising professional judgments to
assist the sponsoring agencies in this selection.

Certainly the description of Alternative C on page S-3 sheds no light on
the rationale for selecting Alternative C, and labeling Alternative C
the "General Plan Project" in the headings of Table 11-2 and Table 11-3,
on pages 11 and 12. is downright misleading both in semantic and legal
terms. This gives the appearance that Alternative C has been included
only to make the developer's proposal seen small and reasonable, which
it certainly is not.
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.-* i Col. Edward M. Lee Jr. Cullinan Rnch EIR/EIS July 10, 1981 page

S WFor the reasons given above I recommend that the final EIR/EIS
contain discussions of the Alternatives as follows:

Alternative A, the developer's proposal, 45U0 units;

Alternative B, 2,25U units;

Alternative C, 250 units;

j Alternative D, zero units (no pru3z -t).

-.-~Another, though smaller, failure of the draft report in discussing
alternatives is the statement on page S-3, and repeated on page 10
and perhaps at other points in the draft report, that a public agency

* could in the future (if no development is permitted) acquire the site
and restore the land to its orig;inal marsfl condition.

-' * i . I It should be noted at any pertinent place in the report that this alternative
i could also be implemented by private parties or by non-profit, quasi-public

organizations. For example, a combination of pubLic-private interests
could result in acquisition of the lands and conversion to marsh due
to the high value of such a development in joining the wetland habit:its
of San Pablo Bay National Wildlife Refugetto the south and Napa Marsh

* and Wildlife Management Area to the north. Conceivably, duck clubs or

Uthe California Waterfowl Association could combine interests with state,
federal and local nature preservation interests to produce such a com--

•. "mendable end result, as one example.

a' Thank you for considering the above comments. I understand :at the sponsors

plan to exchange all comments received, and that it is not necessary therefore

for me to submit the above comments to the City of Vallejo. For record
X " 6 purposes, I did appear at the hearings sponsored by the City of Vallejo

on July 6.

Respectfully submitted,

llam T. Davoren

President
The Bay Institute of San Francisco

hl.'
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LETTER #G-4

154. See response 144, regarding growth-inducing impacts.

155. The comment suggests that two tables be included in the Final EIR/EIS. These

tables which show the total diked wetlands in the Bay Area and proposed land uses based

on recent county general plans have been included as Appendix IV.G. Based on the

information contained in these charts, it appears that county plans would allow

approximately 14,936 acres or 29% of the wetlands to be developed. Although this figure

is significant, whether or not the areas actually developed would depend on many factors

not in the county general plans including the constraints discussed in the response to

comment 144.

156. The commentor notes that Solano County local protection of diked baylands is better

than the protection offered by City of Vallejo ordinances. The chart provided by the

commentor has been included as Appendix IV.G. The data on the chart has not been
verified by the City of Vallejo or the Corps of Engineers but represents the commentor's

opinions only. -

157. Alternative E has been added to the Final EIR/EIS.

158. Alternatives were selected based on discussions between the City, the Corps of

Engineers and the consultant that prepared the Draft ElR/EIS as well as the Public

Scoping Meeting. Alternative B was designed to mitigate some of the impacts that would

result from Alternative A. Alternative C was included to show the intensity of

development that would be authorized under the City's general plan.

A General Plan alternative is appropriate in an EIR/EIS because of the importance of the

General Plan as a local government policy document. Its inclusion is not intended to make

Alternatives A, B and E look better, but only to explain what is currently authorized under

local policy.

159. Although marsh restoration could, under certain circumstances, occur at the

Cullinan Ranch, that possibility is not appropriately a part of the "no-project" alternative.

No project would be that the Ranch continue in agricultural use.
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The discussion of marsh restoration has been moved to Chapter VI of this report entitled

"Irreversible and Irretrievable Committments of Resources Which Would be Involved in

I the Proposed Action Should it be Implemented."

In that section, the possibility of acquisition for marsh restoration is discussed. The

-report now recognizes that acquisition could be by either a public agency, private parties,

N non-prof it organizations or quasi-public entities. See page 150. p

. ~.Marsh restoration would entail acquisition of the property by either a public entity, non-

prof it land trust, or even a private corporation. Such restorations have occurred

successfully in other wetland areas. Acquisition of the property would, however, entail

considerable sums of money for purchase, dike reconstruction and management. At the

current time, no individuals, organizations or agencies have come forward with the money

to acquire the site for marsh restoration purposes.

.44
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June 30, 1983

Lt. Col. Edward M. Lee, Jr.

San Francisco District, Corps of Engineers
211 Main Street

San Francisco, CA 94105

Ann Merideth
Planning Dept., City of Vallejo
P.O. Box 3068
Vallejo, CA 94590 -J

Dear Col. Lee and Ms. Meredith:

The Draft EIR/EIS and Preliminary Technical Appendix A for the I
Cullinan Ranch development proposal have been reviewed by Marin Audubon
Society's Conservation Committee, and we wish to make the following
comments and recommendations.

Our concerns are related to the major impact potential of this
project on essential wildlife habitat, particularly on wintering and w

* imigratory waterfowl and shorebirds in the San Pablo-San Francisco
Bay area.

ibo As this project would eliminate from the Napa marsh area a large
expanse of upland, which is a necessary element of marsh habitats for
wildlife, we recommend that loss of upland habitat be added to the
list of Significant Adverse Impacts on page 5-8 of the SIR/EIS. Page

. 10.71 also notes that the loss of "swales and drainage ditches as wildlife
habitat is considered an adverse impact." Loss of these seasonal wet-
land habitats should also be listed as Significant Adverse Impacts.

i/I/ The top figure on Exhibit III-4a, opposite page 70, notes a 10'
I sacrificial berm. The EIR/EIS does not explain what a sacrificial

berm is, nor does it discuss that the use of enkadrain as an erosion
control instrument (bottom figure Exhibit III-4a) would reduce the
habitat value of the mudflats by inhibiting the growth of organisms
in the soil. "Vacant land" is used to describe existing land uses

., of the site on page S-3, third paragraph from end. As discussed in

,reIv. the two preliminary wildlife reports, the land is extensively used
by a variety of wildlife species. We suggest that, rather than

vacant land, wildlife habitat is a term more accurately descriptive
of existing use along with agriculture.

The one year designated duration for the Wildlife Monitoring
Program does not allow sufficient time to obtain adequate information

A c Unfl Narwna Au on' Socieuj
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On wi 'dlife us(:'. A longer period of time is necessary to gather
accurate data on seasonal and cyclical population trends which ar(e
related to such variables as the current draught in the Canadian
nesting grounds and this year's abnormally wet winter in 1bourthern
California. During such high precipitation years, -eedinq a.-eas
"ar, more available and ducks are likely to be widely disbursed.

Information based on just this year would, therefore, yield distorted
records of population use. It should also be noted tiiat the 1982

_ Christmas Bird Count, done annually by ,arin Audubon and other Audubon
dha; ters, revealed reduced waterfowl and shorebird numbers throughou t

- the San Francisco Bay ara for miany species whicli use the Napa imiarsh
area.

Neither the ilIR/SIS or the Preliminary Scological deport contain
information on wildlife use of the project area gathered througih
past years. All such available information, particularly that from
tire U.S. Fish and ildlife Service and tht, Calif,,rnia. Department of
Fish and Game, whould be included in tie Final -cological Report.

The EII/-IS raises many questions about ir)a( ts of this project
'- on wildlife, and speaks well to the value ot the area for wildlife.

Our entire San Francisco Bay area is a major wiuteriag hiabitat for
S.- waterfowl and shorebirds, and is an important migratory stop on

the Pacific Flyway. The San Pablo Bay area is of critical importance15 for those species as confirmed by the presence of two wildlife refuges,
tie San Pablo Bay 'lational *,'ildlife Refuge and the San Pablo Bay StateSWildlife Area (which the Narin Audubon Society was instrumental in
establishing), and the priority position placed by the Fish and Wild-
life Service .n tlhe2 Napa marsi as #1 for wintering habitat Ipreservation
on toe California coast, and '6 nationwide. The Preliminary L3cological
Report lists 97 Birc species seen on or near the Cullinan Ranc:i site,
three of which are endanoered1 or rare, and five of whicl are of Special
Conc(rn in California.

A project uf this magnitudo,wedgea between th, Napa marsh and
the San Pablo ay National Wildlife R~eluge, could hav: widcspread and
devastating impacts on wildlife. It would remove over one thousand

' acres of open-space joint aoriculture/wildlife use of the lands.
In-reased car, boa; and people traffic would lessen wildlife use of
Dutchman Slough and other surrounding areas. Many species which pass

*[. over the site are low fliers, and the presence of tall buildings and

boats is likely to inhibit their movement over the site to and from
"" adjacent feeding areas. As noted on l'age 71 of the EIR/ IS, detour

routes around the project could lead to increased energy expenditure
* and higher bird mortality. 1,-limination of habitat and changes in

migration corridors could also lead to increased use of other feedin(o
areas, and further reduction in population numbers as use may exceed[

."the available food supply.

The surviva of minratorv , Idlife species depends to a majo

* decreo on the availability and health of their winterinq habitat.
- Adverse cumulative impacts of this proikct will have significance

" for migratory ildlifc populations in the San Pablo/San Francisco
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Bay area and for the entire Pacific Coast Flyway. Because of this
regional sinnificance, wo support the No-Project Alternative.

Thank you for this opportunity to counent.

Sincere.ly yours,

61/V

,°--

/'Barbara Salzman, Chair
Conservation Committee

cc: Fish and Wildlife Service
Dept. of Fish and Game
MCL

1580
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LETER # G-5

I 160. Loss of upland habitat has been added to the list of Significant Adverse Impacts and
-4 Mitigations.

161a. The loss of swales and drainage ditches on the Cullinan Ranch site is not considered

I. to be a significant adverse impact. While the swales and drainage ditches offered some
-. habitat variation on the Cullinan Ranch property, they did not receive widespread use by

wildlife. Sparrows, finches, starlings, and mourning doves were among the avian species
- observed to use the swales. A few species of mice as well as opossum also used this

habitat. Great blue herons, great and snowy egrets, mallards, and cinnamon teal were
observed in the drainage ditches. Compared to the agricultural fields, tidal marsh, and

-~ sloughs these areas supported low densities and diversities of wildlife and, therefore, their
loss is not judged to be a significant adverse impact.

-161b. The use of a sacrificial berm was recommended by Moffat and Nichol,
' consultants to the developer. Such a berm serves to buttress fill against the levee to

temporarily stabilize the levee. Once the levee is stabilized the berm would eventually be

U allowed to erode naturally. Enkadrain is a brand-name for a porous cover material (mesh-
like) that is laid on top of the soil or shoreline and anchored to the berm to help stabilize

* it. Because the enkadrain is porous, plants can grow through it.

162. The term "vacant land" on new Page S-4, Paragraph 1 has been changed to "wildlife
habitat and open space".

163. See response to comments 294, 397, and 401.

164. See response to comment 399b.

165. Comment noted.

166. Comment noted. See response to comments 45, 46, and 48.

Loss of habitat and changes in flight corridors will likely change feeding patterns and
consumption, but it is unlikely that development of the proposed project would result in

~ ~: significant reductions in the numbers of species due to lack of food.

167. Comment noted. See response to comment 48.

159
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MARIN CONSERVATION LEAGUE
A non-profit corporation toundeo in 1934

1330 Lincoln Avenue, San Rafael, CA 94901
Office telephone: 456-1912

June 30, 1983
Post end Present "

Angel Island
Mt. Tamalpais

Samuel Taylor Park
Bolinas LagoonlKent Island Ann Merideth Colonel Lee
Stinson Beach
Drakes Bay Beach Planning Department Roger K. Golden EIS Coordinator
Tamales Bay P. 0. Box 3068 Technical Support Branch9Pt. Reyes National"".

Seashore Vallejo, CA 94590 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
*i Richardson Bay Sanctuary 211 Main

Corte Madera Tidelands Street
Strawberry Tidelands RE: RPA#14775E57 San Francisco, CA 94105

% Bothin Marsh
* Heerdt Marsh

The Northridge Dear Ms. Merideth, Colonel Lee and Mr. Golden:
Rancho Olompalh
Marn's Agricultural Lands
Marin's Dairy Farms The Matin Conservation League appreciates the opportunity to comment
Coastal Protection oIa
Golden Gate National on the Draft EIR/EIS Cullinan Ranch for the City of Vallejo and the

Recreation Area U.S. Corps of Engineers. bo
Offshore Oil Drilling
Marin Planning Issues
Wildand Scenic Rivers The Cullinan Ranch Specific Plan addressed in the above mentioned

President document is of concern to the Marin Conservation League (MCL) because
Gloria Duncan of its devastating regional impacts both to our agricultural community
Executie Directo and our wildlife.
Karln Urquharl

Public Education Coordinator During the MCL's 50 years of county, state and national conservation
sa,,yinnew,,ao, work in behalf of over 2000 citizens, we have consistently supported
Board ot Directors an' n

eMarrnB'eS agriculture and wetlands.Peter Behr .-

Jean Berensmeier
Sandy Blauvelt The MCL is concerned about services for our ranchers and farmers.
Barbara Brooks 1 so
Donald Dickenson As the DEIR/EIS points out (page 49):
Gloria Duncan V
Dale Elliott "The Ranch was estimated to produce a total of 1.6% of the
Willis Evans hay used by dairies in Marin and Sonoma Counties and 6.7%
Leon Galleto
Emma Gilman grown in the two counties."
Robert Henn
Katherine H Holbrook These percentages do not fully illustrate the significance of thisRoger Hooper

Susanna Jacob loss. What is critical is the cumulative impact of dairy hay produc-
Alan Johnstone tion from all the hay lands in Marin and Sonoma Counties. This is a
Warren Levinson

Natlie Lew~s regional issue, as the DEIR/EIS notes (page 50):
Pamela Lloyd
Alex MacMillan "The link is established between the availability of a local
Jack MacPhals
Wlla Marten supply of hay and the economic feasibility of the dairy
Wallace McOuat industry."
Ralph Mead

* Frank Moncrief Unless the Vallejo Planning Department is aware of a method of increas-
Bill Noble
IrvPerlman ing the local supply of hay, there is no way to mitigate this loss.

ob Raab The report identifies this on page 50.
Otto Reutinger rp tTom Robert sonhalo ly
AnneMarieShanks "The loss of about 6.7% of the hay grown locally must be con-
CliffordV Shireman sidered a significant unavoidable adverse impact due to the
Jean Starkweaf her cmltv mato
Susan Stompe cumulative adverse impact on local dairies."
Gordon Strawbridge
Rosale Webb
Theodore C. Wellman
Bruce F. Wolfe
Chip Wray

To preserve and protect the natural assets of Marin County, for all people
1 160

***°7-
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MARIN CONSERVATION LEAGUE

Ann Merideth, Colonel Lee, Roger Golden June 30, 1983I RE: RPA#14775E57, Cullinan Ranch Page Two

The MCL opposes this project because of the effects on Marin's No. 1 industry,

agriculture. We were pleased that the report pointed out that while the Cullinan

N lands "...would not be considered primt or unique agricultural lands as defined
by the U.S. Department of Agriculture.4" The lands do have value (page 48):

"However there are several factors which give the site local importance
capabilities. These include good surface drainage compared with other
agricultural fields in the area and a relatively short hauling distance
for harvested crops."

SAdditionally, according to the DEIR (page 60) the entire Cullinan Ranch site is
within the historic marsh margin of the San Francisco Bay. These agricultural
lands serve as important seasonal wetlands and potentially significant habitat for
wintering waterfowl. As this report points out (page 64), seasonal wetlands have
expanded in importance due to diminishing acreage of perennial wetlands around
the San Francisco Bay Area. It should be noted that this DEIR/EIS does not ac-
knowledge under the significant adverse impacts and mitigations to vegetation and
wildlife (S 8) the loss of part of the Napa Marsh and particularly the loss of

-' adjacent upland habitat. These are valuable wildlife resources which cannot be
replaced. These loses should be documented in the significant adverse impacts and
mitigation section.

| The Fish and Wildlife Service of the Department of Interior (page 67) highlights
.. U this point when it identifies the Napa Marsh as the No. 1 priority for waterfowl

, wintering habitat preservation for the California Coast which is ranked No. 6 innational importance.

m t,'t Keeping the above mentioned in mind, a lack of understanding and/or appreciation
of wildlife and its value comes through on S-3 with the term "vacant land." This
land is far from vacant, rather it is home for a host of species. It is also

"' P) important to acknowledge that wildlife studies of the area are limited (page 65)
due to a statewide decline during 1982-83, and that several endangered and rare
species were located near the proposed project. This project proposes to eliminate

. the waterfowl from this area. This project sets a precedent for the loss of addi-
., "tional wetlands for the entire North Bay Region.

The above mentioned points cause the Marin Conservation League to oppose the Cullinan
-* - Ranch Specific Plan namely the effects on Marin and Sonoma agriculture and the loss

of valuable wetlands.

Sincerely,

Karin Urquhart
Id Executive Dire tor

cc: Department of Fish & Game
U.S. Dept. of Fish & Wildlife
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LETTER G-6

168. Comments noted. As the commentor mentions, the Draft EIR/EIS does cite the

significance of the relationship between hay production and dairies as well as the

productivity of Cullinan Ranch soils on pages 48-50. See also response to comment 21.

169. Comment noted. The loss of upland habitat has been added to the list of Significant

Adverse Impacts and Mitigations on Page S-7• Although the entire Cullinan Ranch site is

within the historic (1850s) marsh margin of San Francisco Bay, levee construction has

effectively eliminated tidal action on the site and the use of an efficient pumping system

reduces the extent of seasonal ponding. The Ranch receives only limited use by wintering

waterfowl and shorebirds (Harvey & Stanley Associates 1983). In its present condition,

the loss of seasonal wetlands on the Ranch is not considered a significant impact. If

pumping were reduced, and seasonal ponding was more extensive, then such an impact

could be significant. The loss of upland habitat (i.e., Cullinan Ranch) situated between

San Pablo Bay and the salt ponds is considered to be significant because it will constitute

the loss of supplemental habitat for many wildlife species as well as lessen the open space

and undeveloped corridor between the Napa Marsh, salt ponds, and San Pablo Bay. The
project may have adverse impacts on the adjacent marsh (see response to comments 45,

46, 48).

170. Comment noted.

171. The term "vacant land" on new Page S-4, Paragraph I has been changed to "wildlife

habitat and open space."

172. Wildlife studies of the area are not limited because of a statewide decline (of

waterfowl) during 1982-83. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service conducts regular aerial

winter surveys of the Bay Area and volunteers from Bay Area Chapters of the Audubon

Society are conducting ground surveys of diked agricultural lands in the North Bay area to

determine their use by waterfowl (Pratt pers. comm). This study is expected to continue

for 3 to 5 years.

Rare and endangered species are discussed on Page 68-69 of the Final EIR/EIS. See

Appendix IV.L for results of Harvey & Stanley Associates (1983) yearlong biological

162 .
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monitoring program. This work constitutes the only long-term study of the project site to

date.

I
173. See response to comments 48 and 49.
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LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS
OF . SOLANO COUNTY

BENICIA * FAIRFIELD * SUISUN * VACAVILLE 0 VALLEJO

860 Brookwood
Vallejo, alif
July .1, 1983

Ann Merideth

" Planning Department

K Vallejo, Ch1.'.-... o, o

Re: Comments on EIR/EIS for Culliran Ranch project , planned for

a historic marsh area.

The League bas reviewed the EIR/IS and bas found areas ssues

that have not been adequately addressed , aside from a major change

being called for in our City's General Plan Page 15 para. 3.

1. Economic impact on the city of Vallejo.

2.Sewer and vater costs. *

3. Schools , funding has not been identified. *

4. Fimnacing for Fire and Police stations is ague.

1-4A I5. Risks to homeowners in the future due to settling of the bay

'mud.
6. Noise pollution from highway and airport. Congestion on

Sears point Rd.

7. Source of land fill ban not been identified.

* Will the developer be willing to put up a performance bond

for these projects.
/Jo nne Craig

"ayArea chair. for
League Women Voters Solano County

.5-
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". LETTER # G-7-9

174. All of these concerns are addressed in the Final EIR/EIS. Also see responses to

comments 9, 18, 25, 28, 29 and 30.
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.4e J e Call,

kaper of Ike Notional AuluLon Sociely

June 30, 1983

City of Vallejo

Office of the Planning Department

Vallejo, California

Ohlone Audubon has been reviewing the Cullinan Ranch EIR/EIS

It is felt that the plan is excellent; The planners have been
considerate of the public's need for pedestrian and bicycle facil-

ities and have adjusted street alignments to allow for maximum use
of solar power. The carefully planned water orientation sounds.

very attractive.

However, I must recommend that Option D, no project, be the

best choice.

-. Several problems do not seem to be covered adequately.

I. The Cullinan Ranch is on land that was once a tidal marsh.

It is better to restore land to tidal action than to withdraw

I -.tt-from the:possibiltty- ofmDestationby-putting-houses -. u it.
Marshes are an essential part of estuarine ecosystems such

as San Franscico Bay. The marsh recycles air components. It

produces large quantities of food for young fish and crust-

.; aceans--creatures that become an essential human food source.

Marshes also aid in the decomposition of wastes and recycling
of nutrients. Directly or indirectly, they provide recreation

for human bayside residents.
Wetlands provide food and resting areas for thousands of

waterfowl and shorebirds in their long migrations. San Fran-

cisco Bay hosts an amazingly diverse and numerous population
74 of avifauna.

'' Since 75% of San Francisco Bay's historic wetlands--
..66• ".',166
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marshes and mudflats--have already been lost, we need to

- keep all the marshlands that we have now, and to restore as

many areas as possible.

II. Development will have an adverse effect on movements of

wintering populations, and may n1co remove habitat for rare

. nd endangered bird and mammal sDecies.

' .It is premature to make a r-asonable nsessment of the
year-round wildlife use of the 'ullinan Ranch area.There has

* Hbeen no Habitat Evaluation Procp4gr by the TT.S- Fish and

- wildlife Service. and the Biolorical Assessment of the Corps
of Engineers has not been completed. These studies will give

us a better basis for judgment.

04 III. Air quality will be worsened by the over-use of State

Highway 37 at peak hours. Commute traffic congestion causes
over-heating of engines and greater emissions result.

The Vallejo area has already suffered from above-standard
UI carbon-monoxide pollution. Adding more pollution on a warm,

windless day will create substandard conditions.

Mitigation of this situation could be costly to all the
citizens of Vallejo and it is noted that it is not suggested.

0+ IV. Water quality is another situation where a tenuous

balance can easily be jeopardized. San Francisco Bay 's oxy-

gen content is consistently adequate for the support of life

. only in deep water areas and in the north bay. The ecosystem
as a whole depends on the maintainence and circulation of

these waters. It follows that the north bay must continue to

maintain its oxygen content.

The use of numerous canals and docking facilities in the
:" :Cullinan Ranch development suggests the possibility that water

from these installations may not always be free of pollutants.

. .. Suggestions for mitigation of accidental spills and collisions

are commendable as far as they go. However, it should be real-

ized that even a small amount of petroleum in the water can

upset the oxygen balance. In addition, boat operation does
entail deposition of small quantities of oil and other debris,

such as paint flakes, in the water. Berthing facilities are

167
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- planned for at least 1700 vessels. There could be enough

foreign matter acculnulated to overload oxygen capacity,

especially during the rainy season when run-off from streets -

would add more grease and gunk.

It is felt that there should be studies to determine the

effect of circulating boat dock water with bay water.

V. The plans for bringing water into the development and for

transporting sewage back to Vallejo have not been finalized.

Water and air quality could be adversely affected if inadequate

" arrangements were to be made. The developer"s willingness to

meet the specifications of the utilities is creditable.

VI. Growth inducing impacts are possible if further develop-

ments are proposed. Three possibilities exist, noie :of which

would be desirable from a wildlife viewpoint.

The parcel of land west of the Cullinan Ranch, north of

SR 37, bounded by the Solano-Sonoma County border on the west

and the Naval Reservation on the north should remain as open

space. Ohlone Audubon members have seen numerous wildfowl here

in the fall and winter. Ponds and marsh should be

preserved bbcause of the use by migrants and the nearness to

San Pablo Bay National Wildlife Refuge.

The area north of the Cullinan Ranch and west of the Napa

River, bounded on the west by the county line, and including

4*"  Russ Island, Island No. 1 and Knight Island, has remained free

of human intrusion. There are no roads into the area. Thus,

it has not been evaluated for wildlife use. This same remote-

ness could enhance its wildlife values, however, and we hope

it, too, can be kept for open space.

The Naval Reservation could not be opened for development

now,but if the area -

should be declared surplus by government, the Cullinan Ranch

development would have set a dangerous precedent.

As a member of Ohlone Audubon Society, I strongly recommend

that the decision be postponed until all the reports and research
-.-. can be evaluated. In the event thib cannot be done, we would pre-

ILI
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fer Option D.

&iw When the decision is made, should it be for Options A, B, orI ~ C, we would like to suggest that a possible mitigation could be

P funds in an amount sufficient to purchase the parcel first des-

cribed, to the west of the development, so that it could be do-

nated to the National Wildlife Refuge.

Sincerely,

Elsie Richey 1

Owen Hughes

Conservation Committee

Ohlone Audubon Society

in

Elsie Richey

1610 142nd Ave.

* San Leandro, Ca 94578
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LETTER #G-8

* -~ 175. Comment noted. Marsh restoration is not one of the alternatives to this project (see

response to comment 104). The value of wetlands and marshes to wildlife is recognized.

176. See response to comments 45, 46, and 48 for information regarding potential impacts

of the project on bird movement. Appendix IV.L, Pages 94-101 discusses potential

impacts of the project on rare and endangered species. See also response to comment

120.

177. A Habitat Evaluation Procedure (HEP) analysis was recommended as a mitigation

alternative in the Draft EIR/EIS, Page 74. The logistics of doing a HEP analysis are being

4.. investigated by the project proponent. The Biological Assessment prepared by the U.S.

Army Corps of Engineers is included in Appendix IV.L and summarized in the Vegetation

and Wildlife section of the Final EIR/EIS.

178. Comment noted. CO concentrations are discussed on pages 105-112 of the Final

EIR/E[S.

* 179. Small amounts of gasoline spilled from boats in the marina would be expected to

evaporate rapidly from the water surface without affecting the oxygen content of the

water. However small amounts may dissolve and could conceivably have a toxic effect on

aquatic life. Marina regulations could be imposed prohibiting major vessel overhauling or

painting to minimize the effects of vessel-related debris on sediment and water quality.

There is no doubt that copper-based anti-fouling paints can adversely affect water quality

and sediment in marinas. The development management should encourage the use of less-

toxic alternatives to copper based paints. The EPA has established copper level criterion

for fresh water and marine aquatic life of "10.1 times a 96-houir LC as determined

through nonaereated bioassay using a sensitive aquatic resident species." (Definition from

EPA, Red Book: Quality Criteria for Water, July 1976.) Although relatively high

concentrations of copper may be tolerated by adult fish for short periods of time, the

* critical effect of copper appears to be its greater toxicity to young or juvenile fish.

Natural copper concentrations in sea water are about 3 micrograms per litre (ug/h).

Levels to 60 to 100 ughI appear to be toxic to some species of marine plants and bivalve .

but vary to as low as 25 ug/h for very sensitive species. A more satisfactory criterion

could not be established by EPA.

170
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""* . The Review Panel of the American Fisheries Society, Water Quality Section, April 1979,

was very critical of the Red Book copper section in that it was of limited value since (1)

the text appeared to be based on outdated studies and inadequate biogeochemistry, (2) the

. . recommended criterior required too great an effort by local authorities to identify

f"sensitive aquatic resident species" in order to make the required determination of copper
levels, (3) it is unrealistic to assume all dischargers would perform adequate and sufficient

environment and (4) the text does not outline how the bioassays would be performed,

regulated and evaluated.

180. Under no circumstances would wastewater discharge into the lagoon be permitted by

the Regional Water Quality Control Board.

181. Both the Water Superintendent (see comment 255) and the VSFCD Manager

(comments 250-252) have provided additional information in comment upon the Draft

EIR/EIS regarding details of required infrastructure to supply water and sanitary sewer to

the site. The developer would be required to meet the specifications of these agencies.

182. See responses to comments 43 and 144.

183. Comments noted. See re.sponse to commet 49.

- |184. Acquisition of an off-site parcel of land as a mitigation alternative was suggested in

.' the Draft EIR/EIS, Page 74, Paragraph 6. Details regarding acreage, location,

restoration, maintenance responsibilities, ana adequacy of compensation would [lave to be

negotiated betwe en the landowners and California Department of Fish and Game, and the

U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and perhaps with the assistance of the U. S. Army Corps

of Engineers and the City of Vallejo.
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* - 4~s'av'e hS'am gTramncisco ,Bay ~z4 ssociatiom
S.. P.O. Box 925 • Berkeley. California 94701 • (415) 849-3053 849-3044

HONORARY ADVISORY BOARD

Ansel Adams June 29, 1983
Mrx Harmon C. Bell
Mrs. Murray R. Benedict Ann Merideth
DavidR Brower Planning Department
Paul Covel P.O. Box 3068
Rodney J Diridon
BarbaraB Eastman Vallejo, CA 94590
Douglas P. Ferguson
FrancisPFilice Lt. Col. Edward M. Lee, Jr.
Harold Gilliam
Mrx RalphJacobson District Engineer, S.F. Dist.
Thomas S. Jordan, Jr. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
George . Kane 211 Main Street
TJ, Kent. J. San Francisco, CA 94104
A. Starker Leopold
Irwin Luckman
Martin Meyerson RE: Draft EIR/EIS for Cullinan Ranch, Vallejo, CA
Robert C Miller
William Penn Mott. Jr. Dear Ms. Merideth and Colonel Lee,
Julius Yon Nostitz. Jr.
Mrs. Henry T Read
FrankM. Stead Save San Francisco Bay Association, a non profit citizens'
Sherwood Sullivan organization with 20,000 members, was organized in 1961 to
Fred H. Tarp preserv . oper. water, protect wildlife habitat, and promote
Georg Treichel
John Tuteut. Jr. scenic and recreational values of San Francisco Bay. Our
•onaldVial Association has reviewed the subject environmental document
Mel Wax and offers the following comments.
Warren B. Wilson

BOARD OF DIRECTORS The EIR/EIS does not adequately address alternatives to the .
proposed project. Of the four alternatives discussed, noWiliamo E Siri IKAlentvB-Rdud

*-,,o-,really reduced project is included. Alternative B - Reduced
MichaeiEfelhvcau Project, proposes exactly the same number of housing units" - ~Barry I. anshoft.J.

,j &. ,"T and the same number of boat berths, squeezed into a smaller
Dexter S. Chan land area. The impacts of this project would be little dif-
Mrs. Jack-C Chapman ferent from those of Alternative A - Project as Proposed. A
George Ellman

sDavidFogarty significantly reduced project should be included in the Final
PhilipE. Gordon EIR/EIS, as well as an alternative on an upland site, else-.SylviaM. reory where in Solano County.
Mrs. Charles A. Gulick% "-' "'."TMtASU MI[ N

" "' akry Lee Jefferd$ s'Mr Clark Kerd The EIR/EIS does not adequately address growth inducing im-

r.,C,,, pacts of the proposed project. This project would invite
.John rakra'mert todevelopment of other diked agricultural wetlands along Highway

Lm" IonlMcGimsey 37 to the west of Cullinan Ranch. If utility, sewage and

Mrs Dt McLaughlin other services are extended across the Napa River to Cullinan,
,iu,,tRademacher additional projects will be encouraged. The Final EIR/EIS
LauraL Rogers should address this impact in detail.

0 tDoris Sloan
SusanM h Smith The EIR/EIS does not adequately address the impacts of the
Jean Starkweat her
. ght C Steele proposed project to the entire region. The Napa marshes

, Barbara Vincent are habitat to many species of wintering waterfowl and year
Richard i Wade round wildlife species. Fish and wildlife experts predict

Weden that the impact on wildlife from urbanization and greatly
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Cullinan Ranch
Continued

increased boat traffic will be significant. Development of
the proposed project will have a very serious impact on an'U area much greater than the boundaries of the project. This
impact should be addressed in detail in the Final EIR/EIS.

The EIR/EIS does not discuss the possibilities for restoration
of the site to its original wetland condition. Wildlife and
marsh maintenance experts have stated that such a restoration

U project would be relatively easy to accomplish, once the land
was acquired. Extensive excavation needed in other marsh
restoration projects would not be required if the Cullinan
Ranch were restored to tidal marsh. Such areas are scarce,
and are needed to meet mitigation requirements for other Bay
Area projects. Thus, restoration could be an economically
feasible and valuable alternative.

gg~ 4The EIR/EIS does not disclose where the 13.2 million cubic
yards of imported fill needed will come from. This is an
important consideration and should be answered in the Final
EIR/EIS.

The EIR/EIS does not adequately address the proposed need
* . I~L'for maintenance dredging in the marina basin. Other marinas
* .* in the Bay Area have closed because of the extraordinary

needs and costs of maintenance dredging. Who will pay these
costs in the proposed project?

The Association appreciates the opportunity to comment on
this important and far-reaching proposal. Our comments on
the technical reports will be provided be experts we have
consulted for this purpose. We look forward to providing
further input into this proposal as it progresses through
the regulatory agencies responsible for protecting the public
interest in the Bay.

Sincerely,

William E. Sini
President
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* LETTER *G-9

185. New alternative E is a reduced project alternative. See the alternative discussion in

the Final EIR/EIS beginning on page 10 and see response to comment 103.

186. See response 72.

,187. Comments noted. See response to comments 45, 46, 48, 55 and 56.

188. Comments noted. See response to comments 88 and 104.

.. 189. Please see responses 25 and 57.

190. The Final EIR/EIS indicates that based on the initial channel design 20 years will

elapse before the first maintenance dredging is necessary. Sedimentation will occur at an

estimated rate of 0.5 feet per year, however, and consequently dredging will have to be

undertaken at the end of the 20 year period if the channels are to remain navigable. For a

discussion of who pays the cost of dredging see Response 1.

174'
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CALIFORNIA WATERFOWL ASSOCIATION
555 VETERANS BOULEVARD REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA 94063 * (415) 365-3072

SJune 28, 1983

* Ms. Ann Merideth
Planning Department
CITY OF VALLEJO
P.O. Box 3068
Vallejo, CA 94590

RE: Comment on the draft EIR/EIS for Cullinan Ranch

Dear Ms. Merideth:

The California Waterfowl Association is a private, non-profit
organization which represents over one hundred thousand water-
fowl hunters in the State of California. In addition, it in-
directly represents the interests of many other individuals and
groups who favor the preservation of marsh habitat in our state.

Of the five million acres of wetlands which once existed in Cali-
fornia, only 10% remain today. This dramatic loss of habitat
has caused a commensurate loss of wildlife which rely for their
very existence on the habitat which has been lost.

A few years ago, the state legislature enacted SCR28. This
important legislation recognized the importance of wetlands and
ordered the Department of Fish and Game to develop a plan to
protect existing wetlands and more importantly to expand existing
wetland acreage by 50%.

The United States Fish and Wildlife Service has identified the
S Napa Marsh as the number one priority for waterfowl wintering

habitat preservation for the Califoinia coast. It is obvious
to us that the Napa Maish must be pieserved and hopefully en-
hanced in order to maintain its value to both wildlife and man.
In the over twenty years that our organization has been re-
viewing projects for their impact on waterfowl, we have never
seen one, even in preliminary stages, which has such a negative

) . ' impact. We feel that the only alternative that is in the public
interest is the No Project Alternative.

I will now discuss specific issues in the diaft EIR/EIS report:

-6" I On page 73, you noted our endorsement to convert the property

to a tidal salt maish. This is incorrect. We endorsed a plan
to manage the property as a brackish water marsh.

175
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CALIFORNIA WATERFOWL ASSOCIATION
555 VETERANS BOULEVARD *REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA 94063 - (415) 365-3072

Ann ?erideth
6/28/83
Page Two

The report addresses itself to the changes on the property itself
and spends too little time discussing the effects that this pro-
ject would have offsite.

The Napa Marsh and San Pablo Bay are the primary wintering habi-
tat for the canvasback duck. The added boat and foot traffic
throughout the marsh will surely reduce the entire areas value
to this very timid specie. The canvasback duck is the only
common duck which has a reduced bag limit. This demonstrates
the care that must be taken to insure its well-being. During
stormy weather the ducks are forced off the bay waters by the
high waves and seek the Napa Marsh for protection. If they are
uncomfortable entering an area where they have been or are being

071 harassed, they will have to leave the area, perhaps not to return.
The reduced value of this area to the canvasback duck would ad-
versely impact their population on the entire Pacific Flyway.
The final EIR should address itself to this specific impact.

Water oriented residential and marina developments are almost
always accompanied by a resident population of tame and semi-
tame ducks and geese. Experience shows that these populations
are more susceptible to disease than the wild population. Per-
haps the most feared disease is duck viral enteritis (DyE).

A ~This disease, which is almost always traced for origin to
domestic ducks, is of such great concern because it has no
known cure. When a DVE outbreak occurred in the pond at the
Palace of Fine Arts in San Francisco, the entire waterfowl pop-
ulation was destroyed, the pond was drained and had to be de-
contaminated before refilling. The Department of Fish and Game
moved swiftly because they feared that wild ducks would fly into
the pond, contract the disease, and leave to spread it to the
wild population. The Cullinan Ranch is nearly surrounded by a -

year-round wild duck population. An onsite outbreak of DVE
could easily spread to the wild population with unthinkable re-
sults. The final EIR should address itself to this serious
potential impact.

14 While it is not the purpose of this letter to address itself to
'' water quality issues, there is a wildlife impact which has not

been discussed. The addition to the tidal prism at the sites
.4 location will result in higher average salinities throughout

4 the marsh. At present, the salinities along South and Dutchman
Sloughs support brackish water plants. Increased salinities may .0
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CALIFORNIA WATERFOWL ASSOCIATION
555 VETERANS BOULEVARD * REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA 94063 * (415) 365-3072

Ann Merideth
6/28/83
Page Three

totally change the mix of plant species. The reduction of
brackish water plants such as alkali bullrush would have an ad-
verse effect on the food value available to wildlife. The
change in salinity will also affect the value of the Napa Marsh

-- S as a nursery for newly hatched fish. The final report should
include a study of the potential for increased salinities and
the resultant impact on all wildlife.

"q to The United States States Fish and Wildlife Service, as indicated
:. in the draft report, has placed a high priority on the preserva-

tion of the Napa Marsh. We strongly agree with the statement in
* the report that a Habitat Evaluation Procedure (HEP) analysis F

must be conducted by FWS prior to their final impact to the
final EIR/EIS.

,AI. The Harvey & Stanley Associates report concludes that the net
I' effect of the project would be an increase in overall wetland

value. The data in the report does not support the conclusion
and when the marsh-wide factors addressed in their letter are
taken into consideration, I'm sure that an opposite conclusion

." ,will be reached. The type of considerations covered in the Harvey
& Stanley report should be expanded to the entire marsh before
their conclusion can be valid for the final EIR/EIS.

.* Many of the impacts of this project can be solved with money,
such as schools, roads and utilities etc. The added costs for
site specific maintenance such as dredging and settlement cor-
rection can also be solved with dollars. The impact on wildlife,
however, is unmitigatable in this situation and would, therefore,
dictate the No Project Alternative.

"'q' 'rMembers of the California Waterfowl Association are available to-. -discuss the substance of this letter with any interested parties.

To arrange a meeting, please contact John I. Winther, 12 El Serriio
" .*Road, Orinda, CA 94563 or by phone (415) 254-4978.

R ctuly su mitted, SI

('/John L. Winther-
(/ Member Resources Committee

| -" California Waterfowl Association

4 .51.
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LErrER G-10

191. This information has been corrected in the Final EIR/EIS (see Page 73A).

192. In a response to comments sent to W. R. Williams, Inc., (September 20, 1983),

* - Harvey & Stanley Associates responded to this comment. The following is quoted from

their response:

"During this past year the distribution of canvasbacks in the Napa marshes and San Pablo

Bay was carefully watched. The majority of the canvasbacks rested in the waters of the

San Pablo Bay, secondarily on some of the salt ponds, and thirdly on the waters of the

Napa River. During hunting season, there was less utilization of the Napa River, and of -

the salt ponds. At the end of the hunting season they were more widely dispersed,

* particularly along sections of the Napa River. Other factors are likely involved and no

hunter survey was conducted, but the correlation with hunting periods was evident and

expected. The shallow waters of the North San Pablo Bay were the preferred resting spot

upon the approach of several incoming storms. Overall, there was little utilization of the

* sloughs and marshes. Flooded uplands adjoining the Napa River were also used.

"Additional boat traffic along the Napa River would create disturbance and such boat

traffic could be expected. Again, traffic generated by the proposed Cullinan Ranch

marina would be sporadic, with the bulk of disturbance potential on weekends, holidays,

etc. Approaching storms would additionally limit boat traffic.

"The waters of the North San Pablo Bay are more vulnerable to disturbance. Additional

boat traffic in this area could be highly disruptive. Considerable protection is afforded by

the shallow waters of the area which limits many boats from entry except at highest

tides. Additionally the waters are protected as part of the San Pablo Bay National

Wildlife Refuge, and harassment of wildlife is forbidden. The strength and enforcement

abilities of this protection are limited, however. Discussions with Moffat & Nichols have

indicated that most of the smaller, shallow draft boats would likely stay in the Marina

itself and in adjoining sloughs. Because of the shallow nature of the North San Pablo Bay,

use of this area would primarily be by such shallow draft boats. These are not likely to

traverse from the Marina, out the Napa River, and around Mare Island to find recreational
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boating areas. However, fishing in the area may increase.

U "Thus, protection of the canvasback wintering habitat is important and of concern. Direct

impacts of the development on site would be limited. Indirect impacts from boat traffic

will occur, but are likely to be tempered by seasonal factors and logistical problems

regarding water depths."

193. In a response to comments sent to W. R. Williams Inc., (September 20, 1983),

Harvey & Stanley As aciates responded to this comment. The following is quoted from

their response.

"Duck viral enteritis is indeed a concern of all waterfowl managers in the United States,

and abroad. Since its appearance in the United States in 1967, among commercial flocks

of Pekin ducks on Long Isht ad, a number of scattered outbreaks have occurred. All

reports of DVE have been in captive or domestic waterfowl, except in the United States,

where it occurred in wild waterfowl (Friend and Pearson 1973). The 1972 outbreak of DVE

at the Fine Arts Lagoon in San Francisco in which 100 captive waterfowl were killed, was

followed by a much more serious outbreak of DVE at the Lake Andes National Wildlife

1 Refuge in South Dakota. In this case more than 40,000 ducks, primarily mallards, died,

.~ Z illustrating the potentially devastating effect of the disease.

Stagnant or slow-moving bodies of water contaminated with the virus are believed to be

an important vehicle of transmission in domestic duck outbreaks. Water may have also
been a vehicle in the Lake Andes outbreak (Friend and Pearson 1973). The flushing action

for the proposed marina should help to prevent stagnant water which could transmit the

virus. However, little is known of the natural history of DVE in wild waterfowl, and

crowding may facilitate outbreaks, as may the proximity of domesticated ducks and geese

to wild populations. Careful monitoring of populations is really the only known

management tool, with early detection key to preventing spreading of the virus.

Outbreaks are possible throughout the year, with incubation about 6-10 days and death

within a week of the development of clinical symptoms. The flushing of the marina should

be combined with a monitoring of the waterfowl. Such monitoring might be accomplis;hed

by a volunteer group, or assigned to responsible agencies."

194. The salinity of water in the slough system reflects that in the Napa River. Salinity

may vary from 0 parts per thousand during the winter when the river is in flood to 27
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parts per thousand in the fall when river flow is insufficient to repel the salt water from

..'. the bay. Viewed in the context of this system the increase in the size of the tidal prism is

"" ' insignificant and so the salinity of water in the sloughs can be expected to remain the

same as existing except perhaps for very short periods during storms.

195. Water quality is discussed in the Final EIR/EIS (Pages 37-42). As long as adequate

tidal circulation is maintained in the project waters, "other water quality parameters such

as temperature and salinity are not expected to vary significantly from the values found

*-.. in the adjacent sloughs and Napa River." Increased salinities in South and Dutchman

Sloughs are not expected to be of enough magnitude to alter the mix of plant species and,

therefore, would have no impact on fish inhabiting the sloughs and Napa Marsh.

See the RMA/Krone Report in the EIR/EIS appendix for further information on water

quality, tidal prism, and salinity. See also response to comment 194 regarding salinity

changes.

196. Comment noted. In the Vegetation and Wildlife section of the Final EIR/EIS (Page

74), it states that, "A complete Habitat Evaluation Procedure (HEP) could be implemented
using FWS guidelines to compare the existing value of the wildlife habitat with the

projected habitat value of the project and with the project habitat value of a restored
"- tidal marsh." The logistics of conducting a HEP analysis are being investigated by the

project proponent.

197. Comment noted. The proposed development would change the habitats that

currently exist on the Ranch. Approximately 400 acres of open water (excluding the

marina), 46.5 acres of mudflats, and 40 acres of tidal marsh habitat would be created.

None of these habitats exists at the present time. The opportunity for more waterfowl

and shorebird use of the property is high, but use is dependent upon the quality of these

new habitats and how much of a role the human presence plays. American coots, ruddy

ducks, double-crested cormorants, and gulls may benefit by the open water habitat but

canvasback, pintail, shoveler, wigeon, and scoter are less likeiy to use the area.

.*- If the mudflats supported healthy populations of benthic infauna and were exposed at low

* tide, shorebirds may be attracted to the area. The human disturbance factor is again
important because shorebirds usually do not tolerate high levels of human activity (Oviatt

,-. et al. 1977). Maintenance dredging could eliminate much of the benthic infauna unless
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precautions, such as dredging on a controlled, limited basis were taken to protect the

existing bottom invertebrates. The narrowest possible channel should be dredged to

protect bottom dwellers. A preliminary slow, shallow dredging which moves the top layer

aside would likely reduce overall loss of the infauna. This could be followed by a deeper

dredging.

A total of about 40 acres of tidal marsh could be established on the perimeter of the

project's open tidal water. Those areas of tidal marsh on the interior levee should

- .experience use somewhat similar to those along Dutchman and South Sloughs. Several

mitigation measures would have to be implemented to ensure the highest quality of tidal

-:marsh for wildlife use. A broad band of natural vegetation around the development's

peninsulas would increase the wildlife value of the mudflats and tidal marsh by limiting

man-made structures and ornamental vegetation within this zone. Shaping islands,

extending the areas of tidal marsh, and planting vegetation in the levee area to provide

wildlife cover would help to ensure use of the area by many wildlife species.

Whether the creation of these new aquatic habitats represents an increase in overall

-3 wetland value is a matter for discussion. The new aquatic habitats, in themselves, would

represent an increase in overall wetland value on the project site since these habitats do

'K."."" not exist at the present time. If the project is implemented, however, there will be 3,000
single family residences and 1,500 medium density residential units located on the

p Cullinan Ranch site. When the potential for human intrusion into this area and the

-. relationship of the project site to the Napa Marsh, Lesl.,c Salt Ponds, and San Pable Bay

are taken into consideration, it is doubtful that the net effect of the project would be an

overall increase in wetland value.

. Although the Cullinan Ranch is predominantly agricultural fields and not especially suited

to use by wetland or water-associated species, at present, the importance that isolation

and lack of human disturbance play in its attractiveness to wildlife or its buffering effect

I -to the Bay and Napa Marsh are difficult to measure.

197a. Comment noted.
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1730A Jones Street
San Francisco, Ca 94109 6
May 27, 1983

Attn: Lead Agency Contacts.

Ms. Karen mason (Roger Golden,
Regulatory Action Officer EIS Coordinator)
S.F. District, US Corps of Engineers
211 Main Street, S.F./Ca 94105

ris. Christy Huddle, Vallejo Planning Department
555 Santa Clara St., Vallejo, Ca 94590

Re: Comments on the draft EIR/EIS for Cullinan Ranch,
a 1400 acre parcel in the San Pablo Bay estuary,
wast of the Napa River and city of Vallejo.
A rasidantial/comnsrcial development in an historic
marsh area.

As chair of the Wetlands Coalition of San Francisco Bay
and as one who has been part of a 4 year study of wetlands
and their importance to the commercial and environmental
vitality of this region, I urge 'decision makers' to
select Alternative 5D - NO PROJECT.

The facts - legal, regulatory and historic common law
regarding navigation and public trust issues - should
tell the developer that the remaining wetland estuaries
of S.F. Bay must be protected for the good of the whole.
Cullinan Ranch should be restored to marsh habitat when
no longer usable for agricultural purposes.

It would, thus, be in the best interest of the public
and the best interest of %he developer for responsible
officials to adopt Alternative 'D' as early as possible
because of a finding of siqnificant adverse impact
on the environment were the alternatives A, B, or C
selected.

The earlier such a decision, the Icoer the speculative
costs for the developer and the sooner he can take
advantage of tax write offs and tax benefits for deeding
this land over to agricultural/wetland uses.

The EIR/EIS is excel'ent and even outstanding in many ways.
The primary and even fatal weakness is in full disclosure of
all short and long terms costs to taxpayers of this
development. These are obscured or lacking.

lit The puhlic is NOT told in this document why there are so
nany policies protecting ucetlnds. The irporta;)ce of
witl!nds to the public Lotld !)o ftilly tio, cribod.

In br5iff u'e haya Icst 3 0 0"" of our original '.ay marshes
and in the nation over 501; such mars h3s are considered
vital for fi.h and 01dlife - as nurcory and food source
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for a food chain that ends with US! marshes produce
the oxygen we breathe, cleanse the surrounding air
and water circulating through; marshes act as temperature
moderators; marshes, wetlands and adjacent upland areas
add variety and scientific values beyond count to our
environment and public life.

'. -HERE ARE SPECIFIC COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT EIR/EIS.
These comments are made from several different viewpoints -
that of would-be future homeowners, the viewpoint from
the perspective of Vallejo taxpayers, regulatory officials,
environmental concerns and others.

ta'
-.. 1. Would-be Cullinan Ranch homeowners over next to decades.

The draft EIB suggests quite vividly that for
the would-be homeowner, a home site on the Cullinan Ranch

N .fill would be akin to sitting down on a coiled rattlesnake.

Approval of any development alternative A,B,C would
lead homebuyers to underestimate the costs and risks of

""living on filled historic marshland.

TheVallejo 1 ity Council, by approving this prgject,
would assume full responsibility to homeowners because

- these risks and the many unknown costs have been at least
partially identified in the EIR. No new homeowner in
the future is likely to read this document (unless he/she
decides to sue), and, therefore, the Vallejo City Council
judgement in this matter will be the assurance given
new homeowners that the project ; safe and worthwhile.

THESE ARE SOME OF THE RI't ' FOR HOMEOWNERS
IDENTIFIED IN THE EIR:

(1) Page 56, pare. 4.
Developers, as I read it, cannot afford the

building techniques and materials the soil analysts says
is required.

To obtain the maximum amount of fill from
dredging lagoons, the dgveloper will cut them to 30 feet.
However, the soil engineer estimates stability requires
a maximum cut of 20 feet. At 30 feet the strength of
the lagoon banks 'will be marginal'.

Page 44, para. 4.
7N " Sedimentation impacts should not be serious

"1 1/ as long as channel banks are reasonably stablel

The amount and cost of dredging and bank
maintenance have not been estimated or assumed by developer.
Therefore, those may be a cost (unknown) for homeowners
and Vallejo taxpayers.

continued
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Risks for Homeowners continued ... ,

PAGE 15, para.' 1.

The city of Vallejo's recently revised
Land Use and Circulation Element of the General Plan makes
specific comment about the Cullinan Ranch site,,'high
water table andpoor seismic response makes this area,
unless extensively filled, unsuitable for urban development'
and 'promimity to wetlands will necessitate buffering the
wetlands from more intense urban uses'.

.ne asks first if extensive filling, in fact, does
success-fully overcome the dangers of such a site. What
about the wetlands?

P. 56, Para. 1 warns that bay muds and clays excavated
from the lagoon are weak in strength.

P. 56, Para. 2 states that Harding Lawson Assoc.
require 'tied back bulk-heads' but the construction method
was discarded in favor of using compacted fills due to cost.
So much for safety in construction when using high hazard
bay muds.

P. 53, Para. 8 mentions large ground settlements of
as much as 3 feet in peat areas receiving 10 feet of fill.

Yet Page 36 shows that to pzevent flooding the
elevations will be 10.4 feet MSL 'well above th9 maximum
predicted flood elevations' which are 7.4 mSL.

What happens with the 3 feet of settlement areas?

Page 54, Para. 1 mentions that settlement could be 1
much worse if fill derived from dredged source. There will
be 3 million cubic yards of dredged material and 13 million
cubic yards imported THE SOURCE UNKNO.N!

It would appeor wrong for the 1llejo City Council to assume
that the kind of extensive filling planned will provide
adequate and safe housing.

HIDDEN COSTS TO VALLEJO TAXPAYERS AND CULLINAN RESIDENTS.
Another area of great concern is the fact that many

substantial cost factors are not identified or quantified.
The financial risk appears considerable for both would-be
homeowners at Cullinan and Vallejo taxpayers. Once Vallejo
annexes Cullinan won't Vallejo be required to provide all
services even if developers made some commitnent at an
earlier date? Once joined to a special district for sewage
or f1lood control - won't all members of the di!,trict have
shared costs?

Since most utilititos must cross the r~pa River, the
moans and methods must be disclornnd and the costs, using -6
an approved route. There are rainLornance problens and
pumping costqalluded to as using the bridge sems out.

184 contui nud
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Unknown costs to homeowners and Vallejo taxpayers.

! -.

Cas and Electricity - P, 122 in regard to needed substation.
"It is not certain at this time if all the necessary
land rights or permits can be obtained or if an off site
substation is technically or economically feasible".

Police/first station - P. 124.

A combined polic/fire station is needed but not funded by
the developer.

Schools-P. ,119 120.

All the adjacent Vallejo schools are full - but 4 to 6 years
1 would pass w4th 770 residential units constructed before

a school woaud be built at Cullinan.

Cullinan tilI have some 600 high school students - none is
to be built there - there is no room in nearby Vallejo.

-too Library - needed and not funded.
Parks - needed and not funded or sites ill suited - p. 121.

Water supply, sanitary system require major investment
I1b not provided by developer.

The potential costs to Vallejo taxpayers appears
; excessive and without limit once this project is approved

and annexed.
TABLE III - P. 20 shows that through the first four

phases in terms of identified costs the project costs
Vallejo money.

2 ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS over and above those indicated above.

Who pays for banks that collapse and annual dredging?

The source of fill is a cumulative impact and must
be identified.

Federal air standards are exceed in the Bay Area7o1 "1 so that any development which creates major traffic congestion
as this does is extremely unesirable. Page 90 reports
that a good share of Route 37 and a portion of Route 29
will remain at Level of Service F with this development.
IF' is 3 grades BELOW the level considered adequate!

P. 55 - Transporting of fill and construction materials
if through Vallejo will have a major adverse impact on

a... certain areas of Vallejo - this information must be disclosed.
U When, how often, where - Vallejo residents will need to know.

P. 73 acknowledges the likely secondary impact of
, placing a residential area within a marsh area that already

has a mosquito problem.

continued
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1GOVERNMENTAL POLICIES AND CUSTOMS PROHIBIT WETLAND),-- DESTRUCTION.""

All of the following agencies have.specific policies
or mandates which would deny permits to projects like I

* Cullinan Ranch. These are identified in the Draft EIR/EIS.

P. 24 - BCDC DikeJWetlands policy opposes such projects
as Cullinan.

P. 19 - County of Solano opposes the conversion of
Agricultural lands.

P. 65 - Dept. of Fish and Came policy for S.F.Bay:

1. Historic tidal marshes should be restored
to that function.

2. Upon cessation of agricultural uses
historic marsh/wetland areas should be used for fish
and wildlife habitat.

p. 62 - U.S. Fish and Wildlife describesCullinan Ranch
as 'paulustrirfarmed wetlands.

The Napa Marsh (Page 67) is the #1 priority
for winter waterfowl habitat conservation in the State.

P. 66 - State Senate Concurrent Resolution #28,
April1979 advocates protection and expansion of wetland
habitat withint the State of California by 50% (last para.)

IRREVERSIBLE IMPACT.'

The foreclosure against wetland restoration of
agricultural land which is an integral part of the
San Pablo Bay estuarine system should be considered an
unacceptable, irreversible impact.

I urge decision makers to respond to this.

PUBLIC BENEFIT,

Additional housing is the public benefit mentioned
by which a permit can be issued for development.
However, housing is not considered a beneficial use of
wetlands and thus the public interest is NOT wall served.

Once more to qualify. housing must be safe, reliable
and affordable and without financial risks for taRpayers,

. .homeowners and without environmental degradation for the
region as a whole. The Cullimn Ranch does not qualify

by the disclosures of this EIR.

Decisions makers are urged to make a finding of 'a

significant adverse impacts for Alternatives A, Bp and C
and to adopt Alternative D, no project.

Susan M. Smith
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198. Coastal wetlands are important for many reasons. Beyond their aesthetic value,

wetlands play a vital role in the overall health of California's coastal ecosystem. They

produce an abundance of vegetation which, in turn, provides the basis for a complex food

chain nourishing a rich assortment of living organisms.

Wetlands are among the most productive ecosystems in the world (Teal and Teal, 1969).
Wetlands provide a wide variety of animals with food, breeding sites, resting areas,

~.s nesting materials or sites, moulting grounds, or protection from weather or predators.
Some species depend on wetlands for all of these function while others may use them for

only one or two, or during a portion of their life cycle.

199. With regard to using sheet pile bulkheads: preliminary site investigations provided
design parameters for this method only for the purpose of feasibility studies, and not

necessarily as the recommended method. Sheet pile bulkheads are expensive and their
anticipated use would be limited, if required at all, since other proven methods are

available. Please see Response 127.

Slope stability has been evaluated for excavation below Elevation -30, and can be made

stable with proper slopes and careful construction. The deeper bay mud is

overconsolidated and the actual "safe" slopes will be determined during final design. 1

Please see response 127 for further discussion of slope stability and Appendix IV.J for an
outline of proposed future studies.

4.N To insure correct use of excavation techniques it is proposed that a test pit be dug on-site

to assist the contractor in evaluating those ground conditions expected to be encountered

in actual excavation.2

200. See response 23.

201.Pleae se resonse127

AI 201. Please see Response 127.

20.PesReeRsos 2

203. Please see response 25.
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204. Once annexed, the City of Vallejo would be required to provide general government
services. The Economic/Fiscal analysis in the Final EIR/EIS indicates that the project
would fully support these costs. Ongoing maintenance costs to provide wastewater and

flood control service to the project would be shared ry members of Vallejo Sanitary and
Flood Control District (VSFCD).

205. The Water Superintendent (see comment 255) and the VSFCD Manager (see
comments 250-252) have indicated that water and sanitary sewer mains would need to be

located on the Napa River Bridge. The exact cost of construction of these mains has not
been determined because no agreement has been reached on the location. Discussions
between the city of Vallejo, VSFCD, Caltrans and the developer are now underway.

206. The police/fire station would be supported by revenues generated by the project.

p 207. Comment noted.

208. The costs and revenues associated with the library have been included in the fiscal

analysis which indicates that all such costs would be supported by the project.

209. Park sites have been provided in the project and these would be developed at the
expense of the project sponsor through park dedication fees and maintained by a
maintenance district so that the cost would be incurred by future residents of the project.
The Junior High School site has been moved to avoid conflict with Napa Airport
operations, but this site as well as 30 acres of the park sites remains close to areas of high
traffic volume with resulting noise impacts.

The pedestrian trail system along the levee will be expanded to include improvements for
bicycle traffic due the length of this segment of the trail system. Initially, the proposed
plan limited this area to pedestrian traffic only as an alternative measure to increasing
protection of the levee for wildlife use. With the segment along the levee, the total

pedestrian/bicycle trail system will be increased from approximately 8.5 miles (as
originally proposed) to some 13 miles.
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210. The specific responsibility of the developer for costs of sewage treatment facilities

has not been determined. However, the developer will be required to pay for those

1 facilities specifically required by the project.

- 211. The economic/fiscal analysis indicates that the project will have a positive balance

in all phases.

212. Please see response 1.

213. Please see responses 1, 22, 25 and 57.

v 214. Because of violations of air quality standards in the Bay Area, a regional Air Quality
Plan has been prepared. This plan allows for , certain amount of regional growth which is

* 'consistent with regional air quality goals. The consistency of the project with the Plan is

discussed on nage 108 of the Final EIR/EIS.

V 215. See response 10.

u 216. Please see responses 25 and 57.

S217. Comment noted.

q 218. Comment noted. Development of the Cullinan Ranch property would result in the

loss of an area which is potentially restorable to tidal marsh. Once developed, it would be
• .an irreversible impact, as stated by the commentor. See response 159.

1 Dennis H. Furby, CE 24480, Harding Lawson Associates, letter to W. R. Williams, Inc.,
March 17, 1983.

2 Carl Neuhausen, W. R. Williams, Inc., telephone communication with EIP Corporation,
January 16, 1984.
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1730A Jones Street
S.F./Ca 94109
July 6, 1983

Attn: Villejo City Planning Commission

Re: Additional comments on Cullinan Ranch DEIR.
First set of comments were sent in May 27, 1983.

Submission of additional material:

Wetlands Resolution - June 1983, from the Wetlands Coalition.
S141 The 20,000 member Golden Gate Audubon has endorsed the

Resolution. Does the Cullinan Ranch development conform
with wetland policies adopted by the major public interest
groups studying bay wetlands?

S.F. Chronicle article July 6 WED -"How S.F. Port got Lucky". -

Enormously bad projects are often set before local decision
makers - they are economically infeasible and environmentally
disasterous but still proposed.

Two questions:
How many-residential projects on the Bay Area over the

last decade have had financial troubles?
How many projects in wetland adjacent areas over the

past 20 years have complaining residents, high insurance
claims and defaults?

S.F. Examiner July 3rd article, "WIhy builders are crossing
their fingers." The chart shows that a medium priced home
costs 5110,00 and requires an income of $39,000, at 10% interest.
Howover, interest rates have ranged over the the past years
from 17% ($59t000 income) to 12% for mortgages on new homes
($45,000 income).

$20 At the lowest interest rate of the last year - 12%,
Cullinan homes costing $215,000 (some 3000 homes) would
require an annual income of $85,000 or so. What is the
average income of Vallejo residents and taxpayers and
similiar communites around the Bay? What percentile of
Americans have an income of $85,000? Are Vallejo residents
going to be subsidizing a project for the wealthy?
Will the shiny new shopping malls of Cullinan drawb1siness
away from Vallejo? There are to be 1700 boats costing $90,000
ech - Table 111-19. How many Vallejoans can afford these?

How many up-scale projects like this are being built
in the Bay Area? What is the market for them? How many are
currently unsold? What happens to income projects for Vallejo
if all the homes need to be reduced to the median cost of S110,000?

Lastly, the Dale Champion fullpage article in the
S.F. Chronicle - THU JUN 30 - on Cullinan Ranch should
appear in the record.

The facts urge that Vallejo decision makers encourage
development within the boundaries of the city east of Napa River.
Why not ask the Cullinan Ranch developers to participate in
using the 2000 acres available for construction east of the River?

Thank you for your interest.
Susan M. Smith 190
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| IDONALD K. WHITE!/Coal Terminal "
X. That's the assessment made in a new

study by Herbert Webber. research fellow at
* ", the East.West Center in Ilonolulu.

* % Given the oil crisis of the mid- and late-
p A,1970s. all industrialized nations were looking

4for alternative sources of energy. In the Unit-
ed States, inulti-billion dollar shale oil projects

-- -.- 'o. were under way. It was proposed seriously
.*. ;7' , that the nation's corn surplus could be con-

* verted into a form of alcohol usable as auto-_____mo_)ih fuel. The situation, given the cireum.
stances, was that silly.

But with the largesi hoard of coal under-
ground of any nation, the plan to send U.S.
coal abroad at a profit had a certain validity
and plats to develop new coal terminals were

Swe received.H ow S According to the East-West Center's Web-
ber. the coal terminal promoters were bettingGon several things that didn't happen:

G t u k1) A movement toward coal as an energy
T he Port of San Francisco had an unusual source to reduce the dependency on oil in

stroke of luck back in 1977 although it many Pacific Rim countries.
didn't realize it at the time. 2) Continuihg unstable labor conditions in

Port officials then were listening kindly the coal fields of Australia. Japan's major
to a grandiose plan to convert Pier 94 to a $40 supplier, and the political situation in Poland,
million coal exporting terminal to ship coal to where coal is a major earner of western
foreign customers, mainly Japan. currencies.

If the plan had gotten off the ground, the The labor conditions in" the Australian
'1 '- ~port stood to get an income of as much as $4 mines improved and, like it or not, Polish coal

million a year in charges for coal moving over miners continued to dig.
the pier on its way to the Orient.

In return, the port was asked by the In addition, the U.S. coal terminal promoters
terminal promoters to spend about $1 million 1had not done their homework.
to dredge the area around Pier 94 from a
depth of 40 feet to 47 feet to accommodate The plan proposed by Soros Associates for
thedeep draft bulk carrier ships that would the Pier 94 project called for coal being
take the coal out the Golden Gate. hauled to the terminal from mines in the far

off Rocky Mountains in open-top gondola cars
Fortunately for the port the plan was along Southern Pacific's tracks.

never more than that. If It had been approved Ters
.. "- '.N the port would have been stuck with another The top layer of coal In th was to be

fiasco on its hands. sprayed with a film-like chemical to prevent
the 100-car coal trains from spewing dust as
the trains rumbled through populated areas.

T wo things saved the port commissioners Compared to the way coal is hauled to ports in
from making an enthusiastic, but egre- Australia, Canada and South Africa that

glous, error. woul(d have been an expensive operation, but
certainly one that would have been demand-

One. the plan as proposed by Soros Asso- ed, and rightfully so. by environmentalists.
ciates of New York. a major shipping terminal
" developer, would have required environmen-. But the major factor that brought an end
tal impact studies taking at least two to three to the terminal promoters' dreams of making
years. And two, the expected boom in ship- a killing was the growing stability in the
ping U.S. coal to Japan never developed. The worldwide price of coal.
option taken on Pier 94 by Soros Associates Th'y were bettintg that ever Increasing
was allowed to expire. prices would make up for the fact that In

selling coal to Japan more than half the cost
v, By mid-1960 coal port developers in the of landing a ton of U.S. coal in that country is

United States including Soros, "had escaped eaten up by transportation costs.
S. -2'i' the financial embarrassment of being all

dressed up with no place to go, thanks .- - - They lost the bet, for which port comnmis-
unlikely ally - the environmentalists." 191 siontrs are forever thankful.
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SaeSan Francisco WHEREAS, the marshes and wetlands of the San Francisco

ilay Association Bay estuarine system are an ecosystem of elegance,
effciecy ndeconomy of vital importance to the

peninsula Conservation health and wel! being of the total Bay Community, and;
Center Foundation

V WHEREAS, the marshes are the foundation of the marine
Committe for Green food chain, providing the organic nutrients to feed
poothills both Bay and ocean life and are an irreplaceable

nursery for fish and surface wildlife, and;
West Contra Costa
Conservation League WHEREAS, such marshes and wetlands provide 1/3 of

the world's oxygen supply while acting as a cheap
M4ar in Audubon Society and efficient tertiary sewage process that uses
S.F. Bay Chapter of only organic agents, and;
Sierra Club

WHERE AS, the marshes and wetlands of San Francisco
have been reduced from 313 square miles to 59 square
miles during this century, and now face extinction and
the certain destruction of their great benefits to
human health, economy and enjoyment,
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THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that we shall promote and aid the
protection, restoration and enhancement of wetlands and
marshes by URGING:

1. A program of public education and information describing the
* nature and value of wetlands, their locations around San Francisco

Bay and various ways by which they can be protected.

2. Strict application of the public trust doctrine to all wet-
lands and diked baylands and adjacent uplands which can serve
trust purposes of navigation, maritime commerce, fish, wildlife,
recreation and open space.

3. Fulfillment of the intent of State Concurrent Resolution #28
(authoried by Keene, Filante and Kapiloff) adopted in 1979 to

7 expand wetland areas in the state by 50% within the next two
decades.

4. Identification of marsh and wetland areas in General Plans,
_ _overlay maps and ordinances regulating development and subdivi-

sions by cities and counties. Wetlands are seismically hazard-
ous; subject to flooding; and act as reservoirs protecting
developed areas. Wetlands should be identified in the elements
for Open Space, Conservation and Land Use in General Plans.

5. We urge denial by the Army Corps of Engineers of permits
.. to construct in wetlands, diked baylands or adjacent upland

areas unless in furtherance of public trust goals and federal
and state wetland preservaton policies.

6. Support the inclusion of diked baylands and wetlands under
the jurisdiction of BCDC.

C7. Support the assignment of highest priority to marsh and
wetlands by the State Resources Agency in its consideration of
significant natural areas in San Francisco Bay.

8. Support the revision of EIR guidelines to protect wetland
habitat.

9. Support state and federal programs to emphasize the cumula-
tive environmental impacts of Bay shoreline use and development
projects and for development of a procedure to evaluate such
cumulative impacts on a continuing basis.

10. Support existing State and Federal regulations including the
Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act to preserve and enhance
wetlands.

SAN FRANCISCO SAY ESTUARY -WETLANDS RESOLUTION
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LETTERD G-12

219. It appears that the Cullinan Ranch Project does not conform to the Wetlands

resolution adopted by the Wetlands Coalition, a private non-profit organization.

Neither the City nor the Corps of Engineers maintains records about high insurance claims .

and defaults. Such information would be difficult to obtain from private insurance -

carriers and is beyond the scope of this report.

220. The project is oriented to a segment of market demand distributed through the Bay

Area. About 2.3% of Bay Area households had incomes greater than $50,000 in 1979. The

project sponsor has submitted data showing that the project is in line with a number of

other developments in the region. Vallejo would not need to subsidize the project, as it

would pay for itself before it is fully completed. It is anticipated that the commercial

* development in the project would draw sales to Vallejo since the project would be annexed

to the City and that project residents would shop primarily in Vallejo rather than in other
communities. Boat value projections have been reduced to $30,000 per boat.
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u ~o~~oP~r rnerce.
2- Paio'de ValI -Co,CA

'I IN SUPPORT OF CULLINAN RANCH PROJECT

1. Jack Anthony, III 18. Walt Knipp
Anthony Enterprises Wiggins Funeral Home

2. Vickie Ceradsky 19. Gordon Shaffer
VIKI Vallejo Independent Press

3. Terry Cox
M nson & Cox Architects, Inc.

4. Fred Davis
.*.4 First Interstate Bank

5. Robert Denison
North Bay Associates

"-c
6. Bill Elliott, III

Y. Elliott Real Estate

7. James Hubbard
Hubbard Business Services

8. Ray Lindsey
Wells Fargo Bank

* (As Committee Member, will support)

9. Don Mitolo
Crocker National Bank, Geurqia Street Branch

-' 10. Charles Rasmussen
The Vallejo Center

11. Don Risso
U.S. Post Office

12 Roger Warnock
Vallejo Independent Press

13. R. Adm. Joe Rizza
Cd'lifozaaad Mdritime Academy

14. Lou Rippa
KNBA Radio

15. Charles Balassi
Corcoran & Balassi

16. Al Newman
ABC Marine

17 Jack Hussey
Hussey's Moving & Storage

MCE:nsa

VCC (7/83)
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=;"-'i' 221. Comment noted.
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SAN FRANCISCO BAY CHAPTER

OCEANIC SOCIETY
BLDG. 315, FORT MASON • SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94123 PHONE (415) 441-5970

.,

City of Vallejo Planning Commission
City Hall
555 Santa Clara Street
Vallejo, California

, -July 6, 1983

Dear Commissioners;

The Oceanic Society is a national organization dedicated
to marine conservation, education, and the wise use of our
ocean and estuary resources. The two thousand fishermen, rec-
reational boaters, and naturalists who make up our northern
California chapter have a vital stake in the protection of
San Francisco Bay Area estuarine species and wetland habitats.

*We do not believe it is in the interests of the citizens

of Vallejo, Bay Area residents, orourmembership to allow a
large scale residential/commercial development on some of the

' "last open space land adjacent to San Francisco Bay, especially
next to a major continental wildlife area. This is additionally
true of the Cullinan Ranch project which will be expensive in

4' public services and will have at a minimum the unavoidable
adverse impacts on the Vallejo area described in the Draft EIS/R.

S. If this Draft EIR/S were done thoroughly, it would present
the larger context of the impacts and the seriousness of deciding

to approve it so clearly that your commission would recommend
dropping consideration of the project at this stage. There is
precedent for such action: an EIS by the EPA on a sewage treat-
ment plan for two coastal communities (Stinson Beach, Bolinas).
The DEIS made it so clear that the project was totally inappro-

.* priate for its setting that the final report was never released,
and the project was required to be withdrawn.

i ..'. As it is, the EIS/R illustrates unmitigatable impacts to
agriculture and open space, and to local traffic conditions, which
will only be worsened. These effects are impacts to both the
local residents of Vallejo and to the Bay Area region as a whole.
The traffic impacts will extend to the surrounding arteries,
especially to Highway 101 as it adds a burden of commuters to
San Francisco, Matin, and Sonoma. The North Bay is ore of the

1
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Oceanic Society-2

-. i

last remaining areas of agriculture and open space in the entire
Saii Pablo - San Francisco Bay c..plex. To alter its character
co the proposed extent, even with the "reduced" plan, is not only
to drive agriculture further from urban centers, but to affects
the regional character as a whole, further degrading air quality,
water quality, and climatic conditions in the Bay Area, and set-
ting a disastrous precedent.

We are convinced that resource protection through good plan-
-= h ning and sound fiscal management usually go hand in hand. The

Cullinan Ranch project, as proposed, carries some very serious

financial burdens for both the County of Solano and the City of
Vallejo, along with costly environmental threats. Thirteen.
million cubic yards of fill, moved by truck, will disrupt local
traffic flow and commerce. Differential settlement of bay fill
will create construction and maintenance burdens. Additional
sewage treatment demand will be generated. Tiere will be addi-
tional levee repair costs. Residential threaLs from seismic haz-
ards will be increased. Regionally negative impacts will occur

.94 . to adjacent public lands where there has been a substantial in-
vestment in resource protection, and there 4s likely to be dam-
age to the economically valuable dungeness crabs and striped bass.

The EIS/R needs to expand its descriptions of unmitigat-
-. able impacts to considerations of regional traffic patterns and

- road capactitieE, cumulative water pollution effects, cumulative
wildlife impact.;, especially on the San Pablo Bay Wildlife Refuge,

and it should present a clearer picture of the need and the
real costs of tae project.

There is no question that housing serves a public interest,
,-.. and that the Bay Area's housing stock needs improvement. But un-
70",, thinking growth which harms the quality of life of all present

Bay Area residents, including the citizens of Vallejo, is not
in the public interest. This is especially true in light o-the
facts pointed out in the EIR/S on p. 67 that there is "national
recognition that wetland and shallow water habitats have such
high ecological and social values as to consent to their destruc-
tion or degradations only where there is no question that pub-
lic interest demands it" (this is not just the Fish and Wildlife
Service's opinion, but is supported by the state and Federal coastal
zone policy), and by the fact that that the FWS "has also iden-
tified the Napa Marsh as the number one priority for waterfowl

4. wintering habitat preservation for the California coast, and the
California coast is ranked sixth in the nation". It is question-
able whether the housing stock this development will provide is

7, the stock that is needed, and would be unquestionably in the
punlic interest.
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We do not doubt that Vallejo needs a more diversified job
base, as stated by your City Manager at a recent hearing on oil
development. We suggest that Vallejo should be proud of its
marsh heritage and should provide a leadership role in the Bay
Area by finding innovative ways to develop new jobs and indus-
tries that profit from the wetlands' renewable bounty. -We
urge you to set an example by drawing the boundary here, at
the Cullinan Ranch, and by rezoning the land for marsh restora-
tion and visitor interpretation, shellfish or mariculture

'.' \development or research, agriculture or other appropriate uses.

Thank you very much for your attention.

Sincerely,

Dr. Ruthann Corwin
~ Chair, Conservation Task Force

r4
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L EI'ER # G-14

222. All of these concerns are addressed in the Final EIR/EIS either in the text or

responses to comments. Specifically: Traffic, Section III.H.; Water Pollution, Section

III.C.; Wildlife, Section III.F.

N' 223. Comment noted. Please see responses to comments 25 and 57 for corrected fill

requirements.

224. Comment noted. See response to comments 51 and 52.

225. Comment noted. Potential impacts on the San Pablo Bay National Wildlife Refuge

are discussed in the Final EIR/EIS (see response to comments 45, 46, and 48). The purpose

and need for the project are described in Section I.A. of the Final EIR/EIS. The costs to

the City of Vallejo are described in Section III.L. of the Final EIR/EIS.

226. Comment noted.
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~SAN FRANCISCO

1 BlI CHAPT*R
SIERRA CLU1B

Si 6014 COLLEGE AVENUE I OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA 94618 I(415)658-7470

July 3, 1983

Ms. CHRISTY HUDDLE Ms. KAREN MASON
Assistant Planning Director Regulatory Action Officer
Vallejo Planning Dept U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
555 Santa Clara St San Francisco District
Vallejo, CA 94590

Mr. ROGER K. GOLDEN
EIS Coordinator
Technical Support Branch
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
San Francisco District

re: Cullinan Ranch DEIR, May 1983

41 Dear Ms. Huddle, Ms. Mason, Mr. Golden,

The S. F. Bay Chapter of Sierra Club urges the City of Vallejo
and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to adopt Alternative D, "No
Project." The proposal as set forth in the DEIR has all the earmarks
of a potential environmental, engineering, and fiscal disaster for the

*" North Bay and the taxpayers of VaLlejo.

The project acea occupies a strategic location in the North Bay
marshlands, which constitute the last major remaining marshland on
San Francisco Bay proper and which is a very important waterfowl habitat.The cumulative effect of the development can be expected to severely

impact the quality of the North Bay as waterfowl habitat, with adverse
*consequences for the waterfowl population of the entire Bay area.

ai The siltation and other disturbance of water quality that could be
expected from the project may adversely affect the North Bay fisheries.
All of this will prove detrimental to sport hunters and fishermen, of
whom a considerable number reside in Vallejo, and to businesses that
cater to the needs of Bay outdoorsmen. There are numerous upland
sites in the North Bay suitable for building, but there is little
remaining wetland. Current policies of the Dept of Fish and Game,

. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the Corps of Engineers, BCDC, and
the State of California all recornize the importance of protecting
the remaining Bay wetlands and marsh habitat. Placing such a project
on the Cullinan Ranch site is directly contrary to this well-established
policy. Sierra Club does not feel that the full impact of the effects
of the development on waterfowl, fish, other wildlife, and the Bay
ecosystem has been adequately addressed by the DEIR.
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SAN FRANCISCO
BAy CHAPTER Cullinan Ranch pg 2

SIERRA CLUB

6014 COLLEGE AVENUE I OAKLAND. CALIFORNIA 94618 I (415) 658-7470

The soils analysis contained in the DEIR clearly shows that the
F~V area is not suitable for development. Groundwater levels vary fran

surface level to five feet. Large differential ground settlements of
three feet are predicted in areas receiving ten feet of fill (which is
most of the developed area). This means that foundations of buildings
will tilt, crack, or break, underground sewers and waterpipes will
tilt backwards, causing reverse flows, underground utilities, including
pipes, can be expected to break or crack, buildings will crack, warp,
or even break apart, and water can be expected to collect in areas that
settle at a faster rate. Possibly areas will sink below high tide or
flood zones; the example of Alviso comes to mind.

The DEIR finds that the dredged slopes of the lagoons, as proposed,
Z.1 will be of doubtful stability; which raises the specter of lateral ,soils

movement, in addition to vertical compression, resulting in worse
settlement problems.

%45% These problems could be avoided only by installation of very expensive
pilings and bulkheads, which the developer obviously cannot afford
because no residential homebuyer would pay the Cost. Another soils
engineer who examined the data relied upon by the authors of the
DEIR is of the opinion that the amount of settlement will be far
worse than three feet differential. The EIR should include analyses
by different soils engineers, and these analyses should be very critically2000 examined because of the obvious potential for very serious problems. 4

The project has been compared in the media to Foster City, Emery-
vifle's Watergate, Alameda's Bay Farm Island, and other filled wetlanddevelopments in the central Bay Area that are widely (and erroneously)
believed to be relatively stable. In fact, soils along the central
Bay shoreline areas are far more stable than the muds underlying
the proposed Cullinan development. The DEIR should certainly examine
the experience of developments placed on Bay fill in other sites around
the Bay; and should analyse the differences between the proposed
Cullinan development soils and the soils underlying other filled areas.

The DEIR does not address the projected costs of the damage and
cost of repairs that would be occasioned by soils settlement, nor the
potential for litigation that will arise when damages begin to occur.
Who will pay for the damage and repairs?? If the developer fails to
repair damages due to soil settlement, who does?? It is very unlikely
that the homeowners or homeowners association will be able to make more
than marginal repairs. Will the City of Va&lejo be expected to pay
the cost of repairs?? A multitude of lawsuits can be expected as
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SAN FRANCISCO
BAy1JC APTER Cullinan Ranch pg 3

_SIERRA CLUB

614 COLLEGE AVENUE I OAKLAND. CALIFORNIA 94618 1 (415) 658-7470

dwellings, structures, streets, and utilities begin to sink, buckle,
tile, warp, crack, or break. We can expect plaintiff-homeowners to
sue the City to take measures to stabilize the soil or to repair or

0 replace broken utility installations that are supposedly the developer's
or homeowners' responsibility. The City will be expected to take
measures to prevent flooding or accumulation of surface water due to
settlement. Will Federal flood insurance or private insurance be
available when needed??

The City could expect to be sued by desperate homeowners for
permitting construction of the project on soils that are obviously
unstable or questionable at best without adequate pilings and bulkheads.
Courts, judges, and juries in recent years have significantly
expanded the scope of municipal liability, and we can expect that
trend to continue. The developer may be gone or insolvent by the
time settlement damages become serious, but the City of Vallejo
will remain the defendant with the "deep pocket" that cannot walk away

L%1 from plaintiffs searching for a solvent defendant.

The cost of litigation would prove very burdensome to the City
of Vallejo, which is a small municipality, and plaintiff judgments
against the City could be enormous relative to the resources of the
City. Whether the City would be protected by insurance against the
costs of this litigation depends upon the willingness of the iasuters
to provide:coverage. Before the City even considers approval of the
project, it should make itself fully aware of the potential for
litigation and municipal liability. This question is not addressed
in the DEIR, but should certainly be of concern to taxpayers and
elected officials.

The proposed Cullinan development will be a source of very expensive
problems for the taxpayers and elected officials of the City of Vallejo,
and should be rejected totally. There are other sites in or near
Vallejo that are suitable for building of middle-income housing without
the horrendous environmental, engineering, and fiscal problems of the
Cullinan project. Cullinan will not relieve the Bay Area's middle-

.• income housing shortage because most people will not be able to afford
the luxury prices of Cullinan, and there is no shortage of luxury-priced
housing in the Bay Area.

Additional concerns are very ablely discussed in the letter of
Mrs. Susan Smith, Chair of the Wetlands Coali ion, dated May 23, 1983,
to which the reader is respectfully referred

Very Tru ours,

James P. , br the S. F. Bay
apt of Sierra Club
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227.~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Comn oe.Sersoset omns4 n 8

227. Comment noted. See response to comments 50,5 and 8.

* 229. Comment noted. Additions have been made to the Vegetation arnd Wildlife section in
* the Final EIR/EIS, as a result of the completion of Harvey & Stanley Associates yearlong

study on the biological resources of the Cullinan Ranch. Appendix IV.L Includes the final

report by Harvey & Stanley Associates (1983). See Pages 93-121 for a discussion of the

potential impacts of the proposed development and possible mitigation measures. Also

see response to comments 45, 46, 48, 50, 54, and 55.

230. Please see response 42 and 9.4

With regard to the related concern for flooding, development will render the completed

building areas safe from flooding. The buildings will be raised above the maximum

anticipated flood elevations as required by the building ordinances. These designQ

* elevations are based on historical records and engineering studies, and include

consideration of post-construction settlement.1
-

231. Please see responses 199 and 127.-

232. Please see responses 199, 42 and 9.

233. Please see response 39.-

234. There is no question that settlement and stability problems have occurred on other

projects, as evidenced by some of the examples referred to in the EIR/EIS comments.

These examples become the basis for Improving the design/construction methods. There_

are also many good examples of well-engineered and constructed projects over deep

deposits of bay mud which are performing quite satisfactorily; residential projects such as

Bel Manin Keys and Spinnaker Point, and commercial projects such as India Basin, Benicia

Industrial Park, and along Francisco Blvd. in San Rafael. The proper approach to

geotechnical engineering Is to be cautious and prudent without being overly conservative.
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¢ 'The geotechnical engineering concerns of settlement and slope stability for Cullinan*,!
* Ranch can be adequately evaluated and safely mitigated by using the appropriate

engineering designs and construction techniques. 1

Bel Matin Keys Unit 4, a 159-unit residential project encompassing about 100 acres has

been excavated to elevations as deep as 30 feet below original ground in creating lagoons,

*channels and peninsulas. The Bel Marin Keys property is similar to the Cullinan Ranch

2 -" property in that is is on young bay muds, pumped for agricultural purposes and has

saturated soils. Even though the soil is saturated it is very impervious to the passage of

water. This characteristic makes it possible to keep excavations dry with little pumping.

The Bel Matin Keys excavations were carried out with the use of large backhoes to
IV. excavate and trucks to haul the material to the fill areas. In this manner 1,300,000 cubic

yards were excavated in the dry and placed in properly compacted f ills.2

Both Bel Matin Keys and Cullinan Ranch lie along the northerly end of San Pablo Bay,

both properties were diked off from tidal action many years ago and have been farmed
since that time. In both cases, the elevations of the property are from -2 to -4 mean sea

*level and are drained by means of cross ditches from which water is pumped. Both

properties are adjacent to permanent water areas. At Bel Marin Keys these water areas

are Novato Creek and the existing lagoons. At the Cullinan Ranch, Dutchman Slough lies

4adjacent.

The underlying material in each of the properties consists of a 3 to 5 foot thick, relatively

dry dessicated crust created by farming and drainage. Beneath this lies soft,

compressible, clayey silt with peat lenses or pockets. The peat lenses or pockets are not
continuous and generally occur near the surface. At Bel Matin Keys, ground water was 3

F" to 8 feet below the surface, and at Cullinan Ranch about 5 feet below the surface.

Even though the water table is near the surface, the low permeability of the soft.

compressible, clayey silt allowed the excavations at Bel Marin Keys to be accomplished

with backhoes and draglines, in the dry, with dewatering by means of pumping.

The peat lenses are not continuous and therefore do not provide a path for subsurface

water. In the event a peat lense is encountered near Dutchman Slough which allows water

to flow into the excavation, it can be cut off by excavating a trench between the

- excavation and the slough and filling it with impermeable silty clay from the site.
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There were a few instances of minor, localized slope failures at Bel Manin Keys during

grading. These were repaired by removal and recompaction of failed material, flattening-

* slopes, adding benches to the grading, replacing fill with lightweight material or a

combination of these procedures as appropriate. After the excavation was completed and
3

* . -the lagoons were filled, there have been no slope failures.

At Cullinan Ranch, pipes, tanks, pump stations, etc. would be thoroughly analyzed at the

time of design, in order to avoid creation of differential settlement, through uniform

loading of underlying material, proper foundation design and flexible piping connections.

Concerning the relationship of proposed elevations with respect to settlement and the

V. required minimum floor elevation, the following tabulation shows various elevations on

Navigable Depth (Mean Sea Level) and Vallejo Datum.

Vallejo Datum NGVD (M.S.L.)

Elevation Elevation

Finished Floor +1.50 +9.00

0.00 +7.50

-7.50 0.00

MLLW -10.11 -2.61

MHHW -4.6 +2.90

Maximum Tide -1.0 +6.50

The finished floors would be constructed at elevations which provide for the settlement

which would take place after construction. The project sponsor's civil engineering

consultant has estimated that the floors would be initially constructed at an elevation of

+12.5 NGVD (M.S.L.) or elevation +5.0 Vallejo Datum.

Accommodation of ground settlement would be provided for in design of sanitary sewer

and storm drainage facilities both with respect to total and differential settlement.

These systems would be designed with extra gradient where settlements will produce

flatter gradients and the systems will be constructed using jointing and pipe materials

which will accommodate these settlements.2

9'235. Please see response 1.IL
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236. Cullinan Ranch is within Zone A on the Solano County Flood Hazard Boundary Map.

As such, homes on the site would be eligible for flood insurance at the same rate as the
rest of the County once their floor elevations were established as being above the 100-

year flood level. With annexation to the City of Vallejo, the lowest floor level would have %

to be 1.5 feet above the 100-year flood plane to conform with the flood ordinance. 4

237. Both the city of Vallejo and the Corps of Engineers agree that the costs of litigation

is of concern to the taxpayers and elected officials. However such costs are speculative

and extraordinary and are not required to be included in an EIR/EIS. Generally the fiscal

analysis in an EIR/EIS only looks at predictable capital and operating expenses that would
result from a proposed project. The City of Vallejo is aware of the potential for litigation

V'- but has no way of predicting whether such litigation will occur, who will bring it or how

much a lawsuit would cost to defend.

V|

tDennis H. Furby, CE 24480, Harding Lawson Associates, letter to W. R. Williams, Inc.,
August 26, 1983.

L.E. Oberkamper, Oberkamper and Associates, Civil Engineers, Inc., letter to
W. R. Williams, Inc., October 28, 1983.

7 1 L. E. Oberkamper, Oberkamper and Associates, Civil Engineers, Inc., letter to
W. R. Williams, Inc., August 25, 1983.

4
* 2 Ron Besseman, National Flood Insurance Program, and Tim Ko, City of Vallejo Public

Works, telephone communications with EIP Corporation, January 18, 1984.
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: f ( Golden Gate Audubon Society

A BAwCH oi THs NATIONAL AUDUsON Socar

June 10, 1983

Ann Meredith
Planning Dept.
P.O. Box 3068
¥alleJo, Ca. 94590

Dear Ms. Meredith;

The Golden Gate Audubon Society is deeply concerned about

the effects of the proposed Cullinan Ranch Development on wildlife
habitat in the North Bay. This area on the north shore of San Pablo

Bay represents the last large open space for agriculture and wild-
life habitat in the San Francisco Bay Area.

California's wetlands are disappearing rapidly under the
2 .3 pressures of development. In the Bay Area there are now only 59

square miles of marshes and wetlands remaining of the 313 square
miles that existed at the beginning of the century. Development
of the Cullinan Ranch would affect more than the immediate site.
The Napa and Petaluma marshes, importnt wintering grounds for
waterfowl on the Pacific Flyway, would be cut off from the Bay.
Considering the estimated 13,500 people the new community would '5

hold, the proposed mitigation projects included in the Ranch
Development Plan would do little towards restoring what was lost.

-. LOf equal concezn are the dangers of construction on this
area of soft bay mud, which would prove unstable in an earthquake.
Further problems include the greatly increased traffic which would

%" U flood already crowded Highwav 37, and the financial burden on the41 urban services of Vallejo.

We urge you not to approve this development, a project which

raises more problems than it solves.

C~7.

Sincerely yours,

S..

Ruth S. Vose
Conservation Committee

208 AMERICANS CoMHrID TO CONSERV,' . N

2718 ... 6 0.ph Avwen,, Smile 206 Berkeley, Cditornia 94705 ( (415) 843-2222

d*
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LETTER , G-16

238. Comment noted. See response to comments 48 and 135.

239. Please see response 9.

. *, 240. See response 10.

241. Comment noted.
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THE CALIFORNIA NATIVE PLANT SOCIETY 7

DEDICATED TO THE PRESERVATION OF CALIFORNIA NATIVE FLORA
4325 kountain View Avenue
Oakland, CA 94605
15 June, 1983

Ms. Christy Huddl e
Vallejo Planning Dept.
555 Santa Clara St.
Vallejo, CA 94590

Dear Us Huddle:

The San Francisco Bay Chapter of the California Native Plant Society
is concerned about the impacts of the proposed Cullinan Ranch Devel-
opment project. Our review of the Draft EIR/EIS, coupled with site
familiarity on the part of one member, leads us to urge selection and
support for Alternative D, the no project alternative.

Already 80$ of our Bay marshes have been destroyed. This is a restorable
marshland and currently is supporting rare and endan ered plants, birds,

M OP and mammals. With contemplated restoration work the future of these --
species can be much more seoure.

Guidelines for San Francisco Bay la ement would preclude any of the pro-
posed development alternatives. When agricultural uses cease, the only
oonfonnin& alternative is returing the site to tidal saltmarsh.

Again, we urge selection of Alternative D for the protection of these
wetlands.

Sincerely yours,

2iarian E. Reeve, President
San Francisco Bay Chapter
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* . LETTER # G-17

,- 242. Comment noted. See Appendix IV.L (Pages 94-101) for a discussion of the potential
, s.': impacts of the proposed project on rare and endangered species. Also see response to

comment 120.
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MADRONE AUDUBON SOCIETY, INC.
POST OFFICE SANTA ROSA.

BOX 1911 CALIFORNIA 95402

Ann Merideth
Planning Department
P0 Box 3068
Vallejo, CA, 9495Z

Dear Ms. Merideth,

h have been asked by our Board to make comments on the
Cullinan Ranch Draft Environmental Impact Report/Statement on behalf
of the Madrone Audubon Society. We are the Sonoma County chapter of
the National Audubon Society, and represent some 130e memberships in
this county. Cur interests in the Cullinr.an Ranch stem, from concerns
for the wildlife in the area. As proposed, we believe the project
would have serious, if not irrepairable impacts on the wildlife in the
re;ior. This is verified by the material presented in the DEIR/S(p.62
- 75).

We believe, with some exeptions, that the DEIR/S is a fair £ "" presentation of information. With certain additions and No
modificaltions, it may be acceptable. Information surprisingly absent
from the the report is any reference to the San Pablo Bay Wildlife
Refu;e, and potential effects of this project on the Refuge as a
result of constructinr the project. It is difficult to imagine that
there would not be significant impacts on this important part of the
Pacific Flyway. This lack is a serious oversight, and requires an
addition to the document.

As to the ritigations su gested, we note that none of them 4
would he required if the pro~ect were not built. As in other sections
of the Report, this should be explicitly stated. II the roect is to
be built, we stronr:y urge that a full Habitat Evaluation Procedure -be
implemrented, as su:;ested therein (p.74). We have :reviously written
t.,e .tat. _ands Crn issior sua;estin; that the ful impact of the

rcec: c.ld only he evaluated iF su stantial inf,-rmation, about Vie
wildlife now in the area were monitored for -2 years.

We .:. not believe that anything presented in the S:R/S
s,.--_.;2ss that the i'nlpacts on: the w.ildlife can he saisfactoril-y-'
t- * site. if the prcect Kere to be built, we favor

ii ;atcn alternatives mentioned, b and c (p. 74) which would require
direct fund contributions from the ceveoper towards off-site
mit i;at ions.

ina Oe't s s fr-zrtahe t therefore, to cc..i,-nnt on some of the
fasf proct(p.2S-43), as is do not see evidence
that tne devecoper has the financial support and Lackin& to procede
with the pro~ect as outl!ined. They indicate that the city of Val-eao
culd, in effect be supplying the developer with financial backin; for

:,*ary years 'poss'by -i?. Under these cir: ..mstances, is it
reasona_:Ie to expect that ha could or wou d have f nds available f-r
71 at on )ppcsse? Not like'y.

NATIONAL AUDUBO' °""'ETY CHAPTER 0522
21.2
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MADRONE AUDUBON SOCIETY, INC.
POST OFFICE SANTA ROSA

B9X 1911 CALIFORNIA 96402

6).1. ~Another item which suG~ests that the developer may not have 24?
the ability to follow through on any of the mitigation measures is the
discussion on p. 132 of the costs of city-provided services. There
are three estimates oa these costs: (1)those developed in conjunction
with responsible de;artment heads, (2)those based upon current per
capita experience (wnich were higher than (1)), and (3) "revised cost
estimates prepared by responsible department heads". which is to be

A believed? If the lower estimates are to be used in the DEIR/S, does
hai t not im:y that t.he service "eve- being contemplated for this
project is to be lower than in the rest of the city? t is to be

hoped that the P'annin; Department, PlanninG Commission and City
Council will develop estimates for these costs that they and the
public car rely upon, especially if they intend to go into the
development business.

The Report indicates in several ways, and exp:icitly, that the Z45
" U alternate projects B and C, are uni.mpcrtant as regards chanGin; the

impacts of the project. :n this situation, one could legitimately ask
whether th-y are, under the :aw, to be re-arded as alternatives? IF
not, tne CZ--3/ may need ibsta, ia revision before it car, be

acceptec

,he fiscal i' eacts of this project are not adequately 2 ?
cress, e-ven_ in.-esec as--a.es nade by the writers of the

Zew D- . r ,n' ent .: ni-r t'ne :osts of t'.e ;ro-ect that relate tc
Wasteyats-',~sc.: fia~i; f:re prtati*n

I -
Fi -st. " - t.-ese . -a_ ,=..! b_ ; .: tana e:ta" . .

shown 6, t.aZ- _-3:. ''s .''. a _ a e s, s a t a i ' , e .-:=

that th e= city ,- Va !.e :. zii e x pec te a t-. "arxZ , co ulc .nay_
_ b~:3en -s-s'iat9e for" the- .4ri¢-.c ¢--sc rti t-, s e.i h

,...'} e s u ilest Viat th is ?o ec t- is an env iro .-tis -z -11.'y t-a m'a li.-l-

s:andarc, it is .:nl:ie'_y that t e pr.;sct itse - . can, 2e.

Si'ncera- y,

-:. e C_.ian, Chair
- ".-' Ceonserv-at Dn C,:rw.tte

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY CHAPTER 0522
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LETTER # G-18

243. Comment noted. See response to comments 45 and 48.

244. Comment noted. An addition has been made in the Vegetation and Wildlife section

stating that no mitigation would be required if the project were not built. A one-year 71

study of the biological resources of the Cullinan Ranch conducted by Harvey & Stanley
Associates is included in the Final EIR/EIS (see Appendix IV.L). This is the only long-term

study that has been conducted at the Cullinan Ranch.

245. Comment noted.

246. The economic/fiscal analysis does not suggest that the City of Vallejo would be

providing the project sponsor with "financial backing" but rather that the balance between

general government costs and revenues generated by the project would be positive in all

phases of Alternative A.

247. The fact that the service costs for Cullinan are lower than the city average does not U
necessarily imply the service level will be less, but rather that some capacity exists in the

current service delivery system.

248. New alternative E is a reduced project alternative. See the alternative discussion in

the Final EIR/EIS beginning on page 10 and response to comment 103.
A."

249. Public service costs have in fact been included in Table 111-20. The remaining costs

mentioned in the comment involve special districts and not the City of Vallejo. The -

specific responsibility for costs of these services requires further negotiation between the

developer and the respective providers.

214
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES

FRED K. SIBLEYVALLEJO SANITATION AND
FLOOD CONTROL DISTRICT oSB DAVIS

450 RYDOIR STrIT JOHN F. CUNNINGHAM4" R D R8 R I SE R Y
VALLFJO, CALIFORNIA 94590 RoSER" E. KI

SOL FRIEDMAN AREA COO 707 TIJTSE
-" TELEI.PHONEi: 6 14TIEli E:~GRANT L TEICHEIRA

July 6, 1983

Planning Department

City of Vallejo

555 Santa Clara Street

Vallejo, CA 94590

Attention: Ann Merideth

CULLINAN RANCH DRAFT EIR/EIS

The District has reviewed the Cullinan Ranch Draft EIR/EIS
and has the following comments.

2P6D
On Page 36, Paragraph 4, Sentence 1 is "10-year storm"

. 20. and this should be a "100-year storm." On Page 36 under
"Flooding," the report states that, "The proposed finished
minimum floor elevations (10.4 feet MSL) are well above

, the maximum predicted flood elevations (7.4 feet MSL) so
flooding due to both tidal inundation and flooding of the
Napa River should not be a problem in the development." Do
these proposed elevations provide allowance for settlement?
Finished floors should be at or above +1.5 on the Vallejo
Datum after settlement. The report should indicate the

Sm 2 City of Vallejo Datum elevations that correspond to the
MSL elevations.

On Page 116 the report states that, "While no engineering
AWA problem exists with installing the required sewer lines for

Alternatives A, By and C across the Napa River, from an
administrative point of view, the California Department of
Transportation staff has indicated a reluctance to installing

the pipe on the Napa River Bridge, however, the VSFCD has

no reservations about installing the pipe underground."
After further consideration, VSFCD feels that this force main
should be installed on the Napa River Bridge.

215



Planning Department
Page 2
July 6. 1983
Subject: Cullinan Ranch Draft EIR/EIS

In reference to the capacity of the existing treatment
plant for Alternatives A & B, early studies by J. M.j
Montgomery Engineers indicated some capacity for initial
project, but would require additional capacity for build
out.

In addition, the District has the following comments.

1. Ground settlement can have an adverse effect on
'r-2 Z Lgravity flow sanitary sewers and storm drains.

RAUW For this reason, the environmental document should
address in detail the unstable earth conditions
of this project and the mitigation measures needed
for storm drain and sanitary sewer systems. Ele-
vations in the environmental document should also
be shown as Vallejo Datum elevations.

2. Sanitary sewers should not be more than tan (10)
feet deep.

3. Sanitary slopes flatter than 0.6% are allowed if
the minimum design velocity will be at least two
and one-half (21.) feet per second for the antici-

**. .*pated flow.

4. Sanitary sewers should be straight between structures

in most cases.

5. The VSFCD peak factor of 1.5 for sanitary sewer design
flows is for a very large area. For small areas
tributary to pump stations, higher peak factors
should be used.

6.* Where a blocked catch basin or storm drain could

result in flow across private property, (a) there
should be a swale over the storm drain or another
alternate drainage path or (b) the area should be
capable of storing a 100 year storm without water
reaching the building pads.

7.Storm drains should be designed to discharge against
4-.a tide elevation of -2.2 on the Vallejo Datum.

216
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SW j Planning Department
Page 3
July 6, 1983
Subject: Cullinan Ranch Draft EIR/EIS

8. The minimum diameter for public storm drains is
. ptwelve (12) inches.

9. The District and the developer would share the cost
-' of a new trunk sanitary sewer along Wilson Avenue

from Tennessee Street to Sears Point Road based onIthe expected use of its capacity.

10. Storm drain outfall inverts should be above the
surrounding tidal area to allow storm water to
drain away freely and prevent silting up of the
pipes. This condition should exist after any
anticipated settlements.

11. All storm and sanitary sewer designs should con-
sider anticipated settlements.

12. All pump stations should have a wet well and a dry
. well.

13. For a 100 year storm discharging against a tide
elevation of -2.2 bn the Vallejo Datum, the water
surface should not be above the top of curb at any
catch basin.

14. If storm water will be stored in a lagoon system

during periods of high tide, then the following con-
4. ditions should be providedt

a. The lagoon should be capable of storing a 100
" year storm..of.the duration of thq storage

period.

b. The 100 year storage volume should be above the
?highest normal operating level of the lagoon.

c. The lagoon water surface should return to the
normal operating range during the first low

-tide following a storm.

217
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Planning DepartmentPage 4

July 6, 1983
Subject: Cullinan Ranch Draft EIR/EIS

% 15. Where there is less than three (3) feet of cover
on pipelines, higher pipe strengths may be used
instead of concrete encasement. This applies to
sanitary sewer laterals as well as sewer mains and
storm drains which are in traffic areas.

16. Easements along a property line should be on one 07
of the properties so that maintenance work would
not require removal of a property line fence.

VALLEJO SANITATION AND FLOOD CONTROL DISTRICT

) Engineer-Manager

DLM/clm
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LITTER #C-1

I 250a. Text change on page 36, new paragraph 7, sentence 1, "10 year storm" now reads

"100-year storm."

250b. Please see response 234 (paragraphs 9 through 11) for information on finished floor

* levels and settlement.

250c. Please see response 234 (paragraph 9) for a table comparing Vallejo City Datum to

* Mean Sea Level Datum.

%I 250d. Text change on page 116, paragraph 6, should read as follows:

414 "While no engineering problem exsits with installing the required sewer lines for

Alternatives A, B, C and E across the Napa River, from an administrative point of view,

the California Department of Transportation staff opposes installing the pipe on the Napa
4%q ***River Bridge. However, the VSFCD has reservations about installing the pipe underground

and believes the force main should be installed on the bridge."1

3 251. Text change on page 116, paragraph 9, sentence 1, now reads as follows:

*: "According to Sol Friedman, Engineer- Manager of VSFCD, sewer plant capacity over and

-. above prior commitments, including Glen Cove and the Northeast Quadrant, is anticipated

to be sufficient for initial construction of Alternatives A, B, and E, but would require

additional capacity for build-out.

252a. Please see response 42 (paragraph 3) and response 234 (paragraphs 9 and 10).

252b. Items 1-16 are the Sanitation and Flood Control District requirements to ensure

proper system operations on this site. The project sponsor's civil engineering consultant

. V would work with the District to design sanitary sewers and storm drains which meet the
4... District's specifications. It would be the responsibility of the developer to see that close

contact with the District is maintained during the design and construction stages of each

.s~ ..'Phase of the project.

1Sol Friedman, Engineer- Manager, Vallejo Sanitation and Flood Control District, letter to
t" Planning Department, City of Vallejo, July 6, 1983.
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"ERATO 395 AMADOR STREET * VALLEJO, CA 94590

%. Rrhard T. Conzekam
ADMTRATR June 28, 1983

SMs. Ann Meredith
Associate Planner
Planning Department b
City of Vallejo
P. O. Box 3068
Vallejo, CA 94590

Re: Cullinan Ranch Draft Environmental
Impact Report and Statement

Dear Ms. Meredith: ,.. --

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the above project.

Alternatives A and B as proposed by Pan Pacific and Redwood Realty:

The proposed development would result in considerable increase in
the demand for recreational facilities in the vicinity of the site.

The District's staff's concerns remain the same, while staff rec-
ognizes that locating neighborhood and community parks adjacent

-to schools maximizes recreational opportunities while at the same
time minimizing land area required. The District is concerned
that the park/school sites in the proposed alternates are located

.. *~in areas considered to have the highest noise levels and largest
volumes of traffic. Staff is also concerned with the location of
the school/park sites in relationship to the main flight plan of "
the Napa airport. In the interest of public safety, we recommend
this matter be mitigated.

2 5 The District recognizes the possibility exists with this develop-
ment to provide more public access to sensitive areas (the Napa

220
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U

Ms. Ann Meredith
June 28, 1983
Page 2

marsh/restoration/wildlife habitat areas). From past experience, we
would recommend motorcycles and motorized vehicles be discouraged
from the use of these areas through mitigation and by entrance de-
sign.

It is our understanding that the proposed bicycle trail, marina park
and view parks will be in a maintenance district.

-: : If you have any questions, please contact me.

- -~ S inc elyA

: :'- Pat Gloyd
- Park Planner

~. /gs

I If

4 2i

.
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LETTER #C-2

253a. The proposed junior high school site will be relocated westerly of the community 1
park site so as to remove school facilities from the flight path of the Napa County Airport

ILS outer marker. *

253b. Comment noted. The impacts from motorcycles and other motorized vehicles

can be discouraged by restricting access to pedestrians and bicycles. Such restrictions

could be enforced by the entity created to maintain the levees (re assessment district, see

response to comment 1), or by a homeowners association. Also, prospective residents

should be put on notice through CC & R's that access to levee areas is limited.
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VALJUIYUIIE CO LDSRC
Neil L. Pennington, President
Gina Snyder, Vice President
Jesse M. Bethel

June 22, 1983 Gail Brewer
Elizabeth Burleigh
B. Phillip Bowmnw, Ed. D.
Superintendent of Schools

*Ms. Ann Merideth Secretary, Governing Board
* Planning Department

P.O. Box 3068
Vallejo, CA 94590

Dear Ms. Merideth:

The purpose of this letter is to provide you with the Vallejo City Unified
School District's comments relative to the Cullinan Ranch Environmental Impact
Report/Environmental Impact Statement as prepared by Torrey and Torrey, Inc.,

- May, 1983.

The district would like to emphasize that existing school facilities are at or
above capacity. We are currently providing classes for children in elementary
school auditoriums, multi-purpose rooms, and other spaces that were never intended to
be used as classrooms.

3 In order to accommnodate the increasing number of students generated by new
* developments in our area, the district has reviewed attendance boundaries, changed

elementary schools from the traditional to year-round school calendars, and taken
- *. other steps to mitigate the impact of the increased number of students.

The existing elementary and junior high schools in the Cullinan Ranch area are
at or above state-rated capacity. The district does not recognize the continued

P expansion of these campuses as a preferred alternative means to house students coming
from this development.

Both of the district's comprehensive senior high schools are at or near capacity.
In order to expand the existing senior high school sites to accommodate students from
the Cullinan Ranch Development and those from the proposed developments in the North-
east Quadrant and Glen Cove areas, the district would need to add approximately 48
classrooms or relocatables to these sites. Neither of the existing senior high
school sites could integrate the needed number f relocatable classrooms.

When addressing the subject of how the construction of these proposed new schools
will be paid for, it is indeed a true and correct statement to say, "Funding for

.4 - construction has not yet been identified."

Torrey and Torrey report the possibility that the state-wide school bond issue
(Proposition 1), which was passed by the voters in November of 1982, could conceivably
provide monies to the district on a competitive basis for the construction of the
proposed schools. Proposition 1 authorized $350,000,000 to be used for building new
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Ms. Ann Merideth
6/22/83 - page 2

schools and $150,000,000 for the rehabilitation of older school buildings. Prior to
the passage of Proposition 1, the district was informed by the Department of School
House Planning that currently on file with the State were applications in excess of
the $350,000,000 allocation.

Prior to the development of Cullinan Ranch it will be necessary for the developer
and the school district to arrive at an agreement as to how the proposed schools are to

* be funded.

The school district cannot think of the Cullinan Ranch Project in isolation. We
must consider the impact of this development, along with all others that are being
proposed in Vallejo. For this reason, and for your information, I have attached our

1982-83 Building Program Report. In this report it outlines not only the impact that
Cullinan Ranch will have, but provides data on the district's overall needs for
classroom space caused by new home construction throughout the city. Please consider
this report and the information contained therein to be part of the Vallejo City
Unified School District's comments.

.~. ~,The school district stands ready to enter into open discussion with other con-
Scerned parties on how to best meet the school facility needs of the children from

the proposed Cullinan Ranch Development.

Sincerely,

14. Dale Welsh
Administrator for Support Services

* MDW:mgr

-. Enclosure
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jLA Vallejo City Unified School District

MEMORANDUM

To: Members of the Governing Board
~*From: B. Phillip Bowman, Superintendent

Date: December 1, 1982

Subj: Building Program

The purpose of this memo is to provide you information regarding the district's needs
Sfor additional classroom space. The question as to how many additional schools and

portable classrooms the district will need, of course, depends on how many students
there will be in our district when all available land within the limits of the school
district boundaries has houses on it. Therefore, as the first step, it is necessary
to determine how many students there will be enrolled in the Vallejo City Unified School
District when the City of Vallejo is "built-out."

The first step in determining the projected number of students is to establish the total
number of new homes that are proposed to be built. Information regarding the housing
developments in Vallejo has come from the staff of the City Planning Department, the
Subdivision Activity List, the Specific Area Plans and the work completed by my staff.
The data collected on this topic is summarized in the table below. The first line of
this table shows the total of 16,800 homes forecast to be built in the six areas. The
lines below this one indicate the number of students that are estimated to come to the
district from these new homes. These numbers represent conservative estimates of what
the projected enrollments will be for each category of student in the various areas.
For example, elementary students are calculated at .40 students per home, which is .05
less than what we have used in projecting enrollment prior to this time.

1 2 3 4 5 other C Total

Housing Units 1,400 1,100 3,200 2,200 3,300 1,100 4,500 16,800

Occupied 11-1-82 529 927 100 492 150 630 0 2,828

P To be Completed 871 173 3,100 1,708 3,150 470 4,500 13,972

Elementary .4 348 69 1,240 683 1,260 188 1,398 5,186

-. ~. Junior High Sch. .15 131 26 465 256 473 71 675 2,097 -

Senior High Sch. .1 87 17 310 171 315 47 630 1,577

.65

Numbers 1-5 in the table correspond to the five SAP (Specific Area Plans). SAP 3 figures
have been revised from the previous reports to reflect the new master plan of the
Lundeberg Properties. Column C is the Cullinan Ranch property west of Mare Island. The
figures in that column come from their Specific Plan.P

The table below summarizes the steps taken to reach an estimate of the number of class-
rooms needed when the City of Vallejo is "built-out." The October, 1982 column indicates
the actual enrollment on that date. The "Base" column is the estimated number of students
that will continue to reside in Vallejo during the projected ten-year build-out period.

14 Added to that figure, and appearing in the column with the heading "New," is the number
of students that will reside in the new homes built during the next ten years in Vallejo.
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* J To: Members of the Governing Board December 1, 1982 Page 2
Subj: Building Program

The next three columns show the projected number of students at "build-out," the capacity
of the school district's facilities at present, and the number of students whose school
housing needs will not be met.

Actual Enrollment Total Students Plant Student Needs
10-82 Base New at Build-Out Capacity for Housing

Elementary 7,800 6,100 5,200 11,300 7,800 3,500

Junior High 3,350 2,500 2,100 4,600 2,900 1,700

Senior High 2,945 2,400 1,600 4,000 2,800 1,200

TOTAL 19,900 13,500 6,400

The cost of housing these students, estimated in the table below to be $35,640,000,
includes the cost of moving portables in the older parts of town to the areas of the city

S. that are increasing in population. The miscellaneous category includes such items as
street, curb and sidewalk costs.

Elementary

.4 Elementary Schools at 600 Students at $3,700,000 $14,800,000
37 Relocatables at $60,000 (3,500 - 2,400 students 30) 2,220,000

Junior High School
2 Junior High School for 800 Students at $7,000,000 14,000,000

4 Relocatables (1,700 - 1,600 + 25) 240,000

J. J High School

48 Relocatables for Senior High Schools at $60,000 (1,200 students 25) 2,880,000

Miscellaneous

Moving Relocatables and Miscellaneous 1,500,000

TOTAL $35,640,000

Impact Fees Collected to Date 2,400,000

$33,240,000

Average Fee from the 14,000 Homes to be Built $ 2,375

The impact fee currently being collected by the city ranges from $450 to $1,950 for
single family homes. The fee for multiple family units ranges from zero to $850. The
ordinance which required the collection of the fees will expire December 31 unless
extended by the City Council.ke. 4

To state the obvious, predicting the future is hazardous. In this case we are projecting
to the year 2000 and beyond. One must always bear in mind that these projections almost
certainly will change on an annual basis.
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To: Members of the Governing Board December 1, 1982 Page 3
Subj: Building Program

I believe that the projections are actually conservative and am certain that more schools
~ will actually be required. The principal reasons for this belief are as follows:

No. 1 - For the last few years it has been frequently reported that the birth rate is
increasing. Further evidence that this is true occurred this year when the
number of kindergarten children enrolled was almost ten percent more than the

* . previous year. If this trend continues, all the enrollment figures will be
revised upward.

No. 2 -The plans to build one elementary school in Glen Cove are most conservative since
present plans indicate that there will be 1,260 additional elementary students
living in that area. The Glen Cove School is planned to be built with space for
600 students and with space to install relocatables to bring the capacity to 840.
By making that school a year-round school, the capacity could be increased to
1,060, still below presently projected enrollment.

As you will note in the table, there are projected to be 1,240 more elementary
students in SAP 3 which is the Northeast Quadrant. Plans similar to that in the
Glen Cove area would be used here.

The Cullinan Ranch Specific Plans include sites for two elementary schools and
one junior high.

No. 3 -The idea of purchasing 48 relocatables for use at the senior high schools is quite
likely impractical. There is no space for relocatables at Rogan unless more land
is purchased. There is certainly not enough space at Vallejo Senior for 48U relocatables. The projected need for 1,200 seats at the senior high school level
actually represents another high school the size of Hogan. Such a building would
cost well over $10 million dollars.

No. 4 - Several of the buildings in the district are quite old and will require extensive
improvements by the year 2000. These include the main buildings at Franklin
Junior High and the Science Building and the shops at Vallejo Senior High. No
cost figures for these and the other older buildings have been compiled.

The attached chart shows the capacity of each building and the enrollment at each
building for the last four years. Current year enrollment figures at each of the three
levels indicates that the district is already above capacity. How can this be? Capacity
figures are a reasonable maximum which is determined by using state figures. Space for
more students can usually be found by using space for purposes other than those for which
they were originally designed. For example, there are three classes in the auditorium at
Lincoln. There are a total of 12 spaces being used at Vallejo Senior High, including
classes in the cafeteria and library. In the junior high sc0- 's, band rooms, shop rooms,
and home ec, rooms are often used for academic classes.

It is imperative that we have some relocatables in place by next September, particularly
* - at Solano Junior High. We are now in the process of planning the exact number needed and

the locations f or those relocatables.

In the elect-ion that was held last November, Proposition 1 was passed. This proposition
*~ ,1 authorized the state to issue bonds to raise $500 million dollars to be used for building

new schools and rehabilitating older buildings. $350 million dollars of that amount was
to be spent for new schools. The state already has applications for new schools
totalling $380 million dollars.
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To: Members of the Governing Board December 1, 1982 Page 4

Subj: Building Program

.'. There are no rules and regulations determining how the money for rehabilitating buildin
will be awarded. We will keep a careful watch and apply for funds as the regulations -

allow.

b' In summary, the funds from Prop 1 appear to be of no use to us for new buildings and we
do not know at this time whether they will be helpful in rehabilitation work.
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Building Program

TABLE OF ENROLLMENTS

PActual
Student Actual Enrollments

School Capacitya 1979-80 1980-81 1981-82 1982-83

Beverly Hills 392 348 356 353 352
p Cave 

5 6 1b 522 476 480 500

Cooper 655 602 582 600 632
Davidson 358 218 227 226 228

Farragut 301 290 283 272 285

Federal Terrace 509 432 435 519 500

Highland 568 582 568 569 589

Lincoln 178 319 309 316 290
- Loma Vista 339 469 559 581 622

Mare Island 536 499 468 471 490

Mini 
8 56b 917 902 883 890

I Patterson 571 545 519 523 545
Pennycook 894 880 834 839 820
Steffan Manor 540 540 647 646 665

Widenmann 513 411 476 462 447

TOTALS 7,771 7,630 7,625 7,740 7,855

Franklin 622 696 721 713 726
Solano 774 788 849 857 948

Springstowne 752 782 778 793 821

Vallejo Junior 709 837 825 835 857

TOTALS 2,857 3,129 3,200 3,198 3,352

Hogan 1,278 1,203 1,154 1,124 1,138

Peoples 200 225 228 189 239
Vallejo Senior 1,332 1,575 1,563 1,523 1,552

TOTALS 2,810 3,003 2,945 2,836 2,929

a: Student capacity has been certified by the state and does not include
the space for such special programs as special education and childdevelopment.

b: Year-round school capacity

dg
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OFFICE OF THE WATER SUPERINTENDENT
City Hall

Vallejo, California

25 May 1983
p

SUBJECT: Cullinan Ranch EIR/EIS

TO: Hal Boex, Business Development and Planning Director

THRU: Glenn Harris, Director of Public Works

Water Department concerns on the above development
are mainly focused on the following:

1. The off site transmission main.

2. The ground stability with respect to the
distribution pipes and structures.

3. A backup to these in case of failure.

I think I would be reluctant to recommend City
" 2responsibility for maintaining an underwater conduit to
4the site. A conduit structure attached to the most

accessible part of the Napa River bridge seems possible
and much more desirable.

Differential settlement of pipes, tanks, pump stations,
etc. must be prevented. The noor subsurface material will
probable require spread footings and engineered backfill to
maintain them in place.

In the event the transmission line becomes disfunctional,
,(5 some alternative water supply must be guaranteed in an
id extreme emergency; something beyond the site storage tanks.

The developer should construct a link to the Navy Yard water
system for this purpose. There would be a mutual Navy Yard
and project benefit.

ater Superintendent

jf
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LETTER #C-4

255. Comment noted.

256a. Please see responses 234 and 42.

256b. The city of Vallejo and the developer will be discussing the wtaer supply issue

with the Mare Island Naval Base, however, such discussions have not yet commenced.

'.,I
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L- PLANNING DEPARTMENT

PLANNING COMMISSION CLAYNE 9. MUNK
JERRY SULLIVAN - CHAIRMAN PLANNING DIRECTOR

=ICHARD LANZA - VICE-CHAIRumNCU~S
PR LH No" 

COURTHOUSE
RTANLY ANDERSON 50 TEXAS STREET
WILLIAM COU RAND FAIRFIELD. CALIFORNIA 94533-6376

DONNA LENZI PHONE (707) 429-0561

JAN STEWART
PHILIP KAY
DORCE (DAN) DANIELS

* June 30, 1983

Ann Merideth
Planning Department

:' "~ P. O. Box 3068
Vallejo, CA 94590

Dear Ms. Merideth:

Re: Cullinan Ranch Draft EIR/EIS

J .01N Thank you for the opportunity to review the Cullinan Ranch Draft
.. EIR/EIS. We would like to make the following comments on the

Draft EIR/EIS and project.

1. ISSUES

The Draft EIR/EIS identifies 14 issues raised by the project,
.' many of which were identified as controversial and having sig-

nificant adverse effects associated with them. Fully half of
p 4these issues are still under investigation and will require fur-

ther review as additional data becomes available. These unresol-Cved issues are key to the projects viability. While several of

these issues, are institutional in nature, others may have sig-
nificant environmental consequences and their resolution should
be incorporated into the Environmental Review process. Of par-
ticular importance are geologic and seismicity and vegetation and
wildlife issues.

Geology and Seismicity - The Geologic character of the site could
result in significant impacts upon the project. The Draft EIR/
EIS points out the differential settlement impacts which are
likely to occur from a number of potential sources which will

I . affect the design and performance of utilities, structural foun-
dations and streets. A number of mitigation measures are sugges-

%] ted to minimize "somewhat" the identified adverse impacts. Many
.of the measures proposed are very expensive and may not signifi-

cantly minimize the impacts to an acceptable level dependent on
more detailed soil investigation. Differential settlement over
time can result in substantial property damage and repair ofpublic facilities and structures can be extremely costly. The

Draft EIR/EIS recommends further study in this area in order to

-1-
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determine the potential impacts on the project. The potential of
liquefaction is also a concern. While preliminary investigations

)i indicate the sandy seams found in the Bay mud which are subject
to liquefaction are not continuous or extensive, the Draft EIR/
EIS recognizes that further investigation is required to verify
this finding. The Solano County Health and Safety Element recog-
nizes this area as having a high potential for liquefaction.

Vegetation and Wildlife - The Cullinan Ranch proposal is located
in a marsh and wildlife area of statewide and national impor-
tance. As the Draft EIR/EIS points out, the Department of Fish
and Game has found "that over 90 percent of the historical
natural wetlands in California have been lost by conversion to
other land uses and that the loss of wetland habitat has had a
severe adverse effect on the number of waterfowl on the Pacific
Flyway. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has found the Napa
Marsh as the number one priority for waterfowl wintering habitat
preservation for the California Coast and the California Coast is
ranked sixth in national importance.

Z&O The development of this site would preclude any future restora-
tion of this significant marsh habitat area. Even in its present
use for grain production the area represents a significant F
habitat area. Secondary effects on surrounding properties could

, ;uii.ficcint through the introduction of large number of people
and human activities into a wildlife area currently isolated from
such uses and could seriously disrupt the local ecosystem. The
Draft EIR/EIS states that further study into these issues is cur-
rently underway.

It is unclear how the city proposes to incorporate this updated
information into the environmental review and decision making
process. An ETR/EIS should be prepared with a sufficient degree
of analysis to provide the decision makers with adequate informa-
tion to iiable t'hem to intelligently take into account the en-
vironmental consequences in making their decision. The Draft
EIR/EIS notes that further study and analysis needs to be under-
taken in several areas, particularly those discussed above to
more fully assess the potential effects resulting from the proj-
ect. These potential effects may be significant in nature.
Consequently, this updated information should be incorporated
into this Draft EIR/EIS and circulated prior to any further ac-
tion on this project.

2. INSTITUTION CONSTRAINTS

The Draft EIR/EIS gives a very brief summary of the Solano County
General Plan on page 19. In addition to the agricultural and
urbanization policies summarized, the County General Plan sets
forth policies for preservation of the Napa Marsh area. For ex-
ample, the Land Use and Circulation Element states the County
"shall preserve and enhance wherever possible the diversity of
wildlife and aquatic habitats found in the Napa Marsh and Suisun *..

Marsh and surrounding upland areas to maintain these unique -

wildlife resources". The Draft EIR/EIS goes on to suggest that

2-
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since LAFCO has extended the City's Sphere of Influence to in-
clude the project site, the city's General Plan would take pre-
cedence. The Draft EIR/EIS also suggests that the city expanded
the sphere of influence with the intention of annexing the Culli-
nan Ranch site to the City.

As stated under Solano LAFCO guidelines by inclusion of an area
in a city sphere of influence "it is not necessarily implied that
all lands within the sphere of influence boundary will be even-
tually annexed". Indeed, the City's negative declaration for the
City's sphere of influence expansion stated the change in the
sphere would not change existing land use and implied that this
change would not necessarily lead to further action. If further
action had been contemplated then an EIR should have been pre-
pared at the time of the sphere of influence change as suggested
in our letter dated June 11, 1982 as required under CEQA Guide-
lines, Section 15037. Therefoxe LAFCO still must make a deter-
mination in light of the environmental consequences identified in
this Draft EIR/EIS in determining the appropriate general plan
policy document to follow i.e. the city or County General Plan
and in ruling on future annexation of this area.

a 3. REGIONAL SIGNIFICANCE

'.*~:-.*.The Napa Marsh area is identified as an area of both statewide
and national importance. Consequently, this project should be
viewed in a larger context than simply addressing the goals of
the City's general plan and evaluating alternatives derived
within the City's general plan framework. The stated public

benefit of the project is the provision of additional housing for
the City and San Francisco Bay Area. From the City's point ofI view the project would increase the diversity of housing oppor-

~ tunities within the city and would contribute to the City's self
described goal of 12,716 more dwelling units by the year 2000.
However, there is currently a substantial amount of land avail-

* able for housing within the existing city limits and a number of
~ '~ projects proposed in these areas. In addition there are other

options available to the city for further expansion. However,
from a regional point of view there may be more suitable sites

~ *- ~ within the region for a similar type of development in a less
environmentally sensitive area and still provide the public bene-
fit of increasing the housing supply in the San Francisco Bay
Area.

SZp5 ainalhi environmentally sensitive area is of statewide and
natinalsignificance and the development is of regional con-

sequence, the Draft EIR/EIS should have explored at least one
alternative set within the larger regional context. This altern-
tive might have explored alternative sites which might be avail-
able for a similar type of development within the region.

4. PROJECT PHASING

~ '1 The proposed project is expected to be completed through seven
V phases over what could amount to be a twenty year time period.

There is little discussion as to the inter-relationship between

-3-
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k.." the phases and whether each phase can stand on its own. Are
there any substantial impacts which would occur if the project
were only partially completed? For example, the project does not
have a net financial benefit until phase 6. If the project were

VA' not completed through phase 6 it would result in a financial
drain on the city. Does the scheduling of public improvements
and facilities within each phase address the needs of that phase
and mitigate the impacts, or are there phases in the project
which are ultimately dependent facilities to be provided in later
phases to address these earlier needs which if not completed
would result in significant impacts.

5. OTHER COMMENTS

',Soils and Agriculture. The draft EIR/EIS does a good job in dis-
7, cussion the significance of the agricultural activity which is

currently taking place on the property. While the property is
Class IV soils and not considered prime agricultural land, it in
fact represents an important extensive agricultural area through
its contribution to the economic vitality of the local north bay
dairy industry. We would agree with the conclusion that the loss
of this hay production must be considered a significant un-
avoidable adverse impact in this area due to the cumulative ad-
verse effects on local dairies.

Su Traffic - The proposed project would create significant adverse
£.M' impacts on the circulation system. Even with proposed mitigation

measures, a substantial portion of SR 37 and SR 29 would remain
at LOS F. Even with further significant improvements to bring

* these and other rates to LOS E, the rates would be substantially
* below LOS C considered desirable for urban conditions.

SA esthetics - Highway 37 is designated in the Solano County
it General Plan as a scenic highway and recommends this area remain

in open space uses. The introduction of an urban setting in this
marsh area would represent a significant change of this landscape
element and could be incompatible with the existing aesthetic
surroundings. While steps can be taken to reduce this impact
through landscape buffers and sound walls, implementation of
these measures would still be urban in character and would not be
native or in keeping with the marsh environment. Consequently
even with mitigation the project would have an adverse impact by
the introduction of landscape element in an area extremely sensi-
tive to visual disruption. If you have any questions regarding
our comments, please feel free to contact me.

Very truly yours,

49 CLAYNE E. MUNK

PLANNING DIRECTOR

CEM/HLE/lc
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257. Please see responses 234, 42, 39 and Appendix IV.J.

258. Please see response 41.

. 259. Comment noted.

260. Comment noted.

261a. Comment noted. The results of a yearlong wildlife monitoring program conducted

by Harvey and Stanley Associates are included in Appendix IV.L. A summary of this final

report has been included in the Vegetation and Wildlife section of the Final EIR/EIS.

261b. The results of all additional studies that have been made are included in the

Final EIR/EIS which will be circulated for public review for 30 days.

262. A discussion of LAFCO's approval of the sphere of influence change is contained in

the response to comment 64.

-In addition, the commentor is correct in stating that additional LAFCO action will be

necessary on the annexation of the project site to the City of Vallejo.

i 263. As indicated in response to comment 141 there are no other suitable sites for a

marina-oriented project of this type on developable land in the North Bay area.

264. The revised economic/fiscal analysis indicates that the project has a positive impact

during all phases. Full funding for the library would be achieved in phase 4 before half of

the ultimate population level of the project is reached. Thus, a positive fiscal result could

be obtained even If a significant portion of the project is not built.

265. Comment noted. See also response to comment 21.

- 266. See response 10.

V 267. Comment noted.
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NAPA COUNTY AIRPORT

WILLIAM L. PARTAIN, A.A.E. 2030 AIRPORT ROAD - NAPA, CALIFORNIA 94558

DIRECTOR OF AVIATION AREA CODE 707/226-3300

June 28, 1983

Ms. Ann Meridith
Planning Department
P. 0. Box 3068
Vallejo, California 94590 Subject: Draft Environmental

Impact Report/Statement,
Cullinan Ranch

Dear Ms. Meridith:

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on
the Cullinan Ranch Draft Environmental Impact Report/Statement.

The Napa County Airport Advisory Commission and Staff,
reviewed the Draft Report prepared by Torrey & Torrey Inc.

for the proposed Cullinan Ranch development at its June 8,
1983 meeting. The Airport Advisory Commission presents the
following observations and concerns:

The Commission has concerns regarding the impact of a
development of this magnitude on the partial instrument landing
system located on the project site along the extended runway
centerline, the potential effect of street lighting on flight
safety, the possible risk involved in locating a school in the
extended jet aircraft approach zone, and the possible need for
mitigation for overflight noise.

The instrument landing system outer marker is located near
the center of the project proposal, is an integral part of the
system for safe arrival and departure of aircraft using the Napa
County Airport during instrument conditions. The outer marker
can only be relocated with the concurrence of the FAA.

The Airport Master Plan projects that by the year 1990,
we may expect that the number of aircraft based at the Napa
County Airport will double todays number. Likewise, many of
the additional aircraft using the airport on an increased basis
will be business jets. We can expect that the noise level over
the Cullinan Ranch proposal will increase proportionately. The
rate of decent for aircraft using the instrument approach, places
them at a lower altitude over the northern portion of the Cullinan
Ranch.
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Draft Environmental Impact
Report/Statemant, Cullinan Ranch
Page Two

We have established a safety zone which is defined by
Ordinance 416 in Napa County and by Ordinance 855 adopted by
the Solano County Board of Supervisors. As presently adopted,
these Ordinances establishheight limitations for encroachment
into the air space above ground level. They do not however,
take into consideration noise from overflight of aircraft.

The Napa County Airport has requested that all future re-
sidents in this area grant a deed easement over the safety
zone, as well as over the approach and departure zones, thus
acknowledging that there may be some impacts from their proximity
to the airport in the future.

0 "The pattern and color of street lights in the new development

" is also of concern to the airport, since a pilot may confuse a
straight street pattern and white lighting with an airport runway.

* .Mitigations - The Napa County Airport recommends that the
following measures apply:

o (Developer Responsibility) The pattern of streets should
be curved to the extent possible, especially those with-
in the aircraft approach path (i.e., the middle of the
site) and street lights should be installed to reflect

* [illumination downward rather than upward.

o (Developer Responsibility) The location of the school.z U should be changed to move it away from the main aircraft

. flight path.

. . o (Developer Responsibility) An easement should be granted
- ' in any future deeds for the property according to the

Napa County Ordinance.

o (Developer Responsibility) The developer should submit
FAA Form 7460 (Obstruction Evaluation Form) prior to
construction to receive FAA clearance for development

"- .- close to the ILS facility.

* Sincerely,

William L. Prtain
Director of Aviation and
Secretary for the Airport
Advisory Commission
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LETTER #R-2

V 268. The instrument landing system outer marker will be relocated by the project

developer to an appropriate location approved by the Federal Aviation Administration.

The developer has discussed the issue with FAA, however, a precise location has not been

selected. Most likely an open space area such as the bicycle trail on the dike will be

selected. The developer will submit FAA form 7460 prior to construction to receive FAA

clearance for the relocation of the ILS facility and equipment.

269. Since noise impacts from aircraft may not be mitigable developer may be required

to have property owners within the project to grant overflight easements to Napa County

in accordance with Napa County Ordinance.

While these easements will not mitigate the noise impacts, they will serve to notify future

property owners of the problem and relieve the County of potential liability for noise-

induced damage or injury. The easements will likely be included as CC & Rs in property

deeds.

270. To the extent possible the developer will curve street patterns to avoid confusion

with airport runways and will use street lighting that is acceptable to the airport off ic",1 s.

271. The developer has proposed relocation of the Junior High School away from the main

aircraft flight path, noise, or overflight. The school has been relocated to the west of the

community park. However, multiple family residential development is now proposed for

the area within the flight path.
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MELVIN FROHRID. President -Valiejo roAL4Y3 E.W. KLIEWER, Dixon

ALLAN WITT. Vice President- Fairfield MILTON WALLACE. Rio Vista

GUIDO!E. COLLA. Secretary - Suisun DON MUSANTE. Benicia
..., RAYMOND CHURCH. Trustee at Lare C.J. GOLOMB. Vacavillk

Solano County Mosquito Abatement District
DoIBlE! G. METGER. MANAG 4NTOMOLOGIsT

P.O. BOX 304. SUISUN, CALIF. 94585

-- fTelephone (707) 425-5768

Meetinls: Second Monday Every Month
Mequito BIdg.. Suisun Plaza: 7:30 p.m. June 2, 1983

Ann Merideth
City of Vallejo Planning Dept.
P.C. Box 3063
Vallejo, CA 94590

Subject: Draft Environmental Report/Statement For The Cullinan Ranch

Dear Ms. Merideth:

The Draft EIR/EIS for the Cullinan Ranch has been reviewed,
: the following comments being directed toward any additional concerns

that the Solano County Mosquito Abatement District has in regards
"* to this project.

The District is satisfied with the manner in which its initial
responses pertaining to the Cullinan Ranch were acknowledged within
the text of the Draft EIR/EIS.

" Impacts - Water Quality

Water quality impacts in regards to the development of algal
blooms are a matter of concern due to the potential of the add-
itional habitat provided for mosquito larvae. Alternative A & B
and their proposed mitigations (placement of tidegates) appear
favorable in terms of prohibiting algal blooms, both flushing and
high turbidity being limiting factors. As long as the water depth
is 4 feet or greater, the growth of emergent vegetation (bullrush &
tule sp.) will be inhibited. The proposed mitigation for alternate

FIN C, installation of tidegates at opposite ends of the main channel
will assist in promoting tidal movement thus lowering the potential
for algal blooms.

Mitigations - Water Quality

The proposed mitigation for the location of storm drain
Ndischarge from the residential areas is satisfactory. The water

., movement should disrupt the life cycle of any mosquito larvae that
may have begun to develop in the catchbasins associated with street
runoff.
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Imoacts -Vegetation and Wildlife

,.'.. Any additional restoration of areas into tidal marsh habitats ,
should meet the guidelines set forth by formerly enclosed reference

material (Wastewater Reclaimation, Dredge Spoil Disposal, and Tidal
Marsh Restoration) approved by the San Francisco Bay Conservation :'

,. &ad Development Commission &the State Department of Health in
addition to our agency. .

The potential for mosquito production could occur in the event .
" ~that islands were created near the inside of the levee in order to '

"- q action (alt. A & B). As long as a shallow vegetated area did not ..-
[4". deveiop between tne isiaaas and the leree, and isoliawd :)ckek-s of "
i,, _-":water did not accumulate on the islands, there should not be an
. increase in mosquito production. However, the development of a

shallow vegetated area, sheltered from wave action could present a
.T .-- potential habitat for several species of mosquito larvae. This
! " would depend on the time of year and quality of the water. As
, ' previously mentioned, a water depth of at least 4 feet will inhibit
' the growth of emergent vegetation.
' The District would appreciate the additional formentioned

I concerns being taken into consideration by your agency in the '
-: preparation of the final EIR/EIS for the Cullinan Ranch project.

• . , _ _ Sincerely, .

- Carol Evkhanian
: -- District Biologist
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•- .'" LETlER #R-3

..272. Algal blooms are not predicted by Krone/RMA under any alternative.

- '" 273. Comment noted. Information has been added to Mitigation Alternatives (C).

* 274. Comment noted. Appropriate information has been added to the Vegetation and

- Wildlife section of the Final EIR/EIS.
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N:_ MARIN COUNTY FARM BUREAU
P.O. BOX 219

POINT REYES STATION, CALIFORNIA 94956
TELEPHONE 663-1231

June 23, 1983

Planning Commissioners
City of Vallejo
% Ann Merideth
P. 0. Box 3068
Vallejo, Ca. 94590

Dear Commissioner,

The Marin County Farm Bureau is very concerned about
the proposed development of the Culliman Ranch, west
of Vallejo. The removal of this hay land from pro-
duction has serious potential adverse impacts on the
dairy and cattle industry in our county. The need
for locally grown forage becomes increasingly important
to these industries as the cost of imported feed con-
tinues to escalate. This project would remove from
production nearly seven percent of the current local
hay production which is a percentage that with other
proposed projects in Marin and Sonoma County will
increase substantially' in future years.

Additionally, it is our feeling that new housing
developments such as this one should be built where
the necessary infrastructure is already in place,
rather than in new undeveloped areas.

Sincerely,

Ralph Grossi Joe Mendoza Jr.
Land ,Use Chairman President
Marin County Farm Bureau Matin County Farm Bureau

RG/ph
cpy too
Sonoma County FB
Matin Conservation League
Environmental Forum-P. Faber
Solano Co. FB
Cattlemans Assn.-Barry Hill
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275. Comment noted. See also response to comment 21. .
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BAY AREA AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT DISTRICT

July 7, 1983

ALAMEDA COUNTY
Joseph P. Sort
Fred F. Cooper

LN. "Judge" Larmis City of Vallejo
Frank H.oawe Planning Department

CONTRA COSTA COUNTY 555 Santa Clara Street
masJ. o.OMO Vallejo, CA 94590

Sunne Wright McPeak

MARIN COUNTY Attn: Christie Huddle
Al Afaanburu

Assistant Planning DirectorNAPA COUNTY

Haroid I. Moskowit-

SAN FRANCISCO COUNTY Dear Ms. Huddle:
Har .Brt

Silver We have reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact Report for Oullinan
SAN MATEOCOUNTY Ranch, a proposal to develop 4500 dwelling units on 1493 acres alongGus J. Nicoo 0ulos

K Jacqueline Slier State Route 37 in Vallejo.
SANTA CLARA COUNTY

Rod Dirdon The DEIR describes traffic congestion as an unavoidable adverse
(Secretary)
PDoetsch.S. impact of the project for all of the "build" alternatives. We believe

SRoaena H'Hugho that the air quality analysis may underestimate actual worst-caseS~anWilon

SOLANO COUNTY conditions if State Route 37 traffic is impacted as seriously as has
John F. Cunningham been estimated. We note that project-generated traffic is reported to
SONOMA COUNTY have a severe adverse effect on Route 37. As indicated on Table 6 in
Helen B. Rudee the DEIR, even with two more added lanes, a major portion of Route 37
(Chairperson) would operate at Level of Service (LOS) F during the morning and evening

peak hours, even with mitigation. Mhile we generally concur with the
ramp/local street intersection analysis done by the traffic consultant,
we are concerned about local traffic operation during peak hour. Such
local traffic is frequently governed by prevailing traffic conditions on
the main highway system regardless of local street capacities. We
believe that there likely will be back-ups on the Walnut Avenue
interchange which could easily extend to arterial streets and collector
streets in the project area. This will set the stage for conditions
with low speed, prolonged idling, and long travel time. In this
situation automobile emissions generated from the project may be several
times greater than rates used in the air quality analysis.

~ * ?he air quality analysis for the proposed project is well organized
17 to and generally sound. owever, we note an average speed of 10 mph was

used for CO intersection analyses (Caline3). In light of the over-
capacity problems on Route 37, we believe a 10 mph average speed is
high. An average speed of 5 mph for intersections appears more
appropriate for modeling worst-case air quality conditions for CO.

Ozone in the Bay Area is a regional, not a local, contaminant (as
described on page 105). The entire Bay Area has been designated non-
attainment for ozone, and with implementation of the control measures
proposed in the 198k day Area Air Quality Plan, attainment of all
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City of Vallejo -2- July 7, 1983

standards is predicted in 1987. The control strategies for ozone

Sprecursors are regionwide, including Vallejo. As mentioned in the DEIR,
stationary source and transportation control measures are included in
the plan. A list of transportation measures appears on page 94 of the
DEIR, including many of those mentioned in the Air Quality Plan.
Hvever, no commitment has been made by the City, Corps of Engineers,2.7 Tthe county, or the developer to implement the transportation measures.
W recommend and encourage including a commitment for implementation in

-*" the project in order to meet (or exceed) the 5 to 10% reduction in peak
hour traffic expected in the EIR analysis. Because the proposed project
requires extensive improvements on lbutes 37 and 29 and adjacent roadway
networks, we urge that traffic-related air quality impacts be thoroughly
considered before a decision is made on the project size.

h &If we can be of assistance, please contact Sally Freedman, the
Planner in our office.

Sincerely,

Milton Feldstein

Air Pollution Control Officer

MF:ce

cc: A. Geraghty, AMB
Y. San Joule, ABAG
Dept. of the Army

."A
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276a, b. Back-up of traffic on Walnut Avenue which extends to arterial and collector

streets could increase background CO concentrations in the project area, as well as

* - contributing directly to CO on affected streets. Tables 11-14 and 111-16 in the Final

EIR/EIS show the results of a revised CO analysis which incorporates 5 mph peak hour

traffic speed. The same background concentrations were used as in the original table,

since these concentrations are based on the Vallejo monitoring station, which is in a more

congested area than the proposed project. As a result these background concentrations

will yield conservative results, albeit a bit less conservative than the original analyses in

this particular way. The results indicate that violations of the state 1-hour average CO

standard would occur under Alternatives B, C, and E at SR 37 and SR 29. Violations would
also occur under Alternative C at SR 37 at Sacramento and at Wilson, and under

Alternative A on SR 37 at Wilson.

276c. Mitigation measures which would reduce CO concentrations are those which

would reduce traffic volumes and/or improve flow. They are discussed in Section IILH. of

the Final EIR/EIS.
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OABAG
Association of Bay Area Governments

Hotel Claremont Berkeley, California 94705 (415)841-9730

June 30, 1983

Ann Merideth
Planning Department
P. 0. Box 3068
Vallejo, CA 94590

' RE: Cullinan Ranch Draft Environmental Impact Report and Statement

Dear Ms. Merideth:
: N-1 Thank you for the opportunity to review this draft EIR/EIS. Our staff comments

reflect concerns of many Bay Area elected officials embodied in the policies
and recommended actions of ABAG's Regional Plan for the San Francisco Bay Area.

-." * . The Executive Board has not taken a position on this project.

Our concerns focus on the potential effects cited in the environmental docu-
ment on (1) the operations of the Napa County Airport; (2) Vallejo's need
for housing affordable to low-moderate income households; and (3) water

. "quality in the Bay from surface runoff.

:~2~, 1. The DEIR notes the potential effects of the proposed development on the
operations of the Napa County Airport. This airport is a regionally sig-
nificant facility whose operations should be protected under the Regional

-'. Airport Systems Plan adopted by ABAG and the Metropolitan Transportation
Commission.

We fully support the proposed mitigation measures noted on page 23, es-7 pecially the securing of noise easements (the project site will be sub-
ject to increased noise, and noise will be more intrusive in the futureCwithin the project site) and the need to protect the partial in'strument
landing system.

"- :School relocation within the project site would be appropriate, and the
street pattern and street lighting could be redesigned to recognize
small jet overflights. The project should also conform to any findings
of the applicable (Napa and/or Solano County) Airport Land Use Commis-
sion(s) pursuant to Chapter 1041, Statutes of 1982 (AB 2920).

2. ABAG's latest calculations indicate that 65% of Vallejo's 1990 housing
need--about 9,000 units--should be targeted to the needs of low-moder-
ate income households. For Alternatives A and C, the DEIR shows 3,000
and 2,250 units, respectively, at $170,000. Are other sites and devel-
opment proposals pending in Vallejo to meet the low-moderate need?

. . Furthermore, most of the "above moderate" households (above $25,000

., income) could not afford a $170,000 new house without a substantial
---: ,. equity from the sale of another home. While recognizing the attrac-

Reprenting City and County Governments In the San Francisco Bay Area
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June 30, 1983
Ann Merideth
page two

tiveness of a residential marina community, we would still recommend
further examination of the "marketability" of this price housing--
and so much of it--in this location.

I 3. Surface runoff mitigation measures are needed for all three alternatives.2.8 The measures listed on page 41 are probably not adequate. ABAG's Oil
and Grease and Urban Runoff Report contains a variety of suggestedit-
igation measures. W'e recommend that more innovative measures also be
considered, specifically greenbelts, permeable drainage, etc., to in-

* - crease infiltration and reduce runoff flowing directly from the site.

.4. If you have questions about these comments, please do not hesitate to call.

Sincerely,

Yvonne San Jule
Planning and Budget Coordinator

~W
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277. Comment noted.

278. Comment noted. See also responses to comments 270 and 271.

279. The comment raises questions about the provision of low and moderate income

housing. The developer's objectives are to develop a marina-oriented community with

primarily market rate housing. However, other housing developments proposed in Vallejo

will contribute to the city's fair share of low and moderate income housing needs.

* -. Appendix IV.D, referenced in response to comment 108, lists all of the current subdivision

activity in the city. A portion of these will be in the low and moderate income range.

280. The developer's market feasibility study indicates that there is a demand for marina-

* oriented housing in the price range indicated. A detailed market study entitled "Cullinan

Ranch Housing Market Analysis" was prepared in June 1982 by Alfred Gobar Associates,

1 Inc. This study which surveyed marina-oriented housing prices throughout the Bay Area,

is on file at the Vallejo City Planning Department.

281. The proposed stormwater pollution control measures are more vigorous than those in

force at present in most Bay Area communities. More sophisticated measures could be

incorporated into the development during the design stage.
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-"- Memorandum ,

M " . r aNdu

To . Gordon F. Snow, Ph.D Date: June 15, 1983
Resources Agency

o/.-"Ann Merideth

Planning Department - -.

555 Santa Clara Street
P.O. Box 3068 '7
Vallejo, CA 94590

From CALIFORNIA WASTE MANAGEMENT BOARD

Subje : SCH. #82083110 - Draft Environmental Impact Report/Environmental
Impact Statement for the Cullinan Ranch Specific Plan.

We have reviewed the subject EIR/EIS for the Cullinan Ranch
development of 4,500 residential units with supporting commercial
and recreational land-uses in the City of Vallejo. We find the
report does not address the potential impacts of solid waste
generation by the proposed project. Because of increasing waste
disposal problems associated with growth and development in the
Bay Area, we recommend including a discussion of Solid Waste
Management in the final EIR/EIS.

" ~ In order to assess the cumulative impact of growth projects on
&W local solid waste facilities, the following information should

be provided:

Environmental Setting

A brief description of existing solid waste facilities, including
collection, transfer, and method of disposal.

The location, capacity and life expectancy of available landfills.

Environmental Impacts

,.An estimated volume of waste material expected to be generated
by the project, based on the number of proposed dwellingunits or population projections. (Per capita rate factors

for solid waste generation by various land-use designations
are available from local planning offices.)

Mitigation Measures

A brief discussion of local plans for developing future
disposal sites.

The Board encourages the reduction of solid waste through
local recycling policies and resource recovery programs.

op (Alternatives to landfilling could include drop-off centers
for recyclables, curbside separation and collection systems,
composting of organic materials, and possible waste-to-
energy options.)
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nage 2

Most of the above information is available in the Solano
County Solid Waste Management Plan by contacting David Hubbell,
Solano County Planning Department in Fairfield at (707) 429-6561.

Thank you for the opportunity to review the EIR/EIS for the
Cullinan Ranch Specific Plan. If you have any questions
regarding our comments, please contact Frank Plesko of my .0

*m staff at (916) 323-0129.

Sincerely,

* *" Douglas L. Strauch, Chief
' .Waste Management Division

o--

I
Le
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q 282. An analysis of solid waste impacts has been added to the text of the Final E[R/EIS e.

. beginning on page 124.
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:-- Memorandum 4

To : 1. Projects Coordinator Date June 24, 1983
Resources Agency

2. City of Vallejo
555 Santa Clara St.
Vallejo, CA 94590

S Fo : Depa nt of Fab mnd oa m

Subje: Draft EIR/EIS, Cullinan Ranch, City of Vallejo, Solano County; SCH 82083110

The Department of Fish and Game has reviewed the Draft EIR/EIS for the Cullinan
Ranch and Guadalcanal Village projects and we have the following comments and O
recommendations.

The project proposes to develop 4,500 residential units, two (2) marinas,
restaurants, hotels, shops and offices on 1,551 acres of reclaimed bay
wetlands. This project is the first major development proposed within the Napa

W Marsh.

' The Cullinan Ranch project is the most environmentally significant project
e,', proposed in recent years in the San Francisco Bay area because the project will

not only involve impacts on the project site but will impact the Napa Marsh,
San Pablo Bay, San Francisco Bay, and the Pacific Flyway. The potential for
adverse impacts to fish and wildlife resources are substantial and significant.

In our opinion, unavoidable damage will be caused by the proposed development. s-

,'gU The Final EIR/EIS should examine and utilize all information pertinent to the
"* '4 San Pablo Bay and Napa Marsh such as the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's

winter waterfowl surveys, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's reports relating to
the San Pablo Bay National Wildlife Refuge, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's
report on the California Coast Concept Plan for Waterfowl Wintering Habitat
Preservation and Department of Fish and Game's reports on the Napa Marsh. This
information bas not been utilized in the Draft EIR/EIS.

- Itpacts to fisheries resources are not adequately addressed in the Draft
24 E2' IEIS. The Final KIR/EIS rust include a detailed discussion of the fisheries

resource and probable impacts.

The Draft KIR/EIS suggests off-site mitigation which will not compensate for the
extensive intrusion into the Napa Marsh. The presence of such a development
will create long-term fish and wildlife disturbances which will not be balanced

by off-site work.

Section 15001(f) of the CEQA Guidelines requires that a governmental agency take
certain actions if an EIR shows substantial adverse environmental impacts could
result from a project. These actions include changing the project, imposing,
conditions on the project, adopting plans or ordinances to avoid the problem,
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selecting an alternative to the project, or disapproving the project. In the

event that the project is approved without adequate mitigation of significant
effects (Section 15088), a written statement of overriding considerations Tust
be provided for each unmitigated significant effect (Section 15089). >

We have made detailed comments in the attachment titled "Detailed Comments on

Cullinan Ranch Draft EIR (SCH 82083110). Department of Fish and Game personnel
are available to discuss our concerns and recommendations in more detail. To
arrange a meeting, the project sponsor or applicant should contact Mr. James A.
Swanson, Wildlife Biologist, telephone (707) 94h-4465; or Mr. Theodore W.
Wooster, Environmental Services Supervisor, Region 3, Department of Fish and
Gave, P. 0. Box 47, Yountville, CA 94599; telephone (707) 944-4489.

Director
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Detailed Comments on Cullinan Ranch Draft EIS (SCH 82083110)

U The Draft EIR/EIS lists only two significant environmental impacts affecting

fish and wildlife which cannot be avoided:

1. Loss of agricultural field habitat and restoration potential.

2. Cumulative adverse impacts of increased visitor use of the Napa Marsh. _

Department of Fish and Game personnel have identified the following additional
unavoidable significant impacts to fish and wildlife:

(a) Seasonal ponding areas on Cullinan Ranch utilized by wintering
waterfowl and shorebirds will be destroyed.

(b) Development on Cullinan Ranch will inhibit wildlife movement between
San Pablo Bay and the Napa Marsh. Wildlife movement along Dutchmaen
Slough will be interrupted by the 300-400 foot proposed levee breach.

26( c) The project will create a substantial increase of boat traffic in the
Napa Marsh, which will destroy marsh vegetation due to wave wash,
interfere with hunting and fishing, and harass wildlife.

( d) Approximtely 1,550 acrub of agricultural field habitats and
associated open space will be lost.

IP'1la. (e) There is a potential for water quality problemse in the proposed
artificial lagoon, Dutchman Slough and the Napa River resulting in
adverse impacts to fishlife.

()The public fishing and hunting access along Dutchman Slough will be
* 5Vreduced from a continuous 4 1/2 mile stretch with parking provided at

each end to a 9 mile round trip loop access with parking at one end.
Due to the proximity to housing and new City Limits, the present legal
hunting will be eliminated at this access area.

(g) The proposed project represents the initial development intrusion into
the Napa Marsh and San Pablo Bay shoreline. It will severely disrupt
the last remaining major wetlands and bay habitats in California. The
Draft EIR (p. 151) identifies the growth inducing aspects of this
project, including the demand for further development into the
surrounding diked baylands, yet this is not disclosed to be a
significant impact affecting fish and wildlife.

F . 7A The Draft EIR/EIS relies almost exclusively on two reports prepared by Harvey
~' and Stanley Associates for its discussion of Vegetation and Wildlife. The first

report (Appendix D), "Cullinan Ranch Ecological Aspects" (June 1982), was
developed after three months (12 site visits) of field work. The report
provides some basic field data, but due to its limited biological information,

does conclude that 1,551 acres of low wildlife use habitat would be replaced

with 960 acres of high to moderate wildlife use habitat. Our experience does
not support this conclusion and the Department of Fish and Game does not concur
with this finding.
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md The second report (Appendix A) "Cullinan Ranch Wildlife Monitoring Programr" 0
-. (Interim Report, February 1983) represents six months of a one-year study. Even

when completed, this one-year study will provide only a sample of conditions
* that occurred during this time period. Fish and wildlife population numbers,

habitat utilization, densities and seasonal trends cannot be determined from the
information gathered for this report. Accurate and predictable conclusions
require several years of data to account for variation in these factors between

- -- years.

In addition, the method of bird census is not entirely valid for all species,
* ~ '' particularly waterfowl and shorebirds. These species are easily disturbed by

human activity and will avoid the area if possible. The time of day is also
critical as waterfowl are most active during short periods in the early morning
and late evening.

- ~? The proposed development will include two marinas and water-oriented housing
*which will include 1,000 individual bc docks, resulting in more than 1,700 new

boats (expandable to 2,200 plus dry storage). The Draft EIR/EIS briefly
mentions the potential secondary impact to vegetation and wildlife due to
increased boat traffic and human activity. The increased boat traffic in the
Napa Marsh is a substantial impact that requires additional evaluation. The
amount of boat traffic, types of vessels, habitat disturbance, wildlife
harassment, bank erosion, and interference with fishermen and hunters needs to
be evaluated.

* .' The Draft EIR/EIS contends that the Cullinan Ranch has minimael value for
water-associated birds as the site remained free of standing water this year.
An aerial survey, with photography, during late April 1983 revealed extensive

* ponding areas; a ground survey during rid-Hay also revealed numerous depressions
devoid of oat hay, indicating prolonged inundation. Though the amount of
ponding area has been reduced due to land-leveling during the fall of 1982, much
of the site still provides these seasonal ponds. Another reason for observed
lowr use by waterfowl is these populations have been substantially reduced due to
two years of extensive drought conditions in the Canadian breeding grounds.
Another contributing factor to reduced waterbird use on Cullinan is this year's
abundance of other flooded areas, resulting from the high rainfall which
dispersed the birds to these other areas. Napa Marsh and adjacent San Pablo Bay

-A are one of the major wildlife areas of the state. The Department has identified -

113 species of birds in the marsh, including 68 species of water-associated
birds. At least two-thirds of the west coast populations of canvasback ducks
winter in this area. Many other species of waterfowl including scaup, pintail,
mallard and widgeon utilize San Pablo Bay and the Napa Marsh as a wintering

: ,, area. A waterfowl survey in November 1981, a year in which waterfowl numbers
were down more than 36%, showed that at least 135,000 waterfowl utilizin-g North
San Francisco Bay (San Pablo Bay) and the Napa Marsh.

d"

CIN" Ilis Of major concern to the Department is the probable interference the proposed
development would have on movement of waterfowl and shorebirds between the San *
Pablo Bay National Wildlife Refuge and the Napa Marsh. The Draft EIR/EIS
contends that most birds flying over Cullinan Ranch were above 75 meters.

, % However, the method of data collection will not give an accurate evaluation.
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Studies involving powerlines and waterfowl show that these obstructions create
" difficulties for waterfowl. The waterfowl species of iost concern in this area

.1 is the canvasback duck. This species' usual flight patterns are at low
altitudes and high speed. This species is very sensitive to human disturbance.
Development on Cullinan Ranch would pose a potential barrier and deterrent to

free movement because of vulti-story buildings, sailboat masts, and human
4, . disturbance.

The fisheries inforvation in the EIR/EIS is incomplete at best. The Department

* .f .'.has conducted sanpling in the Napa River system for nmny years. Our data reveal
f. at least 31 species of fish present. The lower Napa River and Marsh is a

nursery area for the California halibut, striped bass, sand dabs, and the
*Dungeness crab (market crab). The Napa Marsh is also a spawning and nursery

area for the shiner perch, an important forage fish for nany sport and
commercial fishes. The California splittail also spawns in the Napa Marsh; this
species is a native minnow which is found only in the Napa Marsh and the Delta
region. Adult and juvenile striped bass were the most abundant species observed
in our sampling, indicating that the Napa Marsh is an important habitat for this
species. The striped bass is most abundant in the narsh from June through
October which will coincide with the time of year when project-induced water
quality problems would be most severe.

- L~o The proposed mitigation will not reduce impacts to a level of insignificance
(Section 15143 CEQA Guidelines). Only the 30 acres of tidal marsh development
along the levee is potential mitigation in our opinion. The other on-site
mitigation proposals have little or no nitigation value. The large increases in
numnbers of people, boats, and other disturbance substantially limit the lagoon
and other open space areas to relatively low values.

It should be clearly pointed out that the State of California is the present
landowner of all lands outboard of the levee and that a public access easement
already exists on the levee and that protection of these areas is not mitigation
for project-caused impacts.

"' A Creation of the artificial open water areas will require extensive periodic
J " maintenance dredging and spoil disposal activities where no such need currently

exists. The use of wetlands or former wetlands, as well as the aquatic disposal
* of dredge spoils will adversely affect fish and wildlife. To address the

magnitude of and mitigation for dredge-related impacts, a site specific
sedimentation study must be conducted prior to EIR certification to adequately

4. define and/or confirm assumptions and conclusions discussed in the Draft
EIR/EIS. Without such data integrated into a comprehensive assessment of the
detailed time schedule and long-ter economic of dredge-spoil activities, the

-* subject discussion is inadequate. We suggest that an endowment concept be
"" -" employed to address the costs of ongoing maintenance dredging, land acquisition
* 'and other dredge disposal costs for the project life.

Boating (p. 30) - The introduction of 1,700 to 2,200 boats where very few
currently exist creates the potential for spills or discharge of not only

. ,petroleuw products, but detergents and antifouling agents as well. Regular and
seasonal maintenance of boats involves washing, draining bilge water, sanding
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and painting. All of these activities havc potentially adversc effects on fish
and aquatic life.

.,'2,Copper is the most common heavy retal used in antifouling paints and is found in
3 03'~ high levels in sea water, sediments, and fouling commrunities in marinas (Nixon,

et al, 1973, Young, 1974, 1975). Although copper has been found to be
significantly higher in marinas, little is known about its transfer through
local food chains or long-range effects on the biota. The office of Coastal
Zone Management (1976) suggested that manufacturers need to develop and rarket

- less toxic alternatives to copper based antifouling paints. Until such tire,
the toxic effect of copper will continue to impair marina water and sediment
quality.

*.-U i Tidal Circulation (p. 34) -The rost critical aspect of project design which
'-""affects water quality in the project lagoon and sloughs is tidal circulation.

While we understand the subject was discussed in depth in the RMH/Krone report,
we have not been provided a copy for review and find the EIR/EIS discussion does
not adequately address the Department's water quality concerns. The link-rode
model does provide some infornation on tidal heights and velocities, yet
provides only a two dimensional representation of a three divensional system.
The Draft EIR/EIS acknowledges that channel widths have been modified somewhat
since model analysis and now only represents the future semi-silted -10 MLLW
condition. Since project depths are reported to be -20 to -30 MLLW, and staged
in construction, the analysis fails to provide a sufficiently representative
depiction of project circulation.

Water Quality (p. 37) - The discussion of nutrient and algal concentrations
within existing sloughs reflects an extremely rich environrent for algal growth.
The statement that the "The dissolved oxygen concentrations tend to increase if
there is an increase in water transparency..." (thus allowing increases in algal
growth to produce more oxygen) fails to depict the equaly adverse effects of

. . algal respiration at night which can essentially eliminate all dissolved oxygenneeded by other aquatic life. Such conditions have occurred a number of tires

in a nearby lagoon belonging to the Leslie Salt Company, during which as manry as
10,000 striped bass were killed.

Other similar aquatic residential developments have attempted to resolve the
algal growth-nuisance problem through the use of aquatic herbicides. Herbicides
by their very nature limit the productivity of the waterway for fish and aquatic
life and may actually create toxic conditions for juvenile fishes. Measures to
avoid this situation nust be spelled out in the Final EIR/EIS.

Water Quality (p. 39) - A steady state calculation of dissolved oxygen cannot
* depict the dynamrics of algal growth-respiration which deterrine the

concentrations of dissolved oxygen available of fish and aquatic life. Further

water quality modeling and analysis are necessary to provide assurance that
adequate dissolved oxygen (5 ppm) can be maintained at all times in all areas
and at all depths of the lagoon.
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sobj The statement that "Nutrients are not cxpected to be a problemr in project w.aters
for any of the alternatives, since phytoplankton growth will probably be light
limited", is less than convincing. What site specific data has been submitted
to support such a conclusion? The conclusion that other water quality
parameters are not expected to vary significantly from values found in adjacent
sloughs as long as there is adequate tidal circulation begs the question since

45 the determination of what is adequate is based on maintenance of water quality.

The discussicn of water quality effects of project implementation in the Draft
- EIR/EIS is unsupported and inadequate to provide a basis for rational

interpretation and conclusions. Contrary to opinions stated in the draft, a
* comprehensive assessment of temperature, salinity, nutrient-sediment equilibria

changes with water residence, stratification and phases of development is an
essential element of impact analysis.

We concur that an oil spill contingency plan (p. 41) will be necessary. We
* - further suggest that in the event of a spill, the Department of Fish and Game
* along with the U.S. Coast Guard should be inmmediatley notified.

The dispersion of gasoline (p. 42) as well as diesel fuel is unlike that of
heavier petroleum hydrocarbon. Not only do they volatilize into the atmosphere,

*but solubilize into the water column as well. Gasoline is reported to have a
limited solubility (approximately 10 ppm) yet concentrations as low as 1 ppm
have been shown to be toxic to sensitive fish species.

The basis of sensitivity of each resident and migratory fish and invertebrate
.7 species (including their dietary preferences) to repeated dredging, low

dissolved oxygen and boat maintenance operations i- necessary to adequately
evaluate the effects of marina development.

P 4f~'l The statement made by Sol Friedman, Engineer-Manager of the Vallejo Sanitary and
~ ~.i d~IJ5 Flood Control District (p. 116) that sufficient sewage treatment plant capacity

is anticipated for construction of Alternatives A and B is at variance with
%. Gobar analysis (p. 141) which indicated no capacity for any of the proposed

alternatives currently exists. The subject of plant capacity and compliance
with waste discharge requirements imposed by the Regional Water Quality Control
Board, especially in light of other land developments currently in stages of

-~ . planning (p. 20), must be addressed. The district's December 1982 request for
relaxation of EPA's secondary treatment requirements together with

,non-availability of grant funds for plant expansion creates serious doubt that
fish and aquatic life will be adequately protected through project
implementation in any form.

The Draft EIR/EIS (p. 20) states that there are at present 2,335 acres of vacant
land suitable for residential development within the City of Vallejo. The
stated justification for development of Cullinan Ranch is that this is the only
site which will allow for the creation of a major waterfront residential

.1 community. This does not appear to be a justifiable condition for over-riding
consideration for project approval, for a project that will have significant

,i .,adverse effects on fish and wildlife.
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283. Comment noted, see response to comments 45, 46, 47, 50-55.

284. Comment noted. See response to comment 399b.

285. Comment noted. A Summary of Harvey & Stanley Associates (1983) results of fish

sampling has been added to the Vegetation and Wildlife section of the Final EIR/EIS. For

a complete description of the fishes of Dutchman Slough, see Appendix IV.L (Pages 62-67,
.. ". ..Q

v.. -~108-109). Also see response to comments 50, 51, 53, 54, 105, and 106.

1- 286. Comment noted.

287. In a response to comments sent to W.R. Williams Inc. (Sept. 30, 1983), Harvey &

Stanley Associates responded to this comment. The following is quoted from their

response.

"Seasonal ponding areas will indeed be destroyed by the proposed development. Because

the property under current practices is well drained and pumped, we do not consider th

loss of ponding to be a significant impact. Significant utilization of the ponded areas by

waterfowl and shorebirds did not occur during this past year. If pumping were reduced,

and seasonal ponding was more extensive, then indeed this impact would be more

significant. Indeed, in the 18 flights over the Napa Marsh in the winter of 1982-83, there

were several occasions when flights occurred immediately after heavy storms. Ponding

was evident on the Ranch, but was a bit less extensive than on other agricultural tracts
surrounding the Napa Marsh. Two to three days later, ponding on the ranch had greatly

reduced or disappeared, while on other tracts this ponding continued for most of the

winter. The value to wildlife of such ponding is limited if the duration of the ponding is

limited. Harvey and Stanley Associates were conducting a monitoring program for

another client on a diked agricultural property which did experience extensive ponding,
-..

and the utilization of these ponds was high, and markedly different with respect to both

species composition and density from that reported at Cullinan Ranch."

288. In a response to comments sent to W.R. Williams Inc. (September 20, 1983), Harvey

& Stanley Associates responded to this comment. The following is quoted from their

response.
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~ F "We agree that there will be changes in the patterns of movement of wildlife between San

Pablo Bay and the Napa:Marsh. It is impossible to assume that construction of this scalej

would not change teemovements. The prsneof housing and other structures

certainly would tend to reroute some of the avian traffic. These changes will likely

~' occur, even though most of the recorded flights during the past year were at heights

above 75 feet, and most of the birds flying over the Ranch were not crossing the west end
qof the property. The majority of flights at Redwood Shores, for example, were primarily J

along the watercourses of the development, although birds also flew over the tops of

structures and bridges. Similar flight patterns probably did not exist before Redwood

-. . Shores was developed, partly because the lagoons which are used by wildlife now did not
exist at the time. The significance of the potential changes at Cullinan Ranch is really

the key issue, and whether the potential impacts of changes can be reduced to a level of

non-signif icance.

"Potential significant impacts related to changes in the patterns of movement would
-. :poccur if 1) the development increased direct bird mortality due to collisions with man-

made structures; 2) access were blocked to significant feeding or resting areas; or 3)
* . indirect mortality was increased due to collisions with structures in other areas or due to

U other causes."

U, U-After conducting a literature search of avian mortality at man-made structures (U.S. Fish
U,.. and Wildlife Service 1980), Harvey & Stanley Associates (1983) found little evidence to

support the notion that waterfowl mortality would increase significantly due to collisions

* with proposed structures or masts of sailboats; however, waterfowl are known to collide

.. *. ~ with tall buildings and towers during periods of heavy fog or stormy weather and the

possibility of occasional collisions would always exist. (See response 46 for further

- information on collisions.)

After a yearlong study of bird use of the Cullinan Ranch, Harvey & Stanley Associates

(1983) concluded that the proposed development would not block access to significant

feeding or resting grounds, although it may change the patterns of movement. Inhibition

of wildlife movement between San Pablo Bay and the Napa Marsh has been added to the

list of unavoidable significant impacts in the Final EIR/EIS.

* Regarding the potential for increased mortality due to other causes find changes in flight

~~ patterns, the following is quoted from Harvey and Stanley Associatt. response.
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F "it has also been suggested that there may be additional mortality associated with energy
expenditures while attempting to travel around the Ranch, or otherwise modify flight-

patterns. For migratory species which are accustomed to travelling thousands of miles, a

few hundred meters, or a kilometer would not seem likely to significantly affect survival

rates.

"There are several methods for reducing the extent of changes in flight patterns which

may have been considered, but were not discussed in regards to either alternatives or

mitigations. The presence of open water passages (with no impeding structures) from the

north to the south of the Ranch would reduce the extent of changes in the flight patterns.

In the existing project plan the eastern sections show open water "fingers" extending

basically to the access road adjoining State Highway 37. Likewise in the western sections,

the fingers extend to adjoining salt ponds. The reduced project alternative shows open

space areas, which also would decrease the changes in movement patterns. Any extension

of the open water of the marina which extends to the project boundary would provide

avenues for movement. Extending these fingers where possible in the center sections of

the development plan would be of value. The extensive movement of birds along the open

water routes at Redwood Shores in spite of a four-lane arched bridge over the water is

evidence of the effectiveness of such an alteration."

It has been documented for both forest (MacClintock et al. 1977) and marsh (Wetland

Evaluation Class 1981) habitats that some type of connecting corridor, even if it is

disturbed or degraded, can have beneficial effect on bird usage and species diversity in

the two disjunct habitats. The corridor provides a travel route which is important both

for migrating and resident birds. Although the corridor may be no more than a narrow

band of disturbed habitat, it plays a role in the ecosystem.

In a study of Famosa Slough, San Diego, California (Wetland Evaluation Class, 1981),

where apartment buildings are located between the San Diego River Marsh and Famosa

Slough, the majority of bird species took a longer route along a disturbed wetland corridor

rather than flying a more direct route over the 3-story apartment complex. Short-billed

dowitchers, the most abundant species, flew the more direct route over the apartments.

In a response to comments sent to W.R. Williams, Inc. (Sept. 20, 1983) Harvey & Stanley

Associates responded to this comment. The following is summarized from their response.

".74
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Wildlife movement along Dutchman Slough will definitely be interrupted by the 300-400

foot proposed levee breach. Little effect on avian species is expected, but mammalian

I species may be more strongly affected. Most of these species (house mice, California

voles, skunks, and ground squirrels) are common and of little concern.

Since little is known of the distribution and habitat requirements of the salt marsh harvest

-Imouse in the sloughs of the Napa Marsh, however, it is more difficult to predict the

significance of potential impacts. Populations are small and none was found in the

vicinity of the proposed permanent dike breach during field studies. Salt marsh harvest

mice are known to swim, but little is known of their dispersal habits or the effect of

isolating populations from potential gene flow.

Interruption of wildlife movement due to the proposed levee breach has been added to the

. ,list of unavoidable significant impacts in the Final EIR/EIS.

289. The increase in boat traffic in Napa Marsh is an impact of significance and concern

and has been included in the list of unavoidable significant impacts in the Final EIR/EIS.

The potential disruption of breeding and nesting activities by sensitive species (e.g.

Uclapper rails, black rails) has been discussed (see response to comment 55). The increase

in boating activity in general will likely disrupt feeding and resting of many of the species

dependent on the sloughs for such activities. The destruction of marsh vegetation due to

* wave wash; interference with hunting, fishing, and other forms of recreation; and

Uharassment of wildlife by human intrusion, are all potential impacts which may re ult

from increased boat traffic. See response to comments 54 and 56 for further information

- -. regarding boat traffic.

290. Comment noted.

-291a. There is a potential for water quality problems resulting from a reduction in water

quality. These are discussed in response to comments 51, 52, 53, 54, 105, and 106. Also

see the Water Quality section of the Final EIR/EIS (pages 37-42).

291b. Comment noted. This information has been added to the impacts of the

Vegetation and Wildlife section (page 73) and to the list of unavoidable significant impacts

*in the Final EIR/EIS.

292. Comment noted. The potential demand for further development into the surrounding
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diked bayland is recognized. See response to comments 49, 88, and 144. Growth

inducement has been added as a potential impact to fish and wildlife (see impact section

of Vegetation and Wildlife in the Final EIR/EIS). 0

293. Comment noted. Harvey & Stanley Associates (1983) Final report on the Cullinan

Ranch Wildlife Monitoring Program is included as Appendix IV.L to the Final EIR/EIS.

This report was not available at the time the Draft EIR/EIS was prepared. The Final

Report is a synthesis of all vegetation and wildlife surveys conducted at Cullinan Ranch

during the course of 1 year (up to July 31, 1983.) It includes a discussion of potential

impacts of the proposed development and suggests mitigation measures. A summary of

this report has been included in the Vegetation and Wildlife section of the Final EIR/EIS.

See response to comment 197 regarding the replacement of low wildlife use habitat by

moderate to high wildlife use habitat.

294. Comment noted. Although the wildlife monitoring program spanned only a 1-year

time frame, it did include sampling during the four seasons which provided an indication

of seasonal use of the area by different species. Wildlife populations are constantly

fluctuating and their use of various habitats and geographic areas changes from year to

year. While it is true that a 1-year study will provide only a sample of conditions that

may occur during a longer time period, the majority of species would have similar

patterns of utilization from year to year. For example, as long as the Cullinan Ranch is

being efficiently pumped, seasonal ponding would be at a lesser level than during this past

winter. Avian species which would utilize the site probably would be similar to those

found by Harvey & Stanley Associates (1983). See response to comment 401.

295. Harvey & Stanley Associates used the ground transect method modified from Emlen

(1971, 1977) to estimate absolute densities (birds per unit of area) of birds on the Cullinan

Ranch. Three transects, covering all habitat types represented on the Ranch, were

monitored. In addition to transects, 18 aerial surveys were made to census waterfowl and

shorebirds. Aerial surveys covered San Pablo Bay, the Napa Marsh, Leslie Salt Ponds, and

Cullinan Ranch. Flying altitude was 500 feet dropping to lower altitudes when conditionsr.-i seemed appropriate. A complete description of Materials and Methods is provided in the

Final Report (Appendix IV.L, pages 21-25).

The Emlen method of censusing birds is widely used for land habitats and is considered

reliable by biologists. Waterfowl are more difficult to census with this method than some
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other species groups; point censuses may provide more accurate data in high waterfowl

use areas. Aerial surveys are commonly used for censusing waterfowl; however, flying at

lower altitudes would yield more accurate data regarding species identification. Many

species of waterfowl can be identified from heights of 500 feet, but it is difficult to

identify large shorebirds and almost impossible to identify the small species of shorebirds

(e.g. sandpipers). Misidentification of similar bird species (e.g. coot vs ruddy duck) from

U Illaltitudes of 500 feet also would be likely.

Harvey & Stanley Associates conducted their aerial surveys on clear days in a variety of

tidal conditions. If the aerial surveys had been correlated with high tide conditions, more

shorebird use of diked agricultural and upland habitats may have been documented.
Shorebirds move to these areas when mudflats become flooded, such as in high tide

conditions. For purposes of identifying the high use areas in the vicinity of Cullinan

Ranch, the methods Harvey & Stanley used were adequate. They were able to determinedli
that waterfowl use was higher in San Pablo Bay and certain salt ponds. Waterfowl use of

the Cullinan Ranch was extremely low. If waterfowl are utilizing the agricultural fields

for feeding, they are likely doing so during the night. Night surveys of -.uch areas would

require the use of infrared scopes which are difficult to operate and do not always giveK.accurate data depending on moon phase, jhadowing, and relief in the study area. H,-vey

and Stanley conducted a few night surveys, but found night surveys were not an efficient

use of time because they were not yielding new data. Radio telemetry is probably the

most accurate method of determining where birds go at night. Such a study would be

expensive, however, and would be long term.

296. The potential impacts of increased boat traffic in the Napa Marsh have been

discussed in response to comments 54, 55, 56, 105, 106 and 289.

297. In their final report (Appendix IV.L), Harvey & Stanley Associates stated that,

"Significant utilization of the ponded areas by waterfowl and shorebirds did not occur

.. during this past yeer." Ponding was evident on the Ranch, but was less extensive than on
other agric!ultural tracts surrounding the Napa Marsh. Ponding occurred after heavy

storms, but, due to the efficient pumping system on the Ranch, the water was greatly

reduced or had disappeared 2 to 3 days later. On other tracts of land that did not have a

pumping system, ponding continued for most of the winter. As the Department of Fish
and Game stated in their letter, low use by waterfowl may have been due to the reduced

populations of waterfowl in California and the abundance of other flooded areas resulting
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from the high rainfall. In a drier year, there would be less ponding on these other areas

. which would reduce the value of the habitat for resting or feeding waterfowl and/or

shorebirds. It seems unlikely that these birds would move to the Cullinan Ranch, as the

Ranch would still have less available ponding than adjoining areas, at least under present

agricultural practices.

298. The potential impacts of the proposed project on the movement of birds between San

Pablo Bay and the Napa Marsh has been discussed (see response to comments 46 and 288).

Response 46 also discusses the potential impacts to the canvasback duck.

299. Comment noted. The fisheries information collected by Harvey & Stanley

Associates has been summarized in the Vegetation and Wildlife section of the Final

EIR/EIS. Several fishes were present in Dutchman Slough during most months of the year

including splittail, staghorn sculpin, tule perch, yellowfish goby, American shad, and

striped bass. The remaining fishes were infrequent in collections. These included the

starry flounder, shiner surf perch , long-finned smelt, three-spined stickleback, threadfin

shad, inland silversides, Sacramento sucker, prickly sculpin, and silver salmon.

It is unlikely that striped bass spawn in Dutchman Slough, but they arrive there from

spawining grounds in June and remain until the end of their first year at which time they

move to the Bay (Harvey & Stanley, 1983). They grow from an average length of 5 cm (in

June) to 23 cm (before moving to the Bay).

See response to comments 50, 51, 52, and 54 for information regarding potential impacts

to aquatic resources.

300a. Comment .ioted. The 30 acres of tidal marsh development along the levee is

- potential mitigation. The dredge spoils site, which was originally slated for marsh

restoration, is not considered n itigative since it would be used as a borrow site and

excavated to a depth cf -30 feet MLLW, then flooded with water. The life of the site is

expected to be nearly 80 years; during most of those years open water would cover the

site. If water quality were maintained through flushing, then use by waterfowl and other

water-associated birds may be expected. While the water is deep, however, food

availability will be limited.

Conversion of the agricultural fields to open water habitats can be considered some
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compensation for the loss of the feeding, resting, and seasonal ponding values of the

converted acreage. Those acres converted to resident ial/park habitats also will show

significant wildlife use by urban-oriented species which are abundant in other available

habitats. '
The discussion of mitigation for the proposed project involves several complex issues.

While the creation of specific habitats (e.g., open water, mudflats, tidal marsh) on the

Cullinan Ranch would seem to mitigate for potential losses in the sense that the new

habitats are more valuable habitats to wildlife than agricultural fields, the regional

setting ane ;imount of human intrusion which would be supported by the project must be

taken into consideration. The project site is situated between two high use areas for

wintering waterfowl, San Pablo Bay and the Napa Marsh. This area is also located on the

Pacific Flyway. The importance that isolation plays to wintering waterfowl and

h shorebirds is difficult to quantify. The project site, as it is now, represents a single

habitat unit, and may have higher value to wildlife because of its isolation than it would if

the project were built and aquatic habitats were increased.

3 Please see response to comment 197 for further discussion of this issue.

The extent of mitigation required might be determined by a HEP evaluation as was

recommended in the Draft EIR/EIS. Since many questions relating to habitat value and

p species sensitivity are a matter of professional judgement, the HEP procedure should

involve a number of individuals with appropriate expertise. Such a "team" should

carefully record all assumptions and decisions made in developing and carrying out the

HEP. It should be anticipated that the HEP would identify the existing and proposed

wildlife values pre- and post-project. A carefully and objectively executed HEP should

reveal whether the mitigation proposed for the project approximates the potential losses

anticipated for the project. The HEP methodology could only roughly account for some of

the more speculative concerns such as disruptions of flight paths and extent of annoyance

*of resting birds by boat traffic. .

300b. The data for responding to this question are not extant; furthermore, technical

responses to this type of question are rarely, if ever, produced at more than a theoretical

level. A technical response to this comment is not available for decision- mnking in this

instance.
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301. The Final EIR/EIS includes estimates of the amount of dredge spoils that must be

disposed of. Appendix IIl.B of the Draft EIR/EIS includes a description of a dredging

schedule and a spoils disposal method. Maintenance dredging will temporarily disrupt the

benthic environment of the channels. The project does not propose to use existing

wetlands for spoils disposal.

302. Comment noted and text revised beginning on page 30.

303. Please see response to comment )79.

304. The study, Water Circulation, Sedimentation, and Algae Growth in the Cullinan

Ranch Project, by RMA/Krone, February 1982, was conducted during the planning phases

of the Cullinan Ranch Development Project to assure a project configuration that would

maximize water circulation and minimize sedimentation. The study included evaluation

of the algae growth when the project depths were the minimum that would occur before

maintenance dredging begins. Modifications to the planned project were found to be

desirable after the study was completed. These modifications include reducing the

number of side channels, widening the side channels, and reducing the lengths of some of

the side channels. The constructed depths of the channels were also deepened. These

modifications were not expected to have deleterious impacts on water quality. Since

comments on the Draft EIR/EIS included questions about the effects of these

modifications, a subsequent report was prepared to present the results of additional

studies showing the anticipated range of conditions that would prevail during the interim
and completed phases of the development. Other issues addressed in the report include :.

sedimentation in Dutchman Slough; water quality impacts of construction and of

maintenance dredging; planned water quality control measures; and impacts of the project

on wildlife habitat near the project margins and the margins of Dutchman Slough between
I=

the entrance and the Napa River.1

305. Krone/RMA studies indicate that with the short residence times and considerable '4

water depths in the lagoon nuisance algal blooms are not expected. This is supported by

experience at the similarly located Bel Marin Keys. The Krone/RMA studies were

designed to identify project configurations that would not require the use of chemicals to
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control algae growth. Krone/RMA believe that steady state dissolved oxygen calculations

i are a reasonable representation of conditions where algae concentrations are low.

306. Krone/RMA believe that the level of analysis contained in Appendix)lB of the Draft

EIR/EIS is sufficient to draw the conclusions about water quality presented in the Final

EIR/EIS. The Final EIR/EIS consultant has objectively reviewed the Krone/RMA analysis

and agrees with the logic for these conclusions at this stage of the EIR/EIS review

process.

307. In comment upon the Draft EIR/EIS, (see comment 251), Sol Friedman has indicated

that sewage treatment capacity exists for early stages but not for the entire project. The

. revised Economic/Fiscal section (Ii.K.) indicates that the City may delay approval of the

V'. project if financing cannot be secured to improve the treatment facility.
p-

.Resource Management Associates, R.B. Krone and Associates, Cullinan Ranch

* " Development Project Responses to Comments on the Draft EIR/EIS, August 1983, 29
pages.
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Memorandum C

To Ron Bass, Director Dam, June 15, 1983
State Clearinghouse
1400 Tenth Street Fil.: 0-Sol-37
Sacramento, CA 95814 Cullinan Ranch EIR/EIS

1493 Acre Development
Residential, commercial,
open space etc
SCH 82083110

From , DPARTMENTOU TRANSPORTATION
Preston W. Kelley, District 10 Director

S-oz".

We have reviewed the above noted report and offer the follow-
ing comments:.,°

Page S-9 (Summary) indicates a level of service on Route 37 of
"F" as an unavoidable adverse impact even with a 6 lane arterial.
This is contradictory to suggested mitigation on page 90 for a
4 lane divided facility along the Cullinan Ranch frontage and
6 lanes easterly to Fairgrounds Drive.

In view of the freeway status of Route 37 at this location,
the predicted volumes and LOS, interchange(s) would be warranted.
The potential delays and accidents, if traffic signals were placed
on a high speed rural highway, would be unacceptable.

Page 2 mentions Caltrans and Permit Action. The uusual"
*Caltrans Encroachment Permit Policy is that the developer is

, 1 0 responsible for highway improvements needed for access to a com-
mercial or multiple residential development. His responsibility
is limited to his actual frontage plus any transition work.
However, mitigation should be proposed to the full extent of impact.

On pages 116 and 118 the report states: "Caltrans staff has$11 indicated a reluctance to installing the pipe on the Napa River
Bridge." This should be more positive, such as: "An engineering
decision has been made by Caltrans, Structures Maintenance Depart-
ment, Sacramento, that no utilities are to be placed on the bridge."

Page 82(3) (Existing Conditions) Mare Island Causeway/
Tennessee Street intersection is a five legged intersection, not
a six.

Table 111-4 page 86 - LOS for on ramps is based on what the
E9 mainline traffic will allow on the freeway. The 20,000 LOS E

capacity is meaningless. Also, LOS should be based on peak hour
traffic and not daily traffic.

V4 The ramp designation westbound on should be westbound off.
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Ron Bass -2- 10-Sol-37

Before any work is performed within the state highway rightIof way, an encroachment permit will be required. Application for
the permit may be obtained at the Department of Transportation
Office of the Maintenance Superintendent at 2019 W, Texas Street,

- "P. 0. Box 8, Fairfield, CA 94533. We urge the applicant seeking
'" an encroachment permit to properly address the impacts affecting

the state highway. If the applicant does not comply with our
9concerns, his encroachment permit will be denied.

A minimum of 4 to 6 weeks is required to process the applica-
tion and issue a permit. Complex projects may require a consider-

:.. ably longer time.

Please send a copy of the final report to John Gagliano,
* ,* Caltrans, District 10 Office, P.O.Box 2048, Stockton, CA 95201.

,
'IJoHN GALANOI..
A-95 Coordinator
(209) 948-7875

" ATSS 423-7875

JGE:jh

-- Attachment

cc: TGSmith

I I

P.S. With respect to the noise impacts of state highway traffic
generated noise on new residential developments, the
following Caltrans documents should be reviewed for com-
pliance with Caltrans policy:

1. Policy and Procedure Memorandum No. P74-47, Freeway
Traffic Noise Reduction

2. Policy and Procedure Memorandum No. P77-40, Sound
Barrier Construction by Others Within or Near State
Highway Right of Way

@2

. . * * . *. ~ y * •, °.i
stoo
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308. Although the Final EIR/EIS recommends a six-lane arterial street as mitigation (for

Route 37), such a widening would not completely mitigate the anticipated impacts. As

shown in Table 111-6, page 88 of the Final EIR/EIS, much of Route 37 would remain service

level F, even with a widening to six lanes. The current plans for improvement would

however mitigate impacts. Also, see response 10.

309. The traffic portion of the Final EIR/EIS includes an analysis of the access

requirement from the project to Route 37. This analysis is based primarily on the

* consideration of road way/intersect ion capacity requirements and concludes that "two

signalized at-grade intersections on Route 37 would be sufficient to accommodate traffic

to/from Cullinan Ranch".

This conclusion assumes that overall traffic volume growth would be commensurate with

Caltrans projections and that Guadalcanal Village and the South Parcels (North Housing

*Area) would also be developed. Thus, from the standpoint of traffic capacity, two

signalized at-grade intersections would provide adequate access to the project under-

ultimate development conditions.

It is recognized that the installation of traffic signals at the two access intersections

would result in the interruption of other traffic. Such interruption could be avoided by

the construction of grade-separated interchanges. However, considering that through

traffic on Route 37 would have a green signal indication approximately 60% of the time

during peak periods (and significantly more during the off-peak), the total potential delay

to through traffic is expected to be small.

From a safety standpoint, in general, grade-separated (i.e., diamond) interchanges would

be expected to have a lower incidence of accidents than signalized intersections. The

extent of the potential safety benefits attributable to such an interch~nge would, of

course, be a function of the specific type of design and the acutal accident experience at

the signalized intersections.

The frontage of Cullinan Ranch along Route 37 is sufficiently large to allow adequate

spacing between the easterly access point and the existing Walnut Avenue interchange, To

accommodate either signalized intersections or grade-separated interchanges. Also, in
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the Specific Plan for the proposed development, sufficient land is set aside to

accommodate either type of access. Thus, it would be possible to construct grade-

U !separated interchanges if needed.

310. The Final EIR/EIS suggests needed mitigation measures which extend beyond the

project site's immediate Route 37 frontage. Also see responses to comments 10 and 29.

311. C-mment noted.

312. Comment noted.

313. It is recognized that the peak hour capacity of the the on-ramps (at the Route

37/Walnut Avenue interchange) would be limited by the capacity of the main line highway

section.

The volumes and capacities listed in Table 111-4 of the Final EIR/EIS could be converted to

a peak hour basis by using a 20% factor to approximate the peak hour's percentage of the

daily total. With an analysis of either daily or peak hour conditions, Table 111-4 indicates

-that the interchange ramps would not be the primary constraint on Route 37 capacity.

(As noted above, the analysis of Route 37 mainline capacity is acknowledged to be more

meaningful. Such an analysis is contained in the Final EIR/EIS and further discussed in

the response to Comment 10.)

314. The Final EIR/EIS has been corrected (page 86).

315. Comment noted.
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STATI OP CALIPOWIA-THE ifNCESOil AOIENC GEORGE DEUKMEJIAN. Goveen,,

OFFICE OF HISTORIC PRESERVATION
DEPARTMENIT OF PARKS AND RECREATION
PtOS To iO B ro 

"

* ARM110 APW 9111111

Date: June 2, 1983
In Reply Refer To: COE830527A

oject Coordinator -

Resources Agency

* 311 Re: SCH 82083110 Culinan Ranch EIVE S
Thank you for requesting our comments on the referenced undertaking.

Further review is necessary and can proceed upon receipt of the following item(s):

a E3 Detailed description of the undertaking. (Specify details)

b D3 Detailed description of the location of the undertaking and adjacent areas. (Specify details)

c C" Maps. (Specify types)

d 3 Delineate APEI on map(s).

e 3 PhotoSrvph(s). (Specify subjects)

f 0 Date(s) of contruction of buildings, structures, etc.

Results of a review of. £ INRHP*&updates h M CHL*&updates i 0 PHI*&updaes

1I Copy of an archeological site records and literature search for the APEI*. Contact the appropriate Information
Center listed on ver so.

k M Copy of a cultural resources survey and assessment report on the APEI.

Copy of a draft: I 0 overview m 03 management plan
n [3 survey proposal o 03 test excavation proposal

Copyofa: p 0 test excavation report q 0 data recovery proposal r 0"1 data recovery report

s 3 Trinomial designations for archeological properties located within the undertaking's APEI*.

t 03 Name(s) of any federal agency(s) associated with the undertaking.

u 0 Other. (Specify)

v 03 Evidence that comments on the undertaking have been requested and obtained from local Native American or
other interested ethnic groups.

Ples cot . chael Ro ea u (916) 445-6766 of our staff if yQu.Jav Thry questions.

Sincerely, 

Ie t n

Dr. Knox Mello 
JUN 2  93

State Historic Preservation Officer

*APEI'Ama of Potential Environmental impact S1;te cleae
ON RHPNational Register of Historic Places 276
OCHLsCallforitis Historical Landmarksl~p .I.: " l*P " In lon ll f H i i c Im' n e 'i s t
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* "LETTER # S-4

.5 316. The concerns raised by the Office of Historic Preservation are discussed in the

archaeology section of the Final EIR'EIS. A letter from the California Archaeological

Inventory at Sonoma State University and the list of literature reviewed are attached as

Appendix IV.H. In a letter dated January 17, 1983, the California Archaeological

Inventory indicated that the likelihood of archaeological impacts at the site was low and

* no further study was necessary at this time. This letter is available for inspection at the

" ". Vallejo Planning Department.
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STATE OF CALOA GEORGE DEUKMEJIAN, Governor

CALIFORNIA REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD Phon,: eacoe41"

SAN FRANCISCO SAY REGION 84125
1111 JACI-50H STREET, ROOM 6040
OAKLAND 944W

July 1, 1983

File No. 2128.04(TGR)tmh

Mr. Hal A. Boex
Business Development and
Planning Director

City of Vallejo
P. 0. Box 2068
Vallejo, CA 94590

Dear Mr. Boex:

Subject: Draft EIR/EIS for Cullinan Ranch Specific
Plan - SCH #82083110

We have reviewed the subject report for development of a water-
oriented residential community and associated excavated water-
ways on 1493 acres of diked historic wetlands known as the
Cullinan Ranch. The project site is located adjacent to
Dutchman Slough and when completed will widen and deepen the
slough. The area is presently used for dry land farming.

. r
The proposed project (Alternative A) consists of constructfon
of 4500 residential dwelling units on 819.5 acres, excavation
of 3.0 million cubic yards of bay mud to create a network of
boat channels and marinas on 423.5 acres for mooring of 1600-
1700 recreational vessels, use of excavated bay mud as fill
for the project, and es.tablishment of 250 acres of open
space. The project will be constructed in several phases
over a period of 20 years.

We have serious concerns regarding the potential significant
adverse impacts on water quality resulting from the project
as proposed. In the Basin Plan adopted by the Regional Board,
the Napa River is identified as a water segment of low
assimilative capacity. Dutchman Slough a tributary of the
Napa River, is limited in the same respect. Furthermore, the
Basin Plan identifies Napa Marsh as an area of special water
quality concern. Any development which may adversely affect
water quality in Napa River and its tributaries and Napa
Marsh should receive early scrutiny by the approving govern-
mental body for assurances for adequate water quality pro-
tection.
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Mr. Hal A. Boex -2- July 1, 1983

Several of our major water quality concerns have not been
adequately addressed in the Draft EIR/EIS. The final
report should discuss the following concerns and

* recommendations.

S1. Pages 29-32, Marina - Potential live-aboard and house-
boat use as a result of the proposed project should be
discussed. Measures for mitigation of untreated
wastewater discharges (both sewage and graywater)
should be identified. We believe that the most effective
way to prevent wastewater discharges from houseboats
and live-aboards is by direct connection to shoreside
sewers.

2. Page 31, Mitigations - The report should determine
whether the proposed single pumpout facility will be

* .sufficient to serve the sewage disposal needs for the
proposed 1700 boats. The number of additional
facilities should be specified.

'IC3. Page 40, 2nd paragraph -Nutrient loading from the
proposed 1700 boats during the dry season months should
be discussed. This is the time of year when recreational
use of boats is highest and the potential for algalU blooms and depressed .ssolved oxygen concentrations is
greatest. Appropri..,- mitigation measures should be
identified. The use of herbicides to control algal
growth should be discussed and the chemicals identified.
We recommend against the use of herbicides containing
copper.

4. Page 40, Mitigations for urban runoff impacts - The
types of restrictions on fertilizer and pesticide use
and on car washing should be discussed in detail.
Furthermore, assurances for adequate implementation
of the remaining proposed mitigation measures should
be provided.

5. Page 41, Mitigations for water quality impacts - The
sit) responsibility for maintaining the marina facilities

and for ernforcing the proposed marina and boating
4d- regulations, including the prohibition of open-water

discharge from sewage holds, should be discussed in
detail.

6. Page 42, 3rd Mitigation - The report should discuss the
contingency plans in the event that post-development
water quality monitorinL detects problems. A water
quality management plan for the proposed waterway
system will be necessary and should incorporate the
proposed mitigation measures for water quality Impacts

iand any other pertinent information requested by the
Regional Board.
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Mr. Hal A. Boex -3- July 1, 1983

S7. Page 44, 2nd paragraph - The proposed 88 -acre dredged
sediments disposal site should be fully described
(including any wetlands areas) and shown on a location
map. The report should discuss whether or not a
return water discharge from the disposal site is
planned. Such discharge will be further reviewed by
the Regional Board during the U. S. Corps of Engineers
public notice period.

323 8. Page 57, Erosion Impacts - The potential for erosion
and sedimentation impacts on Dutchman Slough during
excavation of the waterways and filling for shoreside
development shild he discussed. Annrpriat mititin
measures should be identified.

-"a

9. Page 65, DFG - The Draft EIR/EIS doe not discuss con-
formance of the proposed project with the Resources
Agency's Wetlands Protection Policy. The final report
should resolve the iqsue of the projects compliance
with the policy.

10. Page 117, Mitigations - We recommend that VSPCD rather
than the developer take the responsibility for main-
taining the pump stations. Logically, th is assures
operation and maintenance by one entity.

If you have any questions, please contact Yh-o, . Ruviahn
at (415) 464-1324.

7 ED K. D) E,- --E
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*317. The project developers do not intend to include any permanent houseboat

communities within the project. It is possible that individual residents may berth

. houseboats in the marinas or at private docks; however, it is anticipated that use of these

_ .boats in the project area itself would only be occasional. The houseboats would use the

* same pumpout facilities as other boats in the community. The capacity of these pumpout

facilities would have to conform to applicable Coast Guard, Regional Water Quality

Control Board and BCDC regulations.

318. The developer proposes to prohibit the discharge of vessel waste to open waters. A

pump-out station will be provid.-d. Accordingly vessels are not expected to contribute to

nutrient loads to the lagoon. The use of algae control chemicals is not proposed.

319. The quality of surface water in the developed project area can be related to urban

stormwater runoff that enters the bay. Pollutant loads are introduced into urban runoff

from two sources: catch basins and the land surface itself. Catch basins can be a source

of first-flush or shock pollution. The liquid remaining in a basin between runoff events

tends to become septic. The solids trapped in the basin take on the general

characteristics of septic or anaerobic sludge. The liquid in catch basins is displaced by -

fresh runoff water in the ratio of one-half the volume for every equal volume of added

liquid. During even minor rainfall, this displacement factor can release the major amount

of the retained liquid and some solids. Improved design of catch basins and better

operational and maintenance practices could reduce this first-flush pollutional effect.1

The most important contributor of pollutants to urban runoff is the land surface itself,

primarily the streets and gutters and other impervious areas directly connected to streets

or storm sewers. Pollutants accumulate on these surfaces in a variety of ways. There
are, for example, debris dropped or scattered by individuals; sidewalk sweepings; debris, ..

fertilizer and pesticides deposited on or washed into streets from yards and other
indigenous open areas; wastes and dirt from building and demolition; fecal droppings from

dogs, birds, and other animals, remnants of household refuse dropped during collection or

scattered by animals or wind; dirt, oil, tire, exhaust, and detergent residue contributed by
2automobiles; and fallout of air pollution particles. Pollutants build up on urban surfaces

between rainstorms. Solids in the pollutant load build up most rapidly during the first 48
to 72 hours after a major rainfall. In a residential area, this build-up amounts to about

500 pounds of solids per mile of curb by the end of the third day. Accumulation rates

decrease with time, reaching about 750 lb/curb mile after two weeks.3
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The pollutant load entering the drainage system would increase in "urban" content while

decreasing in "agricultural"' content. In particular, vehicle-related contaminants would

replace cultivation-related contaminants.

The proposed stormwater pollution control measures are more stringent than those in7

effect throughout most of the Bay Area. If stronger measures are required as a condition

,. ,.of approval, these could be incorporated during the project design stage. Unless the areas

around the marina are maintained as public land it is unlikely that fertilizer and pesticide

controls could be imposed. It is also unlikely that car washing restrictions could be

imposed other than prohibiting that activity on public streets. Given these circumstances

the two proposed mitigations relating to car washing and landscaping compounds have

been deleted from the Final EIR/E[S.

320. Since both public and private marina facilities are proposed the responsibility for

maintenance and. enforcement would be subject to an agreement between the project

sponsor and the City. The details of this agreement have not been worked out yet;

however, it is recommended that the same special district which would be responsible for

dredging, levee care and water quality monitoring be charged with maintaining and
* enforcing the marina and boating regulations. Central pumpout facilities located in the

public marina would also be used by private marina residents. See also response to

comment 1.

321. Project sponsor should be required to develop a water quality monitoring plan to

detect and deal with water quality problems that occur once the project is built. This

plan should indicate who will perform the monitoring and how it will be funded. It is

4 recommended that post-construction monitoring could be made the responsibility of the

* same special district that would handle maintenance dredging and levee care. The plan

should include provisions for notification of the Regional Water Quality Control Board.

Although the project will primarily involve pleasure crafts, an oil spill contingency plan

used for commercial vessels could serve as a model for developing a water quality plan.

At the current time no such plan has been developed.
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322. The proposed spoils disposal area is currently used for dryland farming and is located
in Exhibit 11-7. Appendix il.B of the Draft EIR/EIS includes a description of a spoils

Z' disposal method which would include discharge of decanted water to adjacent waterways.
It should be noted however, the dredging operations will not commence until 20 years
after Initial project construction.

=323. Control of erosion during construction will include conducting all feasible
construction on dry land, and admitting slough waters after the channels and basins are
completed. "This way, the erosion potential is limited to the opening of the stage when the
waters flow into the newly completed work. The amount of erosion will be minimized and
transitory,, and the eroded material will largely deposit inside the project.

Excavaition under water will be done by clamshell or by suction dredge discharging into a
closed pond. Neither of these operations should cause significant Increases in suspended
solids.

B Erosion of banks by waves is the most significant source of suspended solids in the project.
Bank protection by rip-rap, bulkheads, or by plants will be necessary to control bank
erosion.

As described In the Krone/RMA report, Water Circulation, Sedimentation, and Algae
Growth in the Culinan Ranch Project, management of dredged material will include batch
sedimentation in specially designed ponds or excavations at the north end of the
development, decanting the clear water to Dutchman Slough, allowing the sediment to
dry, and either accumulating It or using it for construction and levee maintenance. It is
planned that the decanting operation will take place during hours when the wind Is slight,
such as at night or during early morning hours so that waves do not suspend the deposited
materiaL The batch mode facilitates control of the discharge, and decanting can be
limited to the times that the suspended solids are acceptably low.

Water quality management is an ongoing endeavor. It will require attention of the

organization that will be responsible for the maintenance of the development and I

needs for water quality management and to provide facilities that will most assure

* effective management. 4 /
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4% Regar~ding bed erosion of Dutchman Slough: the channel was deeper before the adjoining-

marsh area was diked. The marsh flooded and drained through Dutchman Slough with each.7
turn of the tide. It is unlikely that the channel was wider: levees are usually built on top

of the adjacent marsh, not in the edges of the channel, because of the saving in earth

moving.

* The Cullinan Ranch project will increase the tidal prism that is supplied by the short

reach of the slough between Napa River and the project, and the slough should deepen

slightly as a result of the increased peak flows. There are several reasons to expect

deepening, rather than widening. The channel is wide and shallow, with depths tapering

toward its edges. The shear stress will be higher in the deeper portions than at the edge. -

The sides of the dikes are exposed at times down to lower-low water, and the soil there

has lost moisture. Consequently, the levee soil is denser and stronger than the sediment

on the bottom. Further, vegetation will reduce the velocities near the banks and thereby

reduce the shear stress there. %'

Again, the Bel Marin Keys development provides an example. Prior to the construction of

the dam, the lagoon enlarged the tidal prism that was supplied by the lower reach of

Novato Creek. Currently the water is flushed to provide the maximum shear stress to

clear out sediment. Cordgrass grows into the edge of the channel, and there is no

evidence of erosion either by currents or by boat waves.

Plese ee espnse234 for other discussion of channel stability and excavation

techniques.

324. The Basic Wetlands Protection Policy was adopted by the California Resources

Agency In 1977. Although it appears that the policy has not been officially rescinded or -

replaced with a new policy, its scope and nature is under review by the agency. Until this

.. 4-,'review has been completed, the question of the proposed project's compliance with the

V... policy cannot be determined.
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325. Comment noted.

1 L.A. Roesner, "Quality of Urban Runoff" in Urban Stormwater Hydrology, Water
Resources Monograph 7, D.F. Kibler, ed., American Geophysical Union, Washington, DC,
1982, page 166.
2Ibid., p. 167.

3 3 Ibid., p. 175.

4 Ray B. Krone, Ray B. Krone and Associates, Sedimentation and Tidal Hydraulics, letter
to W.R. Williams, Inc., August 24, 1983.
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SAN FRANCISCO BAY CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION

SM UOKUM CAU44S%1

4 July 1, 1983

City of Vaflejo -

-,p Planning Department
P. o. Box 3068
Vallejo, CA 91590

AND

Mr. Scott Minor
U. S. Army Corps of Engineers
213 Win Street
San Francisco, CA 94111

SUBJECT: Cullinan Ranch Draft EIR/EIS, BCDC Inquiry File No. SL. W. 7016.1

and N1B Site No. SL-16

Gentlemen:

Unfortunately one Important paragraph ws inadvertantly omitted from our
letter of yesterday to you. Please insert the following language on page 4,
after the third line:

"This project would in itself decrease the agricultural
waterfowl habitat by over 1000 acres. Fill for the
extension of services is also likely to induce additional
growth in the North Bay area which would further destroy
fish and wildlife habitat on agricultural lands that are
seasonal wetlands. We believe the relationship between
these potential impacts and the Bay fill required to
extend the urban services essential to this project must
be more explicitly acknowledged and discussed in the1IR/EIS. 0

A revised copy of our letter is enclosed. Please substitute it for the
copy sent to you yesterday.

Very truly yours

MICHAEL B. WIU4&R
Executive Director

oo: Torrey and Torrey
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service
California Department of Fish and Game
Attorney General
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STATE OF CALIORNIA EDMUND 0. UOWN JRL. r , .,w

SAN FRANCISCO BAY CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION
30 VN ESS AVEU
SAN N C CFo A 94102 9 ,

June 30, 1983

City of Vallejo
Planning Department
P. 0. Box 3068
Vallejo, CA 911590

AND

Mr. Scott Minor
U. S. Army Corps of Engineers
2U1 Main Street
San Francisco, CA 91111
SUBJECT: Cullinan Ranch Draft EIR/EIS, BCDC Inquiry File No. SL. WY. 7016.1

dand IB Site No. SL-16 (Corrected)

Gentlemen:

The staff appreciates this opportunity to review the EIR/EIS on the
proposed Cullinan Ranch project. Our review has covered all aspects of the
project which we believe will be or concern to the Commission. While these
are staff comments only, they are based on Commission policy, as reflected in
the MoAteer-Petris Act, the San Francisco Bay Plan, and the Commission's
recently completed Diked Historic Baylands Study.

Permits from the Commission will be required for various aspects of the
development, and consequently, the staff believes the Commission will be
vitally concerned about adequacy of the information contained in the EIR/EIS.

-. In addition, the Com.ission is directly concerned about the Impacts of the
proposed project on diked historic baylands outside its jurisdiction because
of the importance of these wetland resources to the Bay itself.

Regrettably, the staff has concluded that the EIR/EIS is seriously
lacking in information in several critical areas. It does not, in our
opinion, fully describe the effects of the project on fish and wildlife
resources, Identify the mitigation measures that will minimize the adverse
effects of the project, quantify the dredging requirement for the sloughs or
the project basin, or describe a long-term disposal plan for dredge spoils. :
It also does not mention the generation of mud waves and does not provide data
to support the conclusion that the growth-induoing effect of the project will
not be significant.
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City of Vallejo
AND

Mr. Scott Minor
June 30, 1983
Page 2

~* .. Jurisdiction

BCDC permits will be required for several aspects of the project. First
all dredging and any breaching of levees at the Napa River, Dutchman's and
South Sloughs will require permits. Fill in the Bay for construction of.I~I highway improvements on Highway 37 both at the Cullinan Ranch frontage and
between Sacramento Street and Route 29 will need Commission approval.
Construction of utilities that cross the Napa River, such as gas, electic
transmission, water and sewer lines need Commission permits, as will any
utilities placed within 100 feet of the Bay along Highway 37. The proposed
noise Wall Will be subject to permit requirements if it is within the 100-foot
shoreline band. Finally, the marina basin and over-water marina facilities
will need a permit if the levees are breached before all of the marina
construction is completed.

We realize these statements regarding permit requirements for the basin
are at variance with the statement in the EIR/EIS that the basin will be

~~PJ excavated "in the dry." However, because the EIR/EIS does not provide any
technical data to support this method of construction, the staff must rely on
its experience with sites of similar physical characteristics to make a
determination. This site is on young Bay muds, and its soils are saturated
and must be pumped to keep it dry even in agricultural use. The channels to

4~. be excavated are to be 10 to 20 feet deep. Sites with these characteristics
usually will not support heavy excavation equipment and thus must be contoured
using a clamshell or hydraulic dredge placed on a barge.

Fill in the Bay for utilities and for highway construction will be
SI required as part of this project. Extensions of urban services such as major

gas, sanitary sewer, water lines and electric transmission lines must occur to
service this project and necessarily will involve fill in the Napa River.
Widening of Highway 37 along San Pablo Bay and at White Slough is proposed to
"mitigate" the effects of increased traffic from levels A, B, and C, to D and
F levels.

The MoAteer-Petris Act states in part that fill should only be
authorized "when the public benefits from fill clearly exceed public detriment
from the loss of water areas and should be limited to water-oriented
uses...." The EIR/EIS should note that roads are not among the water-oriented
uses identified in the Act, and the Commission has not in the past authorized
fill in the Bay for this purpose.
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City of Vallejo
4 AND

Mr. Scott Minor
June 30, 1983
Page 3

The EIR/EIS should also note that policies of the Bay Plan state that
"The surface af the Bay and the total volume of water should be kept as large
as possible. Filling...that reduce(s) surface area and water volume should be
allowed only tar proposed projects providing substantial public benetits and
only if there is no reasonable alternative." In this case, expanding the
existing road system tram two-lane roads to tour and six lane arterials is
likely to require substantial till, probably in excess of 140 acres. The
"public benefits" to be provided by this till are not clearly identified.

It is true that the construction of a marina as part of the Cullinan
Ranch project would result in an increase in Bay surface area, and normally,
an increase in the tidal prism would be beneficial. In this particular case,
however, critical agricultural wildlife habitat is being destroyed by this
water area. Since the EIR/EIS does not include the results of the habitat
survey, the staff cannot determine whether the benefits of creating a marina
basin will offset the effects of the highway till. Detailed surveys of marina
basins with their particular value to migratory waterfowl, as well as an

~, analysis of the need for new water habitat in the midst of salt pond habitat,
need to included in the EIR/EIS before the Commission can make a determination
on the benefits of the new water surface area.

U Fill for highway use could also have an effect on public access in that
'~ any new development in or on the Bay must provide maximum feasible public

access in order to be approved by the Commission. Access in the form ot&Vlw bicycle and pedestrian paths is usually provided when highway construction
occurs adjacent to the Bay. No public access has been proposed as part of the
highway project.

Fill for the extension of urban services could significantly affect the3 3L~Bay by inducing growth in diked wetland areas that are important to the Bay.
The Commiission recently completed a two-year study of diked historic baylands,
areas that, although diked, "are part of the San Francisco Bay estuary." The
report found that "The diked historic baylands have particularly significant

7 seasonal wildlife value for migratory birds that also use the tidal waters of
the Bay.... If the diked baylands were significantly altered or reduced in

Li.. area, it would diminish the role of the Bay complex as a primary resting point
for migratory waterfowl; inevitably, migratory bird populations would

?bq suffer." Further, the report specifically identified the diked agricultural
lands as being critical to Bay wildlife. "The large expanses of agricultural
land located in the North Bay provide critical seasonal habitat for migratory
waterfowl and shorebirds during the winter. This large area of unmanaged
habitat, even though it remains in agricultural use, serves a similar function
as managed wetlands because it is a single habitat unit, with some ponds, some
dry areas, some area providing food, some cover and some shelter. Conversion
to urban uses of small parcels within the unit adversely affects the ability
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44, City of Vallejo
AND

Mr. Scott Minor
June 30, 1983
Page 4

of the entire area to support significant numbers of wildlife, and thus has a
significant adverse effect on the fish and wildlife resources of the entire
Bay region."

This project would in itself decrease the agricultural waterfowl habitat33j by over 1000 acres. Fill for the extension of services is also likely to

induce additional growth in the North Bay area which would further destroy
fish and wildlife habitat on agricultural lands that are seasonal wetlands.
We believe the relationship between these potential impacts and the Bay fill
required to extend the urban services essential to this project must be more
explicitly acknowledged and discussed in the EIR/EIS.

Marshes and Mud flats

The project will require breaching of levees between Dutchman's and
g N South Slough to permit the construction of 150-300-foot-wide channels. This

~ .. - could result in significant destruction of marshes and mudflats. The EIR/EIS
. does not include a quantification of the amount of marsh that would be
% destroyed or whether or not mitigation for this impact is proposed. Issuance
A of a permit for loss of this marsh would be difficult since the Commission's

policies state that marshes and mudflats should be maintained to the maximum
possible extent and that loss of these resources should be offset by creation
of new marsh or enhancement of existing marsh.

Dredging and Hydroloy

VThe assessment of hydrologic and sediment production impacts are
inadequate because the preferred project alternative requires excavation of a
bottom area 50 percent greater than that modeled in the RMA/Krone report.
Furthermore, field measurements of both current and suspended solids
concentration were not collected to check the models. Additional hydraulic
modeling using field tested models and current development plans (Alternatives
A and B) should be performed. A field sampling program should be conducted
before and during the construction period to determine baseline conditions and
detect potential water quality problems. This information on sedimentation is
essential so that a quantification of dredging requirements can be
determined. The annual sedimentation rate will also be needed by the
Commission since BCDC recreational policies do not allow approval of marinas
at sites that tend to fill with sediment rapidly. The information on currents
is needed so that the Commission can determine whether or not a marina will
meet the Commission's policies on recreation which state "No new
marina...should be approved unless water quality and circulation will be
adequately protected...."

"" i 290 I
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City of Vallejo
AND

Mr. Scott Minorps June 30, 1983
Page 5

L Fish and Wildlife

The EIR/EIS is not adequate with regard to the analysis of impacts of
the project on wildlife because the survey contracted to determine effects is
not yet completed. Nor has an analysis of the habitat value of the site been
conducted. However, the report concludes that these as yet to be determined

-effects can be mitigated at some time in the future after an analysis of the
habitat value is completed. The Commission will be unable to evaluat, ie
effects of the project until after those studies are complete and inc Jea in
an EIR/EIS.

This project is strategically located between the Napa Marshes J the
" San Pablo Bay Wildlife Refuge. It has been designated as of critica.

importance to migrating waterfowl and shorebirds by the U. S. Fish an%-
Wildlife Service, the California Department of Fish and Game and the
Commission's report on diked historic baylands. Rare and endangered plants
may be found on the site according the the environmental report.

Based on the above studies and the importance of the North Bay for
wildlife and pursuant to the findings and policies of the San Francisco Bay

S Plan and the report on Diked Historic Baylands, the staff believes that
substantial mitigation will be necessary. Specific proposals that include the
purchase and dedication of agricultural areas to replace those destroyed by
the project or restoration of a tidal area to compensate fully for lost

habitat should be included in the EIS/EIR so that the Commission can evaluate
the public benefits of the project.

16 q Bay Fill for Infrastructure

The EIR/EIS is inadequate because it does not discuss the amount of fill
in the Bay that will be required directly or indirectly as a result of the
project. The EIR/EIS should quantify the amount of fill required for docks
and other marina facilities, for extensions of service, for widening of roads

aor for public access.

Development on Diked Historic Baylands

Although the houses and commercial uses in the project will not require
a BCDC permit, their construction could affect the Bay, and we believe the
Comission will wish to bring these potential effects to the attention of the

-J Corps of Engineers and the City in the course of their reviews of the
project. Thus, the staff has evaluated the development on the basis of the
policies of the Diked Historic Baylands Report adopted by the Commission.
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City of Vallejo
AND

Mr. Scott Minor

June 30, 1983
Page 6

The policies on Baylands state that in diked historic baylands,
agricultural uses "should be maintained as long as feasible. Feasibility
should be determined by evaluating both the economic viability of the
agricultural use of the parcel alone and as a larger agricultural unit. If
agricultural use is economically viable in either circumstance, a change in
use should not be permitted."

The EIR/EIS concluded that this site is a viable agricultural parcel.
It yields 1.5% of the hay needed by the North Bay dairy industry and 6.7% of
the locally produced hay. The parcel has been farmed by the same farmer for
the last 30 years and is currently economically feasible as a hay/oat farm.

Because these agricultural operations are compatible and indeed
ut essential to wildlife resources of the Bay and because they are economically

,IW viable on the Cullinan Ranch parcel, we believe the EIR/EIS should explicitly
acknowledge that the proposed development would be inconsistent with the
Commission's findings and policies on diked historic baylands.

Recreational Use

Baylands policies state that maximum feasible public access to and along
the perlmenter of baylands should be provided. The staff P, unable to
determine whether the project meets this policy, especially since the EIR/EIS
states that recreational uses will be eliminated by the project. It also
states however, that new park uses and pedestrian access will be provided.

In order for the staff to evaluate the public access benefits of this
project, it will need information on how many acres of public access presently
exist on the site as specified in the agreement between the developer and the
State Lands Commission. The EIR/EIS should contain a legible map showing its
location. It should also state the acreage and location of the additional
areas that will be made available to the general public as a result of the
project. If this project eliminates existing recreational uses and does not
provide continuous access along the perimeter of the baylands or generous
in-lieu access, the Commission may find it difficult to recommend approval of
a permit application made to the Corps of Engineers.

Development on Young Bay Muds

Diked historic baylands policies state that "Development should not
present a hazard to persons or property due to flooding, potential
liquefaction, or strong ground motion during earthquakes."

a,.,
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City of Vallejo
AND

Mr. Scott Minor
*June 30, 1983

* -Page 7

The study recommnended by Harding and Lawson Associates should be
conducted at this time and be included in the EIR/EIS to determine the
feasibility of crust management excavation, the need and impacts of using
imported fill on the site, the strength characteritics of bay mud, the lateral
and vertical deformations of lagoon sands and dikes that would occur during
large earthquakes, the site response and ground shaking at the foundation
level during large earthquakes, and the necessary building setbacks from
lagoon banks and dikes. (It is also possible that the Commission's
Engineering Criteria Review Board will wish to review this project because of
the possibility that mud waves will be created in the Commission's
jurisdiction if structures are placed on fill close to the edge of a bank.)

Growth Inducing Effects

As we noted previously, the EIR/EIS needs to deal in much greater depth
with the degree to which this development will make it more difficult for
critical diked wetland areas in the North Bay to remain in agricultural use.
Among other things, the EIR/EIS should address the economics of agriculture on
similar parcels in the area, the degree to which urban development on this
parcel can be expected to drive up land values and encourage subdivision on
surrounding parcels, the impact of urban development on agricultural services
necessary for continued agricultural use, and the compatibility of proposed
urban uses with the continuation of existing agricultural uses.

Alternatives

As a responsible agency, the Commission will be relying on this
environmental document. In order to do so, the Commission needs the
information mentioned above included in the EIR/EIS. It also needs
information on alternatives that would have less impact on San Francisco Bay.
In this regard the staff would reconmmend that the EIR/EIS analyze (a) other
locations for this project that would provide similar economic benefits to the
City of Vallejo; or (b) an alternative that contemplates public purchase and

-, leaseback to agricultural interests or purchase in fee or of an easement of
4* these areas not developed, as has been suggested by the Waterfowl

Association. The purchase of easements in this area was apparently explored
by the USFWS recently.

If this information is not provided at this time and the developer
submits an application to the Commission for a permit, a new environmental
report that includes this information may need to be prepared. This would
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City of Vallejo
AND

Mr. Scott Minor
June 30, 1983
Page 8

cause unnecessary delay for the developer. Therefore the Commission staff
strongly urges that the EIR/EIS be revised prior to the City approving it or
taking any action on this project.

Very truly yours, *

MICHAEL B. WILMAR
Executive Director

cc: Torrey and Torrey
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service
California Department of Fish and Game
Attorney General
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LETTER S -6

326. See response to comment 72.

C:327. The effects of the proposed project on fish and wildlife resources have been

described in more detail in the Final EIR/EIS. Harvey and Stanley Associates yearlong

wildlife monitoring program (Appendix IV.L) also includes a discussion of the potential

impacts to fish and wildlife resources. See also the Vegetation and Wildlife section as

well as response to comments 45, 46, 47, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, and 288.

328. Appendix IV.B of the Final EIR/EIS indicates that flows in adjacent sloughs will
increase and so the project will not induce increased sedimentation in them. The

Appendix includes an estimated sedimentation rate of 0.5 feet/year in the project

channels and a description of a possible spoils disposal method.

The concerns raised in this comment about fish and wildlife and dredging are discussed in

the revisions to the text in sections F and E. See also response 1.

329. Comment noted and included in section D "Policy Context" chapter of the Final

EJRIEIS on page 23.

330. Please see response 234.

331. Fill in the Bay for utilities and highway construction will not be required as part of
the project. Utility lines crossing the Napa River would be installed on the Napa River

Bridge, and would only be extended underground after they reach the project site.

.5, Highway widening would not be done on the Bay side of Highway 37. The widening of a

state highway is under the jurisdiction of Caltrans, and would have to pass through the

Caltrans permitting and approval process before work could begin.

332. The results of Harvey and Stanley's yearlong monitoring program are summarized in
the Vegetation and Wildlife section of the Final EIR/EIS. The complete report Is included

as Appendix IV.L. In a response to comments sent to W.R. Williams, Inc. (Sept. 20, 1983),

Harvey and Stanley Associates responded to this comment. The following is quoted from

their response.
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" The marinas chosen around the bay have varying utilization by wildlife particularly by

migratory waterfowl. Those species seen most commonly include the American coot, - -

common goldeneye, double-crested cormorant, Forster's tern, gulls, mallard, grebes, ruddy

duck, and egrets. Far less utilization was seen by canvasback, seaup, bufflehead, and

pintail... Overall the opportunity for utilization by waterfowl is high, though reduced by

a variety of factors. Boat traffic will reduce utilization, but this reduction is temporary.

Additionally, most of the marinas associated with housing developments around the bay

have only limited tidal action, with water levels controlled by tide gates or locks. The

proposed marina at Cullinan Ranch would have far higher use for shorebirds, due to the

new mudflats to be exposed at low tide. Of course the use is not immediate as time would

be required for the establishment of benthic infauna.

"The value of the open water of the marina to species which now inhabit the Napa

marshes and salt ponds is a selective matter. It is likely, based on our surveys, that

American coots, ruddy ducks, double-crested cormorants, Forster's terns, common and

snowy egrets, and a variety of shorebirds will benefit. Scaups were seen in fair numbers,

and may utilize areas of the proposed marina. Canvasback and pintail are less likely to

use the area as are shoveler, wigeon, and scoter. There will also likely be increases in

specis not common in the area now, particularly in the mallard, which adapt well to man's

proximity.

"Hunting activity affects the distribution on a short term basis of waterfowl in the salt

ponds with heavier utilization of ponds with no hunters. The addition of hunter-free areas

provided by the marina may prove to benefit additional species."

UP

A complete description of the results of Harvey and Stanley Associates marina surveys

can be found in Appendix IV.L, pages 57-62.

333. The proposed prc , -I include a widening of Route 37 adjacent to the project

site with such widenin- within project property. The Final EIR/EIS suggests

additional widening ol 1{ 7 (between the project and 1-80) as mitigation for

cumulative impacts. Any such widening would have an effect on public access to baylands

as well as the various impacts associated with the filling of baylands.

It is noted that all of the potential impacts of Route 37 widening will be considered in

environmental studies performed for that project. The issue of public access would be -
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assessed as a part of the environmental studies. Similarly, Caltrans would examine the
effects of the widening projects relative to the filling of baylands. Also, see response to

- Comment 10.

334. Comment noted. Please see response to comments 49, 197, and 300 for further

discussion of this matter.

335, 336, 337, 338. Error in numbering - please continue to 339.

339. Comment noted. Please see response to comments 49, 88 and 144 regarding growth
inducement. For information on the amount of fill required to extend the urban services

essential to this project, see section III.E. in the Final EIR/EIS.

340. Comment noted. Potential impacts to wildlife resulting from the proposed levee
breach along Dutchman Slough have been discussed in response to comment 288.
According to Harvey and Stanley Associates (1983), the dike separating the Cullinan

Ranch from Dutchman and South Sloughs would be breached to provide tide gates uponthe

b completion of Phases C, D, E, F, and G. These five breaches would be located at the west
end of each of the areas, and would entail burying pipes in the levee. Each breach is
expected to have a lifetime of 3-5 years. Considering the diameter of the pipes to be laid

(72 Inches), the number of pipes to be laid (8), and the excavation requirements for placing
* such pipe, there would be a minimum of 50 feet of disturbance linearly along the slough

Zi for each breach of the dike. Since there is a sequence of five breaches proposed, a

minimum of 250 feet of levee habitat would be disturbed in total with 50 feet disturbed at
a time.

It is unlikely that there would be complete natural revegetation of the dike during the
- interim period while the pipes are in place, although it would be possible to plant the

disturbed area on a temporary basis to provide limited cover and erosion control. There
would be an estimated period of 5-6 years (possibly more) when the 50-foot levee break

IV would be a disturbed habitat. When the development is complete, however, there would

- be additional disturbance in removing the pipes. After removal it would then be possible

to encourage the establishment of natural vegetation along both sides of the levee on a

_ permanent basis.
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341. Although Alternative A, proposed project, would have a channel bottom area 50%

greater than that modeled in the Krone/RMA report, tidal flow into the project is

estimated to be about the same. If the entire channel system was constructed at one

time, the sedimentation rate would be expected to be less than that predicted by

Krone/RMA because a similar amount of sediment would be distributed over a larger area.

Krone/RMA recommend that soundings be taken at intervals in the first channels to be

constructed in order to improve prediction of sedimentation rates and dredging needs.

342. The yearlong wildlife monitoring program conducted by Harvey and Stanley has been

completed. Their final report is included in the Final EIR/EIS (Appendix IV.L). A

summary of their report has been inserted into the Vegetation and Wildlife section.

343. Comment noted.

344. Comment noted. Substantial mitigation will be necessary if the project is

developed. Currently, the only proposed mitigation considered adequate by the Depart-

ment of Fish and Game (Carper, pers. comm.) is the 30 acres of tidal marsh proposed

along the levee (see response 300). The other on-site mitigation proposals for wildlife

habitat are considered to have little or no mitigative value (e.g., dredge spoils disposal

site).

345. Please see response 25.

346. The text of the Final EIR/EIS has been revised to indicate the relationship of the

project to the Diked Historic Baylands Study.

The proposed project is inconsistent with the policies of the diked bayland study since it

would convert agricultural land and permit the extension of urban services into diked

baylands.

347. At the current time there are 30.7 acres of public access on the project site. This

consists of two 21-acre parking areas owned by the state; two public road easements

connecting the parking areas to State Route 37; and a 19-foot-wide public water access

easement on the dike along the entire northerly boundary of the property adjacent to

Dutchman Slough. These areas of public access are shown in Exhibit 111-2(a) in the Final

EIR/EIS.
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In addition, the map shows new public access areas (893.5 acres total) and those
U interruptions that will occur If the project is developed.

The Proposed Project will involve changes to the current public access. In breaching the
levee to create the marina, the roadway easement on the easterly portion of the project
site will be interrupted. To mitigate this impact the developer has two options. First, the
developer can Install a roadway bridge across the mouth of the marina. The installation J

of such a bridge is consistent with the existing Boundary and Exchange Agreement with

the State Lands Commission. The second option is for the developer to amend the
Boundary and Exchange Agreement to allow an interruption of the easement. In

exchange, the developer would offer to improve the public water access easement or
provide some other commensurate public benefit. Such an amendment would require
approval of the State Land Commlsssion. The developer is currently negotiating with the
Commission staff and has not decided which mitigation option to pursue.

348. Crust management excavation is already a proven method and has been successfully
used nearby at both Mare Island and Port Sonoma. The purpose of a test excavation is not
to prove feasibility, but only to assist, the contractor in evaluating the peat/groundwater

conditions to be encountered in actual excavations.1

Pleas see response 39 and the Geotechnical Appendix for discussion and outline of
proposed geotechnical studies at the project site. i

349. See response to comment 72.

350. Alternative E has been included in the report as a scaled down version of the

project. See response to Comment 103 and page 10 of the text.

With regard to other locations, the City of Vallejo has determined that there are no
suitable alternative sites for a marina-oriented project of comparable size.

As far as other sites in the North Bay area outside the City, county policies, regulation
constraints and title questions would preclude a comparable development in the area. "

The public purchase alternative has been considered but not included in the Final EIR/EIS
because It Is not considered feasible, since no public agency appears to have the necessary
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funding. The developer has indicated he would sell the property if a fair market value

offer were received.

Dennis H. Furby, CE 24480, Harding Lawson Associates, letter to W.R. Williams, Inc., -.
August 26, 1983.
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
,maI- REGION IX

215 Fremont Street
San Francisco, Ca. 94105

-... Edward M. Lee, Jr.
District Engineer AL t8 198
San Francisco District, Corps of Engineers
211 Main Street
San Francisco, California 94105

Dear Colonel Lee:

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed
W- the Draft Environmental Impact Report/Draft Environmental

Impact Statement (DEIR/DEIS) titled CULLINAN RANCH, CITY
OF VALLEJO. We have the enclosed comments regarding this
DEIR/DEIS.

We have classified this DEIR/DEIS as Category ER-2.
Definitions of the categories are provided by the enclosure.
The classification and date of EPA's comments will be
published in the Federal Register in accordance with our
public disclosure responsibilities under Section 309 of the
Clean Air Act.

We appreciate the opportunity to review this DEIR/DEIS.
Please send four copies of the Final Environmental Impact
Report/Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIR/FEIS) to
this office at the same time it is officially filed with our
Washington, D.C. office. If you have any questions, please

4. contact Loretta Kahn Barsamian, Chief, EIS Review Section,
at (415) 974-8188 or FTS 454-8188.

Sincerely yours,

; /,,r Charles W. Murray, Jr.I I MrrayJ7
IF " Assistant Regional Administrator

for Policy, Technical, and
Resources Management

Enclosures (2)
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Waste Water Treatment Comments

*. The DEIR/DEIS presents two conflicting statements regarding sewage
treatment for Cullinan Ranch. On p. 16, the DEIR/DEIS states that
"Sewer plant capacity over and above prior commitments...is anti-
cipated to be sufficient for construction of Alternatives A and
B." However, on p. 141, the Gobar Analysis concludes that "The

... treatment process at the Sanitation District treatment plant is
currently being upgraded to correct existing problems but the
upgrade will not provide capacity for any of the proposed alter-
natives.. ."

0. 7 The Vallejo Sanitation and Flood Control District (VSFCD)
operates a physical-chemical treatment plant which was
designed to meet secondary standards of 30 mg/l biochemical
oxygen demand and 30 mg/l suspended solids. This plant has
never operated correctly for any length of time and, even
when operating as designed, has not been able to meet secondary
standards. The VSFCD plans to add biological filters to its
treatment plant and abandon the activated carbon system. It
has proceeded with design of this modification with its own
funds, but hopes to receive construction grant funding for
the construction phase. The plant also has problems with
wet weather overflow of raw sewage. The VSFCD is currently
studying this problem, as directed by the Regional Water
Quality Control Board (RWQCB). On completion of this study
the RWQCB will determine appropriate wet weather requirements.

In light of these problems, the FEIR/FEIS should clearly document. whether or not the treatment plant has the current capacity

to serve Cullinan Ranch under Alternatives A and B; whether
expansion would be required; and in either case, whether
the required secondary treatment standards would be met. If
the plant cannot handle the Cullinan Ranch project, the
FEIR/FEIS should address other sewage treatment alternatives.

Water Quality Comments

We note the following deficiencies in the Water Quality and
Sedimentation discussions:

A 1. The RMA/Krone study link-node model analysis for residence
- times assumes a channel depth of -10 feet MLLW, when the

initial channel depth will actually be -20 feet and in some
places -30 feet. Residence times should be estimated using
appropriate channel depths factoring in project construction

.*.. phases.

.. 2. No water quality parameters other than phytoplankton (and
sedimentation) were included in the RMA/Krone analysis.
Other water quality parameters such as dissolved oxygen,
nutrients, temperature and salinity are assumed not to be
significant problems. This assumption is predicated on
adequate tidal circulation which, as discussed in the
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DEIR/DEIS, is questionable, especially during earlier
project phases. A comprehensive water quality analysis
should be performed for this project, for all alternatives.

3. The DEIR/DEIS does not adequately address the project's

12MappiaiiyudrteCenWtrAt 0CR12 Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure Plan is required

for aboveground storage of a single tank of more than 660
* gallons or an aggregate of more than 1,320 gallons, and for
N,:.underground storage of more that 42,000 gallons. This plan

includes measures to prvn a spill from occurring, which
is different from the oil spill contingency plan (40 CFR 109)
referenced in the DEIR/DEIS (p. 40), which is for spill
clean up. The FEIR/FEIS should address both of these re-
qu~remets for the project alternatives.

V4. Impacts to waters adjacent to the project lagoon (Dutchman
and South sloughs, the Napa River and San Pablo Bay) are

so not sufficiently addressed. This is particularly important
for fisheries and wildlife resources dependent on mainte-
nance of water quality. Water quality standards and
beneficial uses (including fisheries and wildlife) for
the Napa River should be addressed.

5. It is not clear that mitigation measures recommended by
the consultant will actually be adopted and implemented by
the developer. Long term, on-going responsibility for
monitoring and protection of water quality in the development
and adjacent surface waters should be explicity clarified
and plans for implementation included.

6. in many cases the DEIR/DEIS points out that additional studies
*and analysis should be done to determine project impacts.
~ 51 The results of these studies should be included in the FEIR/FEIS.

The following are examples of additional work recommended:

a. Further model simulations should be conducted to
evaluate the effectiveness of tide gates in the various
project phases for each alternative.

b. A field sampling program should be conducted in
Dutchman and South sloughs for pre-development
baseline conditions to provide more specific data

* for detailed water quality analyses.

co A field sampling program should be conducted to
8 determine suspended solids in the sloughs to determine

sedimentation rates.
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d. For Alternative C, water quality modeling studies
should be performed to investigate dissolved oxygen
or algal bloom problems. Also, a sedimentation
analysis should be conducted to determine anticipated
sedimentation rates, disposal requirements and
disposal sites.

Such analyses for Alternative C should be performed
for the FEIR/FEIS in order to meet NEPA requirements
regarding adequate impact assessment for all alter-
natives (1502.14).

Many of the above recommendations for additional analysis were
mitigation measures recommended by the consultant. It is
not appropriate that analysis needed to assess impacts in the
environmental document itself be considered as mitigation.
With so much additional analysis required, the DEIR/DEIS
cannot adequately determine project impacts and necessary
mitigation measures. If information is lacking to assess
impacts, a worst case analysis must be performed as re-
quired by NEPA (40 CFR 1502.22).

7. The statement on p. 2 regarding a waiver of Regional Water
Quality Control Board (RWQCB) Waste Discharge Requitements
and Water Quality Management Plan requirements should be
explained. The FEIR/FEIS should discuss the waste discharge
and plan requirements being referred to, and the waiver
justification.

8. Regarding dredging and sediment disposal requirements the
DEIR/DEIS does not provide a rationale for the assumption

5 juade on p. 43 that "since this bottom area is 50 percent
larger than that used in the RMA/Krone study, the total
sediment volume can also be expected to be about 50 percent
larger."

9. Disposal of dredged sediments is not adequately addressed.
The DEIR/DEIS states that *At this point [reversion of the
disposal site to marsh wildlife habitat] some other disposal
alternative will be required, and that "an additional
117.5 acres is potentially available for Alternative B in
the open space wetland." The FEIR/FEIS should identify
"some other disposal alternative" and discuss the apropri-
ateness and impacts of using the 117.5 open space wetland
as a disposal site.

10. The DEIR/DEIS states that erosion of channel banks should
not cause significant impacts "as long as the channel
banks are reasonably stable. This should not be a problem
for Alternative C..." There is no discussion of Alternatives
A or B, nor is there a definition of "reasonably stable"
banks (in terms of water quality, vegetation and fisheries

4 impacts).
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, *. 11. With regard to construction related sedimentation impacts
the DEIR/DEIS states "If appropriate mitigation measures
are implemented.., impacts should be reduced to an acceptable
level." This is not a very reassuring statement. Appropriate
mitigation must be committed to by the developer and acceptable
level of impacts defined.

404 Comments

1. Section III-A (Land Use) of the FEIR/FEIS should provide
further details regarding alternative sites, including

" ,the potential for in-fill development within the City of
Vallejo, that would satisfy the projected housing require-
ments of the Housing Element of the City's General Plan.

* This section of the DEIR/EIS is critical to the 404 permit
review in determining whether practicable alternative
development sites exist which do not involve filling in
waters of the United States.

2. The biological assessment referenced on p. 68 should be
S asincluded in the FEIR/FEIS and incorporated into the impact

analysis.

3. On p. 3 the DEIR/DEIS refers to a final field investigation
3 g to determine wetland areas. The results of this investi-

gation should be incorporated into the FEIR/FEIS. EPA
will use this information in making a 404 permit evalua-
tion.

4. The DEIR/DEIS indicates that level of service (LOS) F
will result from this project and that mitigation will

- 2 include coordinating project phases with capacity improve-
ments on S. R. 37 and other streets. The FEIR/FEIS
should address the indirect impact of the project on

Uadjacent wetlands as a result of these roadway capacity
improvements ."

Air Quality Comments

1. The proposed project is located within the San Francisco Air
4 Basin which is currently designated nonattainment for ozone;

the absence of ozone violations in the vicinity of the
project does not obviate the need to consider the project's
contributions to regional ozone violations.

Its. The document further projects no CO violations as a result
of the project. However, information on the modeling
inputs appears to conflict with predicted traffic impacts,
i.e., that the project will contribute to conditions on

. S. R. 37 equivalent to LOS F while the modeling only assumes
~T worst case intersection speeds of 10 mph. The project

3.0'i5'
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relies for mitigation on highway improvements which are
as yet uncommitted and does not provide any direct commit-
ment to mitigate traffic impacts before they occur.

Finally, the project does not appear to consider cumulative
growth occurring within the Vallejo "sphere of influence,"
but only holds that the growth forecast to result from the
individual project will not exceed the growth projected in
the air quality plan. This approach could easily allow
numerous such projects to claim consistency while their
combined effect greatly exceeds levels allowed by the air
quality plan. The City of Vallejo needs to address the
project's relationship to cumulative growth in the area.

2. Table III-10 (P. 103) contains several errors, as follows:

3" a. Under "Averaging time" for suspended particulates, the
word "mean" should appear on the same line as "geometric"
while "24 hours" should appear on one line.

b. The Standard of 470 ug/m 3 shown for NO2 (1hurls;h
California Standard, not the Federal secondary standard.

c. The Federal 24-hour standard for SO2 is 365 ug/m 3

not 565.

d. For S0 (24-hour), the figure "131" should appear in
the California column, not under Federal secondary.
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EIS CATBOORY CODES.'4 ,-.,

. .-vironmental Impact of the Action

pI ID-Lack of Objections

EPA has no objection to the proposed acwiion as described in the draft impact statement;
or suggests only minor changes in the proposed action.

- " ER-Environmental Reservations

EPA has reservations concerning the environmental effects of certain aspects of
the proposed action. EPA believes that further study of suggested alternatives
or modifications is required and has asked the originating Federal agency to
reassess these aspects.

EU-Environmentally Unsatisfactory

E2A believes that the proposed action is unsatisfactory because of its potentially
harmful effect on the environment. Furthermore, the Agency believes that the

-, potential safeguards which might be utilized may not adequately protect the
environment from hazards arising from this action. The Agency recmmends that
alternatives to the action be analyzed further (including the possibility of

*no action at all).

S Adequacy of the Impact Statement

* | Category 1-Adequate

rnThe draft impact statement adequately sets forth the envirormental impact of
the proposed project or action as well as alternatives reasonably available
to the project or action.

Category 2-Insufficient Information

- EPA believes that the draft impact statement does not contain sufficient
' " information to assess fully the environmental impact of the proposed project

.. or action. However, fram the information submitted, the Agency is able to
make a preliminary determination of the impact on the environment. EPA has
requested that the originator provide the information that was not included
in the draft statement.

Category 3-Inadequate

EPA believes that the draft impact statement does not adequately assess the
-. environmental impact of the proposed project or action, or that the statement

inadequately analyzes reasonably available alternatives. The Agency has
requested more information and analysis concerning the potential environmental
hazards and has asked that substantial revision be made to the impact
statement.

5- ; If a draft impact statement is assigned a Category 3, no rating will be made
of the project or action, since a basis does not generally exist on which to

U make such a determination.
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LEITE #F4

a .

351. Please see response 251.

352. Residence times were recalculated taking account of the depths noted. See

Krone/RMA addendum report in Appendix III.B of the Draft EIR/EIS.

353. At no time would residence times be greater than 10 days. (See Appendix llI.B of

the Draft EIR/EIS). Thus, Krone/RMA conclusions regarding the other water quality

parameters measured remain valid.

354. Agree. A spill prevention, control and countermeasure plan will have to be

prepared. This plan will contain measures to prevent spills in addition to clean measures

should a spill occur. -

.4

355. Water quality objectives for the Naps River are included in the State of California's
Water Quality Control Plan for the San Francisco Bay Region. Because the proposed

development will be connected to the municipal sewer system no separate discharge of

wastewater will occur. The development will, of course, be a diffuse source of pollutants
which may affect water quality. The scale of the impacts relative to the impacts of other

pollutant sources in the vicinity (City of Vallejo and Mare Island runoff and wastewater

discharges) is expected to be insufficient to effect the attainment or otherwise of water

quality objectives.

356. Please see response 320 and 321.

* - .*.357. Further model simulations were conducted to evaluate Alternative A and different
tide gate locations. The results are reported on in the addendum to the Krone/RMA

report in Appendix If.B. Additional water quality monitoring is proposed as a mitigation
measure. The monitoring is needed less to make more precise the initial estimate of

Impacts than to provide a warning of changing conditions during and after construction

that might require remedial action.
ai -. )

rI 358a. This is an error and the text is altered accordingly. Because tidal flow into the

larger system is expected to be similar to the modeled condition then the total sediment

input will also be similar.
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358b. See Section m.C. of the Final EIR/EIS.

358e. Please see response 1.

359. Numerous other residential sites exist in the City of Vallejo that would contribute to

the housing requirements in the General Plan. See response 142.

However, none of those sites would accommodate a marina-oriented community since

,Y they are primarily upland sites.

360. The Corps of Engineers Biological Assessment as it pertains to Section 7 of the

Endangered Species Act is included in the Final EIR/EIS Appendix. A summary paragraph

of the Biological Assessment has been included in the text of the Vegetation and Wildlife

section on page 73.

361. The Corps final field investigation report on Section 404 jurisdiction has been

incorporated into the Final EIR/EIS Appendix. Results of the investigation have been

fl summarized in the Vegetation and Wildlife section of the Final EIR/EIS.

:-. 362. See responses 10 and 311. %

363. Potential project impacts on ozone concentrations are discussed on page 105 of the

Final EIR/EIS. The present increase in emissions of non-methane hydrocarbons and

nitrogen oxides, the pollutants which lead to ozone formation, are shown in Table M-13 in

the Final EIR/EIS. Since the greatest increase, as represented by Alternative C, would be

.3% of regional totals it is unlikely that measurable increases in ozone would result.

364. The CO impacts which would result from a peak hour traffic speed of 5 mph were

calculated in response to the comments of the Bay Area Air Quality Management District.

-. 365. The Air Quality Plan is based upon emissions projections which allow for a certain

degree of cumulative development. Each project EIR/EIS would be required to evaluate

its impact in terms of "using up" a portion of the allowable development. This discussion

appears on page 108 of the Final EIR/EIS. After the allowable growth occurs, additional

projects would be inconsistent with the Plan.

366. The appropriate corrections have been made to Table M1-10 (page 103).
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE

Southwest Region
300 South Ferry Street
Terminal Island, CA 90731

F/SWR:33:PL

Lt. Colonel Edward M. Lee, Jr.
District Engineer
San Francisco District
Corps of Engineers
211 Main Street
San Francisco, CA 94105

Dear Colonel Lee:

The National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) has reviewed the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement for the Cullinan Ranch Specific Plan, City
of Vallejo, Solano County, California (May 1983). In order to provide as
timely a response to your request for comments as possible, we are sub-
mitting our comments (enclosed) to you directly, in parallel with their
transmittal to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
for incorporation in the NOAA response. These comments represent the
view of the NMFS. The formal, consolidated views of NOAA should reach
you shortly.

Sinceely yo

Floyd S. Anders, Jr.
Acting Regional Director

Enclosure
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE -

Southwest Region -
300 South Ferry Street
Terminal Island, CA 90731

F/SWR33 :PL

Lt. Colonel Edward M. Lee, Jr.
District Engineer
Corps of Engineers
San Francisco District
211 Main Street
San Francisco, CA 94105

Dear Colonel Lee:

The National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) has reviewed the Draft
Environmental Impact Report/Environmental Impact Statement (EIR/EIS) for
the Cullinan Ranch Specific Plan in the City of Vallejo, California
(May 1983).

The Specific Plan includes construction of a 1500-acre residential
development with lagoons and 1700 boat berths on Cullinan Ranch, as well
as commercial or light industrial development of the 53-acre Guadalcanal
site southeast of Cullinan Ranch. The study area, bordered on the south
by Highway 37 and on the north by Dutchman and South Sloughs (tributaries
to the Napa River and San Francisco Bay), was tidal marsh land historically
and is potentially restorable to tidal action (EIR/EIS, pages 52 and 68).
We are providing the following general and specific comments under the
authority of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and Fish and
Wildlife Coordination Act (FWCA).

- i. . 31 General Comments .,

* We believe that the Draft EIR/EIS does not address completely the
primary and secondary adverse impacts of the proposed project on fish
habitat and fishery resources. In addition, the measures proposed to
mitigate adverse effects and replace habitats lost with the project are
inadequate and poorly defined. The NMFS believes that the Draft EIR/EIS
contains insufficient information to evaluate the proposed project. We -Z

V ,.recommend that a Revised Draft EIR/EIS be prepared which contains the
following information:

3 S -1) A more complete description of all conceptual design
features for each project alternative,

S6' 2) More thorough evaluations of primary and secondary
project impacts following biological monitoring

3' 0 that is to be concluded in the summer of 1983,
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3 3) Specific descriptions of adequate mitigative and com-
pensatory features to minimize adverse impacts on
existing and potential fishery resources in the lagoon,
as well as to replace the loss of historical, poten-
tially restorable marsh land, and

4) Further analysis of alternative sites, project scopes,
and design and mitigative features (for example, off-

'C site mitigation, if necessary).

3 ..: Specific Comments

Biological Studies. Complete evaluation of project impacts on fishery
resources is not possible; ongoing biological monitoring (fish sampling
in Dutchman and South Sloughs) will not be completed until the summer of
1983 and additional mitigation measures may be recommended upon conclusion
of these studies (page 68, Appendix D, page V-l). In addition, the wetland
field investigation (to comply with Section 404 of the Clean Water Act)
had not been completed as of the date of the Draft EIR/EIS (page 3).

Dredging Impacts. Although the Draft EIR/EIS states that dredging p,3 741 the entrance channel would remove dense marsh vegetation in Dutchman Slough
(page 71), the report does not quantify the potential loss; it should do
so. The text is inconsistent in its description of the proposed entrance
channel; the channel is described as 250 feet wide (at 0 feet, Mean Lower
Low Water, MLLW) on page 30 and 333 feet wide on page 31. Additionally, -
the report does not state clearly whether construction of the marina/lagoon
(with access to San Francisco Bay via Dutchman Slough and the Napa River)
would require dredging a channel in Dutchman Slough to its confluence with
the Napa River (page 45, Appendix B, page 32). If so, the revised or
final EIR/EIS should clarify this aspect of the project design and quantify
any resulting loss of marsh vegetation, intertidal mudflat, or shallow,
aquatic habitat in Dutchman Slough and Napa River.

""C The draft report should describe the impacts of maintenance dredging

in the marina/lagoon on marsh vegetation, benthic invertebrates, and fish
that would become established in the proposed lagoon. NMFS is also con-
cerned that maintenance dredging, if required in Dutchman Slough or the -

Napa River, could have a significant, long-term impact on fish habitat
(i.e., marsh vegetation, mudflats) in these waterways. The final report
should address any such maintenance dredging in these waterways as well
as any resultant biological impacts.

a.. NMFS supports the proposal to monitor sedimentation rates in Dutchman
.2:. and South Sloughs for a year in order to estimate more accurately mainte-

nance dredging requirements in the lagoon (page 45). NMFS believes that
such monitoring should occur before approval of project construction
since the quantity and frequency of maintenance dredging affectthe impacts
of these activities on fishery resources. If such monitoring will not be._
completed prior to project construction, the Draft EIR/EIS should discuss
impacts assuming worst-case conditions.

312
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3046 Disposal Impacts. The draft report identifies two potential dredged
material disposal sites: (1) the 88-acre site at the far northwestern end
of the project (Alternatives A and B), and (2) the 117-acre site adjacent
to the above site (Alternative B only) (page 44). Although both sites are

'. described in sections of the report as restored tidal marsh with the project
(pages 44 and 70), it appears that the first site (88 acres) could be filled
to +23 feet (30-year capacity, Appendix B, page 38), and therefore, its
future habitat value is questionable. The second site (117 acres), first
described as a tidal marsh (mitigative feature, pages 8-10), is subsequently
described as a second, potential disposal site (page 44). The final report
should clarify the project design for these two sites. Since a disposal

* site will be required for the "life of the project," the NMFS recommiends that
one of the sites (for example, the 88-acre site) be described as a long-term
disposal site and that mitigation occur elsewhere in the study area (for
example, the 117-acre site).

Although the report states that the 88-acre site could accommnodate
dredged material for 30 years, the report also states that peat, excavated
from the lagoon areas (to a depth of -15 feet, page 53), could be placed
at the disposal site (page 60). The final report should specify the
disposal site for the excavated peat.

Boating/Water Quality Impacts. The Draft EIR/EIS states that values
~ for water quality parameters in the proposed 424-acre lagoon will not exceed

JTT criteria in the San Francisco Bay Water Quality Control Plan (page 39);a however, the water quality modeling studies were based on channel depths in
the lagoon that were 10 feet shallower than proposed and channel widths
narrower than proposed (page 35). (Initial dredging of the lagoon to a
depth of -20 feet MLLW would provide a source of fill material for the
proposed development.) We are concerned that these errors could result
in adverse impacts on water quality, particularly in terms of dissolved
oxygen, temperature, and algal production. The revised report should
evaluate the water quality impacts of each alternative, using the water
quality model described in Appendix B and actual design features (i.e.,
-20 foot MLLW depth).

NMFS is also concerned that the addition of 1700 boats in the proposed
~ lagoon and adjacent waterways would adversely affect water quality through

fuel spills, boat maintenance and sewage disposal. NMFS supports the recomn-
mendations in the text to minimize potential impacts, including the sugges-
tion to reduce the number of berths (pages 31, 40 and 41). Additionally,
treatment of mosquitoes in marsh areas near the proposed residential area

A * could require use of toxicants in adjacent marsh areas (and possibly the
lagoon) and adversely affect water quality (page 73).

Wave action generated by 1700 boats in the proposed lagoon and adja-
cent waterways may increase erosion of marsh vegetation present in Dutchman
Slough and the Napa River, as well as that to be planted in the proposed
lagoon. Any such losses of marsh vegetation from boating (and from poten-

S ~1 tial subsequent bank protection) should be addressed thoroughly in the
revised report.
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3, is Engineering/Design Impacts. The proposed lagoon (Alternatives A and B)
30,l is expected to triple or quadruple flows in Dutchman Slough (page 35), but

the Draft EIR/EIS concludes that this modification of flows would not be .1

significant (page 35). NMFS is concerned that increased flows in Dutchman
Slough would erode marsh vegetation along its banks and modify the fish
community structure (refer to preliminary fish sampling results, Appendix D).
These potential impacts should be addressed more thoroughly in the final
EIR/EIS.

Initially, the proposed lagoon (Alternatives A and B) would be dredqed
to a depth of -20 feet (MLLW) with subsequent sedimentation (over a 20-year
period) to a "final, design" depth of -10 feet (MLLW) (page 34). Generally,
the banks of the lagoon would have 4 horizontal : 1 vertical slopes below
Mean Sea Level (MSL) and 5:1 slopes above MISL (page 34). Dredging to a
depth of -30 feet (MLLW) in portions of the lagoon would destabilize the
lagoon banks (page 56). Dredging to a depth of -20 feet (MLLW) would cause
slope instability during earthquakes (page 56). The report recommends shal-
lower slopes and depths of -10 feet instead of -20 feet, as well as adequate
setbacks for developed areas (page 57). Stable slopes would minimize the
potential for bank failure, bank reshaping, and bank protection measures
(i.e., bulkheads or riprap) in the proposed lagoon (page 57). If such bank
protection were required, it would have secondary adverse impacts on aquatic

3116 habitat and marsh vegetation on the banks of the lagoon, whereas shallower
slopes would increase the intertidal habitat in the lagoon (a mitigative
feature). We believe that shallower depths (i.e., -10 feet, MLLW) would
provide an aquatic habitat with higher value for estuarine fish than the
proposed depths of -20 feet (MLLW). Therefore, NMFS recommends modification

- . of the depths and slopes as suggested in the Draft EIR/EIS (page 57).

The Draft EIR/EIS states that the source of imported fill material
-. 70A for the proposed project (estimated at 13.2 million cubic yards) has not

been identified (page 53). However, dredged material from maintenance of
Mare Island Strait has been suggested as a potential source of such material
(Appendix A, page 19). Fill material should be obtained from an upland
source or from maintenance dredging of navigation channels to minimize
adverse impacts on fishery resources. For example, NMFS has generally
recommended against dredging shallow aquatic or marsh habitats to obtain
fill material. We encourage the applicant to pursue the alternative source
of material suggested in Appendix A (page 19). The final EIR/EIS should
define the source of fill material and any associated biological impacts.

Traffic Impacts. It appears that by the year 2005, the capacities
"I of Highway 37, between Wilson Street and Route 29 (crossing White Slough),

and Sacramento Street, between Highway 37 and Redwood Street, would be
exceeded with the project (Table 111-6, page 88). Without the project,
these roadway capacities would not be exceeded. NMFS is concerned that
widening Highway 37 from a 2-lane to a 6-lane arterial over White Slough

ZP would require placement of fill material in tidal wetlands in White Slough.
%, Likewise, expansion of Sacramento Street, which borders the White Slough
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-. 32 wetland area, may also require placement of fill in this area. rhe revised
or final EIR/EIS should address the secondary impacts of roadway improve-I ments on wetland habitat and fishery resources.

Miscellaneous Impacts. The proposed project would require construction
of a sewer line and a water supply line across the Napa River (pages 116 and
117). The secondary impacts of such construction on fishery resources and
supporting habitats in the Napa River are not addressed in the draft report,
but should be.

' Mitigation. The draft report acknowledges the loss of about 1500 acres
-. of historical, potentially restorable marsh habitat (page 68). As mitigation

~ for this loss, Alternatives A and B include restoration of intertidal marsh
and mudflat habitat on the banks of the proposed lagoon (80 acres with
Alternative A and 254 acres with Alternative B, page 70). The report should
clarify whether reconstruction of the levee and, consequently, removal of
marsh vegetation on the slough side, would be necessary (pages 57 and 74).
Without such clarifications, it is difficult to evaluate the adequacy of
measures to mitigate or compensate for adverse project impacts. We do not

W believe that the project, as presently proposed, would mitig;Ite adequately
all adverse impacts, particularly the loss of 1500 acres of historical
wetlands, which are restorable to tidal action. NMFS strongly supports

. measures recoimmended in the Draft EIR/EIS to further evaluate habitat losses
and develop modified project alternatives (page 74).

%,SirAlternatives. Based on the present design features associated with

-~ S each alternative project and existing and potential fishery resources,
NMFS ranks the alternatives from most to least preferred as follows:

" .~1) Alternative D - No Project (Continuation of farming with
eventual restoration of 1500 acres to tidal action),

2) Alternative B -Reduced Project (702 acres of residential
conmmercial development, 424 acres of open water, and 367
acres of open space and wetlands),

3) Alternative A - Project as Proposed (820 acres of
FE development, 424 acres of open water, and 250 acres

of open space and wetlands), and

4) Alternative C - General Plan Alternative (871 acres
of development, 360 acres of open space, and 254
acres of open water).

The revised draft EIR/EIS should address further the need for the
proposed project and its alternatives. The draft report is inconclusive;
it appears that alternative, upland housing sites are available in the
City of Vallejo. However, the report indicates that none of these sites

-~ -. has the water-oriented features of the proposed site (page 20). The report
N should examine further the need for housing and the development potential4 for truly water-oriented activities (i.e., navigation) in the study area.
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The NMFS believes that the project, as proposed, could result in
significant, long-term adverse impacts on fishery resources for which --
NMFS is responsible and that the project is precedent-setting. In fact,
the Draft EIR/EIS states that this project could encourage the secondary
development of 4400 acres of historical marsh in Marin and Sonoma
Counties (pages 49-50, 151). Accordingly, the NMFS objects to the project,
as proposed, and we intend to refer this project to the Council on
Environmental Quality, if the issues that we have raised in our review
of the Draft EIR/EIS are not resolved satisfactorily before circulation
of the revised or final EIR/EIS.

NMFS staff is available to work with all concerned parties to reach
such a resolution of these issues. If you wish to contact us further on
this matter, please direct comments to Ms. Paget Leh at the National Marine
Fisheries Service, 3150 Paradise Drive, Tiburon, CA 94920; telephone
(415) 556-0565.

Sincer ly yours,.-

Floyd S. Anders, Jr.
Acting Regional Director

.v.

-.
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367. Comment noted. Potential adverse impacts of the proposed project on fish habitat

and fishery resources are discussed in response to comments 50, 51, 54, 105, 106 and 299.

;* ,* Also see the Vegetation and Wildlife section of the Final EIR/EIS for summaries of Harvey

and Stanley Associates (1983) impacts and proposed mitigation measures for fish. Their

final report is included in the Final EIR/EIS as Appendix IV.L.

4- 368. The conceptual design is described in the Alternative section of the Final EIR/EIS

and in the Cullinan Ranch Specific Plan which is available for inspection at the City of

- Vallejo Planning Dept.

V .369. For a discussion of the biological monitoring that took place in 1983 see the revised

Vegetation and Wildlife section of the Final EIR/EIS.

.I . 370. A summary of potential impacts of the project has been included in the Vegetation

'-.1 and Wildlife section of the Final EIR/EIS. This includes summaries of Harvey and Stanley

"3 Associates (1983) impacts and proposed mitigation measures for fish. Their final report is

. included in the Final EIR/EIS Appendix, IV.L.

371. Mitigation measures to minimize the adverse impacts on fishery resources are

suggested by Harvey and Stanley Associates (1983). In summary, they suggested: 1)

Imposing a 5 mph speed limit in the sloughs to help to reduce bank erosion and habitat

disturbance along the interior of the levee and outboard of the existing levee along

- .. Dutchman and South Sloughs. 2) Controlling boat access to the smaller sloughs to reduce

the potential for disturbance. 3) Regarding dredging, ensuring that dredging activities do

not occur during the time that juvenile fishes (striped bass, tule perch, splittail, staghorn

sculpin, yellowfin goby, American shad, starry flounder) utilize the salt marsh and slough.

." '4) Instituting a water quality monitoring program to help detect problems early, before

adverse effects on aquatic organisms were realized. 5) Regular flushing of the proposed
development by controlled tidal action to aid in maintaining good water quality.

372. For discussion of new Alternative E see the revised Final EIR/EIS, page 10.

For discussion of alternative sites, see response to comment 141.
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- 373. The yearlong biological monitoring program conducted by Harvey and Stanley

Associates is now complete. Their final report is included in the Appendix and

-" summarized in the Vegetation and Wildlife section of the Final EIR/EIS. Also see

"" response to comment 371.

374. With regard to channel width, the text on page 30 has been corrected to indicate -

width at -10.0 feet MLLW and at 0.0 feet MLLW. There would be no dredging in the Napa

River or the slough.

375. The suspended solids concentration assumptions used in the sedimentation analysisP

are believed to be conservative and are therefore probably close to a worst case. If worse

case were defined as comparable to conditions in parts of the Bay known to be subject to

severe sedimentation then the sedimentation rate might be 25% higher than that

predicted.

376. The EIR/EIS consultant agrees that the 88-acre site at the northwest end of the

project should be designated as a long-term dredge disposal site and that mitigation for

loss of marshland should occur elsewhere on the project area. I

377. Additional modeling studies were undertaken by Krone/RMA taking account of the

factors mentioned. The results with respect to the attainment of the water quality

objectives contained in San Francisco Bay Water Quality Plan do not change.

378a.. The waterways created as part of the development are not expected to be

attractive to breeding mosquitos.

378b. Please see response 1 and Section IHI.B. of the final EIR/EIS.

379a. Velocity of flow would increase by a factor of 3 or 4 if the cross-section remained

constant. However, it is almost certain that the channel will gradually deepen to

accommodate the larger flows under the with-project condition so the increase in velocity

will be less than the stated. As stated on page 35 of the Final EIR/EIS, some sediment

will be prevented from accumulating in the channels due to the increased velocity.

379b. It would be impractical to build channels with an initial bottom elevation of -10

feet (MLLW) because maintenance dredging would be needed within 2 or 3 years of

construction.
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380. Please see response 25.

381. See response 333.

382. If roadway improvements are necessary (e.g., along Sacramento Street), adverse

impacts to wildlife habitat and fishery resources may result. The City of Vallejo is

planning to widen Sacramento Street between State Route 37 and Redwood Street to four

lanes (Final EIR/EIS, page 84). Widening may require the placement of fill in White
Slough which borders Sacramento Street. Any filling of sloughs would cause sedimen-

- tation which could have adverse impacts on fish, including loss of habitat. Any reduction

in water quality caused by road improvements could affect aquatic resources, including

fish and benthic infauna.

Filling of other wetland areas would destroy wildlife habitat. If State Route 37 is

widened, impacts to the San Pablo Bay National Wildlife Refuge would result unless the

area is avoided in its entirety and precautions are taken to avoid accidental "spills" of fill

or other construction materials onto Refuge property. In addition, secondary impacts to

wildlife may occur due to increased automobile traffic in a high use wildlife area.

Increased traffic subjects terrestrial wildlife to increased changes of road-kill.

* 383. It has been suggested (Final EIR/EIS, page 116) that a sewer line be installed on the

* Napa River Bridge connecting the proposed development to a 24-inch sanitary sewer

interceptor in Wilson Street. If the sewer line is attached to the bridge, as the developer

is now proposing, no impacts to wildlife or fishery resources should occur. If, however,
the pipe is installed across the Napa River, impacts to fish and benthic organisms would

occur during the construction phase; habitat disturbance and increased turbidity would

result.

384. Comment noted. The Final EIR/ES suggests as a mitigation measure (page 74,

-~ .-~,paragraph 2) that the existing levee areas be preserved intact due to the possibility that

rare or endangered plant and animal species may be present. According to Harvey &

Stanley Associates (1983), the shrub/levee habitat that exists at present would be

d [1 undisturbed, except for the marina opening and temporary breaks in the levee for
installing tide gates on the western end as the various areas are developed. If the

shrub/levee habitat has restricted access, as at present, and vegetation is allowed to
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establish on the interior (slough side) of the levee, its wildlife habitat value would be
increased.

Regarding the adequacy of mitigation measures proposed, please see response to

comments 197, 300, 453, an 468.

385. The comment raises questions about the need for the project and whether

alternative upland housing sites are available. See responses 141 and 142.

ZI"
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S UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
PACIFIC SOUTHWEST REGION

BOX 36096 - 450 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA 94102

-- -. (415) 586.8200

ER 93/682

District *JUL 7 98

Colonel Edward M. Lee, Jr.
DistictEngineer, San Francisco District

Corps of Engineers
211 Main Street
San Francisco, California 94105

flear Colonel Lee:

We have reviewed your draft environmental statement for Cullinan Ranch
-. Specific P'an, Solano County, California. The following comments

reflect considerable concern about project-related change in land use,
adverse environmental impacts, and completeness of the draft Impact

Statement. The no-action project alternative is recommended.
General Comments

The Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) reports that the draft EIR/ETS
provides an accurate description of the proposed project and discussion
of some of the anticipated impacts on matters within the Service's area

rof expertise. However, there are several important issues not
adequately analyzed, owing primarily to the lack of existing data or the
failure to study certain aspects. These concerns are addressed under
Specific Coments.

The Service strongly recommends the selection of Alternative 0, (the no
project alternative) because it is the only plan presented in the draft
EIR/EIS that would not result in significant adverse impacts to fish and
wildlife resources, both on the Cullinan Ranch site and on adjacent
lands of extremely high biological value. These adjacent lands include
the San Pablo Bay National Wildlife Refuge to the south and the Napa
River marshes and the Leslie Salt Ponds to the north and west. The
proposed project (Alternative A) and and Alternatives B and C call for

2the development of a large residential-marina commnunity and
*.~ ,.industrial/commnercial complex in an area with virtually no existing

development other than agriculture. We believe that the location of
these facilities and the influx of large numbers of people on a
permanent basis (between 11,000 and 25,000 persons, assuming 2.5 persons
per residence) will have significant adverse impacts on the wildlife
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resources. Beside the obvious direct loss of habitat that would result
by reason of structures and paved surfaces, we anticipate significant
secondary impacts. These include impacts to wildlife species that are
intolerant of human intrusion, harassment of wildlife by domesticated

r animals, degradation of habitat from pesticide and herbicide use and
secondary development for human conveniences or services. We believe
that these types of conflict are inevitable when residential develop- -

- - nents are located next to miarsh areas and/or open spaces. L

As mentioned in the EIR/ElS, development of the Cullinan Ranch project
would preclude the option to restore the site to tidal action. The
Service believes this option should be retained, because approximately
90% of the historical wetlands in California have already been lost
through conversion to other land uses and because the proposed project,

3t to With the exception of the marinas, does not require a location that is
close to water. We believe the development of residential units and the
proposed conuiercial/industrial facilities are neither a prudent nor

3~~A appropriate use of these lands. It has been the Service's experience
with projects in similar areas that regardless of well intentioned

mitigation plans, that fish and wildlife resources are often
Y~b bcompromised.

1A3L The Service has consistently sought protection of wetlands because ofe their high ecological values. Wetlands provide an important source of
nutrients that are utilized at the lower trophi( levels and then passed
upwards through the food chain. Miarsh vegetation has also been shown to
play an important role in removing pollutants from the air and water,
and producing oxygen. More obvious is the value of wetlands as hatitat
for many species of wildlife including migratory waterfowl, that are of
special concern to the Service. Filling of wetlands on the ranch site,
filling of the drainage ditches and swales, and excavation of the levee
and its adjoining marshes would result in significant land character

-~ * destruction.

The proposed dredging of Dutchman Slough and the associated impacts have
not been adequately described in the draft statement. In fact, the main
document's only reference is the recommendation that Dutchman Slough bedoegd ti sae nApnixI(tmI...) TeDtha

-' Slough channel will be dredged." We have serious concerns that dredging
may adversely impact the high valued tidal marsh fringing both sides of
Dutchman Slough. This area has been identified in the draft recovery
plans by the Service as essential habitat for the endangered salt marsh
harvest mouse and California clapper rail.

At numerous places, the draft EIS/EIR states that a complete impact
31? analysis regarding endangered species and wildlife in general is not

possible until ongoing or proposed studies are completed. To provide
full public review of these issues, as required under NEPA regulations,
the results of these studies should be included at the draft stage.
Because these results are not provided in the current document, we
believe a supplemental draft is warranted. NEPA regulations are clear

Im on the point that all pertinent issues and potential impacts must be
thoroughly discussed and available for agency and public consideration.

2
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Attaching the Biological Assessment for endangered species and the final
results of other biological studies to the final EIS without having
included them in the draft EIS will not provide full public review.

:~j C: Specific Commients

Pae4 pr.2 The statement that "...formal Section 7 consultation
has been initiated with the Fish and Wildlife Service" is inaccurate.

. .The only official correspondence from the Corps to the Service
concerning endangered species issues is an undated letter fronm the Corps

~WW (received by the Service on August 30, 1982) requesting a list of
endangered, threatened, proposed and candidate species that occur in the
project area. The requested list was provided, indicating endangered
species may occur in the project area. Following completion of the
Corps' Biological Assessment, formal consultation, pursuant to Section 7
of the Endangered Species Act, may be required.

~Pa b 9. The dredged spoil site is described as having the potential for
*ei~ientual development into wetlands. While we do not disagree that it

is possible, we believe it is highly unlikely because maintenance
.~ .. dredging requirements will not cease, nor will the need for a spoil area

close to the dredging site. Reference to the disposal area as
"potential wetlands" should be deleted.

Paqe 22, para. 2. Comment is the same as above, although the word
marsh is used in place of "wetland".

Paqe 31. Expansion of the Dutchman Slough entrance channel from 250
* JIfeet to 330 feet at 0.0 feet MLLW has been recommended to reduce boating

congestion. Construction of the marina entrance at its presently
proposed location would result in the destruction of high value tidal
marsh. Widening the entrance would increase this loss. The conflict in

1 ~ mitigating both boating congestion and wetland losses should be stated
here.

Page 35, Rara. 3. It is stated that peak tidal flow velocities in
Dutcman Sough will increase by a factor of 3 to 4 and that this is
advantageous from a sedimentation standpoint. While higher water
velocities may prevent sedimentation in I)utchman Slough between the
marina entrance and the Napa River, these same conditions may allow
higher sediment loads to be transported and de-- ited in the lower
velocity areas of Dutchman Slough and the proposed lagoon system.

4Page 36, para. 1. Tide gates are to be relocated toward the northwest
~ end of the lagoon at the completion of each phase (beginning with phase

43 and ending with phase 7). The anticipated impacts to wetlands and
associated wildlife at these five locations have not been addressed.
The connection to South Slough is described as consisting of "eight

4 ~j72-inch corrugated metal pipes 100 feet long" (Appendix III.B.7.). The
affected areas, including distribution channels should be described in

4 ~- detail.

4 3
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Page 37, para. 2. According to the document, dissolved oxygen levels in -
the Napa River are generally above 5 mg/l. The range of recorded
dissolved oxygen levels should also be provided as well as the duration
and frequency that the lower extremes occur.

Page 37, para. 3. We agree thdt dissolved oxygen levels tend to
increase with water transparency during daylight hours. However, at F'
night or during cloudy periods, phytoplankton respire (i.e., remove
oxygen) and if present in sufficient numbers, may cause the dissolved
oxygen levels to drop to near zero. This should be mentioned.

Page 39, para. 3 & 4. The RMA/Krone study is referenced and the
conclusion is drawn that the dissolved oxygen levels" should generally
remain above 5 mg/i." Apparently this conclusion is based on the
estimated residence time for complete flushing to occur within the
lagoon and on the major assumption that phytoplankton growth will be
light limited. It has been our experience that water clarity often
increases in the deadend channels or lagoon arms.

Water clarity along with high water temperatures (shallow areas are
extensive in the lagoon), and sufficient nutrients (high nutrient levels
are recorded in the Napa River) typically results in phytoplankton
blooms.

A Page 45, para. 2. tie note that the dredging of Dutchman Slough has been
3- recommended to provide sufficient boating depth at low tide. No

details, however, are given, either to the need or to the magnitude of
the project. The Service has serious concerns because of the high fish
and wildlife values in and along Dutchman Slough.

r Page 62, para. 3. The tidal marsh, mudflats and open water habitat are
described as being located outside the project site. We disagree. The
proposed marina entrance and portions of the tide gate system are
located in tidal marshes. It also appears that some undetermined amount
of dredging will be required in Dutchman Slough for boating access to
and from the Napa River and thus, affect both open water and mudflat
areas. We believe the "project site" must include all areas that will
be directly impacted by the proposed action, regardless of ownership.

Page 64 ara. 5. The report states, "During 1982-83, the site remained
1 free of standing water...". We believe this statement is incorrect or

at least needs to be qualified. Service staff on two occasions during
the spring of 1983 observed either standing water or several areas which d
showed evidence that water had ponded.

4
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age 68 ar.5 According to this document, "all of the impacts on3q egttoan wildlife for Alternatives A, B and C cannot be determined
until a full year of field investigations are completed." This isIoverly optimistic. We doubt that such a determination can be made with
as little as one year of field data owing to natural population
fluctuations and variations in usage. It should be noted that the

* current studies are being conducted only a few times each month and nay
* be too infrequent to document wildlife species that use the Cullinan

Ranch for only a portion of their life requisites. In addition, we
* understand that night surveys were not added to the mionitoring program,

as was recommended by the Service. These are essential to document
waterfowl use in the agricultural fields. Finally, we note that little

-- 4 ~.effort by the applicant's consultant has been made to document fish and
* wildlife use in areas adjacent to the Cullinan Ranch, i.e., the San

Pablo Bay National Wildlife Refuge and the Napa marshes. We believe
that the biota in these adjacent areas will be significantly impacted by
the proposed development, i.e., the nearby intrusion of 11,000 to 25,000
persons.

SPage 73, ara. 1. Impacts to the candidate salt marsh yellowthroat are
~*V inappropriately discounted. This species is highly dependent on marsh

vegetation (as indicated in Appendix III.D.) and thus could be adversely
impacted by habitat destruction required by construction of the marina
entrance and tidegates along Dutchman Slough. We also envision
potential adverse impacts to the endangered California clapper rail,h discussion of which was not included in the D~EIS.

ag 73 ar.4 If poor water quality conditions occur within the
~W5 Wlagoon or marina, adverse impacts to aquatic organisms here and in

-A adjacent waters may result, and not just merely a reduction in benefits
on the immediate project site, as the document suggests.

The discussions and the conclusions drawn in this chapter (Vegetation
and Wildlife) are based almost entirely on the Harvey and Stanley

." V Associates' studies, and fail to include other sources of pertinent
information. Among the information that should be used and presented
are:

~jd L 1. San Pablo Bay waterfowl counts (San Pablo Bay National Wildlife
d ~ Refuge data),

v~ ~2. Fishery data indicating that the Napa marshes are an important
*rearing area for juvenile Dungeness crabs and a spawning area for a

number of species of fish (Bay-Delta Study, California Department
of Fish and Game),

3. Napa Marsh Data, including shorebird and waterfow'l use (California
* Department of Fish and Game).

5
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Commen ts- Append ices

Appendix III B (Water Circulation, Sedimentation, and Algae Growth in .~t~il-Tiir-aTninch Developmient Project)

400) The issue concerning the disposal of dredged material is important to
the Service because of the potential to adversely impact fish and
wildlife resources. Unless adequate provisions are made and extend
throughout the life of the project, fish and wildlife resources are
often compromised because of the claim of economic hardship. There are
several assumptions inade in the RMA/Krone study that may result in the
underestimate of land needed for spoil disposal. The sedimentation rate
is estimated at 0.5 feet per year even though peak velocities in
Dutchman Slough are projected to increase 3 to 4 times over existing
conditions. "The evaporation rate from the mud surface is expected to
be 0.9 times the pan evaporation rate" (page 37). It has been our
experience that the evaporation rate (mud) is often considerably less.
As a consequence, the disposal site may be insufficient in size and the

.. ~ effective life of the disposal area shortened, especially if the
* ~.,periodic removal of dried material is found to be too expensive.

In addition, it has been assumed that "the supernatant will be aerobic
and should have very low suspended solids contents so that discharge
either within the project or into South Slough would not be
objectionable" (page 37). We are concerned that strong winds, typical
for this area, m~ay interfere with settling. This should be addressed in
the final EIS.-

Appendix III. D. Vegetation and Wildlife

9D5This appendix contains only preliminary reports that have been developed
on field data collected over a span of 6 months. According to the
Harvey and Stanley Associates February, 1983 interim report,
"Conclusions and planning recommendations have been reserved for the
most part for our final report" (page V-1). Although the final report
will incorporate the findings from data collected over one calendar
year, we do not believe that it is adequate for the analysis of

* anticipated fish and wildlife impacts for a project of this magnitude.
Population levels fluctuate and the wildlife use of a specific area
tends to vary from year to year.

14]. We note that a trapping program designed to document the presence of the
endangered salt marsh harvest mouse was scheduled for the spring of
1983. However, no findings or results have been provided. It is also
apparent that no California clapper rail studies are ongoing or proposed
even though Dutchman Slough is identified as essential habitat in that
species' draft recovery plan. We point out that because of the rail 's
secretive nature, special census techniques are required to adequately

un~. determine its status in the area. It is not possible to combine a
clapper rail census with the Emlen census procedure that is currently
being used to census other bird species in the project area.

6
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' The analysis of bird use at other marinas has not provided much insight
into the degree of conflict between wildlife and boating use. According
to the preliminary report, "During the censuses to date, only one boat

L" as recorded in use, and one class of sail-surfers." The fishery data

is also quite sparse, essentially limited to a list of species.
Potential impacts due to water quality problems, higher anticipated
velocities in Dutchman Slough and maintenance dredging have not been

tIDb discussed.

The information presented in the preliminary reports is insufficient for
an adequate analysis of the impacts to the fish and wildlife resources
on and adjacent to the Cullinan Ranch site.

Sincerely,

Patricia Sanderson Port
Regional Environmental Officer

cc: Reg. Dir., Fish & Wildlife Service Attn: ARD-Habitat Resources, 500
* N.E. Multnomah Street, Portland, Oregon 97232

Office of Senator Pete Wilson, Attn: Sandra Dentinger, P.O. Box
36004, San Francisco, CA 94102

North Bay Task Force, Attn: Sue Smith, Rm. 34, 728 Montgomery
Street, San Francisco, CA 94111

State Lands Commission, Attn: Dave Plummer, 1807 13th, Sacramento,
CA 95814

Director, California Department of Fish and Game, 1416 Ninth
Street, Sacramento, CA 95814

kegional Manager, California Department of Fish and Game, Region
Ill, P.O. Box 47, Yountville, CA 94599

Refuge Manager, San Francisco Bay National Wildlife Refuge, P.O.
Box 524, Newark, CA 94560

\ Field Supervisor, Endangered Species Office, 1230 "N" Street,
Sacramento, CA 95814

California Waterfowl Association, Attn: Dan Chapin, 1026 Market
Street, San Francisco, CA 94102

Director, OEPR (w/copy incoming)
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386a. Comments noted. A fifth alternative, E, has been added to the Final EIR/EIS.

Alternatives E proposes development of Phases A, B, C, and D but would not develop

Phases E, F, and G at the western end of the property. Also see response to comments 45,

-46, 48 and 55 regarding potential impacts of the project to waterfowl and other wildlife.

386b. Comments noted. Please see response to comment 88 and Appendix IV.F regarding

the Cullinan Ranch Boundary and Exchange Agreement. According to the project

proponent (Neuhausen pers. comm.), the proposed project is not responsible for

eliminating the potential to restore the site to a productive salt marsh habitat. Such a

decision and action has already been taken (see above Agreement).

386c. Comments noted. The high ecological values of wetlands are recognized (see

response to comment 198).

.4.

387a. Comment noted. According to Harvey and Stanley Associates (1983), the proposed

project would result in the excavation of deep navigation channels (-20 feet MLLW or

more) throughout the project area and the removal of a 350-400 foot-wide section of the

present levee to create the entrance to the marina. Dredging or widening Dutchman

Slough to its confluence with the Napa River is not expected to be necessary. If

Dutchman Slough were dredged, it could eliminate much of the tidal marsh that presently

exists along the slough and impact endangered species and their habitat as stated by the

commentor.

Dredging will be necessary in the interior channel of the project in order to maintain

channel depth for boat travel and water flow for flushing. Dredging probably would

commence 20 years after project initiation and continue on a 5-year cycle for the life of

the project. Maintenance dredging may have adverse effects on benthic infauna, fish

habitat, and water quality unless protective mitigation measures were implemented. -'

387b. These references to the Draft EIR/EIS refer to the year-long biological study

undertaken by Harvey and Stanley and Associates. While that study was still ongoing at

the time the Draft EIR/EIS was circulated for public review it has since been completed

and their final report is included as Appendix IV.L. See also the revised Vegetation .1d

Wildlife Section of the Final EIR/EIS for a summary of the study.
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388a. See addition to pae4 of he in l I/I EdagrdSece c)

388b. Reference to the dredge spoils site as "potential wetlands" has been deleted due to

the need for a spoils area on a long-term basis.

389. Reference to returning the disposal area to marsh has been deleted.

390. This conflict in mitigating both boating congestion and wetland losses has been

added to the Final EIR/EIS in the Marina Design and Function section (Mitigations).

391. The higher velocities in Dutchman Slough will result in some adjustment to the

L_ channel cross-section to accommodate the higher flows. Sediment resuspended by exiting

tidal flows will be carried out of the slough and into the Napa River. Sediment
resuspended or the incoming tide would be deposited in the project channels and the upper

4. reaches of the slough.

392. Harvey and Stanley Associates (1983) (Appendix IV.L, pages 112-114) discusses the

potential impacts of breaching the dike for the marina opening and tide gates. The

following is quoted from their report.

-~ '-*"The dike separating the Ranch from Dutchman Slough and South Sloughs would be

breached to provide the main entrance to the marina, and temporarily breached to provide

tide gates upon the completion of Phases C, D, E, F, and G. These five breaches would be

I located at the west end of each of the areas, and would entail burying pipes through the
-~ ~ levee. Each breach is expected to have a lifetime of 3-5 years. Considering the diameter

of the pipes to be laid (72 inches), the number of pipes to be laid (8), and the excavation

requirements for placing such pipe, there will likely be a minimum of fifty feet of

disturbance linerarly along the slough for each break of the dike. It is unlikely that there

) . will be complete natural revegetation of the dike during the interim period while the pipes

are in place. Temporarily, it would be possible to plant the disturbed area to provide

limited cover and erosion control. At the end of the development phase, there will be

additional disturbance in removing pipes. After removal, it would then be possible to

encourage the estblishment of natural vegetation along both sides of the levee on a

* ~ permanent basis.
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"There would, however, be an estimated period of 5-6 years (possibly more) when the

levee break would be essentially a disturbed area. Such a disturbed area would have

reduced wildlife use versus an undisturbed area, but would likely not disrupt movements of
the majority of species which utilize the dike, as long as the pipes are covered with soil

and some temporary plant cover is provided by properly timed plantings. House mice,

voles, skunks, and other small mammals which now use the dike extensively will likely

remain relatively unaffected. Those breaks which eliminate stands of bulrush will disturb

potential nest sites of marsh wrens and other species, but not in significant numbers to be

of major concern. Populations of the delta tule pea are scattered along the dike, in good

numbers. Depending on the exact location of the breaks, areas D, F, and G are most

likely to disturb the tule pea, the largest population and potential for disturbance at the -

opening for area G. While the Delta tule pea has no official protection, it is of special

* concern.

"Areas E, F, and G are within the range where small populations of salt marsh harvest
mice were found. This situation is a bit more problematical as little is known of the

habitat requirements of movements of this endangered species in such marginal habitats.

The fact that they were found in a variety of mixed habitats suggests that they are not

precisely limited to areas of pickleweed, and that they are likely moving through other
A' types of habitat. In general, they adapt well to man's proximity, as long as suitable

habitat for the protection of the existing population, and restoration of the levees, as well

as any additional appropriate areas. The details of such mitigation should be developed in
4 conjunction with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and additional appropriate agencies as

part of a wildlife restoration plan and program for the property."

393. The longest residence time predicted by Krone/RMA is 10 days. KronefRMA believe

that nuisance algae growth and oxygen depletion will not occur with this degree of

circulation and that dissolved oxygen levels will remain above 5 mg/l. This conclusion is

supported by experience at the similar Bel Manin Keys development.

394. According to Harvey & Stanley Associates (1983), dredging or widening Dutchman

Slough to its confluence with the Napa River is not expected to be necessary (see response

to comment 387a). See also the section of the Final EIR/EIS regarding dredging. As the

* com mentor has pointed out, Dutchman Slough has high values to fish and wildlife

V resources. Dredging could have potential adverse impacts to a number of species and
*,.* 4.their habitat. If Dutchman Slough were dredged to provide sufficient depth for boats at
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low tide (as recommended in the Draft EIR/EIS on page 45, paragraph 2), there would be a

conflict with fish and wildlife resources. However, no dredging will occur in Dutchman
U Slough, according to the City of Vallejo (Merideth, personal communication).

395. Comment noted. Although the tidal marsh, mudflats and open water habitats are on

the periphery of the Cullinan Ranch property, they are included as part of the

environmental setting. Impacts resulting from the proposed project on these habitats also

are discussed. Harvey and Stanley Associates (1983) studied these "peripheral" habitats as

part of their yearlong monitoring program (see Appendix IV.L). Even though these
habitats were not included in the definition of the project site, they have been analyzed.

Regarding the proposed dredging -of Dutchman Slough, please see response to comments

4 ... 387a and 394.

396. Comment noted. The wording on page 64, paragraph 5 has been changed. The

Cullinan Ranch site has a very effective pumping system which minimizes the amount of

seasonal ponding on the property. Harvey and Stanley Associates (1983) observed ponding

on the Ranch immediately after heavy storms, but ponding was less extensive than on

other agricultural tracts surrounding the Napa Marsh. It was observed that two to three

days after a major storm, ponding on the Ranch has subsided (due to efficient pumping),

* .1while it continued for most of the winter on other agricultural tracts. If pumping

operations were discontinued on the Cullinan Ranch, it would likely experience seasonal
flooding similar to adjacent areas.

397. In a response to comments sent to W. R. Williams, Inc. (September 20, 1983), Harvey

& Stanley Associates responded to this comment. The following is quoted from their

response.

"Wildlife utilization of the Cullinan Ranch and vicinity is obviously a dynamic process,

changing with seasons, with weather patterns, with planting schedules, and with yearly

fluctuations in the population sizes of the various species which use the Ranch.

"In a sense, we agree with the Fish and Wildlife Service that much more could have been

said regarding potential impacts of the project on fish and wildlife resources. There is

* indeed historical information available from a variety of sources, and we additionally

provided data from nearly nine months of study. However, to stipulate that it is
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impossible to anticipate potential impacts from only a year of data is another matter.

There will naturally be certain unanswered questions, but many impacts can be antici-

pated from an understanding of the way in which animals utilize their habitats and the

potential carrying capacity of the habitats. The utilization of carrying capacity and

habitat as the basis of impact assessment in fact forms the basis of the Fish and Wildlife

Service's Habitat Evaluation Procedure (HEP).

* "One purpose of the yearlong monitoring study was to better understand the relationship

of carrying capacity and habitat, on a site specific basis at Cullinan Ranch. To that end

we initiated the ground transects which would incorporate the identified habitat types,

and we have collected extensive data. Over the course of the preliminary study, the

monitoring, aerial surveys, and trapping, we have spent over 100 man days on site during

an 18 month period. We feel that this level of effort is sufficient to document the

utilization of the property by any but vagrant or accidental visitors during this period.

The numbers of birds utilizing flight corridors, salt ponds and the like will probably change

from year to year, but the patterns of utilization should be similar in many respects.

"With respect to the night surveys and utilization of the surrounding areas of the Napa

Marsh and San Pablo Bay, we made decisions regarding the most productive approaches

and most efficient. On three separate occasions, night visits were made, but were not

deemed an efficient use of time. That is, the data produced did not add significantly to

* our ability to assess the impacts of the project. Likewise, the use of radar monitoring,

which would cover a wider variety of time frames, was discarded as not cost effective.

Instead, a series of aerial surveys was initiated, and 18 flights accomplished over a 6

month period. This choice was made after surveying available literature and agency

reports and discussing the nature of available data with the California Department of Fish

and Game. Even though information regarding the species present and the yearly trends

was available, little information was available regarding changes in abundance over the

course of the year, differential utilization of upland areas and diked agricultural fields.

- - These we felt were the key questions which needed additional data in order to assess the-

impacts of the project. Rather than "little effort" we feel that this represented a clear

recognition of the importance of the Napa Marsh area and of the potential for impacts to -

the area in general.

398. Potential disturbance of nesting areas of the salt marsh yellowthroat should be of

concern. Surveys by Harvey & Stanley Associates (1983), however, have shown no nesting
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* activity along the sloughs bordering Cullinan Ranch over the past two springs. Historic-

* ally, nesting has been restricted to smaller sloughs in the northern end of the Napa Marsh.

* The mixture of reeds and low tangled vegetation preferred by yellowthroats is mostly

along the margins of smaller channels (Foster 1977 in Harvey & Stanley Associates 1983).

For non-breeding activity, Harvey & Stanley Associates (1983) suggested that the

restoration of vegetation following dike breaches and the planting of inside levees with

appropriate vegetation would be appropriate mitigation for any loss of habitat due to the

permanent openings.

Although the California clapper rail was identified as a resident along portions of

* ~. Dutchman, South, and China Sloughs (Gill 1979 in Harvey & Stanley Associates 1983),

surveys by Harvey & Stanley Associates (1983) using taped clapper rail calls elicited only

one response along Dutchman Slough. The individual was considered a non-resident (see

Appendix [V.L, Page 96). Harvey & Stanley Associates (1983) concluded that clapper rails

exist in low densities at best. Their historical presence along the sloughs and islands of

the Napa Marsh and the designation of Dutchman and South Sloughs as critical habitat in

* . the California Clapper Rail Recovery Plan, however, are considered important reasons by

* Harvey & Stanlely Associates (1983) to address potential impacts from the propsed

development on this species.

Harvey & Stanley Associates (1983) addressed two key areas of concern in their final

report. The first was in the placement of temporary breaks in the dike for tidal gates,

and their effects if nests were extablished in these areas. Over the course of the project,

* .~.'if the Recovery Plan is effective, nesting may occur along the sloughs in areas where

there are currently no nests.

The second potential concern was in regard to the marina entrance breach and subsequent

boat traffic through the entrance. If breeding clapper rails were present along Dutchman

Slough, boat traffic through the channel opening may inhibit the movement of birds across

the channel during the breeding season. The COE has initiated a formal Section 7

consultation with the FWS regarding the potential for the proposed project to impact

threatened or endangered species such as the clapper rail.

.4 399a. If there is a reduction in water quality due to implementation of the proposed

*project, several adverse impacts to aquatic organisms may result. See response to

comments 50, 53, 54, 56, 106, and 291 for information regarding the potential impacts of

a reduction in water quality on aquatic organisms.
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399b. The Draft EIR/EIS did not include information from pertinent data sources; raly

Harvey & Stanley Associates interim reports were used as a biological data base. In their

final report, Harvey & Stanley Associates (1983) utilized the data sources mentioned in

the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service's letter (Port pers. comm.) to provide background

information.

Among the data sources used were: 1) waterfowl counts from the last eight years

provided by the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service; 2) The "Natural Resources of the Napa

Marsh (Madrone Associates 1977); 3) the Preliminary Fish and Wildidife Plan for

San Francisco Bay-Estuary (Delisle 1966); 4) Ecological Studies of the Sacramento-

San Joaquin Esturay, Part 1 (Kelley 1966); 5) Concept Plan for Wintering Waterfowl

Habitat Preservation, California Coast (U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1979); and 6)

Concept Plan for Waterfowl Wintering Habitat Preservation, Central Valley, California

(U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1977). Response to comments 50, 51, and 52 outline the

importance of the Napa Marsh as a rearing area for juvenile Dungeness crabs and a

spawning area for numerous fish species. Also, see Appendix IV.L, Page 85, 88 for a

discussion of the fishes of Dutchman Slough and Pages 74-80 for the results of waterfowl

aerial surveys and comparisions between Harvey & Stanley Associates 1983 data and the

U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service winter waterfowl surveys.

400. The doubts regarding the dredge disposal system capacity are addressed in the

addendum to the Krone/RMA report. See Appendix I.B of the Draft EIR/EIS.

401. In a response to comments sent to W. R. Williams, Inc. (September 20, 1983), Harvey ,

& Stanley Associates responded to this comment. The following is quoted from their

response.

"The overriding purpose of the yearlong monitoring program initiated at Cullinan Ranch

was to document utilization of the various habitats by wildlife and to better understand

the relationship of the carrying capacity of these habitats to the wildlife populations

present. A yearlong study is important because of the great differences in seasonal

utilization of the Napa Marsh and San Pablo Bay, particularly with respect to shorebirds

and waterfowl. The utilization of carrying capacity and habitat to judge potential

impacts of a project is a well established tool. Combining the information of 3uch a

monitoring program with historical data available allows for a quite thorough treatment

of the questions of impact.
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"On the other hand, there will certainly be questions which will not be answered, and some

which might never be answered. Wildlife populations will constantly be changing, and

these changes will be reflected in their utilization of various habitats and geographic

areas. The value of an additional year, or two or oven five is simply unknown. The

majority of species would likely have somewhat similar patterns of utilization. The high

rainfalls of this year created large areas of ponding in many of the diked agricultural

- fields and upland areas adjoining the Napa Marsh, and comparatively far less ponding, for

shorter durations on the Cullinan Ranch. In a drier year, there would likely be less

ponding on these other areas which would reduce the value of the habitat to resting or

feeding waterfowl and/or shorebirds. It seems unlikely that these birds would move to the

Cullinan Ranch, as the Ranch would still have less available ponding than adjoining areas,

at least under present agricultural practices. The point of this discussion is that an

additional year or two of data would not necessarily yield additional information of value

-W min assessing impacts.

"A more problematic situation is in regards to the population of waterfowl in the north

San Pablo Bay this winter. The total number of waterfowl were down for the Pacific

Flyway overall this past year, and they have fluctuated in the San Pablo Bay Area. The

following chart is taken from the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service's Winter Waterfowl

Surveys for the past four years and is illustrative of the fluctuation over that period.

Only the grand totals for ducks, geese, swans, and coots are reported here, though

considerably more information is available.

Winter Waterfowl Surveys

All Species

(Numbers of Individuals)

1983 1982 1981 1980

California 3,026,010 4,802,255 5,229,365 7,102,715

O San Francisco 396,505 194,425 626,500 925,920
Region

San Francisco 195,030 48,375 140,330 181,445
Bay

* "One major factor in these variations is the population of pintails. For pintails records are
*" as follows:
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Winter Waterfowl Survey

Pintails

1983 1982 1981 1980

California 1,077,985 1,756,760 2,291,155 3,750,800

San Francisco 50,160 36,535 259,295 594,650
Region

San Francisco 14,480 1,175 3,510 28,300

"The addition of a half million pintails to the waterfowl populations of the San Francisco

Region would indeed cause changes in the utilization of habitats. The most important

area of concentration for the pintails, however, is the Delta (part of the San Francisco

Region), where numbers of individuals ranged from a high of 508,885 in 1980 to 25,985 in

1982. In that period, changes in the San Francisco Bay proper were from 28,300 to 1,175,

and the population in 1983 was 14,480, or half what it was in 1980. Spring breeding

records for 1983 indicate that there will likely be an increase in populations seen in this

year's (1984) winter surveys.

"This brief analysis is not meant to be conclusive, and there is considerable additional

data.- It does, however, illustrate the magnitute of variation to be expectcd in populations

of waterfowl in the Bay Area. The key questions revolve around the ability to predict the

impacts of the Cullinan Ranch Development given the range of variations to be expected.

We still feel that the majority of these questions can be dealt with confidence.

"it is our understanding that the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service is conducting ongoing,

studies of the importance of diked historic baylands to the wildlife of the San Francisco

Bay Region. These studies are designed to collect data over a 3-5 year period in order to

incorporate a wider variety of rainfall patterns, and to determine differences in

utilization with respect to changes in population size of migratory species.

"Given the known range of variations of population numbers of waterfowl species, we

would expect changes in a variety of patterns of utilization. Coupled with changes in

harvest patterns by Leslie Salt, somye of the changes in overall patterns of utilization of

the San Pablo Bay/Napa Marsh may be anticipated. With regards to the Cullinan Ranch,

changes in the numbers of birds passing over the Ranch would be expected, as would

changes in the directions, and differential utilization of the various salt ponds (due to

harvesting practices, salinity changes, etc.).
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"Of course, as populations increase overall, additonal crowding is to be expected in the

areas which are now considered prime areas, and there would likely be utilization of other
more marginal areas. A dry year would show considerably less use of upland areas. The

combination of a wet year with higher populations would likely show some increased
utilization of the Ranch site. Because of the ongoing pumping, the Cullinan Ranch would

likely remain one of the least used (by waterfowl) of the agricultural tracts in the area.

"Thus, while additional studies for a longer duration are advisable in many respects, they

are not necessarily essential in predicting a variety of potential impacts."

402. A trapping program to determine the presence of the endangered salt marsh harvest

mouse at Cullinan Ranch was conducted by Harvey & Stanley Associates from June 3-25,

1983. Six areas of the marshes bordering the Cullinan Ranch site (along Dutchman and

South Sloughs) were trapped (see Appendix IV.L, Figure 8 for exact trapping locations).

A total of 2,385 trap nights yielded only five salt marsh harvest mice, giving a success

* rate of 0.2 percent. All salt marsh mice were captured on one night, June 14, 1983, andg ear-tagged. Extremely high tides that night may have forced the mice into a narrower

.~. ~band of habitat and increased trapping success. All salt marsh harvest mice were

captured at the west end of the Cullinan Ranch along Dutchman Slough. Vegetation at

capture sites was dominated by pickleweed, tules, and other species adapted to high tidal

coverage and somewhat brackish water.

Five western harvest mice also were captured at the west end of Cullinan Ranch on June

14, 1983. This was the only night that this species was captured during the live-trapping

program.

403. In a response to comments sent to W.R. Williams, Inc. (Sept. 20, 1983), Harvey &
.~....-Stanley Associates responded to this comment. The following is quoted from their

response.

"The California clapper rail was identified by Gill (1979) as resident 'along portions of
Dutchman, South, and China Sloughs within Solano County,' and resident and breeding

along 'Devil, South, China, Napa, Mud, Fagan, and Steamboat Sloughs,' as well as
'occurring within the marshes of Fly Bay, Coon and Edgerly Islands and along the marshes

~- of the Napa River.' Selection of rail census techniques is normally dictated by vegetative
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components of marshes, seasonal variation in tide height, and behavioral differences of

the clapper rail between breeding and nonbreeding season. Visual censusing at high tide,

in nonbreeding season, in the pickleweed marshes of the South Bay is effective, while in

breeding season the rope drag method and broadcasting of taped clapper rail calls is more

effective. Taped calls were found to be more effective in the brackish Napa Marsh (Gill,

1979). However, Massey and Zembal (1980), working with light-footed clapper rails, found

that tapd calls were unnecessary and disruptive. Devoting late afternoons and early

evenings to listening to vocalizing rails was the most effective method. Harvey (1980,

unpublished) has used the method successfully for the clapper rail as well. Draglines are

most useful in locating nest sites. Emlen transects, as conducted, would have noted any

vocalizations of clapper rails and are, thus, an acceptable method of determining their

presence when run at the appropriate time of day. At least one transect per month (12

total) was conducted in the evening. During 12 months of transects, a calling individual

was detected on a single occasion. Additionally, in June of 1983, a more thorough search

was initiated specifically for clapper rails after conversations with Peter Sorenson of the

US Fish and Wildlife Service Endangered Species Office. Taped calls were played while

traversing the dike top on ten evenings. Only on one occasion during the survey was a

clapper rail heard calling along Dutchman Slough. The individual was not heard again, and

was likely a nonresident. Resident status is usually recognized upon three sightings in a

single area.

"We are, therefore, confident that clapper rails exist in low densities at best. This, by no

. means, is an indication that they should be disregarded in planning. Their historical

presence, their presence along the sloughs and islands of the Napa Marsh, and the

%4 upcoming designation of Dutchman and South Sloughs as critical habitat are all important

reasons to address the clapper rail situation."

404. In a response to comments sent to W.R. Williams, Inc. (Sept. 20, 1983), Harvey &

Stanley Associates responded to this comment. The following is quoted from their

* response.

"The monitoring at alternate marina sites was designed to document the utilization of

these habitats by various species, again with the primary purpose of better understanding

the carrying capacities of these areas and those factors influencing the carrying capacity.

The most important concerns revolve around which species use the marinas, the specific

habitat requirements of the species, and their adaptability to using marinas. Other
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factors influencing this carrying capacity are the volume of boat traffic at the marinas

* and the sensitivity of individual species to this traffic. In the San Francisco Bay area,

4...!particularly over the past wet year, boat traffic in the winter was at its lowest point.

Highest volume of boat traffic is on summer weekends. Whenever possible, monitoring at
marinas was accomplished on weekends from mid-morning to the afternoon, in order to

help evaluate the effects of this factor.

N "Thus, in determining the potential wildlife utilization of the proposed marina at Cullinan

Ranch, many factors enter into the equation. The simple fact is that at local marinas this

past winter, there was very little boat traffic, even during periods when the most traffic

would have been expected. This spring and early summer, traffic picked up considerably,

but largely after the majority of waterfowl left for breeding grounds. However, during

periods of heavy boat traffic this summer, virtually all of the birds left the marinas for

adjoining ponds, etc. This seems to be a gradual prociss, with displacement first to areas

of the marinas with less traffic. Thus any analysis of the carrying capacity of the marinas

must include a negative factor based on the time of the year and expected volume of boat

traf fic.

"An unknown in the equation is the expected traffic on marinas in drier or warmer years.

Obviously, more boat traffic would be expected and the potential for disturbance would be

considerably higher than during cold, wet years."

In a comparative study of avian use between a man-altered salt marsh (Huntington Harbor

Marina, California) and a relatively undisturbed salt marsh (Outer Bolsa Chica Bay,

N~\ .'California), Sully (1977) found that a much smaller number of species and individuals used

the harbor area. Diving birds that freqlient open bays and the ocean were the species

typically found in the harbor. Even though portions of Huntington Harbor had an

14% 'Ahabundance of marine organisms, counts of diving ducks, gulls, and terns were low. Species

that used the harbor, such as scoters and eared grebes, tended to stay in mid-channel and

2'~. ~ undeveloped portions of the marina. Sully (1977) speculated that bird shyness of humans

and inability to adjust to an altered environment were factors influencing the lack of

extensive use of the harbor. Provision of the mitigation measures identified in response

to comment 453 will help to make habitats other than open water available for bird use

and hopefully make the open water more supportive of bird use than found in the Sully

* (1977) study.
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405. Results of Harvey & Stanley Associates (1983) fish surveys are presented in

Appendix IV.L (pages 64-67 and 85-9 1). The potential changes in the patterns of fish use

resulting from the proposed project are discussed in Appendix IV.L (pages 108-109).

1.' 406. The potential reduction of water qualilty in the marina due to boating activity and

surface runoff may have significant effects on the biological food chain. The presence of

boats and people concentrates activity, noise, exhaust stirring, and wave action. Water

contamination by fuel and sewage from boats also presents a potential threat. Runoff

water (from rain or irrigation) from landscaped parks, parking lots, gardens, and yards

adjacent to th-e' sloughs may contribute a variety of chemicals (oil, insecticides,

* herbicides, fertilizers) that can adversely affect water quality. The addition of nitrate

fertilizer from runoff water to the waters of the project area could increase the potential

for algal blooms in the waterways druring the warmer months.

Maintenance dredging will be necessary to maintain channel depth for boat travel and

9 waterflow for flushing within the interior of the project. Dredging would last for about 6+

months (throughout the spring and summer) commencing about 20 years after the

initiation of the project and would continue on a five year cycle for the life of the project

(Harvey & Stanley Associates 1983). It would remove about 2.5 feet of the bottom of the

main interior channels. This would eliminate many of the benthic organisms and

potentially suspend silt, thereby decreasing water transparency. Dredging may have a

detrimental effect on juvenile fishes and young market crabs which make extensive use of F

th shallow waters of San Pablo Bay and its estuaries. Dredging activity also could

resuspend nitrates locked in bottom sediments contributing to the potential for algal

blooms. Extensive algal blooms during warm weather are known to cause fish kills due to

oxygen depletion at night.

A reduction in water quality caused by runoff, dredging, or other sources may not only

affect aquatic organisms such as benthic invertebrates and fish, but may also affect

* animals higher up the food chain (e.g., shorebirds, wading birds, raptors), by reducing or

polluting their food supply.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
MARE ISLAND NAVAL SHIPYARD

VALLEJO, CALIFORNIA 94592 IN REPLY REFER TO:

I 445-Ser 325
6240AG0 8 1

* ' From: Commander, Mare Island Naval Shipyard
To: Department of the Army, District Engineer, SPNPE-TE, San Francisco

District, Corps of Engineers, 211 Main Street, San Francisco, CA 94105

Subj: Draft Environmental Impact Report/Environmental Impact Statement
(ELR/EIS) for the Cullinan Ranch Specific Plan, City of Vallejo, CA

SRef: (a) Corps of Engineers SPNPT-TE Public Notice No. 14775E57 of
17 May 83

(b) U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, Technical Support Branch, EIS
Coordinator, Mr. Roger K. Golden, fonecon of 1 Aug 1983 with
Shipyard Code 445, Mr. Ralph M. Lee

Encl: (1) Mare Island Naval Shipyard Comments of 5 Aug 1983

1. Enclosure (1) is provided in accordance with reference (a). The comments
include the subject concerns of the Shipyard and Naval Station, Mare Island.
By reference (b), a deadline date of 8 August 1983 for the submittal of
these comments was established.

2. The Shipyard point of contact for this EIR/EIS is the Environmental
"m Engineer, Mr. Ralph M. Lee, Code 445, Mare Island Naval Shipyard, telephone

4 number (415)-646-2421/2423/Autovon number 253-2421/2423.

J. R. JACOBSEN
U !By direction

Copy to:
City of Vallejo, Assistant Planning Director, Vallejo Planning Department,
555 Santa Clara Street, Vallejo, CA 94590

Western Division, Naval Facilities Engineering Command (Code 20C),
7 P.O. Box 727, San Bruno, CA 94066

. " Commanding Officer, Naval Station, Mare Island (Code 00), Vallejo, CA 94592

434I
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MARE ISLAND NAVAL SHIPYARD

COMMENTS RELATED TO THE DRAFT ENVIRONIENTAL IMPACT REPORT/
FNVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT FOR THE PROPOSED CULLINAN
RANCH DEVELOPMENT

5 AUGUST 1983

1. AUTOMOBILE TRAFFIC.

The Cullinan Ranch development would introduce significant additional
vehicular traffic on Route 37, Sears Point Road, particularly in the areas
between the Mare Island North Gate ("Walnut Avenue") and Route 29. "Severe
congestion..." between Wilson Avenue and Route 29 is acknowledged in Section
III.H of the Draft EIR/EIS. Section III.1i also indicates that "...there is -'

no funding for...(improvement)... in the five year State Transportation
Improvement Program (STIP)," but City of Vallejo Public Works personnel

&A1 indicate that the STIP has recently been revised to include Fiscal Year
1986-1987 funding of $10,000,000 for partial funding of improvement of
Route 37 between the Napa River and Fairgrounds Drive. However, even with
Route 37 improvements (mitigation) and the smaller development alternatives
(A and B), the Street Capacity Summary, Table 111-6 of the Draft EIR/EIS,

projects unacceptable congestion ("Level of Service (LOS)=F") in 6 of 8
locations on Route 37. In addition to circulation problems, congested
automobile traffic contributes to air pollution levels--which during recent
winters, have occasionally approached air pollution episode levels in Vallejo.
Further planning of proposed traffic improvements appears to be required.

2. WATERBORNE TRAFFIC.

The Cullinan Ranch development would introduce 1,700 - 2,000 boats to the

lower Napa River, which would require increased openings of the lift span of
A ~ the Mare Island Causeway. Impairment of vehicular traffic on the Causeway4o 8 during busy periods would interfere with Mare Island activities and could

generate vehicular congestion in Vallejo--on congested Tennessee Street,
Wilson Avenue, Mare Island Way, and connecting streets. The projected
impact on boat traffic and Causeway openings should be quantified, and

methods of mitigation should be addressed.

3. DRINKING WATER.

The Cullinan Ranch development would introduce new drinking water require-

ments of 2.44 - 6.1 million gallons per day (mgd). The source of this water

would be the City of Vallejo, which is also the source of drinking water for
the Mare Island Naval Complex. In Section III.K of the Draft EIR/EIS, --

projections attributed to the City of Vallejo Water Superintendent indicate

~L~J7that existing supplies, "...over and above prior commitments,..." are adequate
to meet the 2.44 mgd requirement of development Alternatives A or B, but not .-

adequate to meet the 6.1 mgd requirement of Alternative C. However, the
Draft EIR/EIS does not mention limitations of the Lake Berryessa source,
which currently represents approximately 33% of the City's ultimate supply
and is also used by other municipalities.which have competed for available
supplies. Vallejo's Sacramento River delta water source, which currently

represents 55% of the City's ultimate total, would be affected if a proposed
California Peripheral Canal were constructed. All aspects of drinking

water requirements should be addressed in the EIR/EIS.

Enclosure (1)
342 Page 1 of 2
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4. MEDICAL CARE.

The Cullinar. Ranch development, with 4,500 - 10,000 dwellings, would
significantly increase local requirements for medical care. Many Mare Island
employees and their families depend upon Vallejo medical facilities for410 employer-sponsored medical care. Employee comments indicate that the widely
popular Kaiser-Permanente Medical Center is presently highly utilized. The
projected availability of medical care should be addressed in the EIR/EIS..,.. ..

-i

'"

Enclosure (1)
343 Page 2 of 2
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LETTER #F-4

407. Comment noted. Also, see response to comments 10 and 121.

408. As outlined on pages 30A and 30B of the Final EIR/EIS, the additional boat traffic

would be focused during weekend periods with limited activity during weekday commute

periods. Although the added boats would increase the frequency of raising the Mare Island

Causeway lift span, it is not anticipated that such activity would significantly affect

traffic flow. It may also be possible that boating activity (requiring raising of the lift

span) could be prohibited during peak Mare Island commute hours.

409. The City of Vallejo has firm commitments for about 35 million gallons daily (mgd) of

water from various service sources including Lake Berryessa and the Sacramento Delta.
Current annual usage is about 18-19 mgd. Negotiations by the City of Benicia's or other

jurisdiction without firm water supplies would not have any impacts upon Vallejo's
committed sources.

410. The text of the Final EIRIEIS has been changed to discuss medical services; see page

124(a).

411, 412, and 413. error in numbering - please go on to 414.
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J( ""DEPAR'rMLNT OF HEA|i1 & IUMAN SERVIC/S PilblIc Ht'dlith .,

Cv: ti'r% lt Diwvw Cofittol
Atla,,ta GA 30333

(404) 452-4257
July 5, 1983

Mr. Edward M. Lee, Jr.
District Engineer
Department of the Army
Corps of Engineers
211 Main Street
San Francisco, California 94105

Dear Mr. Lee:

We have completed our review of the Draft Environmental Impact Report/Environ-
mental Impact Statement (EIR/EIS) for the Cullinan Ranch Specific Plan, City of
Vallejo, Solano County, California. We are responding on behalf of the U.S.
Public Health Service.

*., We note on page 5-7 that there would be an increased potential for water quality

1 . 119 problems in Dutchman and South Sloughs. The recommended mitigation depicts the
developer as being the sole responsible person to conduct field sampling to

N detect potential problems and to develop a contingency plan to deal with problems.
. We believe more health agency participation and appropriate envioronmental moni-

-, " toring should be included in this project.

, The Final EIR/EIS should specify the exact location of a proposed dredged material
disposal site (88 acres of wetland), potential adverse impacts involved, and

i 2.: mitigation measures. Although the wetlands in the project are subject to regula-
tion under section 404 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, the final
statement should also indicate if the planned project is compatible with the
intent of Executive Order 11990, Protection of Wetlands.

There is no mention in the Draft EIR/EIS regarding potential vector-borne disease
" JJbD impacts. The final statement should indicate current mosquito problems in the41" area, expected impact the proposed plan will have, and planned mitigation measures

- should a problem occur.

4 '. The proposed development is apparently very close to the Napa County Airport,
qlt which plans to triple its present flights per day and night by 1990. We are very

- concerned with the safety implications and noise associated with proximal flight
patterns. Because of the potentially significant impact of aircraft noise, we
highly recommend that a detailed study, including on-site noise measurements, be
undertaken prior to construction to determine potential noise impacts. Concur-

-, '-. rently, we recommend a thorough safety review of those portions of the project

which lie within direct flight patterns for landing and departure.
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Page 2 - Mr. Edward M. Lee, Jr.

We appreciate the opportunity to review this Draft EIR/EIS. Please send us a
copy of the final document when it becomes available. If you have questions
regarding our comments, please call Mr. Ken Holt of our staff at (404) 452-4161
or FTS 236-4161.

Since)Fely y urs,

.. Frank S. Lisella, Ph.D.

7' Chief, Environmental Affairs Group
Environmental Health Services Division
Center for Environmental Health
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L"TER #F-5

414. The specifications for the monitoring program could be established in consultation

with public health and other regulatory agencies but it is likely it will be paid for and

carried out by the developer.

415. The location of the dredge spoils site (88 acres of wetland is shown in Exhibit 11-1 to

be at the northwest end of the project site. Executive Order 11990, Protection of

- . -Wetlands, is discussed on page 4 of the Final EIR/EIS.

416. A discussion of mosquito conditions may be found on page 64a in the Vegetation and

Wildlife section of the Final EIR/EIS.

a 417. See responses 268-271. On-site noise measurements have been conducted. See

Section M.L of the Final EIR/EIS (page 96).

."34
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USDepomnho Commahder(mepps)
of "Tmnsporon Twelfth CG District

"k*t States I 4 Government Island

Coast Guard U W Alameda, CA 94501

16455/2
11 July 1983

Department of the Army
San Francisco District, Corps of Engineers

211 Main Street
San Francisco, CA 94105

Gentlemen:

I have Just reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact Report/Environmental
Impact Statement for the Cullinan Ranch Specific Plan, City of Vallejo,
Solano County, California - Regulatory Permit Application - Army Corps of
Engineers Public Notice No. 14775E57 dated 17 May 1983.

Among other things the Coast Guard is tasked with enforcing Section 311 of
the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (P.L. 92-500). This section

prohibits the discharge of oil, hazardous substances, or sewage into the -
-, waters of the United States. While the Act prohibits the discharge of
.V pollutants, it doe not provide for handling and disposal of routine bilge and

engine oil and sewage wastes from vessels. Some marina operators make no

provisions for these wastes, and the ultimate disposition can only be
speculated. Other operators provide drums or tanks for its collection
hopefully for reprocessing (of oil), but at least for proper disposal. Too U
often these drums are placed on the dock, over the water, or on an
immediately adjacent shoreline where by accident or vandalism the wastes can
reach the water.

-I, It is not known what, if any facilities have been provided for waste
receptJl4.at this facility. None are presently required by Federal Law,

however, Federal Law does prohibit the discharge of pollutants into the
waters of the United States, and violators shall be assessed a civil penalty

'. of not more than $5,000 for each offense, by the Secretary of the Department
in which the Coast Guard is operating. Therefore, it is our concern that the
applicant address this question and consider providing for facilities to
contain sewage and bilge and waste oils, and to position these facilities so
that they may not be tampered with, or subjected to accidental discharge.

Feel free to contact my office if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

U)au t

W. F. WALKER
Chief, Lieutenat Commander, U. S. Coast Guard

-Chief, Marine Environmental Protection & Port Safety Branch
By direction of the District Commander

Copy: (1) CCGD12 (dpl)
(2) Pan Pacific and Redwood Realty
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LETTER #F-6

418. For a discussion of sewage disposal see Section K, Utilities and Services, of the Final
* EIR/EIS (page 116). For discussion of the marine waste pumpout facilities see Section B,

- - .-. Marina Function and Design, of the Final EIR/EIS (page 29).
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
FOREST SERVICE

630 SANSOME STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94111

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

1950
May 26, 1983

Mr. Edward M. Lee, Jr.
District Engineer
Department of the Army
San Francisco District, Corps of Engineers
211 Main Street
San Francisco, CA. 94105

Dear Sir:

We have reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact Report/

.: L i Environmental Impact Statement for the Cullinan Ranch Specific

Plan SCH #82083110 and find that we have no comments to offer.

It will not be necessary for you to send us any further

information on this project.

Sincerely,

4 JN NNEDY, Director
Land Management Planning
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§I-~TO'

-- UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
. National Oceanic and Atmospheric AdministrationWashington. O.C. 20230
.t"

OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

f-I; -

JUL

LTC Edward M. Lee, Jr.
District Engineer
San Francisco District
Corps of Engineers

.:. 211 Main Street
San Francisco, California 94105

Dear Colonel Lee:

This is in reference to your draft environmental impact statement on
the Cullinan Ranch Specific Plan, Regulatory Permit Application Number
14775E57, City of Vallejo, Solano County, California. Enclosed are comments
from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.

Thank you for giving us an opportunity to provide these comments,which we hope will be of assistance to you. We would appreciate receiving

" -'i'- ' four copies of the final environmental impact statement

Sincerely,

-j-yce M. Wood
Chief
Ecology and Conservation Division

Enclosure

,,
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* V '~UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
S National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

- NATIONAL OCEAN SERVICE
I o Washington, D.C. 20230

WTO: PP2 -Joyce Wood

FROM: N -K. E. Taggar~, 4

SUBJECT: DEIS 8305.09 - Cullinan Ranch Specific Plan, City of Vallejo,
Solano County, California, Regulatory Permit Application by
Pan Pacific and Redwood Realty (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers)

~ The subject draft environmental impact statement has heen reviewed
within the areas of the National Ocean Service's (NOS) responsibility and
expertise and in terms of the impact of the proposed action on NOS activities

* and projects.

Geodetic control survey monuments may be located in the proposed project
area. If there is any planned activity which will disturb or destroy these

~ ~ 4Z~j monuments, NOS requires not less than 90 days notification in advance of such
4Z activity in order to plan for their relocation. NOS recommends that funding

for this project includes the cost of any relocation required for NOS monuments.
For further information about these monuments, please contact Mr. John Spencer,"U Director, National Geodetic Information Center (N/CGl7) or Mr. Charles Novak,
Chief, Network Maintenance Branch (N/CG162), at 6001 Executive Boulevard,
Rockville, MD 20852.

./4
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LETTER #F-8

420. The developer agrees to notify the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

* Administration of any relocation of geodetic survey monuments that may be on the site

- . and to pay for the cost of such relocation. Such agreement will be included in conditions

* * of approval of the project.

V.VA
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. ~.,UNITED STATESEli DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

PACIFIC SOUTHWEST REGION

BOX 36098 * 450 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94102

(415) 556.8200

* ER 83/682

.4 Colonel Edward M. Lee, Jr.
District Engineer, San Francisco District
Corps of Engineers '~i
211 Main Street 8
San Francisco, California 94105

Dear Colonel Lee:

The following comments, prepared by the Bureau of Reclamation (BR), were not
included in the Department's letter regarding your draft environmental state-
ment for Cullinan Ranch Specific Plan, Solano County, California. Ile include
them for your consideration.

Water and Power Resources

The Bureau of Reclamation (BR) advises that impacts resulting from increased
*.municipal water usage are not clearly disclosed. On page 118, second para-

graph, "Impacts - Water Supply," the document states that the Vallejo Water
Superintendent believes that the City's Delta and Lake Berryessa water
sources are adequate to meet the needs of alternatives A and B.

While this may be the case, an increase in municipal water use for the project

: :~ from either source will result in significant secondary impacts. If water is
7'. used from the Delta, impacts to fish and wildlife must be discussed. And, if

water is used from the Lake Berryessa supply, impacts to agricultural usage,
the present use of this water, will result. Impacts from either source should
be estimated and analyzed.

Thank you for considering these comments.

Sincerely,

Z, Patricia Sanderson Port
Regional Environmental Officer /
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LETTER #F-9

421. The City of Vallejo already has firm commitments for the water. Any impacts of

that commitment resulted from previous governmental decisions and would not be caused
by the Cullinan Ranch projec. The Cullinan Ranch project would not result in the need

for new water commitments.

-.. 56
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* "2130 Main St., Suite 230

Huntington Beach, CA 92648
a (714) 960-6591/Telex 681-398

June 27, 1983

Ann Meredith
Associate Planner
City of Vallejo
555 Santa Clara Street
Vallejo, CA 94590

Re: Draft EIR/EIS, Cullinan Ranch

a Dear Ann:

Attached are our comments concerning the latest draft of the EIR/EIS
for the Cullinan Ranch project. Previously, we were given the opport-
unity to respond to the preliminary or administrative draft and did
so in a letter addressed to Christy Huddle, April 5, 1983. I wish
to reference and.include these past comments as well, since many are
still applicable.

As you will see in reading our comments, there are several areas! i- where we disagree with the data and conclusions presented in the

EIR/EIS. Most often, the information contained in the EIR/EIS is
misleading or presented without adequate supportive data or analyses.
In particular, we feel a major shortcoming of the EIR/EIS is the

.. ,- failure throughout the report to adequately assess and compare
% I various beneficial impacts along.with potential adverse impacts as

called for under CEQA Guidelines. For this reason, I have included
a listing and description of various beneficial impacts of the pro-

7 posed project for consideration. Specific comments by our various
subconsultants are also attached for consideration.

If you should have any questions or need additional information,
please contact me. Thank you for your time and effort.

. Sincerely,

Carl i euhausen
Direc of Planning

0_4 CN:kma

cc: Roger Golden, Corps of Engineers

Enclosures: Draft EIR/EIS Comments
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COMMENTS REGARDING DRAFT EIR/EIS
CULLINAN RANCH SPECIFIC PLAN

MAY 1983

Page S-I - Purpose Of And Need For The Proposed Action - The public
9 benetit associated with the proposed development is greater than

indicated by the draft EIR/EIS. In addition to increased housing,
the project would result in increased recreational boating opport-
unities, surplus park and recreation facilities, increased wildlife
habitat of greater wildlife value, increased water area and shore-
line along with increased public access, improved water quality
from increased tidal flows, net public revenues over public costs,
increased employment and job opportunities, increased support for

"- local retail and industrial uses, etc. (See attached description
of beneficial impacts).

(47, Page S-3 - Alternative B - Reduced Project - No analysis has been
i made in accordance with the Calitornia Environmental Quality Act

(CEQA) as to the economic feasibility of Alternative B. Alterna-
tive B is in fact impracticle from a marketing standpoint and would
increase the cost of housing to future residents and result in
greatly reduced revenues to the City and other public agencies.

4 Page S-3 - Alternative D - No Project - Similarly, the economic
feasibility of Alternative D must be discussed. The EIR/EIS should
weigh the no-project alternative against the beneficial impacts to
be gained by the proposed project (i.e., needed housing, employment
opportunities, recreational boating facilities, etc,)

u ~ Page S-5 - Summary of Beneficial Impacts - Again, the draft EIR/EIS
tails to identify many of the beneficial impacts that would result
from the proposed project. By not listing and discussing all
beneficial impacts, the draft EIR/EIS is biased toward potential
adverse impacts.

* .( Page S-6 - Hydrology, Water Quality and Sedimentation - The high

potential for reduced water quality during construction is unclear.

Little or no impacts are anticipated from excavation work during
construction because such work will be carried out "in the dry"
with no inter-connection to existing or proposed water areas.

~ Page S-7 - Soils and Agriculture - The 6.7 percent figure in the

q iW EIR/EIS used to describe the amount of locally supplied oat hay is
misleading. The Cullinan Ranch produces only 1.5 percent of the
hay utilized by the dairy industries of the North Bay. The bulk
of the hay shipped into the North Bay dairy area comes from the
lower Sacramento and San Joaquin Valleys, including some hay from
the Nevada area.
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Page S-8 - Vegetation and Wildlife - The proposed project would not
.- ( j. serve to initiate or be responsible for the impact identified in
* Rthe draft EIR/EIS of eliminating the potential for salt marsh res-

* toration. The value of the property for salt marsh and other wild-
life habitat was reviewed in 1971-72 by the State Lands Commission
and other public agencies. In 1974, the State of California and
its various agencies relinguished certain interests in the property
in exchange for public access and the grant deed to Coon Island,
a property determined to have "equal or greater value" than the

-- Cullinan Ranch. For such consideration, the property owner main-
tained the option to "develop and improve said property" in
accordance with the Cullinan Ranch Boundary and Exchange Agreement.

Page S-9 - Aesthetics - The recommended mitigation measure re-W garding views from residential areas to the commercial area is
already incorporated in the Specific Plan. The plan includes a
50 and 100 foot-wide buffer for landscaping in these areas.

* ii- Page S-9 - Traffic - The predicted Level of Service (LOS) along
9'V- State Route 37 is based on extremely low and conservative traffic

capacities as chosen for the EIR/EIS. Similar studies utilizing
acceptable standards by the County of Solano and State Department
of Transportation yield a more moderate and acceptable Level of
Service. (See additional comments by Herman Basmaciyan, P.E.,g of Basmaciyan-Darnell, Inc., letter dated June 21, 1983).

* Pa e S-9 - Noise - The conclusion here and elsewhere in the draft
*TEIR/EIS regadng jet aircraft noise is made without sufficient

*" supportive data or analysis.

,", Page 8 (Fourth Paragraph) - It has not been determined whether
large quantities of peat will have to be removed. On the contrary,
certain amounts of peat material may be intermixed with other fill

.0 soil material and placed within areas which would support structures.
Such material can be engineered to overcome potential problems

. related to compressible fills and other settlement factors. (See
attached comments of Dennis Furby of Harding-Lawson Associates,
letter dated June 17, 1983).

:2 Page 8 and 10 (Alternative B) - Reduced Project - Again, there is
no discussion in accordance with CEQA of the economic feasibility
of Alternative B. The extreme high number of medium density units

~ iand their proposed location would make such alternative impractical.

% Page 13 (First Paragraph) - The site is more correctly described
4115 as being some eight to ten feet below the elevation of State Route 37.

-. I Page 13 (Fourth Paragraph) - The irea of the jroperty within the
LM'. County of Napa is approximatel- 30 a.res in size, not 40 acres as

" indicated in the EIR/EIS,
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Page 22 (First Paragraph) - Again, the area in Napa County is

3(approximately 30 acres in size.

0 q Page 25 (Second Paragraph) - The agreement provided for the ex-
change of Coon Island for Parcels B and C, not B and Do

Page 25 (Third Paragraph) - The 19 foot-wide water access easement
-- on the levee extends only between Parcels A and D, not the entire

length of the Cullinan Ranch property.

Page 25 (Fifth Paragraph) - Various land use alternatives for
Valnaples" were introduced to members of the State Lands Commission,
State Attorney General's Office, California Department of Fish and
Game, and the Bay Area Conservation and Development Commission, and
are among the materials on file with these agencies. Specific

•.4 language contained in the Cullinan Ranch Boundary and Exchange Agree-
* ment refers to the right of the property owner to "improve said up-
• .lands, create internal waterways," and make similar use of said

property --- provided certain design standards in the Agreement are

upheld. These standards were based upon a review of the land use
configurations offered by the "Valnaples" alternatives.

Page 33 Second Paragraph) - The +11.1 foot MLLW figure in the
' EIR/EIS in reterence to tidal flooding cannot be construed as

normal tidal innundation. As indicated in the following paragraph
of the EIR/EIS, the 500-year flood elevation for the property is
+9.2 feet MLLW and the estimated maximum flood tide is +10.5 feet

-: MLLW. Tidal innundation of the perimeter dikes at elevation +11.1
feet MLLW is therefore, highly unlikely and could only occur under
the most extreme high tide and severe storm conditions.

.. UR Page 48 - Drainage - The drainage system on site handles only sur-.. face runoff with little effect on the groundwater table and effec-
tive root zone within the open field areas. The fluctuating ground-
water table does not allow underlying soils to drain properly and
often harmful salts are concentrated in the upper soil profile
creating an extremely shallow root zone, During extremely wet
winter months, surface drainage is also impaired and can produce
widespread ponding which often drowns the hay crop. This condition
occurred in a number of areas on the Cullinan Ranch this past winter,
1982/83.

tit ll Page 48 - Hauling Distances - It is not clear how the short hauling
distance and soil limitations which restrict the crop to oat hay *-.

give the site uniq characteristics. In an earlier analysis, the - 1
* EIR/EIS discussed the advantages of silage production for the

property and the short hauling distance for such feed material, but
went on to admit that the property could not grow silage because of
soil limitations and prohibitive hauling costs. What then is the

*[[ advantage of being within "a relatively short hauling distance to
local dairies in Marin, Sonoma and Napa Counties?" The statements *
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in the EIR/EIS have now been condensed to such a degree that their
meaning is unclear and without any supportive data or analysis.
Transportation costs, in fact, do not constitute major differences

- in the price of oat hay. The price of hay is based on the type,
quality and quantity purchased rather than the proximity to pro-

*. duction. The transportation cost is generally equalized between
near and far sources of production, resulting in similar delivered

* prices at the dairy.

qu Page 48 - Crop Yield - The small grains and forage crops on the
Cullinan Ranch which are able to survive the saline soil and acidic
conditions generally do poorly, producing only about 25 to 50
percent of normal yields for such crops. On more productive soils,
the average expected yield would be between five and seven tons of
dry hay per acre where, as indicated in the EIR/EIS, the Cullinan
Ranch yields only about 2.5 tons of dry hay per acre.

The percentage figures in the EIR/EIS are misleading. It is esti-
mated that some 204,000 tons of hay per year is consumed by the
dairy industries of the North Bay. According to the Agricultural
Commissioners of those areas, Sonoma and Marin Counties produce
about 47,000 tons per year. Cullinan Ranch produces at best 3,170
tons or only about 1.5 percent of the total amount of hay used by
the North Bay dairy industries. Over 75 percent, or some 157,000
tons of hay per year is shipped in from outside the area, principally
from the Sacramento and San Joaquin Valleys. Nearly all hay moved
in from the Valleys to the North Bay is higher value alfalfa which
cannot be grown on the Cullinan Ranch due to poor soil conditions.

" "The loss of lower value oat hay production on the Cullinan Ranch,
being only 1.5 percent of the total hay used by the North Bay
dairy industries, would have no significant impact on such industries.

SPage 49 - Impacts - Soils and Agriculture - In the second paragraph,1111 the concept of a "farm unit" as the minimum size unit was introduced
.- by the Bay Area Conservation and Development Commission in their

study titled: "Agricultural Values of Diked Historic Baylands."
The reference and comments by Dr. Bahme in regard to a "farm unit"
were made in response to the BCDC study. The BCDC study reported
that a farm unit of 200 acres in the North Bay Area would yield a

net profit of $13,000 a year. A comparison of actual conditions
related to the Cullinan Ranch and other farm areas in the North
Bay Area by Dr. Bahme and also by Dr. Doyle Reed of U.C. Davis,
indicated that such a farm unit would most likely experience a net

* ,. loss annually. If Cullinan Ranch, some 1493 acres, was farmed
independent of operations elsewhere, the result would be a net loss
to the farmer (refer to reports by Dr. Bahme and Dr. Reed in Draft
EIR/EIS Appendix).

S"ISO

.,q. 4 Page 49 (Third Paragraph) - The U.S. Census of Agriculture statistics
quoted in the EIR/E S reflect the trend in parts of Solano County
toward "hobby farms" which are dependent upon off-farm income for
their operation and economic justification. The Cullinan Ranch can
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hardly be considered a "hobby farm" operation where the farmer
could hold a separate part-time job and adequately manage some
1,300 acres of hay ground. During the winter months, the tenant
farmer at Cullinan Ranch is faced with the necessity of pro-
viding proper and adequate drainage to protect the seed crop and
spends other necessary time repairing and maintaining his farm
machinery and equipment. During the spring, major work efforts
center around the harvesting and transporting of the hay crop to
various markets. During the summer, the seed bed must be pre-
pared for the next crop and the crop must be planted during the
fall months. Along with these tasks, the farmer is faced with
various accounting, sales and management efforts required of a

* full-time business venture.

Page 49 (Fourth Paragraph) - The fact that the present lessee and
his family have been tarming the Cullinan Ranch for some 30 years
does not mean that the agricultural operation at the Ranch is
economically feasible. The lessee and his family own and operate
a second large farm which is more productive and from which they
employ labor and equipment to assist in reducing major costs at
Cullinan Ranch. If the present lessee and his family were to
purchase the Cullinan Ranch or had to rely solely on the operations
at the Cullinan Ranch for their livelyhood, such operations would
prove to be economically infeasible.

Page 49 (Fifth Paragraph) - The statement by the Marin County Farm .
Bureau is erroneous and presented in the EIR/EIS without any suppor-
tive data or analysis. As mentioned previously, over 75 percent
of the hay utilized by the Marin and Sonoma County dairy indus-
tries comes from outside the Bay Area, principally from the lower
Sacramento and San Joaquin Valleys. Nearly all hay brought in
from these areas is higher value alfalfa which cannot be produced
on the Cullinan Ranch due to poor soil conditions. The lower value
oat hay grown on the Cullinan Ranch is only about 1.5 percent of
the total amount of hay used by the North Bay dairy industries and
its loss or replacement from the present major outside sources would
have no significant impact on the local dairy industries of Marin -
and Sonoma County.

The Marin County Farm Bureau's statement also implies that the
loss of hay from the Cullinan Ranch would have a negative effect
on local forage prices or the price of dairy products in the Bay
Area. This is also erroneous. The price of forage in the North -'
Bay Area is wholly dependent on the activities of the major pro-
ducers and suppliers located in the Sacramento and San Joaquin
Valleys. Alfalfa is the hay crop which dominates the market and
the bulk of production is in the Sacramento and San Joaquin Valleys.
The limited amount of production on the Cullinan Ranch has no
measurable effect on the overall price level of hay crops sold to
the North Bay dairy industries....

Neither does the limited amount of production on the Cullinan Ranch I
have any effect on the price of dairy products sold in the North
Bay Area. The price of dairy products in the North Bay Area is
dependent on production and consumer activities throughout
California and the United States. California ranks No, 2 nationally
C362
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in milk and cream production, and the leading counties for pro-
duction and supplies to the Bay Area are located in the Central
Valley area. As reported by the California Department of Food
and Agriculture, Fresno, Merced, San Joaquin and other Central
Valley counties supply 65 to 70 percent of all milk and milk

-.2 products consumed in the Bay Area. The limited amount of forage
produced on the Cullinan Ranch, which may in turn be sold to the
local dairy industries, would have little or no effect on the
price of milk or milk products in the Bay Area.

o*.. Page 49 (Last Paragraph) - The loss of the Cullinan Ranch for oat

'44? hay production is not significant for the reasons so indicated

above. The Cullinan Ranch and other hay producing farms through-
out the North Bay Area supply only about one-fourth of the hay

- - utilized by the dairies of the area. Clearly, the economic
feasibility of the dairy industry in the North Bay Area is not
dependent on the availability of a local supply of hay. The
acreage associated with the dairy industry can exceed the acreage
of hay producing lands in the North Bay Area because the dairy
industries import their major supplies of hay, Nearly all of the
imported hay is higher quality alfalfa which cannot be produced
on the majority of baylands due to poor drainage and soil condi-

- tions of the area.

|4 Page 50 (Second Paragraph) - Local supplies of hay have Little or
no intluence on prices charged by out-of-area suppliers. The
out-qf-area suppliers are the major producers of high quality
alfalfa and consequently, set the trend for sales and prices
within the North Bay Area. The out-of-area suppliers have re-
presented for several years the leading counties for dairy forage
and milk production in California, and provide a stable source
of operation for dairy enterprises. Local or on-farm production
of hay is not necessary for a successful dairy operation. (See

. "additional comunents in attached letters by Dr. Richard Bahme and
Dr. Doyle Reed).

Page 53 (Second Paragraph) - The statement judging 22 percent of
4.-4 the top 15 feet of the site soil profile to be peat is erroneous

: and a gross misinterpretation of the Harding-Lawson data. Typically,the peat occurs in isolated, discontinuous pockets. (Refer to

4 attached letter from Dennis Furby, Associate Engineer dith Harding
Lawson for additional comments).

Page 63 - Ground Avain Transects - Clearly, it should be pointed out
"C that over 63 percent of the species within the grain fields were

comprised of flocking starlins, and over 83 percent of all birds
observed in the grain fields involved only five species, namely:
flocking starlings, blackbirds, western meadowlarks, savannah
sparrows and horned larks. All of the above species are very
common throughout the area and tend to congregate in the various
grain fields during the planting season. Nearly all are considered
agricultural pests by local farming operations.
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Page 64 (Fourth Paragraph) - Th r Is no otficial policy of recordt or either DFG or FWS that considers "dik d agricultural fields,9 in general, to be seasonal wetlands". what is the source for •

such statement in the LIR/EIS and i, :ie, what is the precise .
definition for a "seasonal wetland?" As noted elsewhere in the
EIR/EIS, the Cullinan Ranch was consiuerud to be relatively well
drained in comparison to other tarmlaitds in the area. What por-
tion of the ranch, it any, can be considered a seasonal wetland
and on what basis?

Page 68 (Last Paragraph) - The proposed project, including Alter-qi natives B and C, would not be responsible for initiating the impact
identified in the EIR/EIS of eliminating the potential for salt
marsh restoration. Under the Cullinan Ranch Boundary and Exchange
Agreement, the property was declared to be "uplands" and "no
longer in fact tidelands or submerged lands and therefore freed
from the public trust for such purposes." The value of the pro-
perty for salt marsh and other wildlife habitat was reviewed In
detail at the time of the Agreement and such interests in the
property were relinguished in exchange for public access and the
dc,.d to Coon Island, a property deemed to be of "equal or greater
value" than the Cullinan Ranch. For such consideration, the
property owner maintained the option to "develop and improve said
uplands" in accordance with the Boundary and Exchange Agreement.

Under the Boundary and Exchange Agreement, the State Lands Commission
acted as the successor in interest for all State agencies having
jurisdiction and administrative powers on behalf of the State of -

California. Subsequent actions by agencies of the State, whether
in regard to the Basic Wetlands Protection Policy or San Francisco
Bay Management Guidelines, must respect the interests and pro-
visions set forth under the Boundary and Exchange Agreement. For
example, denial of the proposed project to further the continuation
of the existing agricultural use or to restore the property to a
salt marsh so as to conform with the San Francisco Bay Management.
Guidelines, would be in violation of the Boundary and Exchange
Agreement.

... 3 Page 68 (Last Paragraph) - In response to the last sentence of this
paragraph, the proposed project will result in restored fish and
wildlife habitat including tidal marsh, mudflats and water areas
which are of greater wildlife value than the existing grain fields.

. .' Page 70 (Paragraph Four) - There is ample storage capacity (70 to
• 80 years) to consider a phased restoration program for all or a

sizeable portion of the site and the interim use of the site as
wildlife habitat before dredge disposal operations begin. More
detailed studies are needed to develop a comprehensive and com-
patible plan for both maintenance dredge disposal and wildlife
habitat restoration. Such plans could be provided for review and

- approval by appropriate permitting agencies prior to the issuance
of grading permits for the disposal site.
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Page 73 (First Paragraph) - The plant species, soft bird's beak,
was not observed on on the property but rather adjacent to the
property along th--levee bank facing Dutchman Slough.

. 'L Page 74- Mitigation Alternatives - It is not clear as to the pur-
" pose or intent of the EIR/EIS presenting mitigation alternatives.

Are such mitigation alternatives intended to substitute for the
other mitigation measures first listed above in the EIR/EIS?
Regardless, the impact and mitigation alternatives identified under
the above heading on Page 74 of the EIR/EIS are not applicable to
the proposed project. The proposed project is not responsible for
eliminating the potential to restore the site to a productive salt
marsh habitat. Such decision and action has already been taken in
regards to the property under the Cullinan Ranch Boundary and
Exchange Agreement. (Refer to earlier comments).

The agricultural grain field habitat will be replaced with other
4wildlife habitats of greater wildlife value, including tidal marsh,

mudflats, shrub/levee habitat and water areas. The proposed pro-
ject will thus produce a net beneficial impact in terms of wild-
life habitat and relative wildlife value. No mitigation measures
are required for beneficial impacts.

415t Page 84 - State Route (S.R.) 37 - Officials at CALTRANS, District 10,3 have indicated that State Route 37 west of the Napa River would
likely be removed from its existing freeway status, but would re-
quire highway improvements to expand it to a four-lane conventional
facility.

* inca Page 87 and 88 - The capacity values for the Level of Service (LOS)
.chosen tor the EIR/EIS are extremely low compared to similar studies

utilized by the County of Solano and State Department of Transpor-
tation. Also, the lane capacity figures utilized for the peak
hourly analyses in the EIR/EIS are extremely low compared to actual
field observations by Basmaciyan-Darnell, Inc., and the City of
Vallejo. (See additional comments ir the attached letter ofHerman Basmaciyan, Basmaciyan-Darnell, Inc., June 21, 1983.

* -Page 97 (Paragraph One) - The first sentence in this paragraph uses
i .two extreme conditions (i.e., single family residential uses & a noise

level of Ldn 70dB) to exaggerate possible future noise conditions
in relation to vehicular traffic along State Route 37. Only a

" . limited number of single family units fall within such noise levels
as demonstrated by Exhibit 111-9 of the EIR/EIS. The EIR/EIS
never quantifies how many units would be exposed to any of the
predicted noise levels. Also, no account is ever made of the amount
of attentuation that would be provided by other units or structures
nearest State Route 37. Similarly, the noise levels in regards

.. to aircraft flyovers are related to limited, extreme probable
noise exposures, without regard for differences in time or frequency
of occurence. The whole site area is assumed to be equally subject
to noise exposure from jet aircraft. Regardless, the Ldn 60dB
level predicted for jet aircraft noise is but Ldn 3dB over City

365
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standards, a difference in noise levels which would be near un-
detectable to the human ear.

The entire noise analysis simply identifies limited, extreme condi-
tions without proper or adequate information to quantify or qualify
the actual number of residences that may be affected.

Page 97 (Paragraph Two) - In the second sentence, the EIR/EIS states,

that "Calculations indicate that traffic noise levels inside the two -

elementary schools, even with the windows open, would not exceed
50dBA regardless of where the buildings are placed on the proposed
site." However, under mitigation measures (Page 99, Par. 8), the
EIR/EIS recommends, that "In order to avoid noise impacts due to
traffic on the schools, the developer should move the school away
from Route 37, provide interior ventilation, or stipulate that the
schools should be only one story in height..." Why is such miti-
gation being recommended if no significant negative impact was
identified?

Page 98 (First Paragraph) - The noise impacts under Alternative B
are not identical to those described under Alternative A. More
residential units would be concentrated in the area of State Route
37 under Alternative B leading to greater potential noise problems.
Both single family and multi-family residential uses are required
to meet the same minimum noise standards as set forth by the City
of Vallejo.

jg w Page 98 (Third Paragraph) - A noise level of ldBA is undetectible4 - and also untrue. What of the predicted increases in aircraft fly-
overs and major vehicular traffic along State Route 37 which would
occur even without the proposed project?

4 Page 98 - Mitigation Measures - In regard to the first suggested
measure the EIR/EIS provides no quantifiable data or analyses with
regard to potential noise from truck traffic along State Route 37.
Providing an 11 to 12 foot-high noise barrier along the property
frontage to screen the height of truck exhaust stacks is wholly
an extreme measure without sufficient supportive data or analysis.
From numerous studies conducted in regards to vehicular traffic,
the major source of noise (excepting start and stop operations)
comes from wheels in contact with street surface materials.

Page 98 and 99 - Mitigation Alternatives - The measures suggested
in regards to jet aircraft overflights, again, assume that the en-
tire project area would be exposed to unacceptable noise levels
without sufficient, quantifiable data to support such conclusion.
Indeed, in the next to last paragraph on Page 99, the EIR/EIS has
recommended that a more detailed and accurate study be made to
determine possible impacts related to potential aircraft noise
exposure.
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Each mitigation alternative should indicate the probable noise

reduction, individually and cumulatively, to help understand
whether one or more mitigation measures would be necessary. These
again, should be related to the specific land uses and actual
units affected by any adverse noise levels.

t4LIV Page 126 - Setting - Economic/Fiscal - Alternatives A and B are
not "comparable" as stated in the EIR/EIS if meaning comparatively
equal. The extremely large number of medium density or multiple

*-Q \' family units in relation to single family units under Alternative
B is a distinct, major difference between Alternatives A and B.
Alternative B, because of the large number of multiple family units,
is impracticle from a marketing standpoint and would result in
greatly reduced revenues to the City and other public agencies
compared to Alternative A.

Several errors have been made throughout the economic/fiscal
analysis of the EIR/EIS because the consultants involved in the
preparation of the EIR/EIS made certain erroneous assumptions in
regard to the predicted value of the various housing units, the
value of certain unsecured property and the value of boats as
affecting the tax base and potential amounts of revenue generated
by the project. This entire section of the EIR/EIS is now being

' reanalyzed and rewritten by the EIR/EIS consultants to reflect more
accurate information and assumptions in regards to the proposed
project. Generally, the revised economic/fiscal analysis will re-I flect a net increase in public revenues vs. public costs, parti-
cularly during the early phases of development.

4 1 Page 148 - Soils and Agriculture - Again, the 6.7 percent figure
is misleading. The Cullinan Ranch and other hay producing farms

.U throughout the North Bay Area supply only about 47,000 tons or
25 percent of the hay utilized by the dairies of the area. Some
157,000 tons or over 75 percent of the amount of hay consummed by
the North Bay dairies is shipped in from outside the area. Nearly
all hay moved in from outside the area is higher value alfalfa which
cannot be grown on the Cullinan Ranch or other bayland farms due
to poor soil conditions. The loss of lower value oat hay from the

,- . Cullinan Ranch, being only about 3,000 tons or 1.5 percent of the
total hay used by the North Bay dairy industries, would have no
significant impact on such industries.

41 Page 148 - Vegetation and Wildlife - Alternative A would have a
net beneticial impact, replacing the existing agricultural grain
fields with tidal marsh, mudflats and water areas which are of
greater wildlife value. Possible restoration of the property for

-: salt marsh habitat has been studied previously and action taken to
a" A, acquire Coon Islands a property deemed to have equal or greater
* t value than the Cullinan Ranch.

7-

-..- Page 148 - Vegetation and Wildlife (Paragtaph Two) - The proposed
project will have a net beneticial impact in relation to potential
marsh restoration. The project will serve to increase the total

* ' water area and shoreline connected to the Bay and provide increased
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public access in keeping with the San Francisco Bay Area Plan.

h Page 148 - Traffic - The predicted Level of Service (LOS) along
State Route 37 is based on extremely low traffic capacities as
chosen for the EIR/EIS. Similar studies utilizing acceptable
standards by the County of Solano and State Department of Trans-
portation yield a more moderate and acceptable Level of Service.

Page 149 - Soils and Agriculture - See comments related to Soils
q1I and Agriculture abovc. The decrease in oat hay production at

Cullinan Ranch will have little or no impact on long-term producti-
vity related to the forage and dairy industries of the North Bay
Area. The major suppliers of hay in the Sacramento and San Joaquin
Valleys would easily absorb any increases in demand because of the
loss in hay production at Cullinan Ranch.

Page 151 - Growth Inducing Impacts - Immediate lands surrounding
TVthe project area are designated for wetlands preservation by the

Bay Area Plan and consequently, would not be subject to development
without a major reversal in State policy through the State Legisla-
ture.

36.
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BENEFICIAL IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED
CULLINAN RANCH DEVELOPMENT

~71
1. THE PROPOSED PROJECT WILL PROVIDE INCREASED HOUSING OPPORT-

UNITIES FOR LOCAL AND REGIONAL BAY AREA RESIDENTS.

(a) Some 3000 single family residences and 1500 multiple
family residences will be added to the area over a
20 year period.

(b) The residences will be of moderate to higher price
value - with an average sales price of approximately
$145,000 and $215,000.

2. THE PROPOSED PROJECT WILL PROVIDE INCREASED RECREATIONAL
BOATING OPPORTUNITIES FOR LOCAL AND REGIONAL BAY AREA
RESIDENTS.

(a) Two marina facilities are proposed - one containing
some 500 berthing spaces and another some 200 berthing
spaces. Both will contain sufficient space to permit
expansion to some 500 additional spaces.

(b) Along with the marinas, the project will contain some
* - 420 acres of water area, including a large marina

channel of some 300 to 400 feet wide and three and
a half miles long.

(c) The size and configuration of the main channel area
has been designed to maximize sailing opportunities
within the boundaries of the property.

(d) The project is also unique to the north Bay Area in
that it offers open deep water access to the nearby
Napa River and San Francisco Bay region.

3. THE PROJECT WILL PROVIDE ALL NECESSARY SCHOOL AND PARK FACILITIES
TO THE BENEFIT OF EXISTING AND FUTURE RESIDENTS.

(a) The amount of parks and recreation facilities is greater
than the amount required by the City and Park District.

(b) The City and Park District standards require some 50
acres of park space, while the proposed plin offers

% some 90 acres.

(c) The project includes two elementary schools and one
junior high school to serve the projected school age
population. No existing facilities will be impacted
by the addition of students from the project.
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4. THE PROPOSED PROJECT WILL RESULT IN INCREASED WILDLIFE HABITAT
- OF MODERATE TO HIGH WILDLIFE VALUE.

(a) The proposed plan will provide some 960 acres of ii'proved
wildlife habitat, including tidal marsh, mudflats and
water areas which are of greater wildlife value than the

*.*~ ~;existing agricultural grain fields.

-~(b) The existing high value wildlife habitats of Dutchman
and South Sloughs will be preserved and enhanced by

N widening and planting of the levee in these areas.

(c) The improved levee and adjacent boat channel will serve
to provide a minimum 600 to 1400 foot-wide buffer between
the residential neighborhoods and existing wetlands to
the north.

* * ~ 5. THE PROJECT WILL SERVE TO INCREASE THE TOTAL WATER AREA AND
SHORELINE CONNECTED TO THE BAY AND PROVIDE INCREASED PUBLIC
ACCJESS IN KEEPING WITH THE BAY AREA PLAN.

(a) The proposed plan offers a large variety and amount of
open space, including both land and water areas which
comprise over one-half of the total property (823 of
the total 1493 acres).

(b) Public access to such open space, including open water-3 areas, boating facilities, natural wildlife habitats,
parks and bicycle and pedestrian trails, will be pro-
vided as part of the proposed plan.

(c) The bicycle/pedestrian trail system alone will span a
distance of some 13 miles and provide direct access

to approximately 104I miles of shoreline. The total
shoreline to be added by the project is 17 miles.

6. THE PROPOSED PROJECT WILL SERVE TO PROTECT AND ENHANCE THE
EXISTING WATER QUALITY OF THE AREA.

(a) The project will result in enhanced tidal flows and
flushing action within the adjoining sloughs and

~ ~. Napa River for improved water quality.

*(b) During construction, each phase of development will be
separated from various water areas by a series of
coffer dams and the excavation work all performed min
the dry" to maintain water quality.

*~ (c) Near the middle of the construction period, tidal gates
* will be installed and permit tidal flows from the ad-

joining sloughs to enter the project area so as to
maintain desireable water quality.

(d) The project will also provide a 90 acre site for the
disposal of maintenance dredge materials. This site
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could remain in operation for some 80 years before any

dredge materials would have to be transported off-site.

7. THE PROPOSED PROJECT OFFERS A UNIQUE MARINA ORIENTED COMMUNITY
WITHIN THE VALLEJO AREA OF A QUALITY AND DESIGN WHICH WILL ADD
TO THE POSITIVE IMAGE OF THE CITY.

S.-(a) The specific plan for the project offers extensive
architectural, landscaping and other design standards

* to insure a high quality development.

(b) The design standards are all subject to approval of the
City, and will be incorporated as part of the CC & R's
and/or zoning regulations for the property (refer to
Pages 56 through 77 of the Cullinan Ranch Specific Plan).

8. THE PROPOSED PROJECT WILL RESULT IN NET PUBLIC REVENUES OVER
PUBLIC COSTS TO THE BENEFIT OF EXISTING AND FUTURE RESIDENTS.

(a) The project when fully developed will create a surplus
cash flow to the City of some $2.1 to $3.6 million a
year.

* -(b) Solano County is expected to receive increased revenues
of almost $3.6 million a year against increased costs
of slightly over $0.6 million a year.-

(c) Combined, net revenues to the city and County could
total between $5.0 and $7.5 million a year.

9. THES PROPOSED PROJECT WILL PAY ALL COSTS FOR INSTALLATION,
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF REQUIRED STREET IMPROVEMENTS,
UTILITIES AND SEWAGE TREATMENT FACILITIES.

(a) All major capital expenditures for the improvement of
utilities, roadways, trail systems, public parks, etc.
will be born by the developer and future residents of
the project.

(b) All on-going costs for the operation and maintenance of
%% such facilities will be paid for by the residents of

the project.

(c) As indicated above, the project is anticipated to
generate significantly higher annual revenues than
annual costs to the benefit of public agencies and
existing residents of the City.

10. THE PROPOSED PROJECT WILL SERVE TO PROVIDE ADDED EMPLOYMENT AND
JOB OPPORTUNITIES FOR.THE BUILDING TRADE AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
THROUGHOUT THE REGION.

(a) The first phase of construction, involving some 300 re-
sidential units, will support an average of over 500
additional jobs per year. Of that amount, an estimated
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360 jobs per year would occur within the local Solano
County area.

(b) Over the full 20 years of project development, residential
construction would support an average of 2250 additional
jobs per year, with an average of some 1590 jobs being
supported during the peak years of construction. Of the
total average of 1250 jobs per year, an estimated 900

- - jobs per year would occur within the local Solano County

area.

(c) Added to the above figures which relate residential con-
struction only, would be additional jobs created as a
result of the many public works, construction of the

*marinas and other boating facilities, and construction of
the various commercial facilities as designated by the

-: proposed plan.

11. THE PROJECT WILL GENERALLY ASSIST IN THE UPGRADING AND DEVE-.
LOPHENT OF THE GUADALCANAL VILLAGE PROPERTY FOR USE AS A
SPECIALITY COMMERCIAL COMPLEX OR INDUSTRIAL CENTER.

(a) Development of the marina and the residential uses as
proposed by the Specific Plan wrill provide a supportive
market for either a specialty commercial complex or
industrial center on the neighboring property owned by

the City.

(b) The provision of utilities and street improvements may
be carried out in such a way as to facilitate the deve-

* lopment of the Guadalcanal Village area.

12. THE PROPOSED PROJECT WILL LEND SUPPORT FOR LOCAL REDEVELOPMENT
EFFORTS OF THE CITY AND LONG-TERM INCREASES IN RETAIL SALES
AND INDUSTRIAL GROWTH IN THE AREA.

(a) The future residents of the project will supply addi-
tional demands and revenues for both public and private

- activities within the City.

(b) The quality of housing envisioned by the project will
also lend support for existing industry and would L~end
to attract additional high quality industries to the
area.

A ~ 13. THE PROJECT WILL ASSIST IN PROVIDING NECESSARY STREET AND
HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENTS AND HELP ALLEVIATE EXISTING AND PROJECTED

ZJ TRAFFIC PROBLEMS THROUGHOUT THE AREA.

(a) Traffic on Highway 37 (Sears Point Road) is continuing
'4 to increase along with related problems of traffic con-

gestion particularly at the easterly approach to Sacramento
Street and between Sacramento Street and Enterprise Street.
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(b) Such traffic congestion exists at the present time and
will continue to pose problems in the future regardless
of whether or not the proposed project is developed.

(c) The project as such will add to the traffic volumes
along Highway 37, however as part of the project,
Highway 37 will be widened to a minimum of four lanes
to improve present and future conditions.

(d) The project will also assist in providing various im-
provements to other local streets, in particular, such
streets as Wilson Avenue, Sacramento Street and Redwood
Street (between Sacramento Street and Route 29).
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APPLICANTS LETTER

. -422. The comment points out public benefits of the proposed project. A description of

the benefits expressed in the comment is attached as Appendix IV.A.

423. Neither the State CEQA guidelines nor the Corps of Engineers NEPA regulationsU

require that an EIR/EIS include a developer's economic feasibility study. Although

-. developer's economic feasibility analysis for developer's proposed project has been

prepared there is no requirement that the lead agencies prepare such a study for other

alternatives.

However, the Economics and Fiscal section of the Final EIR/EIS does discuss the

-.- .. economic impact of all alternatives on the City of Vallejo.

423a. See response to comment 423.

424. See response 422.

. 425. Page 38, paragraph 7, of the Final EIR/EIS deals with the impacts of construction

phasing on residence times within t' - agoon. Without tide gates residence times are as

high as 12 days for Phases 1, 2 a: i one-half of Phase 3. For the completed project

residence times are almost twice as long. It is not clear that the use of tide gates would

. .effectively alter the early construction phase residence times (see RMA/Krone reports of

February 1982 and August 1983).

426. While it is true that the bulk of the alfalfa hay used by North Bay dairies is imported
7, 7 from the Central Valley (and from as far as Nevada and Utah at times), the North Bay

counties not only supply oat hay to local dairies but are net exporters of oat hay to other

regions. In 1982 Marin County produced 31,000 tons of oat hay, grain and silage; Sonoma,

Napa and Solano Counties produced 64,000 tons of oat hay, 12,000 tons of grass, 68,000

tons of alfalfa, and 58,700 tons of oat silage. See also response to comment 442.

427. References to the lost potential of marsh restoration have been removed from the

S.impact section of the Final EIR/EIS. This discussion is contained in Section VI,

Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitments of Resources which would be involvd if the

Proposed Action Should be Implemented. Both CEQA and NEPA require impacts to be
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measured against the existing environmental setting, not against an alternative use of the

property (i.e., a restored marsh).

The comment notes that the State has relinquished its interests in the property by virtue

of a Boundary and Exchange Agreement executed in 1974 in which it deeded Coon Island

to the State as mitigation for the right to develop the land. The agreement is attached as

Appendix iV.F.

In order for the Cullinan Ranch to be restored to wetland, a state or federal agency or

other group would have to specifically purchase the land from its current owners.

Although that is a legal possibility, to date no such offer has been made and none is

expected in the forseeable future. Thus, the Final EIR/EIS should not imply that but for

the proposed project, restoration to wetlands would occur.

428. The Land Use Map following page 37 in the Cullinan Ranch Specific Plan does show

that the Neighborhood Commercial area would be buffered from adjacent residential uses

to the north and west by a pedestrian-bicycle trail and a landscape buffer respectively.

However, the plan does not indicate any such buffer between the Neighborhood Commer-

cial area and the residential area adjacent on the east side.

429. The capacities cited for various roadway segments are generally consistent with

values established through national research (Highway Capacity Manual - Special Report

No. 87, Highway Research Board, 1965). While these values may be considered

conservative, they are reasonable approximations for the purpose of the Final EIR/EIS

analysis. The uise of daily traffic capacities provides an appropriate overall assessment ot"

traffic flow conditions. It is however, recognized that peak hot flows represent the

actual constraint on traffic capacity. The use of daily volumes assumes a percentage of

this volume (typically 10%) would occur during the peak hour with the peak holr volume

split with a slightly higher portion occurring in the peak direction (typically assuruled is a

60%/40% directional split). The use of a different daily capacity would thereforc hnt be

particularly significant since assumptions on peak hour conditions would govern int, utual

roadway capacity.

As an example, the 1979 Solano County Transporl:ition Plan lists "pracio; d,
capacity and "maximum" daily eapacity. The prietical value assumes servioc

condition, only during the a.m. and p.m. ore-hour peak periods. The ,,

assumes level E during extended periods of the day.
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It is acknowledged that the capacity values identified for Routes 37 and 29 may be

conservatively low. However, in light of the proposed Route 37 freeway project

II (discussed in response to comment 10), these highways would operate satisfactorily and

. .the capacity values cited in the Final EIR/EIS would not be a limitation on the ultimate

capability of the roadways.

430. Please see revised Section 111.1. of the Final EIR/EIS.

" 431. Please refer to responses 123 and 42.

432. There is no requirement under CEQA of NEPA to discuss the applicant's economic

feasibility of each alternative.

433. The text has been changed to reflect the comment (page 13).
-44 T

434. The text has been changed to reflect the comment (page 13).
-.

nt,
435. The text has been changed to reflect the comment (page 22).

436. The text has been changed to reflect this comment (page 25).

' 437. The text has been changed to reflect this comment (page 25).

438. Comment noted.

=.. 439. Comment noted. Tides in excess of +6.1 feet MLLW occur about 180 times per year

with highest tides generally in the range of +7.0 to +7.5 feet MLLW. The word "normal"

has been deleted from paragraph 2, page 33 of the Final EIR/EIS.

440. As noted on page 48 of the Final EIR/EIS, the existing drainage system is designed to
Wi control surface runoff at Cullinan Ranch. While this does not lower the groundwater table

in the drained areas, it does reduce the amount of standing surface water. When

S-. .undrained, surface water eventually would percolate into the soil and raise the water

table, which is already very close to the ground surface.

•.' %7
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441. The second sentence of the sixth paragraph of the Final EIR/EIS has been amended

to read: "The short haul and the limitations of the soil which restrict the crop to oat hay, -

silage and grain together make dairy feed production an appropriate agricultural use for

the site." The two statements about hauling costs in the Final BIR/EIS are not

contradictory. Hauling costs are an increasingly significant economic factor constraining

the profitability of forage production. At the same time, North Bay forage producers

enjoy some competitive advantage over Central Valley producers in the North Bay dairy
market. Based on conversations with North Bay dairymen and agricultural advisors,

current hauling costs are approximately $10-20 higher from the San Joaquin Valley than

from local producers, and this differential would increase with rising fuel costs.

442. The statement that Sonoma and Marin counties only produce 47,000 tons of hay per

year while dairies consume 204,000 tons is misleading both in quantity cited and in failing
to distinguish between oat hay and alfalfa hay. Oat hay and alfalfa hay play different

roles in dairy nutrition, and while the region is a net importer of alfalfa hay it is a net
exporter of oat hay.

The 204,000 ton hay requirement cited was derived by the cornmentor in "The Economic

Feasibility of the Cullinan Ranch" prepared for the developer. It is based on 51,00 dairy
cows consuming 4 tons per year apiece. This number does not distinguish between oat hay

and alfalfa. Alfalfa, which is high protein content, has been the nutritional mainstay for 2
lactating cows. The rising costs of alfalfa have brought about changes in dairy practices

in the North Bay, with dairies turning to oat hay and other local forages as a larger part

of the diet for lactating cows and the major feed for dry cows and heifers. Different

ranchers purchase a different mix of feeds, taking into account relative costs and

nutritional value. Sonoma County Agricultural advisor Rick Bennet estimates that with

good management milk cows could be fed an annual average of 2.25 tons alfalfa and 2.25

tons oat hay plus green chop, grain and pasture. Dry cows and heifers, which constitute

about half the herd, could be fed on 2.4 tons of local forage a year. Based on the 51,000

head estimate regional alfalfa hay requirements might be:

Milk Cows: 25,500 x 2.25=57,400 tons each of alfalfa &oat hay
Dry Cows & Heifers: 25,500 x 2.40=61,200 tons oat hay

Total Alfalfa = 57,400 tons, most imported from outside region

Total Oat Hay = 118,600 tons, mostly local
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In fact, at present, the alfalfa consumption is probably higher and the oat hay
* consumption somewhat lower; precise figures are not available. But it appears that local

dairies and growers are responding to alfalfa prices by increasing local forage consump-
tion. Another response to rising alfalfa costs has been increasing use of oat silage to

replace alfalfa; one dairy has successfully substituted oat silage completely for alfalfa.

S443. Comment noted. The main differences between the analyses are due to the

assumptions used about land costs and equipment purchases.

444. Comment noted. The DEIR/EIS does not equate the Cullinan Ranch with a hobby

farm, but points out that while the ranch may not be feasible operation alone, it appears
to have a history as a viable agricultural unit operated as one of several economic

activities for a family.

445. The key point Is that the site is currently under lease, and that the farmer finds it

worthwhile to invest labor and capital in it. The analyses which found the ranch
uneconomic assume that the farmer would have to purchase rather than lease it, and that

i the operation would always be oat hay. If agriculture were the highest use allowed on the

land (i.e. as in the No Project Alternative) then the purchase or lease price would

presumably reflect the potential value of the land as agricultural land, possibly lowering
land costs as agricultural Input. Alternative assumptions about cropping, i.e. the

poesbility of silage production or double-cropping with sewage effluent, could also
produce a more favorable return or agricultural use, but are not feasible.

.446. See responses to comments 21, 426, 441, and 442.

447. See response to eomment 21.

S 448. See responses 21, 426, 441 and 442.

449. Please serespmp e 123.

450. Comment noted. The results of Harvey & Stanley Associates (1983) avian sampling

sarveys have been summarized In the Vegetation and Wildlife section of the Final EIR/EIS.
The fact that European starlings, red-winged blackbirds, Brewer's blackbirds, savannah

S sparrows, western meadowlarks, horned larks, rock doves, and house finches made up over
88 percent of all birds observed in the fields has been included in the summary.

.I3'79
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451. According to the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) (1979), "Wetlands are lands

transitional between terrestrial and aquatic systems where the water table is usually at or
near the surface or the land is covered by shallow water." For purposes of this

classification, wetlands must have one or more of the following three attributes: 1) at
least periodically, the land supports predominantly hydrophytes (plants typically found in

wet habitats); 2) the substrate is predominantly undrained hydric soil; and/or 3) the A

substrate is saturated with water or covered by shallow water at some time during the
growing season of each year. An area is considered a wetland according to the FWS .

definition if it meets one of the above criteria.

The Cullinan Ranch site has been mapped by the National Wetlands Inventory (U. S. Fish

and Wildlife Service n.d.) as a "palustrine farmed wetland". Such a designation means that

the soil surface has been mechanically or physically altered for production of crops, but

hydrophytes will become reestablished if farming is discontinued (FWS 1979). If pumping

were discontinued, the Cullinan Ranch would probably have seasonal ponding similar to u.
the surrounding agricultural lands. If farming were discontinued, and extensive areas

were flooded for significant periods of time, hydrophytes probably would become -,

i' reestablished.

. Palustrine farmed wetlands do not have water regine, water chemistry, or soil modifiers

(e.g., tidal, nontidal, salinity, pH) as are given to other classifications of wetlands by the

FWS (1979). The "farmed" category is considered a special modifier since the area has

been altered by man's activities (i.e., diking and farming).

In the Draft EIR/EIS, the term "seasonal wetland" was not used as a term defined by law

or regulation. The connotation was used to indicate that many diked agricultural fields in
the Bay area experience ponding during the wet months of the year (i.e., winter). The

time of year that water is present coincides with the time of year that large

concentrations of waterfowl and shorebirds are present.

452. See response to comment 427.

453. The proposed tidal marsh, mudflats, and open water habitats will only be of greater

value to wildlife than the existing grain fields if appropriate mitigation measures are

incorporated into the specific plan. These include: 1) planting a broad band of natural

vegetation around the development peninsulas; 2) restricting landowners from planting to

oIle
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the water's edge or building retaining walls within the natural vegetation zone; 3) creating

a large intertidal area; 4) extending the areas of tidal marsh; 5) producing healthy

vegetation cover along the levees to provide refuge for species using the open water
habitats and tidal marsh; 6) instituting an ongoing water quality monitoring program and

correcting any water quality problems; 7) dredging on a limited basis so as to minimize
adverse impacts on benthic infauna; and 8) restricting human activities in the tidal marsh, 

mudflats habitats, and smaller sloughs. Please see response tu comments 197, 300 and 404

for further discussion of whether the proposed project will result in habitats that are of

higher value to wildlife than the existing fields.

454. Comment noted.

455. According to Harvey & Stanley Associates (1983), soft bird's beak was observed in
1982 along South Slough, near its junction with Dutchman Slough. The population,
consist'i of approximately 50 individuals, was located at the upper edge of marsh on the

6 northern or slough side of the levee (Duke pers. comm.). This northern side of the levee is

subject to tidal action and is covered with typical brackish marsh vegetation.

The Cullinan Ranch property extends down to the ordinary high water mark along the

northern side of the levee adjoining Dutchman and South Sloughs (Harvey & Stanley

Associates 1983). Since the marsh designates the normal high water mark, the population
of soft bird's beak is on the boundary between the Cullinan Ranch property and State

Lands property. This area would have to be surveyed to determine legally whose property I-

supports the soft bird's beak.

456. These mitigations have been deleted because they are proposed to mitigate loss of
4 marsh restoration potential. The project will not result in the loss of marshland, but will

only foreclose restoration to marshland. As such, no mitigations for loss of marshland are

neecessary. See response to comment 427.

To the extent that the existing agricultural operations serve as wildlife habitat,

mitigations would be appropriate.

g457. Comment noted. See response to comment 453.

S 458. See response 10.
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4. fe resons 42L

469. fltme no site plan specifying unit boations Is available it was not possible to

determin how many units would be exposed to various traffic noise levels. Nevertheless,

It appears that some units would be exposed to excessive noise levels. Mltigtion wold

be required In these cases. Clearly, a detailed study would be reired i the &OW"

development phase to determine the number of units exposd to levels 0 esem Of t

city's standards and, in the ease of multi-family dwellilngs, the state stne

461. The statement refers to the junior igh asoli wd the Pbml Ui/EU has bem

42. Again, besed an the layouts available, the mmber of units exposed to a given level

of nobe was not disoernable. However, under either Alternative A or under Alternative B

or Alternative R, housnt units would, without mitigation, be exposed to noise levels In

exess of the eity's goal for exterior noise levels in residential and potentially in exeses of

the state standard for acceptable noise levels in new multi-family housing units. Neither

of these agencies has a threshold limitation based on the number of units exposed.

463. The 1 dBA projected Increase in noise levels under the no-project alternative

Includes changes in traffic and aircraft activity over time. If there were no increases,

there would be a change of 0 dBA.

464. Based on noise measurements this height of noise barrier would be required because

of the high (approximately 10%) percentage of diesel trucks. While it is true that a

significant amount of acoustic energy generated by automobiles comes from the tire/road

interface, the majority of noise from diesel trucks is generated distances significantly

above the pavement leveL The higher the percentage of diesel trucks, the more

important this influence is. The proposed barrier would reduce noise levels outside of the

%.

MI
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40M g b-famly Mod muhi-family homes to a level at at below so LAP of UP 41L
@M Q easeed Me matmum .esepab for oiter rmr leveb in noes-tool

00 MM 1110 0111111111" m We 891111111b. Per *samplo~i. the OW4glo-fam il, residentooal
PWt" Of OW POPSt SM be prellooted by MM ol"" between the hofmes and the
hOMV -%M 1000wap ~e(mwOM have be No Wqh to rellee noise levels to or below san
Lda of 4 iS and meu have to be emruwtod molt that there were no cracks or gage.
7116 Waud, hover, leave the eementary nsbo ite, Junior high sehool mite and the
mu4a1fm ily hMe iten expsed to high outdeor nois levels. T1hese areas could bej ~Presete by ite plamin (I.a., keeping the buildings between usable outdoor spaces ane
dle re"e.

~~ 46S. Comment noted. Please see revised Section flLL of the Final ERRfM

466. The eonomle/flseal analysis has been revised.

W 46?. Ofe respomses to comments 21, 421, 441 and 442.

46". Comment noted. See response to oomment 453. Although some of the existing gr'ain
flelib would be replaced with tida marsh, mudtlats, and open water habitats that, byL themselves, may have beneficial impacts to some wildlife species, Alternative A would
Introduace 4,500 dwelling units and 1,700 new boats into an area that currently receives

minimal human ue. Thle potential adverse impacts for disturbances to wildlife are great
and must be considered when dimoumsing "net beneficeial Impact" of the new habitats. T1he
new habitats Ahould only be counted as benefits to wildlife if marsh-, mudflat-, aid open
water-emaciated wildlife species readily tue them. Wildlife habitat is of little value if
human activities prevent Its use by wildlife.

469. Although the proposed project would serme to Increas the total water area and
itaeline connected to the Bay, the value of the habitats to wildlife depend on their
ability to make ue of the habitats (see resonse to comment 453).
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BASMACIYAN-DARNELL, INC.

ENGINEERING AND PLANNINC
Transportation. Traffich unicipal Transt

I 4262 Campus Drive. Suite B-I Newport Beach, California 92660 (714) 549-994(

June 21, 1983

W.R. Williams and Associates, Inc.
2130 Main Street
Suite 230
Huntington Beach, CA 92648

Attention: Mr. Carl Neuhausen

SSubject: EIR/EIS for Cullinan Ranch

Dear Carl:

Enclosed are our comments on the EIR/EIS for Cullinan Ranch.
We had previously submitted comments on the preliminary version.

pWe note that the Draft EIR/EIS was responsive to some of the
previous comments and not to a number of others. The enclosed
list incorporates some of the previous comments, where approp-
riate.

Please contact me if I can answer any questions or provide
further details.

Sincerely,

pBASMACIYAN-DARNELL, INC.

.., -Herman Basmaciyan, P.E.

HB/ss

enclosure
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COMMENTS ABOUT THE CULLINAN RANCH EIR/EIS
ITEMS PERTAINING TO TRAFFIC

A. The traffic volumes and the levels of service presented
in the EIR/EIS are worst case conditions. They repre-
sent worst case conditions because:

1 1. The trip generation rates used are high compared
to figures available from Caltrans, as stated in
the EIR/EIS. In fact, subsequent to the comple-
tion of our study in August 1982, Caltrans pre-
pared traffic estimates using a computer model pro-
cedure. These estimates are in fact substantially
lower than the numbers in our report and those in
the EIR/EIS.

404 2. Potential trip r duction attributable to Trans-
portation System Management (TSM) measures is not
taken into consideration.

4q 3. The traffic estimates assume that in addition to
Cullinan Ranch, Guadalcanal Village and the so-
called South Parcel (or the North Housing Area)
would also be developed. To our knowledge there
are no specific development proposals for Guadal-
canal Village and the North Housing Area at this
time. The impacts of future traffic to/from
Cullinan Ranch only (excluding Cuadalcanal Village
and the North Housing Area) would be less than
those presented in the EIR/EIS.

4. Based on our experience, the capacity values used
p. in the EIR/EIS for the various levels of service

and the various facility types are generally too
low. In the case of six-lane arterials, the ca-
pacity value is even less than used by Solano
County and Caltrans in the Solano County Trans-
portation Plan. In accordanbe with the Solano
County Transportation Plan the practical capacity
(Level of Service E) for a six-lane arterial is
50,000 vehicles per day (vpd). The EIR/EIS uses
a capacity of 45,000 vpd for Level of Service E.
Of course, the levels of service based on this low
capacity value tends to overstate the potential
future traffic congestion problems.

5. Also, the lane capacity figures used in the peak
hourly analyses at intersections are too low com-
pared to actual field observations by us and by
others. Lane volumes in the order of 1700 vehicles
per hour of green have been counted routinely. The
figure used in the EIR/EIS is 1500 vehicles per

hour per lane for Level of Service E. Actual field
observations in many instances have indicated that
the hourly lane capacity of a turning lane is very
close to, perhaps equal to, the capacity of a
through lane.
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, .; Incidentally, the peak hourly intersection analyses.-

contained in our report were based on the Critical
Movement Analysis (CMA), a procedure Caltrans sug-
gested that we use. In the CMA technique, there is
no assumption of a lane capacity, as implied in the
EIR/EIS. In the CMA, critical movements are summed
and compared to a pre-established table to determine
Level of Service.

B. The EIR/EIS presents information which indicates clearly
95that traffic volumes in the future will be high in with-

out the proposed development of Cullinan Ranch. n fact,
the EIR/EIS points out that, in the case of Rou 37 along
the frontage of Cullinan Ranch, the Level of Se, ice with-
out rullinan Ranch would be E. The proposed de opment

V would bring about the opportunity to make impro .&T ts
V along Route 37 so that the Level of Service is i _oved

to D even with the proposed development. This is a bene-
ficial impact from a traffic standpoint.

The EIR/EIS fails to state that the amount of traffic to/
from Cullinan Ranch would be a small percentage (eight per-
cent or less) of the total future traffic on Route 37 east
of Route 29. Between Sacramento Street and Route 29, traf-
fic to/from Cullina-Ranch would constitute 14 percent of
the total future traffic. Impacts in terms of percentage
would be higher further west. Accordingly, the EIR/EIS
should state that on Route 37 the impacts of traffic to/
from Cullinan Ranch would be greatest in the vicinity of
the proposed development and would be small at points
further away.

. C. In our opinion, the portion of Route 37 between Walnut and
Wilson Avenues (which includes the Napa River Bridge) should
be classified as a four-lane freeway because it has grade-
separated interchanges at both ends. For Level of Service C
the four-lane freeway capacity would be 64,000 vpd per Table
111-7 of the EIR/EIS. Operating conditions in the future
would be Level of Service C, since the total future traffic
would be 62,300 vpd, or less than Level of Service C capacity.

D. The EIR/EIS states that the Level of Service E capacity for
the portion of Route 37 between Fairgrounds Drive and 1-80
is 60,000 vpd. This value of 60,000 vpd does not coincide
with any of the figures presented in Table III-7 of the EIR/
EIS. Therefore, we are unable to determine what the EIR/EIS
assumes as the classification for this facility. In our
opinion, this portion of Route 37 might be classified as
freeway, in which case the capacity would be greater, and the
future Level of Service would be C and not F as stated in the
EIR/EIS.
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E. In out opinion the capacity for Route 29 north of Rolate
U1 37 is understated substantially. The EIR/EIS states that

Route 29 at this location is classified as a four-lane
arterial and that under existing conditions the Level of
Service on Route 29 north of Route 37 is F. To our know-
ledge, operating conditions on Route 29 at that location
are generally satisfactory and would certainly not be
characterized by Level of Service F. In fact, Caltrans
indicates that Route 29 should be classified as a four-
lane expressway rather than a four-lane arterial. The
practical capacity of a four-lane expressway, Level of
Service E, is 40,000 vpd. Thus, in the future, Route 29
would be expected to operate at Level of Service E or
better, rather than at Level of Service F as indicated
in the EIR/EIS.

Another point is that traffic to/from Cullinan Ranch on
Route 29 would be 1,600 vpd or approximately four percent
of the total future traffic on this facility. Thus,
operating conditions on Route 29 would be affected very
little, if at all, by the proposed development at Cullinan
Ranch. The EIR/EIS fails to make this point.

4S F. The EIR/EIS fails to state clearly that the traffic impacts
4V43 of Alternative B (reduced level of de%21opment) are identical

to those of Alternative A (the proposeu development), since
the Level of Service on all roadway segments would be the
same for either alternative.

14tti G. The EIR/EIS fails to state clearly that the traffic impacts
of Alternative A (the proposed development) are substantially
less than those of Alternative C (General Plan Alternative),
since the Level of Service on many roadway segments would be
better with Alternative A than with Alternative C.

H. The EIR/EIS fails to state that traffic on Route 37 to/from
Cullinan Ranch during peak periods would be peaking in the
opposite direction of the peak traffic to/from Mare Island.
Thus, during the afternoon peak, congestion on Route 37 near
Sacramento Street is in the eastbound direction because of
heavy outbound traffic from Mare Island. Because Cullinan
Ranch would be a residential area, in the afternoon peak hour,
traffic would be primarily inbound to Cullinan Ranch. On
Route 37 near Sacramento Street, Cullinan Ranch traffic would
be peaked westbound, or in the opposite direction of Mare
Island traffic.

I. In conjunction with the intersections of Route 37 with the
westerly and easterly Cullinan Ranch access roads, we would
like to make the following comments:

-t

1. The EIR/EIS states that Level of Service D would be
achieved with the proposed mitigation measures.
Because lane capacities should be higher than those
used in the EIR/EIS, we believe that the Level of
Service with the mitigation measures would be in

3q8
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2" fact C. Nevertheless, as stated in the EIR/EIS,
Level of Service D is considered acceptable by
many governmental jurisdictions.

4 2. The mitigation measures proposed are identical to
those contained in our report, except that at the
westerly access point, two left turn lanes on
Route 37 are proposed rather than one.

J. On page 94 of the EIR/EIS under "Mitigation", what is the
relationship between curved streets on Cullinan Ranch and
safety at Napa County Airport?

q.5
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473. See response 429.

474. On page 94, the Final EIR/EIS discusses various Transportation System Management

(TSM) measures which could reduce project traffic, particularly during peak hours.

Although it would be tenuous to predict the specific effects of individual TSM elements it

is possible that a comprehensive TSM program could reduce vehicle trips by about 10%.

As indicated in the Final EIR/EIS such a reduction would generally improve a roadway's

operation by about one full service level (a roadway operating at service level E would be

improved to D).

475. It is acknowledged that Cullinan Ranch by itself would account for about 77% of the

total daily "project" traffic and 80-83% of the peak h,"- project traffic.

476. See response 429.

477. It is acknowledged that the intersection capacity analysis contained in the Final

EIR/EIS (page 87) yields relatively poor service level conditions. If for example, *ie

intersection of Route 37/Westerly Access were analyzed using a national methodology
_.4 (Interim Materials on Highway Capacity - Circular 212, Transportation Research Board,

* January 1980), the year 2005 p.m. peak hour condition with mitigation would be D (see

Intersection Capacity Analysis following response 488), not E as shown in the Draft

:'4- EIR/EIS. Similar improvement would be noted for the various service levels listed in

Table 111-5, page 87 of the Final EIR/EIS. Also, see response to comment 429.
.'

478. See responses 10 and 477.

479. See responses 10 and 429.

480. East of Fairgrounds Drive, State Route 37 is essentially a six-lane expressway. Near

1-80, Route 37 would have capacity comparable to a freeway approaching Fairgrounds

Drive, the Route 37 capacity would be similar to that experienced by a six-lane arterial

street. Although it is tenuous to select a single capacity for this segment, the 60,000

figure is a reasonable (although perhaps conservatively low) estimate.

390 7
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481. See responses 10 and 429.

... ~ P482. It is recognized that project traffic would represent a relatively small percentage of
the total traffic on Route 29 (and other roadways beyond the immediate project area).

483. The Final EIR/EIS (page 92 and Table 111-9, page 93) outline the relative effects of
project alternatives.

% %

484. See response 483.

485. Comment noted. Also, see response 10.

486. See response 477.

487. Comment noted.

488. In an airport approach pattern, long straight streets could be mistaken for airport

runways during night landings. To reduce this potential, the Final EIR/EIS land use

section recommends curved streets (to the extent possible) and specific street lighting

design.
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INTERSECTION CAPACITY ANALYSIS
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June 17, 1983

_- 11539,003.01

W. R. Williams, Inc.
2130 Main Street
Suite 230
Huntington Beach, CA 92648

Attention: Mr. Walden R. Williams

Gentlemen:

Geotechnical Engineering Comments
Cullinan Ranch EIR/EIS

This letter presents our comments regarding Section E, Geology and Seis-
micity (pages 52 through 61) of the revised Draft Environmental Impact
Report/Environmental Impact Statement (EIR/EIS) prepared ov Torrey and
Torrey for the Cullinan Ranch Project. We previously reviewed an earlier
draft of this report and provided specific geotechnical comments in our

4/t letter dated March 31, 1983. Some of those comments were incorporated into
the final draft while others were not.

The main geotechnical concerns raised by the Draft EIR/EIS can be cate-
gorized into four basic areas as follows:

- suitability of bay mud and peat for fill
settlement from consolidation of soft bay mud

- stability of excavated slopes in mud
- liquefaction during ground shaking

The main point we wish to emphasize is that all of these concerns have been
previously addressed in our Preliminary Soil Investigation Report dated

tq November 13, 1981, and that good engineering design and construction proce-
dures are available to mitigate these geotechnical concerns for the Cullinan
Ranch Project. These proven mitigation measures have been successfully used
in other similar developments around the San Francisco Bay margins. A more
specific discussion of each of the areas of concern are presented in the
following paragraphs.

I.'

RECEIVED J UN 2 0 1983

Engineers 7655 Redwood Blvd Teoeorone Alaska Hawaii Texas

Geologiss & PO Box 578 415 892-0821 California Illinois Washington
Geophysicists Novato. CA 94948 393 Teex 340523 Colorado Nevada Saudi Arabia
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Bay mud and peat
The EIRAEIS indicates that much of the upper part of the bay mud contains

peat, and estimates approximately 22 percent. It should be understood that
this is the EIR consultants' interpretation of the boring logs in our
report. Based on our exploration of the site, the peat indicated within the
upper bay mud is contained within a matrix of silt rather than in thick con-
tinuous layers of 100 percent peat. Typically, the peat occurs in isolated
discontinuous pockets. Therefore, when excavated, this material can oe
easily mixed with other soils to provide a suitaoLe compacted fii1. It
larger zones witrh high peat content are encountered during excavation, tney
will obviously have to be well mixed with other soii or disposed of outside
the building areas; we anticipate that condition will be the exception
rather than the rule.

Excavated bay mud has been successfully used as compacted fill, even with
peat, provided it is dried to a suitable moisture content. As a construc-
tion expediency, we usually recommend a cap of select fill to provide a bet-
ter working surface but this is not always necessary. The amount of consol-
idation and post-construction settlement resuiting from oay muc fill wiii
depend on the amount of drying and aegree of comoaction soecified. Within
the limits of good engineering and construction, trcis additional consoiioa-
tion will be insignificant compared to the consolidation of tne unoeriying
natural bay mud. The potential small magnitude of differential settlement
within a building area resulting from either fill consolidation or the
remaining isolated zones of peat is easily mitigated with proper founaation
design.

Settlement
S Settlements resulting from consolidation of natural bay mud, fill and peat

are predictable within normal foundation design tolerances. Differential
settlements resulting from variations in bay mud thickness will be gradual
over relatively large distances; this will also be predictable with a
limited number of additional test borings within specific development
areas. These total and differential settlement determinations will then be
used in designing surface drainage and underground utilities. As mentioned
above, differential settlement will be negligible over the relatively small
area of a typical residential structure, and will be mitigated with good
foundation design.

SI2M stability
1 Stability of channel slopes excavated through the soft mud has been evalu-

ated for both static and dynamic (earthquake) conditions as summarized in
our soil investigation report. The recommended slopes and building setbacks
being used for current project planning are feasible and have been success-
fully used in other similar developments around San Francisco Bay. Addi-
tional slope stability studies will be necessary only where modifications

394 9
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L.. Kare required by special circumstances. We have also determined the tech-
nical feasibility of other mitigations such as sheetpile bulkheads, benched
slopes, and pier foundations if reduced slopes or building setbacks are
required.

witn respect to channel slope stability, the most critical period is during
excavation. The factor of safety against slope failures increases signif-
icantly after tne channels are filled with water, and as the soft soils con-
tinue to consolidate and gain strength. Therefore, the stability of channel
slopes will De even greater oy the time the ouildings are occupied.

Liquefaction
We concur with the EIR/EIS conclusion that liquefaction is not an impact on
the Cullinan Ranch site. The property is almost entirely underlain by
clayey silt which is not subject to liquefaction.

In summary, all the geotechnical concerns for tne Cullinan Ranch Project can
be adequately mitigated with good engineering design and proper construction
procedures. Tne feasibility of these mitigation measures nas oeen proven ov
their successful use in simiiar marina orojects around the San Francisco day
Area.

Yours very truly,

HARDING LPWSON ASSOCIATES

Dennis H. Furby
* Civil Engineer - 24480

OHF/RMS/eb

'2 copies submitted
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LETTER I HARDING LAWSON ASSOCIATES

489. Technical information included in the geotechnical consultants comments on the

Administrative Draft and Draft EIR/EIS has been used in the preparation of the Final

EIR/EIS. Those comments are cited in the footnotes for this Comments and Responses

document. EIP has independently and objectively reviewed this technincal information.

490. Plru.r 14-.n.Pni 39 and the Geotechnical Appendix (IV.J).

491. Comment noted. I? %i~Upplied in *t

preparation of the Final EIR/EIS.

492. Please see response 491.

493. Please see response 491.
* . 9=,

494a. Please see response 491.
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ALFRED GO6AR LAATES INC. CI

.1W.,1%3

Mr. W. R. Williams
W. R. WILLIAMS & ASSOCIATES
P. 0. Box 268
Huntington Beach, CA 92648

Subject: Cullinan Ranch EIR Fiscal Impact Projections

Dear Walden:r According to our notes, the basic differences in the assumtions we
' used to project the fiscal imact of the Cullinan Ranch and those used

by Angus McDonald related to the following elements:

1. The price of housing that will be sold at the Ranch.

2. Unsecured taxable values in relationship to the secured values
expected to result from the development of the Ranch.

3. Slow growth in revenues predicated on property taxes, increases In
which are inhibited by provisions of Proposition 13 that limit
increase in assessed value to 2.0 percent a year. Angus McDonald
concludes that City costs will rise by 6.0 percent a year, while
this element in the revenues projection will rise by only 2.0
percent a year in most years unless there is a sale.

4. Our estimate of market value of $90,000 a boat for the boats
moored at the Cullinan Ranch slips was believed to be too high.

5. There was some ambiguity about our alternative concepts of the

City revenue potential of a hotel.

6. The share of increased property taxes derivative of the Cullinan
Ranch's development that is applicable to the City is still a
matter under negotiation. We used a 28.0 percent share based on
discussions with City officials. Other percentage shares are now
being negotiated.

7. There was some ambiguity about the treatment of taxable retail
sales for the shopping centers to be developed at the Cullinan
Ranch.

Most of the ambiguities have been resolved. The current status of each
of the elements is as follows:

207 South Bros eoulevmd. Ures. Califomia 92621 ITelephone (714) 529-9411
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Mr. W. R. Williams
Cullinan Ranch EIR Fiscal Impact Projections
Page 2

1. We have provided Angus McDonald with a market research study which
documents our assumptions of the absorption rate and price range
of housing to be developed on the Ranch - in 1982 prices. We have
also supplied recent multiple listing book information for
waterfront and water-oriented units throughout the Bay Area to
lend perspective regarding market values for this type of
residential property.

2. We assumed that because of the broad based nature of development
planned for the Cullinan Ranch, the ratio of taxable unsecured
property at the development relative to the value of the secured

.21 property in the development would be the same as the average for
the City of Vallejo or approximately 5.2 percent. The EIR
consultant felt that there would be no unsecured taxable property
added to the City's tax base as a result of the Cullinan Ranch's
development. In order to resolve this conflict of assumptions,
Alfred Gobar Associates, Inc., collected data on a parcel-by-
parcel basis for five analogous areas in Orange County - two
portions of the Balboa Peninsula, Balboa Island and the
surrounding area, the Back Bay Newport, the Lido Island and
Downtown Newport Beach area. The primary purpose was to establish
a relationship between taxable values associated with secured
property, unsecured property, and boats as distinct from other

.4 unsecured property for these analogous areas. The results of this
survey indicate that there is unsecured taxable value associated
with mixed-use, water-oriented developments of this type, but that
it is a lower percentage of the value of secured property than was
projected in the preliminary report of the fiscal impact of the
Cullinan Ranch. These results are summarized in a separate memo
attached.

3. The projections in the preliminary fiscal impact report assumed no
j allowance for inflation nor any increase in the tax base

associated with the 2.0 percent per year increase in tax base -

allowable under Proposition 13. We also assumed no inflation of
City cost. The EIR consultants assumed a 6.0 percent per year
inflation in City costs and a 2.0 percent per year increase in the
tax base related to property taxes with the result that the
purchasing power of the property tax element in terms of its
ability to support City services would degrade over time. The net
effect of these assumptions was a degradation and purchasing power
at a rate of about 2.13 percent per year for the residential
elements and a degradation in real purchasing power of about 3.753
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Mr. W. R. Williams
CullnanRanch EIR Fiscal Impact Projections

Page 3

p percent a year for commnercial and light industrial tax base
elements. As a result, the overall property tax purchasing power

* was assumed to decrease by an average of 2.21 percent per year.
Using essentially the same assumptions and allowing for a stepped-

*..* up tax base in the residential sector every five years as a result
of resales, Alfred Gobar Associates, Inc., projects a degradation
in City revenue from property tax collection from the residential
component relative to the cost of providing City services of 0.752
percent per year. Our calculations are provided also in a
separate memo.

4. The preliminary fiscal impact analysis projected an average

taxable value per boat for vessels maintained at the Marina
_ elements of the Cullinan Ranch development of $90,000 per boat on

the assumption that the weighted average length of boats moored at
the slips would be 32.6 feet. Data supplied by management at Glen
Cove Marina and at Martinez Marina indicated values of about
$2,500 per lineal foot for vessels of 30 feet or less and $3,000
per lineal foot for vessels over 30 feet in length. The EIR
consultants used an estimated tax value per vessel of $15,000. In
order to resolve these ambiguities, Alfred Gobar Associates, Inc.,

~' researched the tax bills for 36,000 boats in Orange County,
identifying those boats that are located in each of the tax areas
described above as being analogous to the type of development
planned for the Cullinan Ranch - several areas in the Balboa-
Newport area. The results of this analysis indicate that the tax
base represented by boats is approximately equivalent to $24,464
per boat. There was an average of approximately 0.4 boats per tax
parcel in the areas in Orange County surveyed. The taxable value
of boats in the five areas in the Newport-Balboa area was
equivalent to 5.48 percent of the value of secured property in the
tax areas. Since the preliminary fiscal impact projections

'4 assumed that the taxable value of boats would be equivalent to
16.23 percent of the taxable value of secured property in the
Cullinan Ranch, the projections of revenue from taxes on boats
included in the preliminary fiscal impact report should be reduced
by approximately two-thirds. The taxable value in the preliminary
fiscal impact study, therefore, associated with boats should be
reduced from $153 million to approximately $52 million, a
reduction of $100 million in the tax base from the levels
projected in our preliminary fiscal impact report.
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5. There was some disagreement about the tax revenue contribution
that could be derived from a hotel to be developed on the Cullinan
Ranch. These disagreements were resolved on the basis of a
conference between Alfred Gobar Associates, Inc. personnel and the
EIR consultants sustaining the values used in the preliminary .

fiscal impact study.

6. The allocation of property tax to be derived from the Cullinan
Ranch's development between the City of Vallejo and other taxing
agencies is a matter of interagency negotiation and will
eventually be defined when the negotiations are completed.

7. On the basis of conversations between Alfred Gobar Associates,
Inc. personnel and the EIR consultants, the ambiguity relating to
the level of taxable retail sales per square foot of retail
development projected for the Cullinan Ranch has been resolved
with the result that the estimates provided in the preliminary
fiscal impact report represent an acceptable and valid estimate.

In summnary, therefore, the revenue potentials related to secured
property have essentially been resolved generally in favor of the
assumptions used in the preliminary fiscal impact study. Estimates of
unsecured value as a percentage of total secured taxable value have
been reduced from 5.2 percent to approximately 2.1 percent, a reduction
of 60.0 percent in this element in the anticipated tax base that will o
result from the Cullinan Ranch's development. The treatment of tax base7
values relative to inflation is an unresolvable element in that
calculations are dependent on the assumptions used with regard to
projected inflation, the rate of residential resale activity on the
Cullinan Ranch, and the likelihood that the 2.0 percent per year
assessment limitation implied by Proposition 13 will be sustained into
the future. The taxable value represented by boats to be berthed at
the slips in the Cullinan Ranch should be reduced by two-thirds as
indicated above, and the unsecured property values should also be
reduced as noted. All of the other conflicts with the exception of the
allocation of property tax as between the City and other taxing
Jurisdictions have been resolved, most in favor of the original
estimates provided in the preliminary fiscal impact projections. The
net effect is a reduction in the tax base estimate by $130 million or
11.3 percent from the levels projected in the preliminary fiscal impact
report.
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If you have any questions concerning our evaluation of these factors,

please feel free to call me.

Very truly yours,

ALFRED GOBAR ASSOCIATES, INC.

4 A. J. Gobar
President

'. AJG/jlb
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ALFRED GOBAR ASSOCIATES, INC.

June 20, 1983 .

Mr. Angus McDonald
MC DONALD & ASSOCIATES
2150 Shattuck, Suite 930
Berkeley, CA

Subject: Unsecured Property Tax Base Elements for the Cullinan Ranch.

Dear Angus:

Pursuant to our discussion in your offices of a few days ago, we
collected tax bills for five study areas in Orange County with
development patterns similar to those anticipated for the Cullinan
Ranch. The specific areas for which parcel-by-parcel data were
collected are identified as Map Book Numbers 423, 050, 440, 047, and

*048. These are the Lido Island and Lido Island Gateway area in Newport
Beach, Balboa Island and the Bay Front areas adjacent to Balboa Island,
the Back Bay portion of Newport Beach, the Upper Balboa Peninsula, and
the Lower Balboa Peninsula. We also pulled tax bills for 36,000 boats -,
in Orange County and traced. them back to the tax areas used for

* "analogies.

A tabulation of secured and unsecured tax base value for these five

areas is provided in the attached Exhibit.

The Cullinan Ranch proposal will include 1,700 boat slips and 4,500
dwelling units - a ratio of boats to dwelling units of 0.38 boat slips
per dwelling unit. The number of boats per parcel for the five areas
investigated is 0.41 boats per parcel - reasonably close to the
projected ratio of slips per dwelling unit in the Cullinan Ranch
development plan, but probably less than the number of boats in the
Cullinan Ranch when allowance is made for boats that will be kept at
the Cullinan Ranch site but not moored at the 1,700 slips.

As shown in Exhibit I, the aggregate value of unsecured taxable .,
property and boats in the five tax areas used as an analog is
equivalent to 7.59 percent of the secured values.

Using the Cullinan Ranch housing price estimates provided previously
and the estimated taxable value of nonresidential development forecast
for the Cu11inan Ranch produces a total estimate of secured tax base
values for the Cullinan Ranch at buildout of $942,900,000. Multiplying
this figure by 1.0759 suggests a total tax base value for the Cullinan
Ranch in 1982 prices of $1,014,466,110, 11.39 percent less than our

%- 207 South Brea Boulevard. Bm. California 926211 Telephone (714) 529-9411Ii: 402
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previous estimate of the tax base. That estimate embodied a higher
level of taxable value from unsecured property and boats than is
justified by the data in Exhibit I. This suggests, therefore, that the
City's revenue potential related to property tax assessments will be
11.4 percent less than would have resulted had the tax base values
projected in our preliminary fiscal impact report been used as the
assumed value for the projections.

We believe that the estimated value for boats predicated on the data in.
Exhibit I is low. This is primarily because the assessor's data did
not differentiate between boats berthed in slips and all boats located
in the Map Book Areas studied. As a result, dinghys and other small
boats were included in the averages. If a similar adjustment were to
be made to project the number of boats to be included in the Cullinan

N.J Ranch tax base, the total number of boats would be more than 1,700.
The 1,700 figure relates to the number of slips, which are presumably
associated with larger and more expensive boats than the average boat
in the area which, as noted above, includes dinghys, trailer boats,
etc.

For example, while the average tax value per boat for the five areas
studied was $24,463.87, the average tax value per boat in area 47
(Upper Balboa Peninsula) was $35,185 a boat. Applying this figure to
the 1,700 slips planned for the Cullinan Ranch marina facilities would
produce a tax base estimate of almost $60 million from boats. Adding a
factor for boats on the Cullinan Ranch, but not berthed at one of the
1,700 slips would further raise the value of the boat element in the
tax base potential of the Cullinan Ranch.

I hope we both live long enough -at least 20 years -to see which set
of values came closest to being consistent with reality.

Best wishes.

'~1 Very truly yours,

L9 ALFRED GOBAR ASSOCIATES, INC.

A. J. Gobar
President

AJG/jlb
Enclosure

cc: W. R. Williams
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ALFRED GOBAR ASSOCIATES, INC.

June 20, 1983

Mr. Angus McDonald
MC DONALD & ASSOCIATES
2150 Shattuck Avenue, Suite 930
Berkeley, CA 94704

Subject: Degradation and Tax Base Values Assumed for Cullinan Ranch
Development

Dear Angus:

My interpretation of the data in your Table 111-19 is that you took the
initial value of the tax base implied by the residential development
potential at the Cullinan Ranch and allowed it to increase as
constrained by the provisions of Proposition 13. Concurrently, you took
the initial value of the tax base and allowed it to increase at a 6.0
percent per year compounding rate to identify the increases in taxable
value that would be necessary to match the increases in City costs.
Therefore, by Year 10, since the taxable value did not grow as fast as
the cost of City government, the residential tax base value was 80.65
percent as great as it was initially in terms of its power to support
the purchase of City services.

Because the nonresidential components would have fewer resales, the
degradation in purchasing power implicit in the 2.0 percent per year
limit on increase as assessment (not offset by resales to establish a
new tax base value) was greater than for the residential sector. In ten
years the tax base was only 68.07 percent of the initial value when
adjusted for the degradation in purchasing power under the assumptions
used above.

We disagree with this assumption feeling that it penalizes the project's
tax base unnecessarily. Under the assumption that inflation will be 6.0
percent a year, dwelling units sold subsequent to the first year would

6sell at increasingly higher p-ices. Also the resales, when they
eventually occur, would also be at higher prices. The effect of this
would be to dilute the degradation in purchasing power implicit in the
legally constrained growth of the tax base, resulting in a much smaller
difference between the income flow from the property tax elements in the
Cullinan Ranch and the implied cost of City services.

Our assumption is that the housing units developed and sold in Year 1
would have a value of unity. The increment of development sold in Year
2 would be valued at 1.06 unity, etc. As a result, the units sold in

j'a

p, 207 South Sm Boulevard. ema, Califona 92621 ITelephone 714) 529-411
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ALFRED OAR ASSOCIATES, INC.

Mr. Angus McDonald -

June 20, 1983
Page 2

Year 10 would have a market value of 1.6895 unity. The increments soldj
in Year 6 would have a market value of 1.3382 unity. We further assumedn
that the tax base of the units sold in the first year would increase at
2.0 percent a year compounding until the fifth year when they sold,
establishing a new (resale) tax base value for them in Year 6 of 1.3382j
x unity.
On these assumptions, the average tax value of units in place in Year 10
would be 1.56669 unity, as indicated on the attached printout. The
target valge to match the increase in the cost of City services would be
1 x (1.06) = 1.6895. By our calculations, therefore, the available

-~ property tax base in Year 10 would be equivalent to 92.74 percent of the
target necessary to match the increase in City costs. This is a
significant improvement over the 80.65 percent ratio of tax base to City
costs in constant dollars implied by the assumptions you used.
The attached printout summarizes our reasoning with regard to the change
in tax base value over time, resulting in a much higher level of
efficiency of the Cullinan Ranch's residential sector in achieving an
increase in tax base value.

4 As a result, instead of showing a degradation in purchasing power of
2.13 percent per year, we show a degradation in purchasing power of only
about a third that amount or approximately 0.75 percent per year.

If I misinterpreted your technique or if you have any questions about
the assumptions we used, please feel free to call me.

Very truly yours,

AFED GOBAR ASSOCIATES, INC.

A. J. Gobar
President L

AJG/bj r

Encl.

cc: Mr. Walden Williams
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ALFRED GOBAR ASSOCIATES, INC.

July 1, 1983

Mr. jadnWlim
2130 Main Street, Suite 230 r
P.O. Box 268
Huntington Beach, CA 92648

Subject: Fiscal Impact Implications for Cullinan Ranch -Phased

Development

Dear Walden:

We combined the plethera of assumptions that now abound with regard to
the fiscal impact of the Cullinan Ranch to project a phased analysis of
the fiscal impact of the Cullinan Ranch on the City of Vallejo.

Key assumptions that we feel are probably unduly conservative, but
nonetheless should be investigated, are as follows:

1. We reduced the ad valorem tax base subject to property taxes by
11.39 percent for the reasons described in our memo of June 20,
1983, to Angus McDonald.'

2. After reviewing Mr. McDonald's calculations of erosion in the
purchasing power of the property tax base due to the influences of
Proposition 13 and the effect of inflation, we came to the
conclusion (as described in another memo also dated June 20th) that
his assumptions decreased the property tax base more than was
realistic in terms of its purchasing power for City services. Our
calculations show a much smaller degradation in purchasing power.
Angus' interpretation of the degradation in purchasing power of the
tax base implied by all taxable value, including boats, etc., was
at a rate of 2.08 percent per year. Our calculations indicated
that degradation in purchasing power in the key tax base element-
residential - was considerably less than his estimates for
residential property. We found a degradation rate of about 0.75
percent per year versus his estimate of 2.13 percent per year. To
effect something of a compromise, the projections below allow for
degradation in purchasing power related to the property tax revenue
base of 1.0 percent per year compounding. If inflation in fact
moderates, this represents an extremely conservative estimate.

There is a fairly wide variation in the estimates of the cost of
providing City services. In order to test the fiscal efficiency of the
Cullinan Ranch with regard to the City of Vallejo, under three sets of

RECEIVED JIUL 5 S83
207 South Bra Boulevard, Urea. California 92621 ITelephone (714) 529-9411
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ALFRED GOBAN ASSOCIATES. INC.

Mr. Walden Williams
July 1, 1983

* Page 2

assummptions regarding the cost of providing City services, we compared
the various revenue projections with each of the three. Two of the cost
estimates were predicated on our original report and the third on Angus'
somewhat higher estimate of City costs.

Another element in the calculation of the net fiscal benefit to the City
of Vallejo, which is still unresolved, relates to the share of property
taxes which will flow to the City. At the time we prepared our fiscal
impact analysis, it appeared that the City would receive about 28.0
percent of the incremental tax revenues from the Cullinan Ranch's
development. Negotiations now are in ranges as low as 13.0 percent of
the total increase in tax revenues from the property tax base at the
Cullinan Ranch . The difference is 15/28ths or 53.6 percent. We have,
therefore, prepared estimates of net cash flow to the City with the cash
loss in potential flow represented by a 53.6 percent reduction in the
projected cash flow from property taxes. These comparisons probably
represent a worst case situation.

The other element in the comparisons is projections of City revenue from
non-property tax sources. Generally Angus' estimates of these revenuesI were higher than ours during the first phases - Phases A and B - and
somewhat less than ours for subsequent phases. As a result of the wide
range of variables, the possible combinations of the variables gets
fairly large, making it somewhat difficult to express in a simple manner

10 the fiscal outcome of the various combinations of the available
estimates. Exhibit I, however, represents our best effort to provide as

simple a summary as possible.

Exhibit I shows the base estimate of property tax revenue after
allowance for an 11.4 percent reduction in the tax base described in our
memo of June 20th, and the degradation in the purchasing power of the
property tax base at a degradation rate of 1.0 percent per year
compounding - a compromise between the McDonald estimates and the
revised estimates described in our memo of June 20th. Estimates for
revenues from other sources include the low estimate prepared by Alfred
Gobar Associates, Inc., the high estimate prepared by Alfred Gobar
Associates, Inc., and the estimates derived from an analysis of Angus'
revision of the original fiscal impact study. Estimates of City costs
include the low and high estimates prepared by Alfred Gobar Associates,

V Inc., and the McDonald estimates. The potential reduction in property
taxes - 53.6 percent - relates to uncertainty about the share of
increased property taxes that will eventually flow to the City. The
base calculations are predicated on a 28.0 percent share of the increase
flowing to the City. The "potential reduction" shown reflects reduction

409 3



ALFRED OAR ASSOCIATES. INC.

Mr. Walden Williams
July 1, 1983
Page 3

in total revenues by 53.6 percent of the property tax revenue projection-
the difference between a 13.0 percent share applicable to the City under
some formats of negotiation and the 28.0 percent share used in the base
calculations.

As can be seen, nearly all sets of assumptions produce revenues in
excess of the projected costs even after an allowance for potential
reduction in property taxes associated with the smaller share flowing to
the City. Comparing the net cash flow projections on the basis of a
28.0 percent share to the City with the maximum amount of a reduction
shown in the far right-hand column indicates that in most cases (with
the exception of those identified with an asterisk), cash flow from the
project to the City will exceed the cash expenses.

If you have any questions concerning this, please feel free to call me.

Very truly yours,

ALFRED GOBAR ASSOCIATES, INC.

A A,. Gobar
'S...President

AJG/bj r

Encl.

cc: Mr. Angus McDonald
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~ALFRED GOBAR LETTER
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AGRIDEVELOPMENT COMPANY CONSULTANTS APPRAISERS

3 FLEITWOOD COURT * ORINDA, CALIFORNIA 94583 0 (41 5) 254-0789

May 25, 1983 AGRICULTURE - CHEMICALS - .o.

MARKETING 4k PILAS191LITI STUDIES

IA•CH IS INVSTIGATIONS

LAND USE ECONOMICSS .

. o .

".-, '" Mr. Walden R. Williams
W. R. Williams, Inc.
2130 Main Street, Suite 230
Huntington Beach, CA 92648

'. -Dear Mr. Williams:

Re: Environmental Impact Report, Cullinan Ranch

%4 Pursuant to your request of May 16, 1983, we have reviewed the

subject revised report (EIR/EIS), Section D, Soils and Agriculture, and

" - submit the following comments for your consideration.

"- In Paragraph (Para.) 3, Page 48, small grains and forage crops which

can tolerate salt and acidity grow poorly, producing only 25% to 50% of normal

yields. There are few crops able to survive under these soil conditions.

3 These crops are not suitable because of the adverse effect of the soil on

yields and returns. On productive soils, the average expected yield is in
.J the range of 5 to 7 tons/acre in contrast to 2 tons per acre average realized

by Bill Kiser.

In Paras. 4 and 5, "Drainage", we object to the use of the descrip-

.~ W tion "good surface drainage compared to other agricultural fields in the
:A area." The comparison with other fields in the area is not valid because

the other fields are not classified as suitable for agriculture or have a

very low Class IV or V capability rating, similar to the Cullinan Ranch.

Because of partial reclamation on Cullinan, consisting of a few drain ditches

and pump drainage, there is less surface ponding than in other lands which

are flooded during seasons of heavy rain and high tides. The statement of

"the creation of an extensive and effective system of drain ditches" is

S"misleading because it represents the minimum ditching to allow pump drainage.

%: It would require an analysis by an agricultural engineer to warrant the

description "extensive and effective system". The fact that other so-called

agricultural fields have not been reclaimed shows the marginal economic
'i feasibility of investing in drainage structures and equipment in the Cullinan"'

Ranch area.

415 -
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Page 2, Mr. Williams
May 25, 1983

14'13'Referring to Para. 6, Page 48, "Hauling Distances", the relatively

short hauling distances to local dairies in Manin, Sonoma and Napa Counties

is of minor importance because hay is not perishable and is bought weeks

to months in advance of use. The cost of hay is based upon type, quality

and quantity purchased rather than proximity of production. The transpor-

tation cost is generally equalized between near and far producing points,

resulting in similar delivered prices per ton at the dairy. The claim that

the site is "unique" for dairy feed production is a misuse of the term "unique".

Webster defines unique as follows: (1) single or sole; (2) being without

a like or equal; (3) single in kind or excellence, unequalled. The Cullinan

property does not qualify for any of these definitions of unique with regard

to dairy feed production. What the authors of the report should say is that

salt tolerant hay or forage is the only crop which survives on the Cullinan

Ranch.

With regard to the argument under "Impacts - Soils and Agriculture",

Page 49, that the Cullinan Ranch could be operated successfully by someone ..

who would be dependent upon income from off-farm employment is highly specu-

lative and risky. The Cullinan Ranch does not qualify as a typical "hobby

farm". The U.S. Census of Agriculture statistics quoted reflect the trend

in Solano County toward "hobby farms" which are dependent upon off-farm

income for operation and economic justification. The fact that the Cullinan
Ranch has been leased for 30 years to the Kiser family does not prove that

agricultural operations are currently feasible. In view of the economic

Sanalysis of the enterprise this is not a logical conclusion. The Kiser family

operation is a special situation where they are utilizing farm equipment

from a separate viable enterprise on the Cullinan Ranch with attendant low

charges for interest and depreciation on the machinery investment. If the

L Kiser family did not renew their lease, it would be difficult to find a

suitable new lessee because of the very limited farming opportunities on

the Cullinan Ranch.

The argiuent in Para. 5, Page 49, that the Board of Directors of
the Manin County Farm Bureau opposes the proposed Cullinan Ranch development

is political in nature, lacking study and concern for the technical and

economic feasibility of the enterprise. The statement that the small loss

of hay production from Cullinan would be "devastating" is pure conjecture.[~~j4~4j -. - - -. 416 . . *. .* -



Page 3, Mr. Williams
May 25, 1983

There is no evidence to show that smaller operators depend on locally produced
~ .. hay for feed.

SO-' The argument in Para. 2, Page 50, claiming that "the complete sub-

stitution of hay from outside the region is not a satisfactory alternative

4 V for the dairy industry" ignores the economic realities of land use and values.

The Southern California dairy industry found several years ago that their
pasture and hay land was valuable for higher and more intensive use. They

discontinued growing low income forage and hay crops. As a result, the dairy
industry rapidly changed to "dry-lot" operations where all of the hay and

feed was produced more economically elsewhere (Imperial, Palos Verde and

San Joaquin Valleys) and was transported to the dairies.

According to the California Department of Food and Agriculture,

~. in 1982 approximately 60-65% of the hay constumed by North Bay dairies origi-

nated in the Central Valleys of California and Nevada, shoving a trend toward

the "dry-lot" operation of dairies as in Riverside, Los Angeles and San

Bernardino Counties of Southern California. These have represented for several

years the leading counties for milk production in California and confirm
-, .. the stability of dairy enterprises employing the "dry-lot" mode of operation.

Local or on-farm production of hay is not necessary for successful dairy

operation.
* Referring to "Mitigations - Soil and Agriculture", Page 50, the

- ' authors of the EIR/EIS Report speculated earlier (Page 49) - "of greater

importance is the cumulative loss of dairy hay production from all the hay

Op lands in Marin and Sonoma Counties" - but on Page 50 they fail to project
or speculate on increase in hay production in the future by utilizing low

cost reclaimed waste water and/or placing additional land in hay production.

They obviously do not understand the interaction of the forces of supply,

demand and prices in a freely operating economy. In view of these inconsist-

encies in the report, one is led to believe that the final conclusion-

"Therefore without an increase in local production, the loss of about 6.7

.* * per cent of the hay grown locally must be considered a significant unavoid-
.~ : ~ able adverse impact due to the cumulative adverse effects on local dairies'-

* is biased and highly speculative.
~. 7"
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Page 4, Mr. Williams
May 25, 1983

Please advise if you have any questions or if we may be of further

service.

Very truly yours,

R' hard B. Bae, D.

RBB.ah Prisident
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LETTER #AGRIDEVELOPMENT

495. The third sentence of the third paragraph on page 48 of the Final EIR/EIS has been

amended to read: "Small grain and forage crops which can tolerate salt and acidity are

the only crops able to survive under these soil conditions, and the yields are 25% to 50%

of normal yields for these crops."

496. Both statements criticized by the commentor are substantiated by the aerial surveys

cited in paragraph 5 on page 48 of the EIR/EIS, which compares Cullinan Ranch to other

agriculture properties in the area.

497. Based on conversations with North Bay dairymen and agricultural advisors, current

hauling costs are approximately $10-20 higher from the San Joaquin Valley than from

local producers, and this differential would increase with rising fuel costs. The site is not,

however, unique in this respect, and the second sentence of the sixth paragraph of the

Draft EIR/EIS has been amended to read: "The short haul and the limitations of the soil

• %which restrict the crop to oat hay, silage and grain together make dairy feed production

j an appropriate agricultural use for the site."

498. Comment noted. See response to comment 445.

499. North Bay dairies operating on a dry-lot basis would have a competitive

disadvantage compared to Fresno County dairies, which grow theie own feed or rely on

nearby growers. Currently the differential in feed costs due to hauling is in the range of

$10-20/ton, but this figure could increase with rising energy costs. This disadvantage

could aggravate the decline in North Bay agriculture and spur further urbanization in

itself. The loss of Cullinan Ranch production would not in itself be a major loss of local

forage, but as the commentor notes, its loss would be part of a trend to reduce local

agricultural activities. See also response to comment 21.

! 500. Comment noted.

., 501.a. Comment noted.
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A. DOYLE REE

320-12TH STREET. . .OAVIS, CALIFORNIA 95Sl8 PHONE: OFFICE 1916 ?SZ-1511

HOME 1916) 153-2759

ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY OF THE CULLINAN RANCH
FOR AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION

Summary of Statements Made Before the --

Vallejo City Council, June 7, 1983

The 1,493 acres of the Cullinan Ranch are composed of soil types identified
as Reyes silty clay loam and Reyes silty clay. These are Class IV soils under the
Soil Conservation Service classification system which ranks the best soils as Class
I. Class IV soils are the lowest quality soils which can normally be cultivated.
These particular soils are poorly drained, strongly acid and saline, and have a p
dense clay subsoil which is slowly permeable to water and air and impedes root
growth. These soils can be worked only when dry.

The combination of soil .and climate limit production to non-irrigated grain

* . hay and limited amounts of oat seed. The soils can be worked during the summer
and early fall and the crop planted before fall rains begin. The crops are har-
vested after the soil dries out in the spring.

Growing irrigated summer crops is impossible because the cool summer weather r
severely limits the choice of crops, the soil cannot be worked while moist, and

*, there is no available irrigation water. Water from wells on the property have been
too salty for irrigation.

Drainage is a major problem and a drainage pump must be operated all winter
to keep the water low enough for satisfactory hay production. Energy costs have
averaged about $2,000 per month and increasing.

The property is currently leased to a farmer at Sonoma who operates it along
writh a similar sized ranch at his home site. With this combination of properties,
the operation is large enough to be economically feasible using the good manage-
ment which the leasee is providing. The property is too small to be an economic-

%" oily viable unit as a separate entity. Estimated operating costs are equal to
. r than possible income, it would bc! difficult if noL iffpossible for a ..

"' family to make a satisfactory living on the ranch. No one would be able to buy ). '
the ranch and pay for it from earnings.

4:. Conclusions

"* The agricultural use of the property is limited to grain hay. The property
: . 1iis not an economically viable unit. If land has to be taken out of agricultural

production in order to house our growing population, this is the land to take out
of production.

A. D. Reed .,
• "Agricultural Economist

328 12th Street
Davis, CA 95616

916-753-2759

ADR:cpI420
;. 420

MEBR Ap%9riCan SeCiety of Form Managers and Rui Apisr
MEMBER Californi Society of Farm Managers and Rural Appraisers
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501b. Comment noted; see also responses 442 and 445.
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RAY B. KRONE & ASSOCIATES
SEDIMENTATION *TIDAL HYDRAULICS

VC'

June 5, 1983

Mr. Walden R. Williams
W. R. Williams, Inc.
2130 Main Street, Suite 230

$2 Huntington Beach, CA 92648

Re: Cullinan Ranch Environmental Impact Report/ Statement

Dear Mr. Williams:

I have reviewed the revised copy of Section C, "HYDROLOGY, WATER
QUALITY, AND SEDIMENTATION" of the Draft EIR/EIS sent on May

%1; 19, as you requested.

The Draft appears to be technically accurate excepting the second
- ~paragraph, page 33. As described later in the Draft, the occurrence of

an 11.1 MLLW tide is very unlikely, and any allusion to flooding of the
present Ranch is misleading. The Draft should simply give the present
levee and land elevations and compare them to the high tides that are
described in the following paragraph. It would be helpful to have a
reference to the project elevations described in Section A included at
this point, so that readers will not be unnecessarily disturbed by the high
tides. Possibly a better alternative would be to delete the second
paragraph entirely and to add a sentence to the end of paragraph three
giving project pad, street, and floor elevations for comparison.

The mitigation measures called for in Section C can be provided. Carl
Neuhausen listed those studies that should be started now to meet the
neeus of permitting agencies in a letter requesting a proposal. I will
prepare such a proposal shortly.

Sincerely,

Ray B. Krone

P.O. BOX 694 *DAVIS. CA 95617 *TELEPHONE (916) 753.25551752.1435
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RAY B. KRONE LETTER

501c. Comment noted.
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HARVEY & STANLEY ASSOCIATES INC.C -

Ecological Consultants - I

June 8, 1983

Mr. Walden Williams .i
W. R. Williams, Inc.
2130 Main Street, Suite 230
Huntington Beach, California 91648

,.9 Dear Walden:

Tom and I have reviewed the Draft E.I.R. for Cullinan Ranch.
In the main, our principal concerns, as expressed in the
letter of March 29, have been adjusted appropriately. There
are a few questions and comments temainirg. Taie.e KeItiniig
concerns are outlined below:

a - Page 64, paragraph 3, line 11. "Both the California
Department of Fish and Game (DFG) and the U.S....

To our knowledge, there is no official policy which considers
"diked agricultural fields, in general, to be seasonal
wetlands... Many such areas are indeed seasonal wetlands,
and many have significant value for wintering waterfowl.
However, it is important to relate that the precise
definition of seasonal wetland is unclear. In that the
Cullinan Ranch has a system of drainage canals and pumps
which functioned during this past year in an extremely
efficient manner (in spite of the heavy rains), it is
questionable to attempt to classify the entire ranch as a
useasonal wetland," as this sentence implies.

. - Page 70,paragraph 4, line 7. "It therefore appears
questionable whether the site could be restored to a
productive salt marsh...

Here we are in agreement with the E.I.R. If the site is used
for long-term dredge disposal, its value in terms of marsh
restoration is limited. As we have discussed, once the
extent of marsh restoration is determined, a plan covering
that restoration will need to be devised which takes into
account tidal elevations, erosion, and a variety of other
factors.

- Page 71, paragraph 5, line 9. "This impact could be
significant if the additional..."

Please see our previous discussion. The concerns with
respect to avian mortality should be better delineated and
documented.

RECEIVED JUN i 1 1983

906 Elizabeth Street, Drawer E, Alviso.Cu.95002 (408)263-1814
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Page 73, paragraphs 2 and 3.
Teeparagraphs dealing with the secondary effects on

wildlife outline the dilemma quite well. optimally, in terms
F1 o willifevalue, hunting and access would be restricted

from the levees. However, general access agreements and the
historical hunting in the area may have precedence. Again,
these are issues which will have to be thoroughly addressed
in designing any vegetation restoration/wildlife enhancement
programs for the area.

-Page 74, paragraph 5.

~ As we have repeatedly stated, we would be happy to
5 (0participate in a H.E.P. analysis, and lend our considerable

data base to the analysis should it be deemed appropriate.

Sincerely,

Ronald Duke
A Wildlife Ecologist

-4

RD/me

Harvey & Stanley Associates
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LETTER # HARVEY & STANLEY

502. Comment noted. See response to comment 451.

503. Comment noted.

504. It is not known to which "previous discussion" Harvey and Stanley Associates is

ref erring to in this comment. Additional information regarding heights of bird flights and

avian mortality has been added to the Vegetation and Wildlife section of the Final

EIR/EIS. See response to comments 46 and 288 regarding avian collisions with man-made
structures and potential changes in the patterns of avian movement due to the proposed

project.

505. Comment noted. See comment 291 regarding changes in hunting and fishing access

along Dutchman Slough.

506. Comment noted. See response to comment 300 regarding HEP analyses.
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OBERKAMPER & ASSOCIATES C
CIVIL ENGINEERS. INC.

10 PAUL DRIVE * SAN RAFAEL, CALIF. 94903 * (4IS) 4798662

June 24, 1983
Job No. 126-83

W. R. Williams Inc.
2130 Main Street
Huntington Beach, CA 92648

ATTN: Mr. Carl Neuhausen

" . RE: Draft EIR
Cullinan Ranch

*Dear Carl:

As requested, I have reviewed the Draft EIR and have a few
comments.

1. On Page 57 and Page 41 there is comment about extending
storm drains to the main channel at the ends of the peninsuls.
This would present some significant difficulties because of the
length of these runs and the required hydraulic gradient.

2. On Page S7 and elsewhere, there seems to be concern about
the disposal of dredge spoils. It occurs to me that it may be
possible to use this material in a sanitary land fill operation as
inert cover material.

3. There seems to be considerable emphasis on the Napa air-

port with respect to noise and safety. On Page 2 reference is
% A. made to the FAA giving a permit, however it is not mentioned
% anywhere else and I wonder if that is really the case. On Page

22, it refers to the property as being in the "main approach
pattern". This is only true for instrument approaches. Most
of the air traffic approaches from other directions and does not
affect the Cullinan Ranch. Normal departure routes involve a
450 turn and don't pass over the Cullinan Ranch. I cannot
imagine anyone mistaking multiple rows of street lights for run-
way lights, particularly when the property is more than five
miles from the airport.

4. On Page 13, it talks about dry farming since the late 1800's
and diking in the early 1900's. This does not seem consistent
to me, and could be of some consequence given the 1899 date of
the Corps Section 10 Jurisdiction.

4
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W. R. Williams Inc. June 24, 1983
ATTN: Mr. Carl Neuhausen Job No. 126-83
Draft EIR, Cullinan Ranch Page 2

5. On Page 29, the datum relationship of 0 MLLW = (-3.66)
NGVD Is not consistent with the information I received from
the City, which would make 0 MLLW = (-2.61) NGVD. On
Page 33, this difference is Indicated as being 3.1 feet.

If there are questions regarding any of this or if you need any-
thing further, please let me know.

"'. Very truly yours, :

OBERKAMPER & ASSOCIATES
CIVIL ENGINEERS, INC.

President

LEO:ksh

cc: Paul A. Moote

.R-P
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OBERKAMPER LETTER 
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Vallejo Planning Commission City Vall
July 6, 1983 7:30 P.,1.

MINUTES

1. The meeting was called to order at 7:45 p.m.

2. The Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag was given.

3. ROLL CALL: Present: Palmaffy, McGrogan, Burns, Sessl.er, King,
Thurston and Travers

Absent: None

4. The minutes of the meeting of June 21, 1983 were approved as mailed
by order of the Chair.

5. COMMUNICATIONS:

Chairman Sessler intorduced Ann Merideth as the new Assistant Planning5-o

-. Director, and Mike Palmaffy as the new Planning Commissioner.

Chairman Sessler explained the procedure in which the meeting was going
to be conducted for the evening and explained the cards that were being
handed out were to be filled out by those who wished to speak on tonight's
agenda item, the Draft EIR/EIS for Cullinan Ranch, and by filling out a
card tonight they would be able to speak on the Final EIR/EIS.

6. COMMITTEE REPORTS: None

7. CHAIRMAN'S REPORT: None

8. PLANNING DIRECTOR'S REPORT:

Ms. Merideth read a letter from Business Development and Planning
Director Hal Boex on the Cullinan Ranch EIR/EIS regarding additional
information in the fiscal section and the fact it would be available
for review in the Final EIR/EIS.

9. APPEAL RIGHTS

Under the direction of Chairman Sessler, Section 16.102.020 of the Zoning
Ordinance No. 558 N.C. (2d), pertaining to appellate rights of aggrieved
parties with respect to the Planning Commission decisions, was read to
those present at the meeting. -

The applicant or any party adversely affected by the decision of the
Planning Commission may within ten (10) days after the rendition of the
decision of the Planning Commission appeal in writing to the City Council.
The City Council may affirm, reverse or modify any such decision. The
Council may summarily reject any appeal upon determination that the 6
appellant is not adversely affected by a decision under appeal. We

430
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.%9Vallejo Planning Commission Minutes Page 2

July 6, 1983

NEW BUSINESS

10. PUBLIC HEARING ON THE DRAFT EIR/EIS FOR CULLINA. RANCH.

Commissioner Sessler said the Planning Department has distributed copies
of the EIR to fifteen Federal agencies, ten State agencies, twenty
regional, city and county agencies, including one newspaper, nineteen
local agencies including two newspaper, fourteen different organized
groups, three legislators (one Federal, one State Senator, and one State

- QAssemblyman), and there letters of notification of the existance of
the EIR were sent to forty-six different individuals and organizations.
The EIR is available for review at the John F. Kennedy Library, the
Marin Civic Center Library, the Berkeley Public Library, Napa Public
Library, Army Corps of Engineers Office, Solano Community College
Library and the Vallejo Planning Department.

Arthur L. Braito, 1017 Lewis Avenue, expressed his feelings against theA r project. He was concerned with the loss of wildlife and farmlands.

S A'-" Diane Parsons, 366 San Marcus Drive, Vallejo, said she was not opposedti to the project, her main concern was that there was not a high school
proposed for this area. She said she did not want an impact on the
schools in Vallejo.

A- Henry Watson, 562 Hichborn Street, Vallejo, asked if the Commission had
A..-. received his letter and if so he would not take up any time. ChairmanS Sessler said his letter was received. Mr. Watson made mention of the

settlement of the soils in the area being a historic problem.

Peter Ouborg, 2127 McGee, Berkeley, representing the Sierra Club, said
he was asked by the Sierra Club to examine the soil engineering aspects
of the Draft EIR. Mr. Ouborg said he was an engineer in training. He
discussed the shore line and fill per acre. He also discussed the
second settlement, peat and differential settlement.

"A 5 Doris Sloan, 1327 Josephine Street, Berkeley, representing the Save
San Francisco Bay Association, said she was a geologist and taught
Environmental Science at U.S., Berkeley. Ms. Sloan said there were
two issues in the Draft EIR that concerned her: the effects of ground

- shaking and the potential of liquidfaction at this particular site.
She said the Draft EIR did not address these issues adequately, and
she felt the Draft EIR should not be certified until these points were

- addressed.

4. Susan Smith, 1730-A Jones Street, San Francisco, representing the4 Wetlands Coalition, said she sent her first set of comments on May
e27, 1983 and had brought additional comments. She spoke on the high
cost of housing and the loss of wetlands.

.4 do" Bryan Wilson, P.O. Box 925, Berkeley, representing Save San Francisco
A'?, Bay Association, stated they had already submitted comments. He said

their main concern is that the Draft EIR does not adeuately address
alternative to the proposed project, growth inducing impacts, impacts
to the project on the entire region, marsh restoration on the site and
filling and dredging.
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A-B Jim Pachl, 6064 Monroe, Oakland, representing the Sierra Club, said
hwas anattorney in private practice in Alameda. Mr. Pachl discussed

Vallejo's need for middle income housing and the effect the project
would have on the surrounding environment. He said the cost of future
lawsuits would fall on the City.

'Salem Rice, 433 Lovell Avenue, Mill Valley, said he was a geologist,A"" recently retired from the State of California. Mr. Rice said he did
a great deal of study of bay mud and the history of development on bay
mud. Mr. Rice recommended that Alternatives A, B and C be rejected.

John Winther, 12 El Sereno Road, Orinda, representing the California
Waterfowl Association, said his organization favored the preservation
of marsh habitat. Mr. Winther said he had submitted comments. He felt
the final report should include a study of the potential for increase
salinities and the resultant impact of all wildlife.

All1 Una Baxley, 732 Wilson Avenue, Vallejo, questioned the increase of
I'~~ traffic and how it would effect Wilson Avenue. She opposed the project

because of the traffic impact and environmental problems it would bring.

a ,Z Ralph Lee, Public Works Department, Mare Island, Vallejo, discussed theA-12 water problems and the problems of schools. Commissioner Sessler asked
Mr. Lee if he was the official representative for Mare Island. Mr. Lee
said he was the Environmental Issue Coordinator and the comments that he
has given at the meeting would be what he is going to use to draft
comments along with other people's comments involved with the project
for Mare Island Naval Shipyard.

A~i2 Charles Hubbard, 404 Nebraska Street, Vallejo, representing the Napa-A-13 Sol ano Building Trades, was concerned with the 3,000 jobs this project
will supply the young people who are in the apprenticeship programs and
that need the work.

AJoanne Castro, 114 Coombs Lane, Vallejo, was concerned with the cost to
present residents for the development of this project.

A Barbara Mankes, 425 Gonzaga Avenue, Vallejo, representing the League of
IV ~ Women Voters of Aolano County, said the League did submit a letter, and

she had a few additional comments.

A. ILFrank Ernst, Jr., P.O. Box 3009, Vallejo, spoke on the agricultural
land and the proposed project.

* Frank Ernst III, P.O. Box 3009, Vallejo, felt the primary concerns of
the project were national security, in terms of Mare Island Naval
Base, Highway 37, and allowing the people of Vallejo maximum unit usage.

A~iO Francesca Demgen, 118 Mississippi Street, Vallejo, Biologist, spoke on
~'I~Uthe hydrology section in the Draft EIR and the Water Quality Section.

9". Ms. Demgen discussed her concerns on the tide gate and the fact it would
not be installed until Phase 3 or 6. She also discussed possible water
quality problems.
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O Barbara Slazman, 48 Ardmore Road, Larkspur, representing the Marin
Audubon Society, said her organization mailed a letter with their
comments. Ms. Slazman gave a brief summary of the letter.

.. t) A Anne Marie Shanks, 49 Golden Hind Passage, Corte Madera, representingA, . .the Marin Conservation League, said her organization also submitted a
.." letter and she high-lighted some of their concerns.

Yvonne Barker, 244 American Canyon Road #22, Vallejo, passed on speaking
on the project in the interest of time.

Genevieve Sears, 141 Terrybrook Court, Vallejo, representing the Napa-A.4-. Solano Audubon Society, said she was deeply troubled about the traffic
hazard along Highway 37 because of the impact of converting Cullinan
Ranch into a boating community.. Sears Point Road is one of the most
hazardous in Solano County. Ms. Sears gave a traffic accident report
for the past six years on Sears Point Road.

" "- A. Z Everett Rolff, 407 El Camino Real, Vallejo, said he was concerned with
certain things that had to do with economics. Mr. Rolff gave a brief
summary of his letter which he passed out to the Commission.

a..,, Bob Berman, 250 West "K" Street, Benicia, questioned the City's SphereAYle of Influence extention by LAFCO that covered the Cullinan area. He
asked that a review be done of the letter of June 11, 1982 to the City
of Vallejo from the Solano County Planning Department, and also the
July 9, 1982 letter to the Solano County LAFCO from BCDC. He felt that
each point raised in these letters must be responded to. Mr. Berman
spoke on land fill, noise, sewer capacity, and made specific comments
regarding the economic and fiscal sections of the Draft EIR.

A,25 Carmen Browne, 197 Curtis Drive, Vallejo, said she has been a Vallejo
J1' resident for the past six years, and she had lived in Marin County

previously for six years. She said she opposed the possible construction
of Cullinan Ranch. Ms. Browne discussed the sound barrier which would
be constructed along Highway 37 and felt it would cause changes to the
scenery along the highway.

A.. tJames Reusswig, 406 Skyline Drive, said he submitted a card to reserve
", the right to apeak on the Final EIR and that most of his comments weregiven already.

"i4 James Gray, 731 Napa Street, Vallejo, Registered Civil Engineer, had no
s g vested interest in the project other than he had some knowledge of

difficulties and complexity of the project discussed in the Draft EIR.
He said he submitted his comments to the Commission, and his primary
point is that this project is a complicated and expensive project to
build and maintain. The main comment he wanted to bring out is the
settlement analyses are inadequate due to the lack of data on peat
compressability. One other consideration he requested for the Final
EIR in the Soils Section is the foundation requirements for the three
schools that are proposed for this development.
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Vallejo Planning Commission Minutes Page 5
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A.,1 Richard Lemke, 602 Georgia Street, Vallejo, resented the attitude of

people coming in from other communities voicing their objections on the 4

proposed project.

,7 Robin Leong, 336 Benson Avenue, Vallejo, discussed problems with our
present utilities. Mr. Leong was also concerned with the traffic
problems the project could cause.

4,3o Bob Dunn, 241 Georgia Street, Vallejo, representing the Vallejo Chamber
of Commerce, said the Chamber of Commerce does support the proposed
development. Their reason for support of this type of development deals
with the fact that they believe Vallejo presently has an imbalance in
the type of housing proposed and that will appeal to prospective residents
of this community. He made mention of Mare Island being built on the
same type of fill land.

J.2g Bill Dendas, 806 Brookwood Avenue, Vallejo, said he was for this type
' I g of development in our city. He said he wanted to put a balance in the

average invomr in Bsllrjo. Mr. Dendas said it is time we look toward
the development that will bring the type of people that will vitalize
and help the downtown area so it will grow again. He felt the downtown
area could not grow without the increase in our population. .

A1Z William Davoren, 508 Pasadise Drive, Tiburon, representing The Bay
Institute of San Francisco, felt the Draft EIR was not adequate. He
said he has had experience with EIR's. He said it did not treat the
regional affects of the project properly. Mr. Davoren said the Draft
EIR deals in terms of units and acres.

A y3 Roger Johnson, P.O. Box 524, Newark, representing U.S. Fish & Wildlife

a Service, and a supervisor of the San Pablo National Refuge, said the
official and formal comments from the Fish & Wildlife Service were
submitted. Mr. Johnson said he was not here to speak for or against
the project, he just wanted to point out that living in Newark he was
a concerned neighbor.

.A Carl Neuhausen, 2130 Main Street, Suite 230, Huntington Beach, repre-

l senting the developer, W.R. Silliams, said he would like to reserve the
right to speak on the Final EIR.

A John Powers, City Attorney, said during the public review period for
this Draft EIR commentary about the Draft EIR on the section dealing
with economics and fiscal impact came from the developer and the City
Manager's staff taking issue with some of the findings dicussion that
appeared in that section. As a result of the consultant, Irina Torrey

* has commenced the process of responding to that commentary very much
in the same fashion that she will take to respond to the commentary that
has been made this evening. Also the commentary which appears in written
correspondence addressed to the Commission, and written correspondence
that still may be submitted up to July 11, about the Draft EIR. Mr.

* Powers said as he looks at it the people who have spoken or have
addressed comments to the Draft EIR will have an opportunity to address
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their further comments to the responses that the consultant will put 0
together on this fiscal or economic impact section of the draft at the
time the Final EIR is submitted. He said that looking at the State
Guidelines the economic and fiscal section of the Draft EIR is a dis-
cretionary or optional feature of the document and it is not a mandatory
element o the Draft EIR. He said if we handle the process in the fashion
as pointed out by Mr. Boex in his opening letter, we will satisfy thep public opportunity to respond to the report.

I. P. Torrey,,EIR Consultant for Cullinan Ranch, said she would like to
make a correctIon in the City Attorney's statement. The revision of
the fiscal section is not the same as any comment that was made on the
EIR/EIS. Basically,.what has happened here was a comment by the developer.
He has released additional information which therefore will change some
of the assumptions made and some of the analyses in the fiscal section.
This is to be interpreted as supplemental information. Because this

.: supplemental"information is not required. by CEQA*, it is the opinion of
the Office of Planning and Research that it does not have to be cir-
culated again as part-of a Draft EIR/EIS but can be ciruclated as part
of the final EIR/EIS. Ms. Torrey said they would be responding to all
of the comments that have been received.

Mr. Powers asked Ms. Torrey when would this particular information be
available to the public.

Ms. Torrey said it had been planned to be included in the Final EIR/EIS,
and it is not going to be made available separately. At this time, she
did not have a date for the final report.A sill Cynthia Kay, 101 Coughlan Street, Vallejo, asked if when the Final EIR

is released, is that the time the public will review the altered section
on the financial section. She wanted to know if that would be at the
public hearing or will the response be in writing.

Ms. Torrey said there is a number of days that a Final EIR has to be
circulated before it can be certified but there is a number of days ithas to be circulated to the public'and if there is still some concern

with it,. it is answered at a public hearing. Certification will follow
when the public body decides all the questions have been adequately
answered.

Mr. Powers said there does not appear to be any mandated public review
period for a final EIR. However, in this case, he will recommend a
thirty day public review period to allow adequate review of the Final EIR.

9.

There being no further business to discuss, the meeting was adjourned at
11:45 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

HAROLD A. BOEX
Secretary S
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Persons Testifying at the Public Hearing

A-1. Mr. Braito submitted written comments; see response to comment 4.

'A-2. See comment 254.

A-3. Mr. Watson submitted written comments; see response to comments 5-7.

A-4. Mr. Ouborg submitted written comments; see response to comments 122-134.

A-5. Ms. Sioan submitted written comments; see response to comments 96-99.
.4..

A-6. Ms. Smith submitted two sets of written comments; see response to comments 198-

218 and 219-220. ..

Ill

A-7. Save San Francisco Bay Association submitted written comments; see response to

comments 185-190.

A-8. The Sierra Club submitted written comments; see response to comments 146-152.

A-9. Mr. Rice submitted written comments; see response to comments 61-63..

A-10. Mr. Winther submitted written comments; see response to comments 191-197.

A-11. Section II.H. of the Final EIR/EIS discusses traffic impacts.

A-12. Mare Island Naval Shipyard submitted written comments; see response to

comments 407-413.

A-13. Comment noted; no response necessary.

A-14. Ms. Castro submitted written comments; see response to comments 30-38.

A-15. The League of Women Voters of Solano County submitted written comments; see

response to comment 174.
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~ ~- A-16. Please refer to response to comment 21.

A-17. Comment noted; no response necessary.

A-18. M.Dme umte rte omns e epnet omns8-5

A1.Ms. Salmaen submitted written comments; see response to comments 86-165.

~ A-20. The Marin Conservation League submitted written comments; see response to

-~ - comments 168-173.

A-21. Comment noted; no response necessary.

K A-22. Please see comments 10 and 86.

A-23. Mr. Rolff submitted written comments; see response to comments 17-29.

A-24. Mr. Berman submitted written comments; see response to comments 64-72.

A-25. Comment noted. The visual impacts of and a proposed mitigation for the noise

wall are discussed in the Final EIR/EIS on page 77.

A-26. Comment noted.

A-27. Mr. Gray submitted written comments; see response to comments 39-43.

A-28. Comment noted.

A-29. Please refer to comments 18 regarding utilities and 10 concerning traffic.

-. A-30. Comment noted; no response necessary.

A3.Comment noe;no response necessary.

A-32. Mr. Davoren submitted written comments; see response to comments 154-159.
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A-33. The US Fish and Wildlife Service submitted written comments; see response to

comments 386-406.

A-34. The developer's written comments have been responded to; see responses 422-472.

A-35. Comment noted.

A-36. Comment noted.

A-37. When the Final EIR/EIS is completed it will be available for public inspection at

the City of Vallejo Planning Department and at the Corps of Engineers office in San

A,. Francisco. It will include a revised Economics/Fiscal section. The Final EIR/EIS will also

be discussed at a certification hearing when the project comes before the Planning

Commission for decision.

.,S.
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